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Introduction Chapter

CONTENT AND METHODS OF THE CPV
LEADERSHIP: SOME THEORETICAL

AND PRACTICAL ISSUES

The content and method of ruling of the Communist Party of Viet�
nam is an issue of special significance in the overall development of Viet�
nam. The article contributes to clarifying the concept of the ruling Party,
the ruling method; and points out the position and role of the Party's ruling
method in the mechanism of realizing the Party's leadership goals. The ar�
ticle clarifies the actual situation of the content and the method of ruling of
the Communist Party of Vietnam over organizations in the political system
and in a number of key fields.

Keywords: content and method, leadership, Communist Party of
Vietnam.

Introduction

In the world, the issue of the ruling Party has been studied for a long
time. In the condition that a single Party leads the State and society, there
are still many debates about the ruling Party in terms of theory. This issue is
even more complicated in practice, from the ruling position, the legitimacy
of the ruling Party, governing content, or method of governance to the rela�
tionships and interactions among elements of the ruling Party's structure.

The content and method of ruling by the Communist Party of Vietnam
is not a new issue, but due to the new requirements and tasks of Doi moi,
the situation in the country and the world changes rapidly and unpredictab�
ly, which requires us to have a new perception, a new scientific and more
practical approach to enhance the ruling role of the Party, to build the
Party and a clean and strong State. The article will clarify some theoretical
and practical issues about the content and method of ruling of the Commu�



nist Party of Vietnam; propose solutions to strengthen the Party's leadership
and ruling capacity to meet the development requirements of the new
period.

The concept of the ruling Party
and the ruling method

During his lifetime, President Ho Chi Minh did not clearly State the
concept of the ruling Party, but through his articles and speeches, it showed
that the Party's rule was a concept associated with power. According to him,
to rule also means to hold power, which means to have power in reality. In
Vietnam, the Party holding power also means the people holding the power,
because the Party is only a representative force, representing the entire
people. Cadres and Party members in the State apparatus have power, but
that power belongs to the people. The people elect representatives to act on
their behalf. This is a feature of the ruling Party in Vietnam today. This is
not possible for the ruling parties in many countries around the world,
where the ruling Party represents only one force in many different forces of
classes and strata of people in society.

The ruling Party is the Party that has state power, holds State power and
implements its program and goals through state activities. That is true for all
ruling parties, which includes the ruling Communist Party. Specifically:

1) The Party must hold legislative power, through which it turns the
contents of the Party's policies and programs into state policies and laws.

2) The Party must hold executive power. When the views and goals of
the ruling Party have been institutionalized into state policies and laws, the
implementation in social life must be done through the executive apparatus.
In order to implement policies and laws effectively, the ruling Party must
hold the top position of the executive branch such as the President, the
Prime Minister and important government ministries.

3) The Party must have influence over the judiciary. Unlike the legisla�
tive and executive branch which the Party needs to dominate and directly
lead, the judiciary branch is independent; it only obeys the law through state
activities. However, the Party has a certain influence to help the judiciary
branch ensure justice, the supremacy of the law and the legal basis for the
Party's rule. In addition, the Party also needs to influence the mass media,
socio�political and socio�professional organizations of the people in the
field of civil society to ensure the socio�political base for the ruling.

Thus, in essence, the Party's rule is by the State and through which the
State in order to control and rule violence power, economic power and in�
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tellectual�cultural power to exercise political power. A progressive Party
must aim to rule by intellectual and cultural power, which is the trend of po�
litical civilization and is also the fundamental strength of the ruling Party.

The ruling method is a combination of methods, means and measures
to legitimize political power in public power which is present in the form of
state power; the transformation of class ideology into legal institutions and
state power organization models; mechanism to effectively use legislative,
executive and judicial powers to realize the Party's goals and ideals. The
ruling method is regulated by the ruling philosophy, the overall model of the
political system, and the goals of governance. The Party's ruling methods
include:

1) designing the centralized sate organization model in accordance with
the one�Party political structure model in order to optimize the legitimizati�
on of political power in public power;

2) selection of personnel as representatives in elections to the state ap�
paratus is done in association with determining the percentage of Party
members and personnel structure in each state agency that the Party have to
control and dominate. This is done so as not to create a threat for the ruling
position of the Party;

3) establishing a mechanism to use legislative, executive and judicial
powers to realize the will of the Party, focusing on public policy and public
resource allocation, in order not to let “interest groups” manipulate or take
advantage of;

4) institutionalizing the Party's Platform and guidelines fully, compre�
hensively, and consistently into laws and policies, and exercising power
by law;

5) implementing effective control of state power;
6) strictly managing Party members in the state apparatus, exercising

power by the Party's discipline regime;
7) institutionalizing class ideology into the ruling moral code as a basis

for binding responsibility and loyalty of Party members to the Party, to the
Fatherland, and using virtue to govern.

The position and role of the Party's ruling method
in the mechanism of realizing the Party's

leadership goals

The Party's ruling method plays a very important role in ensuring the
effectiveness of the Party's leadership for the State and society, specifically:

Introduction Chapter 9



First, a reasonable ruling method ensures the optimization of the Party's
leadership capacity for the State and society, effectively using state power to
realize the Party's goals and ideals. In the condition that there is a govern�
ment and leadership through the State is the most basic content, the ruling
method directly affects the effectiveness of leadership. A reasonable ruling
method allows the achievement of goals on time. It also makes sure that the
legislative, executive and judicial powers are used in harmony between the
will of the Party and the people, and public resources of the State are alloca�
ted and used properly.

Second, the ruling method ensures the legitimacy of the Party's leader�
ship over the State, legitimizes the Party's political decisions and forces the
whole society to obey. The Party's power is political power, has the value of
compulsion within the Party. In order for the whole society to obey, it is ne�
cessary to legitimize political power in public power, which is expressed in
the form of State power. Only by being represented in State power does the
Party have the legal and legitimate power to exercise its leadership role over
all sectors of society. Through the State, the Party institutionalizes the
program and guidelines into laws and policies, forcing the entire society to
obey.

Third, a reasonable ruling method ensures the unity between the politi�
cal domination function and the social function of the State. To perform the
function of political domination, the will of the Party must be embodied in
all aspects of the organizations and operation of the State; to perform social
functions, all state policies must meet the needs and aspirations of the entire
society. It is essential to create an institutional environment and space for
non�members to participate in state management through appropriate
forms.

Fourth, a reasonable ruling method also makes the political system
simple, effective and efficient. A ruling method is considered reasonable
when it allows the maximization of political power to be represented in
public power, simplifies unnecessary structures, and minimizes the middle
layers in leadership and governance.

Fifth, with a reasonable ruling method, state power is effectively cont�
rolled, Party members participating in the state apparatus do not fall into
the trap of “group interests”, a pragmatic lifestyle, and break away from the
Party's guidelines. An unreasonable ruling method will lead to a divide and
conflicts among legislative, executive and judicial powers, insufficient con�
centration to institutionalize the Party's Platform and guidelines, and inabi�
lity to control interest groups that manipulate public policies and the alloca�
tion of public resources.
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Current status of the content and method of ruling
of the Communist Party of Vietnam today

The current situation of the content and method of the Party's ruling
over the State

In order to successfully lead the Doi moi process, the Communist Party
of Vietnam has gradually innovated the contents and methods of ruling. The
Communist Party of Vietnam leads the State and society with political�legal
contents that express in depth the position and ruling role of the Party. With
that mission, the Communist Party of Vietnam has oriented to build the
State of the Socialist Republic of Vietnam as a socialist rule of law state of
the People, by the People, for the People1. In the guidelines and resolutions
of the Party, the state apparatus is constantly being renewed and perfected
in the context of building a socialist�oriented market economy and interna�
tional integration.

The socialist rule of law state of Vietnam is a state in which state power
is unified, with assignment, coordination and control among state agencies
in the exercise of legislative, executive and judicial powers2, and is led by a
single Party — the Communist Party of Vietnam. The outstanding feature is
that the awareness of democracy, rule of law, publicity, transparency, and
respect for the law in the content and methods of leadership and governance
of the Party over the State has been gradually improved.

The current situation of the content and method of the Party's ruling
over the National Assembly

Regarding the content of the Party's ruling over the National Assembly:
The Party directly decides the orientation of organization and operation of
the National Assembly; the Party decides the direction and program of
law�making, decides on important issues for the National Assembly to
discuss and approve in accordance with the statutory order, ensuring the
scientific, objective, and precise expression of the will, aspirations and inte�
rests of all classes of people; the Party decides on major guidelines and solu�
tions for the National Assembly to conduct supervision over state agencies,
local authorities, and titles elected by the National Assembly.

The method of the Party's ruling over the National Assembly has been
gradually renewed. In constitutional and legislative activities, the Party's le�
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adership and governance focuses on the task of leading the National Assem�
bly to timely and properly institutionalize the guidelines, policies, viewpo�
ints and development orientations of the country in all areas of the nation
into legal provisions, ordinances and resolutions; the Party respects and
listens to the opinions of National Assembly deputies. In deciding important
issues of the country, the Party's leadership and power over the National As�
sembly is carried out according to the Party's policy�making method — the
National Assembly discusses and decides according to its authority.

Although the content and methods of governance have been renewed,
the National Assembly's operation reform still has many shortcomings con�
sidering the requirements of integration.

The current situation of the content and method of the Party's ruling
over the Government

Regarding the content of the Party's ruling over the Government: The
Party leads to ensure that the Government performs well the roles, functi�
ons, tasks and powers of the Government; leads the consolidation of the
Government's organization; leads the personnel work of the Government,
ministries and ministerial�level agencies; and leads the state administrative
reform work of the Government, ministries and ministerial�level agencies.

Regarding the Party's method of ruling over the Government: The Po�
litburo and the Secretariat directly leads and directs, and at the same time,
through the Government Party Personnel Committee, the Party Personnel
Committees of ministries and ministerial�level agencies, thoroughly com�
municates and institutionalizes the guidelines and strategies of the Party,
policies, laws and resolutions of the National Assembly into legal docu�
ments and organizes the implementation of state management in all fields.

However, the inspection and supervision role of the Party still has to di�
rectly replace the self�control mechanism of the Government and the state
administrative system; the roles and responsibilities between the collective
and individual leaders have not been clearly defined.

The current situation of the content and method of the Party's ruling
over the People's Councils at all levels

Regarding the ruling content of the Party over the People's Councils at
all levels: The governing content is defined more clearly and more specifi�
cally in terms of the organization and operation of the People's Councils at
all levels to ensure stability and development, especially the communicati�
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on, concretization and good implementation of the guidelines of the Party,
policies and laws of the State.

Regarding the Party's method of ruling over the People's Councils at all
levels: Local Party committees at all levels have thoroughly grasped the
principles of centralization, democracy, compliance with the law, ensuring
scientific method and rigor in their leadership and direction for the People's
Council to ensure appropriate decisions. This has promoted economic, cul�
tural and social development, and strengthened the government.

However, the guidelines, resolutions, laws and regulations in consolida�
ting and improving the quality of the organizational apparatus, and in doing
human resources work in the agencies of the People's Councils at all levels
are still lacking specificity.

The current situation of the content and method of the Party's ruling
over the People's Committees at all levels

Regarding the contents of the Party's governing method over the Peop�
le's Committees at all levels: The Party Committees and Standing Commit�
tees of the Party Committees shall lead the People's Committees of the
same level to perform the functions and tasks of the People's Committees
well, especially in building resolutions, policies and working plans in order
to well implement the Party's viewpoints and guidelines, the state's policies
and laws, resolutions of the Party congresses and of the committees, stan�
ding committees of their respective levels.

The method of the Party's ruling over the People's Committees at all
levels is to closely follow the requirements and tasks in the guidelines of the
Party and policies and laws of the State to direct the People's Committees to
implement. Party committees at all levels orient and decide on major polici�
es in accordance with the legal process, which is becoming more democratic
and less restrictive. Party committees at all levels have directly and compre�
hensively led personnel work, and the management team has increasingly
improved their quality.

Although in recent years, there have been many changes in the leader�
ship and direction of the Party committees and organizations at all levels
using guidelines and resolutions for the activities of the People's Committe�
es at all levels, the effectiveness and efficiency is not high. In the operation,
management and administration of the People's Committees at all levels,
some places have not strictly observed the guidelines, resolutions and the le�
adership and administration of the Party committees.
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The current situation of the content and method of the Party's ruling
ver the People's Court and the People's Procuracy

About the contents of the Party's ruling over the People's Courts and
People's Procuracies: The Party sets out guidelines, orientations and directi�
ons for policies and major undertakings on judicial work and judicial
reform. The Party leads and directs competent agencies and organizations
to implement, communicate, mobilize and persuade officials and people to
implement guidelines in the field of justice.

Regarding the Party's method of ruling over the People's Courts and Pe�
ople's Procuracies: During the ruling process, by resolutions, directives and
conclusions, the Party has closely led judicial activities on politics, organiza�
tion and personnel, step by step limiting the situation where the Party com�
mittees loosen their leadership or interfere improperly in judicial activities.

However, the role of leadership and direction of all levels of Party com�
mittees and organizations in the process of implementing judicial reform
tasks in some judicial agencies and localities is still limited. In some places,
the role is still loose and the implementation has not been regularly inspected.

The current situation of the content and method of the Party's ruling
in the economy

Regarding the content of the Party's ruling in the economic field, the
main focus has been on formulating major policies and orientations for re�
forming and improving the socialist�oriented market economy. The Party
leads in building and perfecting the socialist rule of law state in economic
management and development and leads the innovation of personnel work
to serve the cause of economic development.

The Party's ruling method in the economic field: The Party governs by
issuing resolutions and directives, on that basis, the state institutionalizes
them into mechanisms, policies and laws to manage the economy.

In fact, theoretical research and innovation of the Party's thinking and
awareness, and the process of concretizing it into guidelines, policies and
their implementation still have many shortcomings. The work of building
and perfecting the rule of law state with economic institutional reform has
not been synchronized.

The current situation of the content and method of the Party's ruling
in the fields of national defense, security and foreign affairs

1) In the field of national defense and security: The Party's perception
of its absolute and direct leadership role in all aspects and the state's mana�
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gement of the armed forces; national defense, security and defense tasks is
constantly developing and being perfected to suit the actual situation in the
country and the world. 2) In the field of foreign affairs, the Party has
renewed its strategic awareness of the current times, of the world and of the
region, the awareness is becoming clearer and more comprehensive. The
goals and tasks of foreign affairs are more in depth, and national interests
and development goals are top priorities.

The current situation of methods and contents of the Party's ruling over
the army, police and foreign affairs: 1) For the army and police: The ruling
role of the Party is strengthened through organizational and personnel work.
It is the unification of Party and government organizations in the army and
police, ensuring absolute and direct leadership in all aspects of Party organi�
zations; 2) For the field of foreign affairs: First of all, the ruling Party con�
ducts foreign affairs tasks through directives and resolutions on foreign
affairs and international integration, defines foreign affairs objectives and
tasks for the benefit of the nation; development goals are top priorities.
Motto and major orientations are determined for foreign affairs, from which
the state institutionalizes and concretizes into strategies, programs, plans,
projects for foreign affairs and international integration and organizes imp�
lementation for all levels and sectors.

In fact, the organization and coordination of the implementation of the
two strategic tasks of national construction and defense by Party organizati�
ons and state administrations has been ineffective in some aspects. Foreign
affairs and international economic integration have not been active and ef�
fective, and have not taken advantage of opportunities to overcome challen�
ges in the integration process.

The current situation of the content and method of the Party's ruling
in the field of ideology and culture

The content of the Party's ruling in the field of ideology and culture is
the tasks carried out in order to build ruling theories and guidelines, and to
improve the ruling capacity in terms of ideology, theory, and culture. In
fact, the process of Doi moi has attained great achievements. However, the
work of political and ideological education has not been very effective and
has been superficial in some places. Certain tasks have not been seriously
implemented; the quality and effectiveness are still low. Theoretical work
and theoretical education are still limited and inadequate; the quality of the�
oretical research is still limited; there are still many unresolved, unsatisfac�
tory solutions. This work has not yet created the basis and motivation to
construct and implement a correct and effective line of governance.
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The Party's ruling method in the field of ideology and culture: The
Party brings into play its forces and means and uses many different methods
to communicate, educate and train cadres, Party members and people on
revolutionary ideals and theories, on the guidelines and revolutionary
methods of the Party. It also develops mechanisms and policies to foster,
attract and promote the talents of scientists, theorists, cultural researchers
and the press to improve the capacity and ruling power of the Party and
State.

However, besides the achieved results, the Party's method of ruling in
the field of ideology and culture is still limited. Methods and means of doing
ideological work are still backwards in some aspects. Ideological work has
not been sharp, persuasive or appealing enough to cadres and the people.
The ideological work is heavy on one�way propaganda and has not brought
into play the effective use of the dialogue method.

In the coming time, in order to effectively renovate the ruling method
of the Communist Party of Vietnam in the new situation, it is necessary to
focus on the following key points: Unifying the perception of the structural
model of “only one ruling Party and people outside the Party can participa�
te in politics”; designing a model of state power organization compatible
with the Party's model, ensuring that the ruling position of the Party is not
challenged in the process of expanding socialist democracy. In addition,
the selection of personnel should be renewed according to the principle of
election campaign to discover talents to be introduced into the state appa�
ratus; the structure, number and proportion of Party members at each level
should be suitable for each State agency and parallel to the model of state
power organization, ensuring the unified leadership of the Party. The mec�
hanism of using legislative, executive and judicial powers should be paid at�
tention in order to realize the Party's goals and ideals, focusing on policy
making and public resource allocation. Finally, power should be effectively
controlled; power should be exercised according to the law and strict Party
discipline; the ruling should be done according to objective principles and
done effectively.

Conclusion

The ruling Party focuses on solving the relationship between the Party
and the State, which is associated with the condition of legitimizing political
power in public power expressed in the form of state power. The nature of
the ruling Party is that the Party is represented by the State, uses state power
to realize its goals and ideals, and ensures that the state's dominant political
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and social functions are always united organically. The Party's ruling
method is a combination of means, measures and techniques to legitimize
political power in public power; to use state power to realize the goals and
ideals of the Party. Renovation of the Party's ruling method is a constituent
part of the whole work of building and reforming the political system, as
well as building and rectifying the Party.

In the new situation, although there are many innovations to ensure the
ruling role of the Party, the content and method of the Party's ruling over
the State and society still have certain shortcomings. The sustainable deve�
lopment of the country depends greatly on the leadership and ruling capaci�
ty of the Party. Therefore, the Communist Party of Vietnam must mobilize
all resources of intelligence, bravery and responsibility to promote the capa�
city to govern in order to stimulate the desire to develop a prosperous and
happy country and to firmly protect the Socialist Republic of Vietnam in the
spirit of the Resolution of the 13th National Congress of Deputies of the
Communist Party of Vietnam.
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PART 1
THE COMMUNIST PARTY AND THE STATE

OF VIETNAM IN THE PROCESS
OF RENOVATION AND DEVELOPMENT

(1986—2021)

Chapter 1

IS THERE A CONFLICT BETWEEN HO CHI MINH'S
POINT: “WHOEVER EXPLOITS CANNOT

BE A PARTY MEMBER” AND THE POLICY
OF THE CPV WHEN ALLOWING PARTY MEMBERS

TO DO BUSINESS AND ADMITTING PRIVATE
BUSINESS OWNERS TO THE PARTY?

In 1953, in the work “Political common sense”, Ho Chi Minh affir�
med the standard of Party membership: “Whoever exploits cannot be a
Party member”. More than half a century later, the Communist Party of
Vietnam has had bold policies: Let Party members do private businesses
and agree to admit private business owners to the Party. This means that
“Communist Party members” and “participants in exploitation” are no
longer as fiercely mutually exclusive as before. Has the Party changed its
nature or has it degenerated? Using the materialist dialectics of Mar�
xism�Leninism, the article focuses on analyzing the theoretical and practi�
cal basis of the establishment of Party membership standards in 1953 as
well as the Party's policy more than 50 years later. In terms of formal logic,
it seems that the Party is going against Ho Chi Minh's ideology on the
standards of Party members. However, dialectically, this is the creative ap�



plication and development of Ho Chi Minh's thought towards the goal of
wealthy people, strong country, democracy, justice and civilization.

Keywords: exploitation, private business owners, Communist Party of
Vietnam, party members, bourgeois.

Introduction
In 1953, in the work “Political common sense”, discussing the Party

membership standards of the Vietnam Labor Party, Ho Chi Minh pointed
out: “Naturally, anyone who exploits people cannot become a Party
member”. Not exploiting people was the top standard of Communist Party
members at that time. “Party membership standards are related to maintai�
ning the nature of the Party, to the goal of striving for national independen�
ce and advancing to socialism, to building the Party according to Ho Chi
Minh's thought”1. In 2006, the Central Committee issued Regulation No.
15/QD�TW on Party members working in the private economy. Then, in
2013, the Communist Party of Vietnam had a pilot policy of admitting qua�
lified private business owners to the Party. Owners of private businesses ac�
cording to the theory of Marxism�Leninism are those who “participate in
exploitation”. So has the Communist Party changed its nature or has it “de�
generated”? From the methodology of Marxism�Leninism, the article cont�
ributes to answering the question: What is the contradiction between Ho
Chi Minh's view on “who exploits cannot be a Party member” and the
Communist Party's policy? Vietnam has agreed to allow Party members to
do private businesses and admit private business owners to the Party.

Historical specificity in Ho Chi Minh's point
“Whoever exploits cannot be a Party member”

The work “Political common sense” was written by Ho Chi Minh in
1953 in order to “provide basic and necessary knowledge about Mar�
xism�Leninism and the party's policy orientations in order to build ideals
and beliefs so that cadres and the people overcame hardships and sacrificed
themselves to bring the resistance war to complete victory”.2

In the context of the people's democratic national revolution going on,
when the peasants were badly exploited by the landlords, the slogan “the
plowman has the field” is a political slogan that has great influence on milli�
ons of farmers.
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“Our land area is very large, our farmers are very diligent, but most of
the land is concentrated in the hands of colonialists and feudal land�
lords”.3 Therefore, “under the feudal system, much of the wealth produ�
ced by agriculture fell into the hands of the landlord class. Landlords do
not work but still enjoy their wealth”.4 Meanwhile, in the countryside “the
poor are the largest and poorest class of people. Their hands and feet are
covered with mud all year round, but they are still hungry all their lives,
because they are badly exploited by feudal landlords”.5 The situation of
people living lavishly without working and living on the sweat, tears, blood
and bones of poor farmers has existed for thousands of years in the history
of Vietnam and continued to exist in the 1950s. “Farmers are already poor,
and taxed heavily. Landlords took too much land rent, cut their throats
with loans, causing farmers to sometimes have to sell their wives and
children. If there is a drought, storm, or flood, they will die of hunger on
the road”.6 The landlord�peasant conflict has become a long�lasting conf�
lict.

Therefore, in 1930, when the Communist Party appeared, with the role
of leading the people to liberate the nation, liberate the working class, and
liberate the people, the slogan “the plowman has the field” was really
moving for the hearts of poor farmers in Vietnam. And of course, born with
the mission of abolishing the regime of national oppression, class oppression
and human oppression, in that particular historical situation, the Party
could not admit into its ranks the “oppressors”. Those people were, first of
all, members of the feudal landlord class.

Participating in exploitation, the landlords were followed by the com�
mercial bourgeoisie, who “would rather have their country's economy
depend on the empire than to liberate the peasants, and do not want our co�
untry's technology to be developed.”7 Farmers are drained and exploited
badly by the landlords. What about Vietnamese workers? “Compared to
workers from other countries, Vietnamese workers are very miserable, espe�
cially workers in temporarily occupied areas. They work long hours with
little pay. Moreover, the regime of having to pay bribes to the rulers is a
feudal exploitative regime. Unemployment often occurs”.8
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In such a concrete historical situation, the feudal landlord class and the
exploiting bourgeoisie could not become members of an organization that
led the masses to fight against exploitation and to abolish the system of
humans exploiting other humans. That organization is the Communist
Party.

When the “exploitation” had become widespread, manifested clearly
and offensively, it created the indignation of the masses and led to the im�
poverishment and even the death of many innocent people; When the do�
mestic exploiting forces still colluded with the external invading forces to
exploit the workers, making their situation miserable, they can no longer
live like humans, then it was inevitable that the Party, as the organization
leading the masses to start a revolution, could not admit such exploiting
people to its organization.

In the context when the resistance war against the French colonialists
was in the final stage, the demand for all aspects of the battlefield was enor�
mous; that need is largely met through the support of the masses, most of
which were farmers. The reaffirmation of the standard of “whoever exploits
cannot be a Party member” is of great significance in strengthening the pe�
ople's trust and attracting the people's support for the revolution. On the
other hand, “under the condition that Party members have to leave their fa�
milies to depend on the people, under the condition that the private
economy is the object of re�education, it is natural to comply with the stan�
dard of "non�exploiting" Party members”.9

Ho Chi Minh analyzed and pointed out that exploitation is the main
cause of Vietnamese people's misery. From the workers, peasants, petite bo�
urgeoisie to the national bourgeoisie all suffered because they were exploited
by imperialism, feudalism, and industrial bourgeoisie. Therefore, in order to
liberate, the people must unite to overthrow these three subjects. And of
course, those exploiters cannot stand in the ranks of the communist Party's
leaders.

In fact, under the circumstances of the resistance war, how “exploitati�
on” is fully defined in theory is also of little concern. One sees “exploitati�
on” through the impoverishment of working�class people. They lived in
poverty, lack of food, lack of clothing, lack of essential survival conditions,
and their basic needs were not fully met. At the same time, another part of
the population lived in luxury on the sweat and tears of those in poverty. We
can imagine “exploitation” here mainly through things that are very intuiti�
vely obvious: some could not eat it all, while others coult not have enough
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to eat. But how does the mechanism of exploitation take place? What is the
theoretical basis of that so�called “exploitation”, in the historical context of
the 50s of the twentieth century when the Vietnamese people's intellectual
level was still quite low and when there was still too much work to be done
in practice; we really did not have the time to study this issue deeply.

In the context that “exploitation” was such a sensitive word, when the
masses of the people were miserable and impoverished because of exploita�
tion, harsh rule, and policies that made their lives increasingly difficult, it
was inevitable that “It is a rule that anyone who exploits other people
cannot become a Party member”. Because Party members are the leading
force of the people to fight against the reality of people exploiting people —
bourgeois exploiting workers and landlords exploiting peasants.

Therefore, stemming from the specific historical circumstances of the
people's national democratic revolution in Vietnam in the 50s, Ho Chi
Minh affirmed the truth about the criteria of Party membership: “whoever
exploits cannot be a Party member.”

The “dialectics of development” in applying Ho Chi Minh's
thought on the conditions of Party members when the Party

agrees to allow Party members to do private business and
admit private business owners to the Party

Some methodological principles when applying Ho Chi Minh's thought on
Party membership standards

Ho Chi Minh has left the Vietnamese people, the Communist Party of
Vietnam and the Vietnamese people an invaluable system of theory on the
Vietnamese revolutionary path. However, one of the methodological prob�
lems when we apply his thought is:

• adhering to specific historicity. The application must be flexible, pay�
ing attention to the historical circumstances when Ho Chi Minh expressed
his view and the specific situations when applying the views. We should not
mechanically assume that Ho Chi Minh said so, so now we must do the
same. Every era is different. Using Ho Chi Minh's thought without taking
into account specific historical circumstances, we are “damaging” his tho�
ught. Therefore, studying and applying Ho Chi Minh's thought should pay
special attention to learning about methods, learning the “soul” of the opi�
nions, not the literal “cover” of the views expressed in each word or phrase;

• applying the development perspective. A method of dialectic explana�
tion is that development has to go through a process. During that process,
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there are times when things are in the opposite State of their original self.
This is like: If we want peace, sometimes we have to accept war. In order to
eliminate exploitation, we must first accept exploitation to a certain extent.
To be a teacher, you must first be a disciple. Understanding this principle,
we will see things as they actually are.

Theoretical issues for the Party to consider before deciding to allow Party
members to do private businesses or agreeing to admit private business owners to
the Party

This permission and consent means acknowledging that Party members
can “participate in exploitation” and that people who “participate in exploi�
tation” can still become members of the communist Party.

Can Communist Party members participate in private businesses, and
can private business owners become Communist Party members? This qu�
estion has attracted the attention of Vietnamese researchers for a long time
because: In the days of Marx, Engels, and Lenin, the founders of Mar�
xism�Leninism, the working class and the bourgeoisie were considered as
antagonistic classes with no common ground. The working class has strug�
gled against the oppression of the bourgeoisie for a long period of history, so
these two social forces exist in a mutually exclusive fashion. So when it
comes to communist Party members joining the private economy or private
business owners becoming communist Party members, we are touching on a
theoretical issue: the working class and the bourgeoisie, can these two social
forces become two in one? The communist Party members are the advanced
part of the working class while private business owners represent the bour�
geoisie. More than a century ago, these two social forces existed in antago�
nism, one class struggled against the other, why is it now possible to include
both a worker and a bourgeois in the same person? What's the contradiction
here?

Those who deny the 2�in�1 view argue that: Communist Party members
lead the masses to build a society without human exploitation — a socialist
and communist society — so they cannot participate in exploitation (they
cannot do private business and cannot be a private business owner). The
force that leads the people to eliminate unjust exploitation cannot participa�
te in exploitation!

Meanwhile, supporters of the 2�in�1 view put forward an argument
that: Communist Party members lead the masses to build a society with rich
people, strong country, democracy, justice and civilization, so if they don't
know how to get rich, who can they lead, who will follow them? Therefore,
before leading the people to build such a future society, Party members
themselves must know how to get rich and to be rich to set an example for
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the masses. There is a saying in Vietnam that: “No commercial activities
means no wealth”. In order to be rich, Party members must participate in
the private economy and become the owner of a private business.

It seems that every point of view has its own reason. The struggle
between these two opposing opinions has been inconclusive for many years,
making if difficult for the Party to decide in favor of one point of view and
denying the other.

The first breakthrough: The Party advocates that Party members can do
private businesses

The debate between these two viewpoints took place quite fiercely until
2006, when the Doi moi policy of the Communist Party of Vietnam had
been implemented for 20 years, enough for the people to see the undeniable
achievements of the Communist Party of Vietnam's innovation and the
contribution of the private economy to the development of the economy in
particular and the country in general. The third meeting of the Party Central
Committee, term X, issued Regulation No. 15/QD�TW on “Party members
doing private business”.

This regulation is really a breakthrough in the Party's thinking, demons�
trating the dialectic of development: To eliminate exploitation, first of all, it
is necessary to accept exploitation to a certain extent. Party members must
be rich to have a leader's appeal and reliability to lead the masses to eradica�
te poverty and become wealthy legally. Historically, this provision was actu�
ally “paved the way” centuries ago during the campaign to establish the
Communist Party of Vietnam by Nguyen Ai Quoc and his comrades. The
Communist Party of Vietnam is not only the product of the combination of
Marxism�Leninism with the workers' movement but also the patriotic mo�
vement.

In peacetime, when economic development is a central task in the co�
untry's development strategy, a part of the country's leadership team, i. e.
communist Party members, participates in the private economy, which is an
unprecedented experience in history. This will have great theoretical and
practical significance. If in the past, Party members actively participated in
the cause of fighting to protect the independence and freedom of the Fat�
herland, now, when the times change, Party members participating in the
private economy is something we can understand and accept both theoreti�
cally and practically.

There is a saying that: “Party members go first, the villagers follow”.
When Party members do successful private businesses, they will become role
models, spreading positive energy, sharing experiences, and can appeal to
the masses to do private business in order to become rich and prosperous,
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which contributes to the common goal of the Party to advance towards a
rich people and a strong country.

During the transitional period to socialism, when the Party advocated
the development of a multi�sector economy, a period in which there was
still a private capitalist economy, it was perfectly reasonable for Party
members to participate in the private economy. In particular, the 12th Nati�
onal Congress affirmed that the private economy plays an important role
and is “an important driving force of the economy”; the participation of
Party members in an economic sector plays the role of “an important
driving force”. This is to really promote the whole economy to develop,
which is meaningful in both theory and practice.

However, it should be added that, when a Party member is a private bu�
siness owner, in addition to meeting the requirements of a private business
in accordance with the Constitution and regulations, he/she must also
comply with more specific and stricter regulations in treating the relations
with workers in enterprises, the State, society, Party organizations, and
mass organizations in enterprises. Especially, Party members “must directly
participate in labor”. These regulations clearly show the difference between
private business owners — Party members and private business owners who
are not Party members. Carrying two responsibilities at the same time, the
owner of a private business — a Party member has to have both the qualities
of a Party member and the qualities of a business owner.

With this regulation, Party members have stepped out of their familiar
and default positions and scopes as just Party members to enter a completely
new field. Party members represent a new role that Party members have not
been allowed to perform before: “establishing, organizing, managing and
operating limited liability companies, joint stock companies, partnerships
and private enterprises”.10

When Party members participate in the private sector, practical experi�
ence as business owners will accumulate knowledge and experience for them
to lead the masses more effectively and help them contribute directly to the
creation of material value for society. This policy, on the other hand, also
makes social life transparent, reducing the situation of Party members
“doing underground economy”, which could lead to many losses and con�
sequences for society.

This is a new creation and development of Ho Chi Minh's thinking in
the development of the Party that he himself, by his actions in the early
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years of the twentieth century, clearly demonstrated: the Communist Party
of Vietnam not only has the nature of the working class, but is also deeply
nationalistic. At present, any social class in Vietnam that contributes to the
common development towards a rich people, strong country, democracy,
justice and civilization has in it the nature of a communist. In addition, pea�
cetime communists must be prosperous and wealthy communists to set an
example for the masses towards prosperity and wealth.

The second breakthrough: The Communist Party of Vietnam advocates for
private business owners to become Party members

Seven years after the regulation on Party members being allowed to
work in the private economy was issued, on January 30, 2013, the Central
Organization Committee issued further guidance No. 17�HD/BTCTW to
admit qualified private business owners to the Party. This is a significant
step forward in the Party's theoretical awareness. According to regulation
15, Communist Party members have the opportunity to experience a new
position, a new job, a new presence besides being a Party member, which is
“doing private business” or becoming business owner. Then, when guidance
No. 17 was issued, the Party had the opportunity to include a new force of
Party members who pioneer in the field of doing business and create materi�
al wealth for society — they are the business owners.

What the genius leader Nguyen Ai Quoc did more than a century ago
helped the later Vietnamese communists have the ability to develop their
forces creatively. Members of the Communist Party of Vietnam come not
only from workers, but also from many different social classes; they are en�
lightened with Marxism�Leninism and voluntarily strive to build a Vietnam
in which the people are rich, the country is strong, democratic, fair and ci�
vilized. It is this creativity in developing the Party that has helped to gather
many elite and pioneering social forces in the Party, contributing to the rea�
lization of the political goals set by the Party.

Nearly a century ago, it was the patriotic movement of intellectuals that
was an effective bridge for Marxism�Leninism to penetrate into the Vietna�
mese workers' movement, creating the premise for the birth of the Party. At
present, Vietnamese businessmen can have a second role as a communist
Party member, so they will bring a new vitality to the Vietnamese commu�
nist Party.

From regulation No. 15 in 2006 to guideline No. 17 in 2013 is really a
breakthrough and cautious development in the perception and action of the
party. First, party members “poke their feet” to experience an unpreceden�
ted second place in theory and practice — the position of a bourgeois by al�
lowing party members to do private business. Then, the Party admitted
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party private business owners, i.e. the bourgeois as members to increase the
vitality of the party organization.

The recognition and affirmation of the role of the private business
owner is associated with the affirmation of the role of the private economic
sector in the development of the country. At the X Congress (2006), the
party affirmed that the private economy is an area that “plays an important
role and is one of the driving forces of the economy”. Therefore, these “so�
mewhat risky” experiments have created a practical basis for the 12th Nati�
onal Party Congress (2016) to clearly affirm in the document: the private
sector is “an important driving force of the economy”.

Thus, by seeing very clearly the fundamental and main conflicts of each
historical period, the Communist Party of Vietnam has brilliantly applied
and developed the standard of party membership that Ho Chi Minh set
forth in a creative manner. This creates a new vitality of the Party and is an
important factor in creating the Party's capacity and strength in the new era.

Conclusion

In theory, the two categories “Communist Party members” and “part�
icipating in exploitation” seem to be mutually exclusive. If one was a party
member, one could not participate in exploitation, or “Whoever exploits
cannot become a Party member”. That was one of the mos important stan�
dards of communists more than half a century ago. Currently, however,
Communist Party members are allowed to work in private businesses and
qualified private business owners can join the Party. That means that party
members can “participate in exploitation” and those who “participate in ex�
ploitation” can still be Party members.

In terms of formal logic, these two positions are completely contradic�
tory to each other. However, if we look at the specific history of each histo�
rical period in association with the dialectic of development, development
has to go through periods of its opposite. To eliminate exploitation, we must
first accept exploitation to a certain extent. If we want peace, sometimes we
have to accept war. It can be seen that the standards of party members in the
50s of the twentieth century and the current policy of the party on allowing
party members to own private businesses and admitting private business
owners to the party are not contradictory.

The current policy of the Party is the creative, flexible and courageous
application of the materialist dialectic of Marxism�Leninism and Ho Chi
Minh's thought on the basis of maintaining the goal towards a socialist society
with a rich people, strong country, democracy, justice and civilization.
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In terms of morality, the current policy of the communist party is not at
odds with Ho Chi Minh's thought and the classical theorists of Mar�
xism�Leninism on party membership standards. As Lenin said of commu�
nist morality: “Our morality comes from the interests of the class struggle of
the proletariat”, and “The basis of communist morality is the struggle to
consolidate and complete the construction of communism”.11 The partici�
pation of party members in the private capitalist economy or the admission
of private business owners to the party are just steps taken to complete the
construction of the socialism in Vietnam. It is a creative application and de�
velopment of party membership standards according to Ho Chi Minh's
thought in the new situation, in order to reach the consistent goal of class li�
beration, human liberation, and successful construction of socialism in
Vietnam.
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Chapter 2

CPV’S CREATIVE ADOPTION
OF MARXISM�LENINISM IN THE PROCESS

OF BUILDING SOCIALISM IN VIETNAM
(SINCE 1986 TO THE PRESENT DAY)

During the process of construction and development in Vietnam, the
Communist Party of Vietnam has always been steadfast in its path to socia�
lism, taking Marxism�Leninism and Ho Chi Minh ideology as the ideolo�
gical foundation and always creatively apply Marxism — Leninism to the
reality of national development, creating outstanding developments in all
aspects of social life. The creative application of the Communist Party of
Vietnam is reflected in the investment in developing the productive force
through improving the quality of human resources and industrialization
and modernization to create a material basis for the owner. social meaning;
adjust production relations through changing economic model, shifting
from centrally planned economic model to socialist�oriented market eco�
nomy model; accept the multi�ownership multi�form economy, combi�
ning the dialectic between the development of the private economy and the
state economy; attaching importance to the role of the State in regulating
the economy according to the principle of small government, large market,
etc, thereby, creating a Vietnam with “structure, potential, position and
international prestige like nowadays”.

Keywords: Communist Party of Vietnam, Marxism�Leninism, the ap�
plication of Marxism�Leninism by the Communist Party of Vietnam.

Introduction

In Vietnam, since independence, the Communist Party of Vietnam has
determined that the development path of Vietnamese society is to move up
to socialism, taking Marxism�Leninism as the ideological foundation. The



process of building and developing the country is a arduous, difficult and
complicated process, with the opposition and hostility of many opposing
forces and inadequacies in the practice of building socialism in the world.
world, but, with flexibility and creativity, the Communist Party of Vietnam
has always steadfastly followed the socialist path, creatively applying Mar�
xism�Leninism to the practical development of the country. proud achieve�
ments, especially in the economic and political fields.

Creative application of the Communist Party of Vietnam
in the development of production forces
and adjustment of production relations

The Marxist�Leninist classics have always been consistent in their eco�
nomic determinism when they say that material or economic forces are the
determining factors for social development in all aspects. Therefore, in
order to build a social system qualitatively different from capitalism, the first
goal that the classics aim to criticize is the limitations of the economic
model of capitalism: market economy. The discovery of surplus value and the
exploitation of surplus value in a capitalist society is the highlight, signaling
the end of the capitalist mode of production from economic causes. That is
also the reason that for a long time, many theoretical studies identify the
market economy with capitalism, so when building socialism, people look
for an economic model that lies outside of the market economy. The crisis
of the centrally planned economic model, marked by the systemic crisis of
the socialist countries, requires a return to the study of the market economy
in its primacy. It has helped capitalism stand and develop for many centuri�
es, with the question that needs to be answered: is the development of the
market economy to follow the capitalist path?

On the basis of a correct and increasingly complete awareness of socia�
lism and the path to socialism in Vietnam, lessons learned from the weak�
nesses and inadequacies of the centrally planned economic model after the
dissolution of the old socialist system, the Party and State of Vietnam set out
a path to comprehensively renew the country since the 6th Party Congress
in 1986, in order to effectively carry out the socialist construction, in which
important and fundamental are economic innovations. The process of rene�
wing our Party's economic theoretical thinking has made great breakthro�
ughs when realizing the objective development trend of the world economy,
which is the development based on the modern market economy, open to
integration and development. The Communist Party of Vietnam has deter�
mined that only developing a market economy can realize socialism from an
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economic perspective. Since the 6th National Congress, perceptions about
the market economic model in the construction of socialism have gradually
been clearly shaped. In order to overcome the shortcomings of the centrally
planned economic model, which is seriously inhibiting economic and social
development, along with the ripe changes in perception, the model of socia�
list�oriented market economy was established by our Party and State. Imple�
mentation policy: “The socialist�oriented market economy in our country is
a multi�sector commodity economy operating according to the market
mechanism under the management of the State under the leadership of the
Communist Party of Vietnam. This is a form of market economy that
follows the laws of the market economy, both based on and guided by the
principles and nature of socialism”1 has been implemented in practice, cre�
ating qualitative changes in economic models and outstanding growth in the
economy and all aspects of social life. The problem is how to prevent the
development of the market economy and the socialist orientation from be�
coming barriers to each other, it is necessary to determine the focus of this
development towards the ultimate goal: in order to make the best use of the
market's advantages, and at the same time overcome and minimize its
defects to serve the interests of all people, towards the goals of socialism”.2

If we consider the development of the market economy as the adjust�
ment of the economic model in the ownership relationship to the level of
development of the productive forces in Vietnam in the current period ac�
cording to the content of the law on the In accordance with the production
relations with the development level of the productive forces in Marxist�Leni�
nist philosophy, the investment in the development of the productive forces
in Vietnam is also the expression of creative application of this law in deve�
lopment practice in Vietnam. Because Vietnam is a country that has not un�
dergone the process of capitalist industrialization, the process of industriali�
zation and modernization is determined to be indispensable to establish the
material and technical basis for socialism. Our Party considers industrializa�
tion as the central task of the transition period. However, this is no longer
the classical model of industrialization with modern mechanical industry
and heavy industry development as the main basis, which must be prioriti�
zed for development as in the process of building socialism in Soviet Russia:
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Heavy industry is the main basis of socialism. To suit Vietnam's characteris�
tics and the context of international integration, the Communist Party of
Vietnam advocates that industrialization must be carried out in association
with modernization, associated with the progressive development of science
and technology. The goal of industrialization and modernization is to turn
our country into an industrial country with modern material and technical
foundations and a reasonable economic structure. By the 13th Party Cong�
ress, January 2021, with the rapid development of science, technology and
the digital economy, the process of industrialization and modernization
continued to be emphasized by our Party in the context of in the context of
economic growth model renewal, not only associated with the knowledge
economy but also in the process of national digital transformation: “Drastic
renewal of growth models, economic restructuring, industrialization, mo�
dernize the country, focus on innovation, promote national digital transfor�
mation, develop the digital economy and digital society”.3 Creating a leap
in production forces through the process of industrialization and moderni�
zation is also creating a shortened development step on the road to socia�
lism in Vietnam. This is also the creative application of theory by the Com�
munist Party of Vietnam based on the fundamental views of Marxism — Le�
ninism on the historical�natural nature of socio�economic forms in the past.
development process: “The general law of development in the history of the
whole world has not excluded but on the contrary also included a number of
stages of development with characteristics either in form or in the sequence
of development. that development”.4

From the characteristics of Vietnamese social reality, recognizing the
opportunities and opportunities for breakthrough development in “taking a
shortcut” to the development of science, technology, technology and
economy of Vietnam. In the developed capitalist countries, after many
times adjusting the concept of the shortened development understanding by
ignoring the capitalist regime, our Party has clearly defined the content of the
development path in Vietnam as: “Our country's way to the ascent is the
transition to socialism, bypassing the capitalist regime, that is, the establish�
ment of a dominant position of production relations and superstructure of
capitalism, but absorbing and inheriting the achievements that mankind has
achieved under the capitalist regime, especially in science and technology,
in order to rapidly develop the productive forces, build a foundational
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modern economy”.5 The creativity in applying the theory of our Party has
contributed to creating leaps and bounds in the development of the produc�
tive forces, thereby creating outstanding achievements in economic deve�
lopment: “Growth speed The average GDP in the period 2016—2020 still
reaches about 6 %/year (in 2020 alone, GDP growth will still reach 2.91 %,
which is the highest growth rate in the world). The size of the economy and
per capita income increase (in 2020, GDP will reach USD 271.2 billion and
per capita income will reach USD 2,779). The quality of growth has been
improved, labor productivity has increased from 4.3 %/year in the period
2011—2015 to about 6 %/year in the period 2016—2020”.6 In particular,
our Party attaches great importance to investing in the development of the
labor force (the most important part of the productive force) in terms of
physical, mental and spiritual strength through radical and drastic changes.
comprehensive education in order to create high�quality human resources,
arouse the desire to develop a prosperous and happy country.

Creative application of the Communist Party of Vietnam
in the concept of ownership and the role of the State

in economic development

On the basis of applying the Law on the conformity of production relati�
ons with the development level of the productive forces, the Party's policy not
only focuses on investing in the development of the productive forces but
also on a timely basis. adjust production relations to suit the development
level of the productive forces in each specific period. One of the adjustments
and creative application of our Party is the matter of ownership and apply�
ing it in building and developing a market economy in Vietnam. The strong
development of science and technology has expanded the object of owners�
hip. The omnipresence of the economy, by itself, will regulate and regulate
the forms of product distribution in the market. With the development of
modern market economy, the regulation of distribution and income through
the operation of market factors such as production, labor, capital, land, tec�
hnology, knowledge etc, by itself more equalizes the degree of ownership of
the product of labor. It seems that labor is no longer seen as the sole factor
of value creation, but along with labor the owners of resources also receive
income in different forms at the market price. Thus, the distribution by
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labor is not the only distributional principle in the modern market
economy. This leads to many changes in perception in the process of buil�
ding and developing a market economy in Vietnam.7

In Vietnam, in the historical period before Doi moi, due to the incorrect
perception of the role of ownership relations, it was believed that building
and developing advanced property relations (public ownership) could pave
the way for the developed productive forces, at the same time we also consi�
der this as an economic way to build socialism. So, for a long time, we
applied public ownership to the whole economy. The economy now accepts
only two forms of ownership, namely state ownership and collective owner�
ship, and does not accept the existence of private ownership forms, leading
to many inadequacies, limitations and constraints. economic development.
Realizing this mistake, since implementing the Doi moi policy (1986) until
now, our Party and State have changed their perception, considering ow�
nership as the central issue of economic reform, development policy
economy with many forms of ownership, many economic sectors, rich in
forms of business organization and distribution. The private economy, from
being considered a “non�socialist” economic sector, has been recognized as
an important economic component of the economy, creating remarkable
developments for the economy: “The private economy increased rapidly in
quantity, gradually improved business efficiency, created jobs, and contri�
buted increasingly to GDP. The private sector currently contributes about
50 % of GDP, 90 % of jobs and 39 % of total social investment”.8 Accepting
a multi�sector economic model, making the most of the development of the
private economy for the economic development of the whole society, and at
the same time, establishing a compatible infrastructure, with an important
understanding The dominant production system was expanded in a very fle�
xible manner, dialectic has promoted the development of production, circu�
lation, consumption, capital circulation, etc. That economic development
has created the premise. important and necessary in terms of economy and
society for the process of building socialism such as liberating the labor force
and creative capacity of individuals, improving the people's material and
spiritual life, ensuring democracy, social progress and justice in society, sus�
tainable development, etc.
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Thus, in the spirit of Marxism — Leninism, we do not underestimate
the role of public property, but in the context of level of production forces, a
flexible and dialectical combination of both public and private ownership is
an appropriate solution to create a driving force for economic development.

One of the more creative applications of the Communist Party of
Vietnam from the Marxist — Leninist theory of socialism is the role of the
State in economic development. Vietnam has determined that the market
economic model that we build is an economic model with a regulatory role
of the State. That has its objective causes. The reality of market economy
development in countries around the world in general and in Vietnam in
particular shows that there are areas where the state's intervention and regu�
lation cannot be ignored, especially at the macro level. For example, buil�
ding the necessary legal corridors for the market to operate effectively, crea�
ting a healthy competitive environment; The renewal of economic policies
and laws of the State, paving the way for economic development, etc. In the
construction and development of a market economy in Vietnam, the state's
role is even more important when, on the one hand, it has to ensure the ob�
jective movement of the elements of the market economy, on the other
hand, is the subject of development, ensuring the elements of fair distributi�
on, social security and harmony. interests for the sake of socialism.

The modern market economic development model in the world shows
that, in the market economy, the private sector plays a leading role. There,
the right to private property is respected and protected, thereby creating an
impetus for economic development when individuals, in pursuit of their
own self�interest, unconsciously create social benefits: “and sometimes in
doing so, they respond to the social good even better when they intend to do
so before”.9 However, as warned by the Marxist�Leninist classics, the ex�
pansion of the free market and the massive, insatiable and scattered deve�
lopment of production of business individuals have made the area of labor
turned into a battlefield, making the anarchy in production more and more
intense. For the sake of personal gain, entrepreneurs will never conduct a
business that is not profitable. It shows that the laws of the market themsel�
ves have limitations, and in many cases, it proves to be powerless against the
utilitarian motives of business entities, leading to unbalanced accumulations
and concentration, is the source of inequality and disorganization in econo�
mic activities.10 That is why it is necessary to have the role of the State to re�
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gulate the development of the modern market economy. The remaining qu�
estion is how will the relationship between the State and the market play
out? The amount of state intervention in the market is just enough to regu�
late the economy without affecting the free development according to the
law of the market with the principle of “small government, big market” of the
modern market economy, that is, no matter how large the state's interventi�
on and regulation in the market economy is, the market mechanism must
still be the determining factor in the operation of the market.

Conclusion

The guiding ideology of the Communist Party of Vietnam throughout
the process of leading the Vietnamese revolution is to be steadfast and to
apply and creatively develop Marxism�Leninism and Ho Chi Minh ideology
for the sake of the goal of national independence and socialism. This is the
issue: “principle, vital”11 for the Vietnamese people, thanks to that, Vietnam
has “the opportunity, potential, position and international prestige as it is
today”.12 That shows the vitality and scientific value of Marxism — Leni�
nism in the current context, it is also a living proof of the role and scientific
creativity of the Communist Party of Vietnam in leading the process of nati�
onal construction and development.
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Chapter 3

IMPROVING THE EFFICIENCY OF DEMOCRATIC
PRACTICE IN THE IDEOLOGICAL ACTIVITY

OF THE CPV TODAY

Democratizing the political life of the Communist Party of Vietnam,
contributing to improving political foundation and leadership capacity of
CPV is an important content in the ideological work of the Party. In all ac�
tivities of the Party, and first of all, in ideological work, democratization is
required both in theory and practice. Thus, cadres doing Party building
work in terms of political ideology need to pay regular attention to demo�
cracy in order to help the Party update new information, form views and
policies to organize and lead the construction of a socialist democracy.

In fact, ideological work is always associated with summary of reality
and theoretical research, which create a scientific basis for protecting the
ideological foundation of the Party, and promoting the role of ideology —
theory in the formation of guidelines and policies of the Party and State.
This will also spread the innovated ideology, program, guidelines and poli�
cies in order to foster in the people a revolutionary worldview and outlook,
good morality and personality and encourage all classes of people to realize
the goal of industrialization and modernization of the country. However,
in the current ideological work, besides important results, in each content
area, each form of ideological work, there are still some shortcomings in
democracy and democratic practice.

Keywords: democratic practice, ideological work, Communist Party of
Vietnam.

The view of the Communist Party of Vietnam on democratic
practice in the ideological activity

Ideological work is a highly specific field of activity because its object is
people with complex perceptions, thoughts and emotions. The Communist



Party of Vietnam's view on democratic practice is consistently and profoun�
dly expressed in its leadership and in directing the practice of ideological
work.

In theoretical research and summary of reality, creating favourable con�
ditions for the development of all creative capacities is a very important re�
quirement. The Party requires each Party member to be responsible for
strictly observing their discipline in speech. In scientific conferences and
other forums, one can debate freely, but personal views that are contrary to
the Party's policy are not allowed to be communicated. The Party respects
the truth and demands that “it is necessary to create favorable social condi�
tions for the process of renewing thinking: a democratic atmosphere in
society, especially in the Party’s activities and in scientific research; a spirit
of respect for truth; an accurate information system; and self�criticism and
criticism needs to be conducted on a regular and serious basis”1. The vivid
manifestations of democracy are: spiritual liberation and freedom of
thought, respect for each other's personality in debate and dialogue.

In the new situation, the Party emphasized, the proper attitude of each
Party member is to contribute to overcoming difficulties. Each member
should carefully study issues to propose ideas to the Party instead of arbitra�
rily giving opinions or being indifferent and irresponsible. All cadres and
party members must listen and respect each other's opinions, truly for the
sake of truth and reason. That is the demonstration of democratic culture in
dialogue and debate that the Party requires.

The Party always upholds the spirit of willingness to learn and overco�
me shortcomings in research. In addition to mastering the revolutionary and
scientific nature of Marxism�Leninism and inheriting the valuable legacy of
President Ho Chi Minh's revolutionary ideology and theory, the Party requ�
ires adoption of new theoretical achievements, new experiences, and
updated scientific knowledge in order to make correct conclusions, overco�
me misconceptions or outdated ideas. The Party affirmed: “Renovating
thinking does not mean denying theoretical achievements, the universal
laws of the cause of socialist construction and the correct guideline that has
been determined; on the contrary, it is to complement and develop those
achievements”2. The Party pointed out the need to associate practical rese�
arch in Vietnam with selective adoption of mankind's scientific achieve�
ments.
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In fact, the Communist Party of Vietnam always upholds the close rela�
tionship between theory and practice in theoretical research and summari�
zing reality. The Party clearly states that the factors that make up the vitality
and feasibility of all undertakings and policies are the results of summarizing
the creative experiences of the masses. The Party attentively listens to the
opinions of scientists and theorists, is prudent in its assessment, evaluation
and use of research results of scientists and theorists. The Party appreciates
new discoveries and innovations in theoretical research but also distinguis�
hes between accidentally and intentionally taking advantage of scientific re�
search to deviate from the Party’s direction.

The Marxist�Leninist education has given Vietnamese cadres, party
members and people a scientific worldview and a revolutionary outlook, a
systematic understanding of new achievements in theoretical work of the
Communist Party of Vietnam. Some demonstration of the practice of de�
mocracy is the renovation of the content of political theory education in the
direction of being closely related to reality and suitable for each learner.
This education also has effectiveness for application, and answering the
posed problems in reality. The renovation is also reflected in the curricu�
lum, content, and methods of teaching and learning theory in the direction
of attaching importance to quality and ensuring effectiveness.

In mass communication, the Party paid attention to the contents sui�
table to the revolutionary task of each period, in accordance with the objec�
tive principles and trends of the times.

In fact, the vitality and effectiveness of ideological work lies in the revo�
lutionary spirit and scientific nature of ideological work. The Party pointed
out that only by conducting this work on a scientific, objective and impartial
basis and overcoming superficiality in implementation can we fight effecti�
vely against all false and opposing ideas.

The Party required people to avoid superficiality in communication
about the resolution: “The explanation of the guideline does not stop at the
general views. It must be proved by scientific arguments and by reality,
helping people to understand clearly and deeply the Party's guidelines; attac�
hing thorough clarification of the Party's guidelines with the explanation of
specific policies of the State”3. Doing well this requirement helps the guideli�
nes to be thoroughly grasped, and improves self�discipline in compliance.

In addition, the Communist Party of Vietnam has always attached great
importance to the development of mass media and improving the quality of
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information. The Party affirmed: “The press is the voice of the Party, and at
the same time it also reflects the voice of the masses”4. The Party criticizes
the manifestations of anarchy, commercialization, and departure from the
principles, purposes and political goals of the press. The above points of
view and guiding principles are detailed carefully in the system of docu�
ments guiding press activities.

Practicing democracy in mass communication work has also been paid
great attention by the Party and creatively implemented in different historical
moments. The Party noted the need to further expand democracy and open�
ness in party activities, mass organizations, elected bodies, state agencies,
and the whole society. The practice of democracy in those activities is reflec�
ted in a number of aspects such as: the way a conference is run must ensure
democratic discussion, frankness, and clear conclusions; Right to participate
and contribute opinions, right to vote, right to information are respected.

In improving the effectiveness of democratic practice in ideological
work, the relationship among the Party committee — ideological officials —
the people is an important factor: “Orient towards the grassroots level, know
well the local situation, strengthen the forces at the localities, and create a
solid political position in each locality”5. This purpose can only be achieved
when the above relationship is well established.

A better implementation of democracy depends on the mechanism of
receiving and processing feedback. This is a necessary condition. The Party
requires leaders at all levels to pay full attention and be sensitive to public
opinion and aspirations of the masses to adjust and supplement policies, es�
pecially in matters related to the close interests of the each class. Party com�
mittees at all levels and state agencies need to have a full sense of responsibi�
lity to deal with the people's legitimate requests in the direction of relying on
the masses, listening to honest people's opinions, and informing the public
about what the public needs to know. By doing this, we can discuss and
solve problems that arises in the localities together at the grassroot level rati�
onally, orderly and legally. With the aim of promoting wisdom in the cause
of reform, the Party requires that cadres, party members and people, when
presenting their thoughts, to show a high sense of responsibility and a const�
ructive attitude, not only to be critical but also to actively contribute ideas
and experiences in solving real�life problems.
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An important requirement in the democratic practice in ideological
work is an attitude of respect for the people's creativity: “While promoting
initiatives, there may be mistakes. A positive attitude is to help subordinates
clearly see the shortcomings or unsuitable parts to build and cultivate the new
ideas, even if they very small and just start to grow”6. In leading cultural and
artistic activities, the Party requires Party committees at all levels to apply
measures that are truly democratic, persuasive, and encouraging of to creati�
vity, and not to order and impose opinions on cultural and scientific activiti�
es. The Party requires strict criticism of restrictive, conservative, sketchy, and
formulaic ideas in cultural and artistic activities. Ideological work must be
able to encourage all new discoveries and innovation, making Vietnam's
culture richer, more diverse, advanced and modern, making a worthy contri�
bution to the world's cultural treasures. Practicing democracy in the leaders�
hip of cultural and artistic activities is “both to ensure the development of
culture, literature, art, and the press in accordance with the Party's political
and ideological orientations, and at the same time to ensure the exercise of
human rights, freedom and individual democracy in the creation of culture,
literature, arts, science and technology on the basis of promoting high
self�discipline with the right purpose”7. On the basis of being aware of the im�
portant position of the struggle to protect democratic viewpoints and princip�
les in ideological work, the Party has paid great attention to leading this work
and issued many official documents specifying the system the Party's point of
view. The Party directs the fight against any scheme to take advantage of de�
mocracy and openness to sabotage the cause of the Party and the people. The
Party directs the struggle to protect the ideological foundation, program and
guidelines of the Party; to combat false claims and correct party members in
oral and written discipline; to raise the sense of discipline in Party members'
speech and criticize some party cadres for taking advantage of their participa�
tion in contributing ideas to the Party and having opposing actions to the de�
mocratic spirit of the Communist Party of Vietnam.

Improving the effectiveness of democratic practice
in the Party's ideological activity

In the leadership activities of the Communist Party of Vietnam, ideolo�
gical work is an important part. In the current context, in order to achieve
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high efficiency, the ideological work itself must be completely renovated to
meet the requirements of political reform in the new revolutionary period.
In the coming time, the ideological work needs to be carried out on the basis
of the following main issues:

First, it is necessary to pay more attention to the issue of leading and di�
recting the practice of socialist democracy in the ideological work of the
Party.

The Party should supplement and perfect its official regulations on de�
mocracy and the practice of socialist democracy in the Party and society,
declarations and commitments on democracy; develop a roadmap for de�
mocratization, and prioritize democratic practice in the ideological work of
the Party.

The practice of democracy in the Party is closely linked with Party’s
principles and disciplines. In the current system of guiding documents of the
Party, there are many documents related to democracy and democratic
practice in ideological work such as: Platform, Charter, Resolution, Direc�
tive, Notice Report, Conclusion, Rule, and Regulation. These are the bases
for raising awareness about socialist democracy and practicing democracy in
ideological work. In order to have practical results of democracy and meet
the requirements of the country's political tasks and the Party building and
rectification work in the new situation, the Party needs to review, supple�
ment, and gradually build up and improve the system of official documents
on socialist democracy. It needs to also have programs and plans for imple�
mentation, and have sufficient conditions to realize them.

It is necessary to build a legal framework for democracy and practicing
socialist democracy in different fields of social life, first of all, in the field of
ideological work.

In addition, it is necessary to establish a specialized agency to research,
advise and assist the Party in directing and managing the field of democracy
and practicing socialist democracy in the Party's ideological work. More at�
tention should be paid to researching, summarizing and advising on the for�
mulation of views, guidelines and policies on socialist democracy and de�
mocratic practice in general and in the ideological work of the Party in part�
icular.

It is recommended that an intensive research department on democra�
tic practice should be created in academies, universities, and research insti�
tutes on political theory, social sciences and humanities, contributing to
perfecting viewpoints, guidelines and policies of the Party and State. There
should be scientific criticism of political decisions and criticism to fight
against the wrong views of political opportunists and hostile forces.
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Regulations should be perfected on socialist democracy in all aspects of
the Party's and state's activities, especially those of the Party's Executive
Committee, the Party's Committee for Inspection and Supervision, the
Party Personnel Committee, the Youth Union, the Advisory Boards of the
Party Committee, and the Party's mouthpiece.

Second, it is necessary to supplement and improve the quality of socia�
list democracy content and democratic practice methods in the Party's ide�
ological work.

It is essential to firmly grasp the principles of Marxism�Leninism when
conducting theoretical research on socialist democracy, and to closely
follow the country's reality and encourage the spirit of independent thin�
king, frank debate, affirmation of the right things, criticism of the wrong
things. This is not only to contribute to the construction of the Party's gui�
delines and policies, but also to promptly find out new ideas to support, en�
courage and to correct shortcomings.

Party committees at all levels must attach importance to the promotion
of practical summaries to affirm the new and the right; criticize the old and
the wrong in the democratization of ideological work; promptly praise new
democratic factors and strictly deal with violations of democratic rights.
When drafting reviews, Party committees at all levels need to coordinate
and agree with organizations in the political system, agencies and mobilize
human resources to do ideological work. They should focus on summarizing
the improvement of the quality of democratic practice by ideological agen�
cies and specialized ideological work teams.

It is necessary to pay attention to expanding foreign relations and inter�
national exchanges through domestic and international scientific conferen�
ces on democracy and democratic practice, and to have a new awareness of
democracy and its implementation in different historical contexts. It is also
important to update modern knowledge, timely make adjustments suitable
to the country's situation, and enrich Vietnam's democratic practice experi�
ence. In several political parties in the world, there are valuable lessons
learned from mistakes in practicing democracy in ideological work as well as
successful lessons in reform, which have well resolved the relationship
between democracy expansion and maintaining socio�political stability.
Those are practical lessons that need to be studied and adopted by Vietnam.

The process of formulating, mastering and implementing resolutions
and directives of the Party and policies of the state needs to be reformed ac�
cording to the requirements and criteria of socialist democracy. We should
attach importance to ensuring the democratic rights of party members. The�
refore, it is important to develop and complete the regime of notifying local
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situations and of reporting current status, the method of grasping the situati�
on of ideological work and ideological orientation; as well as the system of
polls for party members and the people.

The content and the method of mass communication and education of
political ideology for cadres, party members and people need to be renova�
ted to meet the requirements of democratic practice in ideological work.

It is necessary to renovate political theory education in the direction of
expanding the political theory education system, diversifying types of trai�
ning, meeting the needs of political theory learning of cadres, party
members and people to learn about new contents on democratic theory and
practice, as well as the ability to apply democratic theory in practice to solve
specific situations of ideological work.

A renovated mindset on morality and lifestyle education and improving
revolutionary qualities for cadres and party members is very important for
practicing democracy in ideological work. This requires that it is necessary
to renew mindset on morality and lifestyle education for cadres and party
members both in terms of value, common standards, formats, methods,
objects and conditions of guarantee.

Third, skills and capacity to practice democracy in the Party's ideologi�
cal work need to be further improved

Democracy should be practiced in the election of leading organs of the
Party and state management at all levels, as well as in dialogue.

In order for the democratic dialogue to be effective, the interlocutor needs
to grasp the Party's views on the issues and fields of the dialogue's content,
thereby preparing appropriate and effective new content and methods to ensure
the requirements of a democratic dialogue. When having democratic dialogue,
it is necessary to create an atmosphere of openness, equality and friendliness. If
this atmosphere cannot be created, it is impossible to receive honest and frank
opinions from the party members and the public.

One of the goals of democratic dialogue is to raise ideological awareness
among party members and the masses. Therefore, when considering dialo�
gue issues, we should base on objective and scientific grounds and avoid
subjective and emotional bias. The arguments and supporting details raised
must clearly demonstrate that there is a scientific basis and a practical basis.
The organization and the person who directly join the dialogue must be in
the right position, perform the right function and task, has good reputation
in the organization and has good personal qualities.

Democracy should be practiced in referendums of party members and
people, and basic regulations need to be issued to ensure substantive demo�
cracy in the ideological work of the Party.
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It is necessary to improve the capacity and qualifications of cadres in
charge of ideological work of the Party. The forces of cadres doing ideologi�
cal work need to be improved according to additional standards of socialist
democracy and democratic practice capacity. The working process of ideo�
logical cadres needs to be renewed from the stage of discovery, planning,
training, appointment, rotation, promotion, and re�appointment in the di�
rection of radical democratization.

The application of the theory of democracy into the practice of the ide�
ological work of the Communist Party of Vietnam is posing many problems
to be solved. The issue of democratization in Vietnam today and the practi�
ce of democracy in ideological work are not only theoretical issues but also
practical problems about democracy; it is to find new and suitable mecha�
nisms and formats to increase the quality of democratic practice in ideologi�
cal work and in social life. In order to practice democracy in the current
ideological work, it is necessary to build a synchronous implementation
mechanism to promote and improve the effectiveness of democratic practi�
ce in the Party's ideological work, to meet the requirements of building a
rule of law state of the people, by the people and for the people.
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Chapter 4

PROMOTING PRESIDENT HO CHI MINH’S IDEAS
OF DEMOCRACY AND THE IMPLEMENTATION

OF DEMOCRATIC RIGHTS TODAY

President Ho Chi Minh spent his whole life fighting to turn the Viet�
namese people from a slave nation to a free nation, bringing the people
from the status of a country lost to the colonizers to the status of an inde�
pendent country belonging to the citizens. Applying Ho Chi Minh's point
of view on practicing democracy and realizing that the people are the mas�
ters, the Communist Party of Vietnam has brought about great results.
Therefore, clarifying these contents is important in current democratic
practice.

Keywords: Ho Chi Minh, view, State, democracy.

The whole life of President Ho Chi Minh's revolutionary activities was a
process of selfless struggle to affirm a principle in reality that he soon reali�
zed: The people are the masters of society. This awareness was the driving
force for him to embark on the path of revolution, to Marxism�Leninism, to
follow the path of the proletarian revolution and to become the person who
led the whole nation to ideal and noble goals. These goals are national inde�
pendence and affirming the position of the people as the owners of society
and the country: “Our country is a democratic country, the highest position
belongs to the people, because the people are the masters”.1 Promoting de�
mocracy in the Party and in the whole society is the way to realize the goals
that the Party and President Ho Chi Minh desire.

1 HÚ ChV Minh (2011). ToFn t´p. HF Nài: Nxb. ChVnh trÒ QuØc gia, t. 7, tr. 434.



Affirming the view that the People are masters
and the People rule in reality

To say “the people are the masters” is to affirm the social status of the
people. Historically, all states have stated the slogan of the people as the
master, but it is necessary to distinguish between the status of “people as
masters” and that of “people as leaders” in reality. In thinking and in practi�
cal activities, Ho Chi Minh paid special attention to the difference and the
gap between the status of “people as master” and the state of “people as
leaders”. This is because, historically, there have been many evidences to
prove this qualitative difference, that is, mastery in practice and mastery by
title. From “people are masters” to “people are leaders” is a difficult leap:
“how to make people know how to enjoy democratic rights, know how to
use their democratic rights, and dare to speak and to take action”.2

Here, Ho Chi Minh had a request: How to let the people know how to
enjoy democratic rights. This is a matter of the nature of the State and the
essence of the new social system: “if in an independent country, the people
do not enjoy freedom and happiness, independence has no meaning”.3

When it comes to “independent country” for “the people to enjoy
freedom and happiness”, “enjoy” here does not mean as a “gift” given, but
because the people deserve to “enjoy” the results of the struggle through a
lot of hardship, losses, and sacrifices. During his life of struggle for the pe�
ople's happiness, Ho Chi Minh constantly enlightened people about the
idea of self�reliance, “we have to take care of ourselves...”, “our workers
and farmers save ourselves”, “use our strength to set us free...”. This is the
key point for each citizen to strive towards the goal of “people are masters”
and “people are leaders” in reality.

Having won the government, the people regain their right to be the
master of society and the right to lead the society, but from the status of
being an “owner” to “the right to lead” in reality, there must be certain
conditions attached. According to Ho Chi Minh, the revolution to seize
power, lead the governing, and build up a society is the cause of the people
themselves, nobody can do that for them. But in order to participate in the
struggle and in the process of that struggle, the people must be enlightened,
gathered, and united into strength: “With the people's forces, no matter how
big or difficult the job is, it can be done. If not, nothing will be done. People
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know how to solve many problems in a simple, quick and complete way,
which talented people and large organizations can't think of.”4

In order to exercise the right of mastery, the people must not only have
rights, but it is also important to have the capacity to lead. This is the top
concern of President Ho Chi Minh: “If you want to be a good owner, you
must have the ability to master. We study to have the capacity to master, to
be able to organize a new life — first of all to organize a new production
system.”5

As can be seen, Ho Chi Minh always kept in mind the necessity of fos�
tering the people's strength, exercising the right to mastery with a national
policy deployed on a large scale — the work of raising people's knowledge,
fostering the people's spirit, training talents, which are the leading factors
forming the people's “mastery capacity”. The special thing is that the guide�
lines and policies that Ho Chi Minh initiated, launched, encouraged and
implemented are complete, synchronous, systematic and strategic. He saw
the profound and fundamental meaning of social reforms in fostering the
people's strength and building democracy. “We must work hard to carry out
social reforms, to improve people's lives, to realize true democracy.”6

In Ho Chi Minh's thought, the people are masters so that “the people
know how to enjoy their democratic rights, know how to use their democra�
tic rights, dare to speak and take action”, showing a proactive, positive,
constructive and creative attitude from the people. The use of the word
“knowing” next to “enjoying democratic rights” and “using democratic
rights” shows a high requirement for the capacity of “mastery”, which is the
people's people's “intellectual level”. Only through the implementation of
real democracy will people understand their “democratic rights” and then
they will “dare to speak and take action”.

The people take the lead through electing the State
of the people, by the people and for the people

Through the election of the National Assembly and people's councils at
all levels, the people exercise their power in the form of direct and indirect
democracy, building a lawful state according to the will of the whole people.

A state that is considered constitutional and legitimate is a state in
which the people themselves elect their representatives democratically and
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openly, and not through extreme outside intervention such as Viet Quoc,
Viet Cach in Vietnam in the years 1945—1946 or the military coup in
Myanmar today with the sacrifice and bloodshed of the people due to pro�
tests against the military government.

Ho Chi Minh emphasized: “The National Assembly is the highest aut�
hority of the State. The People's Council is the local authority organ of the
State.”7

From the point of view: Our country is a democratic country, Ho Chi
Minh affirmed the people's mastery of the State by way of general election
through universal suffrage, direct and secret ballot. Ho Chi Minh perceived
general election as a political right that the people won through revolutiona�
ry struggle, a form of democracy, demonstrating the people's ability to prac�
tice democracy.

“The general election is an opportunity for the entire nation to freely
choose talented and virtuous people to take responsibilty of the country's
work. In the General Election, anyone who wants to take care of the count�
ry's affairs has the right to stand for election; every citizen has the right to
vote. Regardless of gender, economic status, religion, race, class, party,
every citizen of Vietnam has those two rights. Therefore, the General Elec�
tion means freedom and equality; i. e. democracy, solidarity. Thanks to the
General Election, the whole people elect the National Assembly. The Nati�
onal Assembly will appoint the Government. That government is truly the
Government of the whole people”.8

According to Ho Chi Minh: “Our electoral system implements demo�
cracy and at the same time realizes the unity of the whole people. All citi�
zens 18 years of age and older have the right to vote, and 21 years of age and
older have the right to stand for election. Elections shall be conducted ac�
cording to the principles of universal, equal, direct and secret suffrage. The
people have the right to dismiss deputies to the National Assembly and the
People's Councils if they prove to be unworthy of the people's trust. That
principle ensures the people's right to monitor their representatives.”9

Through democratic elections, the elected representatives of the people
can join the state apparatus with the spirit of serving the people, abandoning
bureaucracy, bossiness, contempt or disrespect for the masses, carelessness
or neglect of the needs of the people from the government agencies and em�
ployees. Delegates are elected for the people, close to the people, respect
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the people, but it is important to understand: “The people are not the same.
Among the people, there are different classes, different intellectual levels,
and different opinions. There are advanced classes, intermediate classes,
and backward classes”.10

In promoting the right to direct democracy and mobilizing the people's
participation in state management, people's trust in the government and
that of the government in the people is vital. However, in reality, this
problem is not at all simple, apart from misperception as a reason, there is
also a situation as pointed out by Ho Chi Minh: “The cadres with defects
are often afraid of what people say. But if you are honest with the people,
know you have made a mistake, and apologize to the people, the people will
also be very happy and will forgive you”.11 In fact, there are many cadres
who not only do not dare to admit their mistakes and apologize, but also
find ways to circumvent and cover their shortcomings, even punish and
bully those who give their honest opinions. This situation leads to very
ominous consequences: “For the leadership agency, for the leaders, party
members and cadres, even if they have opinions, they do not dare to say it,
even if they want to criticize, they are afraid and do not dare to criticize.
Therefore, there is a difference between superiors and subordinates. The
masses and the Party are separated from each other. The superiors think
everything is fine. The subordinates do not dare to say anything. They don't
speak, not because they don't have an opinion, but because they think that
their superiors won't listen, don't consider it, and sometimes they might get
"judged" for being different. They do not dare to say it, they keep it inside,
and then they get frustrated and disappointed. Then, there is the rise of
habit of "not speaking in front of people, only talking behind their back",
"silent within the Party, talkative outside the Party", and this gives birth to
the habit of "hesitation and evasion" and other bad habits”.12

A democratic State is a State that implements
the principle of openness and listens to the opinions

of the people

Implementing the principle of transparency and listening to the peop�
le's opinions in the organization and operation of the new state apparatus is
one of the basic contents aimed at democratizing the organization and ope�
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ration of the State, ensuring that the State is truly of the people, by the
people, for the people. Good implementation of this principle requires the
operation of the state apparatus to be open to the public for the people to
know according to the provisions of the law. At the same time, in the
process of organizing the implementation of guidelines, policies, laws, plans
and decisions of state agencies, the authorities must listen to, absorb and
deal with opinions, aspirations, other perceptions, assessment and evaluati�
on of the general public.

Publicizing the organization and operation of state agencies is to ensure
that the working people have the chance to understand, perceive and
analyze the activities of the state apparatus. Citizens can express their opini�
ons, discuss and evaluate such activities, promote their ownership in state
construction and participate in state management. In contrast, state agenci�
es, officials and employees must be close to the people, respect the people,
and listen to the people's opinions in order to check and re�evaluate their
undertakings, policies and activities. Only then can we promptly amend,
supplement and shape those policies and activities accordingly.

“Any cadres who do not dare to openly admit their shortcomings, fear
the criticism of their colleagues and the people, and do not have the courage
to correct their shortcomings, are not worthy to be cadres.”13

The value of this principle has been recognized in Article 30 of the 1946
Constitution drafted by President Ho Chi Minh as the head of the commit�
tee, which is a provision that regulates the format for publicizing the sessi�
ons of the National Assembly: “The National Assembly's meetings are open
to the public and the public is allowed to listen. The press is allowed to
report the discussions and resolutions of National Assembly. In special
cases, the National Assembly may decide to convene in secret”.14

Publicizing all activities of the state apparatus does not mean publici�
zing all matters belonging to national secrets. Ho Chi Minh emphasized:
“Everything must be discussed publicly, it is forbidden to form clans and
have chitter chatter”.15

In addition to publicizing guidelines, policies, laws, and plans, it is also
necessary to promptly publicize the limitations and shortcomings of the
cadres, civil servants and the state apparatus. We should not fear losing cre�
dibility and keep things internally, or conceal weaknesses and shortcomings.
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On the contrary, the more frankly, clearly, strictly and promptly we handle
the limitations and shortcomings of cadres and civil servants in the state ap�
paratus, the more we can make the state apparatus clean, strong, and
enhance the trust of the people for the State.

Promoting Ho Chi Minh's view
that “the people are masters” in today's reality

Inheriting President Ho Chi Minh's thought on democracy, implemen�
ting the rule that “the people are masters”, the Resolution of the XIII Con�
gress of the Communist Party of Vietnam expand the motto “People know,
people discuss, people take action, people inspect” into six contents:
“People know, people discuss, people take action, people inspect, people
supervise, people benefit”. The resolution also affirms that the Party's
purpose is not only to promote democracy but also to consider “improving
the quality of life and the happiness index of Vietnamese people” as a goal
to strive for. To practice and promote democracy according to President Ho
Chi Minh's point of view, it is necessary to do well the followings:

Firstly, better mass communication should be done to unify the aware�
ness of and responsibility for the practice of democracy according to Ho Chi
Minh's thought. This is a regular task and must be done in a serious, metho�
dical and scientific manner. Communication on the implementation of de�
mocratic rights to the people can help each citizen understand that demo�
cracy is both a right and an obligation of each citizen.

Ho Chi Minh affirmed: “Communication means bringing something to
the people to understand, remember, follow and take action. If that goal is
not achieved, communication has failed”.16

Communication can unify awareness and responsibility for democracy
so that people understand the relationship between democracy and discipli�
ne. The Communist Party of Vietnam always demands to expand democracy
and promote democracy, but it is necessary to unify the perception between
centralization and democracy; avoid a one�sided understanding of democra�
cy, especially the practice of democracy within the Party. In fact, some
cadres and party members are not fully aware of the principle of democratic
centralism, which has led to abuse of power, authoritarianism and machiea�
vellism, which reduces people's trust in democratic practice. However, it is
necessary to understand that democracy needs to be practiced within a fra�
mework, it is not an excessive democracy, anarchy, or extreme democracy to
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the point of denying centralization, disrespecting and violating the principle
of democratic centralism. In order to effectively communicate about the im�
plementation of democracy, it is necessary to promote the positivity and ini�
tiative of different actors, in which the role of the mass media is very impor�
tant. Good communication about democracy and promoting democracy
will contribute to the success of the reform of the country, bringing the revo�
lutionary cause and the country to higher development.

Secondly, the lessons learned by the Communist Party of Vietnam in
the reform process should continue to be promoted: “in all the work of the
Party and State, we must always deeply grasp the concept of "people are the
roots"; truly believe, respect and promote the people's right to mastery, per�
sistently implement the motto "people know, people discuss, people take
action, people inspect, people supervise, people benefit". The people are the
center and the subject of the renovation, construction and defense of the
Fatherland; every policy must really come from the people's life, aspirati�
ons, rights and legitimate interests, taking the people's happiness and
well�being as a goal to strive for”.17

Each cadre and party member must be worthy of being a “public
servant” of the people. Elected deputies must be worthy representatives of
the voters who elected them. They are the ones entrusted by the voters to re�
present the will and aspirations of the people. That means that representati�
ves represent the people to participate in deciding important national issues.
Delegates must base themselves on the will and aspirations of the people to
decide on all issues at work.

Delegates must be honorable, honest with themselves and put the inte�
rests of the people first. Their actions must match their words. This must be
verified through the candidate's work, words and behavior.

Delegates should know how to listen and have the capacity to listen to
people's opinions with both affection and responsibility to understand the
thoughts, aspirations and wills of the people.

Delegates must know how to speak and dare to speak out the voice of
the voters — those who have elected them. The problem is to say what and
how to say it? Delegates must present their opinions in the most compre�
hensive and convincing way. Especially during discussion sessions, delegates
must know how to ask concisely, make straightforward questions and speak
straight to the point with good content, ideas and the ability to convince lis�
teners in the shortest time.
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Delegates must base themselves on the will and aspirations of the
people to decide on all issues at work. In case the opinions and interests of
individuals or interest groups, including themselves, are contrary to the in�
terests of the nation or the will of the people, the delegate must express the
will and aspirations of the people, not his or her personal opinion.

Thirdly, as regards the government, it should “Continue to perfect,
concretize and well implement the mechanism of "The Party leads, the state
manages, the people master" and the motto "People know, people discuss,
people take action, people inspect, people supervise, people benefit". It
should effectively organize the people's participation in monitoring and eva�
luating the performance of organizations in the political system as well as
the quality and capacity of the cadres and party members. Work results, pe�
ople's satisfaction and trust should be important criteria to evaluate the
quality of the organization's apparatus and the quality of cadres and party
members.”18

Along with that, it is necessary to have a mechanism to protect honest
and brave people who dare to fight for the common cause because many
people are still afraid to fight corruption or wrongdoing. In other words, it is
necessary to institutionalize and concretize the viewpoint of protecting
cadres with “six dares” in the Resolution of the 13th Party Congress: “When
forming the cadres, first of all, they should be leaders with strong political
foundation, good morality, and outstanding ability. They dare to think, dare
to speak, dare to do, dare to take responsibility, dare to innovate, dare to
face difficulties and challenges, dare to act for common interests. They have
a high reputation and are truly pioneering, exemplary, and are the nucleus
of solidarity”.19

In using human resources, it is necessary to implement the word “skil�
lfulness” of Ho Chi Minh: “Using cadres not according to their talents is
also a cause for failure. For example, it is not good for people who write well
but speak poorly to do work related to giving speeches. It is not good for
people who speak well but write poorly to do writing work. Therefore, both
of them have no achievements”.20

It is necessary to continue to foster and improve the capacity of the
cadres and civil servants so that they are truly “people's servants”, when
performing official duties, they must also serve the interests of the people,
contributing to building the people's trust in the Party and State. Through
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performing their duties, the cadres and civil servants must truly “respect the
people, be close to the people, believe in the people, understand the people,
learn from the people, rely on the people and be responsible to the
people”.21

Fourthly, President Ho Chi Minh's view on democracy should be imp�
lemented by promoting the concept of “the people are masters” in reality,
not only in the fact that the people elect their representatives to the Natio�
nal Assembly and the People's Councils at all levels, but the people should
also have the right to veto, monitor and supervise the activities of elected re�
presentatives.

This democratic dismissal mechanism aims to ensure the National As�
sembly's transparency, maintain its quality and operational capacity. Ho
Chi Minh clearly stated that: “The people have the right to dismiss deputies
to the National Assembly and People's Councils if they prove to be unwort�
hy of the people's trust. That principle ensures the people's right to supervise
their representatives”.22

According to Ho Chi Minh's point of view, in order to show that the
people are masters of the state, the elected representatives must have regular
contact with the people through various “channels”. If they neglect this re�
lationship, The State easily falls into bureaucracy and stagnation; it will
stand above the people, which is contrary to the true democratic nature in�
herent in the modern State. Through general elections, electing and possibly
dismissing elected representatives, the basic political rights of the people are
guaranteed, the people exercise the role of master of the state; they organize
and build their own modern State.

As the masters of the state, the people have the right to vote through
elections to exercise their rights, but at the same time, the people have the
obligation to build and protect the State, making the State more and more
perfect and stronger. Ho Chi Minh said: “Our regime is a democracy. The
people are masters. The government is the servant of the people. The people
have the right to urge and criticize the Government. The government,
whether big or small, is aimed at serving the interests of the people. There�
fore, the people have the duty to help the Government, in accordance with
the Government's discipline and in accordance with the Government's poli�
cies, so that the Government can fulfill the tasks that the people have ent�
rusted to them”.23
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Thorough understanding of Ho Chi Minh's thought on the people as
the masters and practicing democracy in reality are the premise for Vietnam
to develop further. This will realize the wish to build a dignified, bigger and
more beautiful state that can stand shoulder to shoulder with the powers of
the five continents as President Ho Chi Minh wished.
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Chapter 5

POWER CONTROL MECHANISM IN VIETNAM’S
ONE�PARTY SYSTEM TODAY

Over the past 90 years, since its birth in February 1930 until now, the
Communist Party of Vietnam has always affirmed its leadership role on be�
half of the people and the nation. After the victory of the General Uprising
in August 1945, the Democratic Republic of Vietnam was born, and the
Party became the ruling Party. In the new conditions, the important and
urgent issue for the Party is to build a power control mechanism to ensure
that all power belongs to the people — through the Party's leadership role,
it is important to realize the goal of independence for the nation, freedom
and happiness for the people, for a prosperous and happy socialist Viet�
nam.

Keywords: Communist party, mechanism, power control, Vietnam.

Among the organizations of the Vietnamese political system (which in�
cludes: Communist Party of Vietnam; State of Vietnam; Vietnam Father�
land Front; and socio�political organizations such as Vietnam General
Confederation of Labor, Ho Chi Minh Communist Youth Union, Vietnam
Women's Union, Vietnam Farmers' Union, Vietnam Veterans Association),
the Party is a member of the political system, but this member plays a lea�
ding role. Platform for building the country during the transitional period to
socialism (Supplement and Development in 2011) defines: “The Commu�
nist Party of Vietnam is the ruling Party, leading the State and society. (...)
The Party leads the political system and is at the same time a part of that
system”.1 This is also clearly stated in Article 4 of the Constitution of the
Socialist Republic of Vietnam.

1 Tªng Càng sªn ViÎt Nam (2011). VXn kiÎn T¨i hài E¨i biÊu toFn quØc l®n thð XI. HF
Nài: Nxb. ChVnh trÒ QuØc gia, tr. 88—89.



That power belongs to the people is the hallmark of a democracy. The
power of the Party and the state apparatus is not the power in itself but is
authorized by the people. Therefore, the people have a legitimate claim
and of course desire to control the power they have assigned so that it is
not deformed, not corrupted, not abused, ensuring that power only has
one ultimate purpose: serving the Fatherland, serving the people. In addi�
tion, power is exercised within the framework of the Constitution and
laws.

Control of power includes institutions, measures and methods towards
the goal of ensuring that power is properly and effectively exercised; exami�
ning, detecting, and preventing abuse or corruption of power, so that power
does not exceed the limit entrusted by the people. The control of power in
the political system of a single Party is to control the scope and limit the ac�
tivities of the Party and the State, to ensure that all activities comply with
the scope and limits authorized by the people. It also ensures that these ins�
titutions act in accordance with the provisions of the Constitution and the
law, avoid abuse of power or corruption by agencies, organizations, cadres
and civil servants, which contributes to ensuring stability and sustainable
development of the political system.

To prevent power corruption, it is necessary to have a strict monitoring
and control mechanism for power, ensuring that “all power belongs to the
people”. In particular, the Communist Party of Vietnam has focused on
leading and directing on the following main contents:

Promoting democracy in the organization and operation
of the Party, building a democratic practice mechanism

to ensure all power belongs to the people

Power control and ensuring that state power belongs to the people have
always been the focus of all democratic political system with the existence of
class and a state. This is closely related to democracy and the mechanism for
practising democracy in socio�political life. Because democracy is an effec�
tive weapon to prevent abuse of power and corruption of power. As Je�
an�Jacques Rousseau has reminded: “The natural logic of power always
follows the trend of abuse of power without exception, even though the ori�
ginal motive of power may be purely for the people. Unchecked, unsanctio�
ned power is always dangerous. So far, there has been no truly safe case
where absolute power has fallen into the hands of one person or a group of
people. This requires all power to be controlled by a legal mechanism, with
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transparent sanctions (...) If there are defects, democracy will be corrected
by a higher level of democracy”.2 In his work The Social Contract, Je�
an�Jacques Rousseau wrote: “Those who are entrusted with the executive
power are not the masters of the people, but only the executors; the people
can bring them up and remove them as they please; for them, there is no
contract but compliance, and that when they assume responsibility assigned
to them by the state, they do nothing but fulfill their civic duty without qu�
estioning anything about the conditions to which they must abide”.3

Therefore, all activities of the ruling Party and the State in a democratic
political system with the rule of law must meet the legitimate will and aspi�
rations of the people. Marx wrote: “Under democracy, men do not exist for
the sake of the law, but the law exists for man; here human existence is law,
whereas in other forms of the state system, people are an existence regulated
by law. Such is the hallmark of democracy”.4

Discussing the powerful subjects and forces of the revolutionary cause,
President Ho Chi Minh — Founder of the Communist Party of Vietnam
and the person who gave birth to the Democratic Republic of Vietnam (now
the Socialist Republic of Vietnam) once emphasized: “Renovation and con�
struction work is the responsibility of the people”; “the cause of resistance
war and national construction is the work of the people”; “The revolutiona�
ry work is the common work of the people, not the work of one or two
people”. For the revolutionary cause, the people play a decisive role in
success or failure, “having the people means having everything”.

That spirit is clearly reflected in the Party's revolutionary programs
(From the Platform in 1930, the Program at the Second Party Congress, the
Platform for National Construction in the Transition to Socialism in 1991,
the Platform with supplements and develops in 2011) and institutionalized
in the provisions of the Vietnamese Constitution (1945, 1959, 1980, 1992
and 2013).

The purpose of promoting democracy is to ensure that the Party, State
and socio�political organizations have the ability to mobilize the spirit of
taking initiative, creativity, intelligence, revolutionary enthusiasm, and a
sense of true mastery of society and the country of the working class, the
working people and the whole nation. All of these creative activities should
be directed towards the successful implementation of the Platform, guideli�

2 HÚ S[ QuZ (2014). Màt sØ v¬n EÈ vÈ dHn chî vF Eàc tFi. HF Nài: Nxb. LZ lu´n ChVnh
trÒ, tr. 47.

3 Rousseau J.�J. (2004). BFn vÈ khÆ Dâc xI hài. HF Nài: Nxb. LZ lu´n ChVnh trÒ,
tr. 138.



nes and policies of the Party and State. Deeply aware of that problem, in the
years of Doi moi, the practice of democracy in the Party and in society has
developed in both theory and practice.

In principle of organization and operation, the Communist Party of
Vietnam operates on the principle of “democratic centralism”. The demo�
cratic centralism regime creates the necessary conditions for the implemen�
tation of collective leadership and responsible individuals, and that regime is
also the highest leadership principle of the Party (President Ho Chi Minh
once emphasized this is the Party's leadership regime). The principle of de�
mocratic centralism is implemented in state agencies, in socio�political or�
ganizations, and at the same time with the implementation of the principles:
self�criticism and criticism; maintaining solidarity and unity on the basis of
the Party's Platform and Charter; The Party is closely associated with the
people; The Party operates within the framework of the Constitution and
laws. The Party Charter approved by the 11th National Congress (2011)
defines: “The Party is a firm organization, united in wills and actions, taking
democratic centralism as the basic organizing principle; implementing col�
lective leadership, personal responsibility, love for comrades, strict discipli�
ne, and at the same time implement the principles of self�criticism and cri�
ticism, solidarity on the basis of the the Party's Political Platform and
Charter; having close attachment with the people; and the Party operates
within the framework of the Constitution and the law”.5 From those prin�
ciples of organization and activities, the Party is interested in building and
practicing democracy within the Party. In fact, the Party has encouraged
freedom of thought in Party activities, respecting different views and indivi�
dual opinions in a constructive spirit. It has also encouraged creativity, dis�
cussion and democratic debate in order to bring into play the wisdom of the
whole Party and each member. The process of obtaining votes of confidence
for candidates and nominations is included in the Party's regulations, ensu�
ring the principle of democratic centralism. During the recent congresses,
the practice of democracy in the Party continued to be supplemented by
stricter rules and regulations, such as the Politburo's regulation on reporting
work and activities between the two meetings of the Central Executive
Committee; and Party committees at all levels are responsible for reporting
on leadership and direction between the two meetings. Regulations are
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made on time for self�criticism and criticism, taking confidence votes of
cadres and party members; the people participate in contributing to building
the Party. Regulations on information and provision of information are also
made.6 The rights of party members are ensured according to the provisions
of the Party's Charter, including the right to be informed and discuss issues
on the Political Platform, the Party's Charter, the Party's guidelines and po�
licies; the right to vote on the work of the Party; to stand for election, nomi�
nate and elect leadership agencies at all levels of the Party according to the
regulations of the Central Committee; criticize and question activities of
party organizations and party members at all levels within the organization;
report and make recommendations to responsible agencies and request
answers; present opinions when the party organization makes comments,
makes work decisions or enforces discipline on Party members; make an
appeal about the disciplinary decision against them. The democratic rights
of party members are promoted in the promulgation of resolutions of party
organizations. Party members are allowed to discuss and give opinions
before voting on the Party's affairs, contributing to ensuring that the Party's
organization and operating regime are more and more democratic and subs�
tantive; at the same time, helping Party members timely grasp the Party's
guidelines, the state's policies, laws and the political tasks of localities, agen�
cies and units.

Along with promoting the practice of democracy in the Party organiza�
tion system, the practice of democracy in state agencies is emphasized. The
awareness of the rule of law state continues to be clarified in many aspects
such as: the relationship between the State and citizens as an equal recipro�
cal one in terms of legal rights and obligations; democracy and human
rights in addition to constitutionality and rule of law; step by step clarifica�
tion of power and power supervision in the state's activities. Continuing to
build and perfect the socialist rule�of�law State of the people, by the people
and for the people, the 2013 Constitution was promulgated with many new
amendments and supplements, especially the ideology of the state serving
the people, facilitating development, closely working with the people, fully
exercising the people's democratic rights, respecting and listening to the pe�
ople's opinions and being subject to the people's supervision; enjoying be�
nefits but also maintaining discipline and responsibility. Also, power is
limited and controlled; there are control mechanisms and measures to
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prevent bureaucracy and corruption. The system of legal documents related
to the organization and operation of state power agencies is concretized
and institutionalized. Activities of the National Assembly continue to be in�
novated in a professional manner; the supreme supervision function of the
National Assembly and the supervision of the People's Councils are strengt�
hened at all levels; questioning activities and transparency should be paid
more attention.

Government activities are renewed in the direction of building e�Go�
vernment, Government of action, integrity, facilitating development.
Public agencies should promote reform of administrative procedures
towards the satisfaction of the people and re�arrange the activities to stre�
amline the organization of the apparatus at all levels and enhance transpa�
rency and accountability. The role of citizens to participate in monitoring
the activities of public agencies is strengthened. Work on making contact
with the people and handling of complaints and denunciations has had po�
sitive changes. The role of the press and media is enhanced in all activities
of social life.

The Party's leadership promotes judicial reform according to Resoluti�
on No. 49�NQ/TW, dated June 2, 2005 of the Politburo on the Judicial
Reform Strategy to 2020, setting the goal of building a transparent, strong,
democratic, strict judicial system that upholds justice and modernize step by
step to serve the people and the Fatherland. Judicial agencies continue to be
strengthened in the direction of respecting the rule of law, building a rule of
law state, having openness and transparency, and sharply reducing unjust
judgements. Supervision mechanisms is strengthened to ensure the partici�
pation and supervision of the people of judicial activities.

Building and perfecting
the power control institutions

in the organizations of the political system

In a political system under the condition that a single Communist Party
is in power, perfecting the institution of controlling power includes defining
the political�legal principles, the Constitution's norms, regulations in the
legal documents; the Party's charter and documents of organizations in the
socio�political system. These regulations stipulate the functions, tasks,
powers, contents, forms, processes and procedures for controlling power in
order to ensure uniformity, consistency, transparency, clarity and feasibili�
ty. Simultaneously, the building and perfecting of the institution to control
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power needs to be suitable with and meets the requirements of Vietnam's ex�
tensive international integration today.

During the past 35 years of reform, the Communist Party of Vietnam
has led and directed the building of a power control mechanism with many
practical results. Many related documents were directed to be developed,
promulgated and effectively implemented in social life. The Central Execu�
tive Committee and the Politburo have issued many thematic resolutions on
Party building and rectification. Specificially, Resolutions of the 4th Central
Committee term XI and Term XII detail the work of Party building, preven�
ting and repelling the degradation in political ideology, morality, lifestyle,
internal manifestations of “self�corruption” and “self�degradation”. Regu�
lation No. 102�QD/TW (2017) On disciplining violations prescribe sanctions
for more than 380 negative actions that violate Party's regulations by cadres
and party members. Regulation No. 205�QD/TW (2019) On control of power
in personnel work and against bribing to run for office and to get power stipula�
tes 3 groups of prohibited acts in personnel work for members of Party com�
mittees, party organizations, collective leaders of agencies, units, localities,
advisory staff, officers who proposes promotion and do personnel work; 5
groups of acts of bribing or manipulation while running for office and 8
groups of acts of covering up or aiding violations while running for office
and measures of sanctioning and handling. Regulation No. 55�QD/TW
(2016) is about a number of things to be done immediately to strengthen the role
of setting example of cadres and party members. Regulation No. 08�QDi/TW
dated (2018) On the responsibility of setting an example of cadres and party
members, first of all Politburo members, members of the Secretariat, members
of the Central Committee clearly details 8 contents showing that Politburo
members, members of the Secretariat, members of the Central Committee
must lead by example and 8 contents on being strict with themselves and re�
solutely fighting corruption. Directive No. 05�CT/TW (2016) of the Polit�
buro gives details on promoting studying and following Ho Chi Minh's
thought, morality and style.

The Politburo issued Regulations No. 55�QD/TW (1999), Regulations
No. 19�QD/TW (2002) and Regulation No. 47 (2011) On things that Party
members should not do, to train and handle Party members who violate Party
discipline; Regulation No. 85�QD/TW (2017) On inspection and supervision
of asset declaration of officials under the management of the Politburo and the
Secretariat; Regulation No. 86�QD/TW (2017) On supervision within the
Party, etc. These regulations are the basis and standards for cadres and party
members to strive towards, train themselves, raise their sense of responsibi�
lity, be exemplary to abide by the Party's guidelines and viewpoints, the
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Charter and state laws. They should perform the duties of Party members,
prevent the deterioration of political ideology, morality and lifestyle, and
avoid bureaucracy, corruption and other negative issues. At the same time,
those regulations are also the basis for people and organizations in the poli�
tical system to monitor Party members; for Party committees, Party organi�
zations, inspection committees and branches to inspect and supervise party
members when performing and handling violations.

The National Assembly amended and promulgated the 2013 Constituti�
on and many laws and codes with new contents and provisions related to
power control: the 2015 Penal Code (amended and supplemented in 2017);
Criminal Procedure Code 2015; Law on cadres and civil servants; Law on
Officials; Law on Denunciations and documents detailing the Law on De�
nunciations; Law on Civil Judgment Execution (amended and supplemen�
ted in 2014). Some specialized laws such as: Law on Enterprises; Law on
management and use of state capital in production and business in enterpri�
ses; Law on Bidding; or Law on Auditing also have provisions to prevent
cadres and civil servants from taking advantage of their assigned positions
and duties for power abuse, corruption and self interests.

The Government has issued many decrees: Decree No. 112/2020/
ND�CP, dated September 18, 2020 On disciplining cadres, civil servants and
public employees; Decree No. 71/2016/ND�CP stipulating the time limit
and procedures for administrative judgment enforcement and handling of li�
ability for those who fail to execute court judgments and decisions; Decree
No. 59/2019/ND�CP, dated July 1, 2019 detailing guidelines for the imple�
mentation of the 2018 Law on Anti�corruption; Decree No. 19/2020/
ND�CP, dated 12/02/2020 On inspection and disciplinary action in law en�
forcement on handling of administrative violations. The Prime Minister has
issued Directive 10/ CT�TTg, April 22, 2019 On strengthening handling and
preventing effectively the situation of bureaucracy and trouble for people and
businesses in administrative work.

Being well aware of the role and strength of the people, the Party has
paid attention to building and perfecting the mechanism for controlling
power through promoting the role and activities of the Fatherland Front
and socio�political organizations, and it has been renewed and enhanced
step by step. Along with promoting the implementation of the Regulation
on democracy at grassroots level and the Ordinance on implementation of
democracy in communes, wards and townships, the democratic atmosphere
in the Party and in society has been more open, especially regarding the role
of supervision and social criticism of the Fatherland Front and mass organi�
zations. The Politburo of the Communist Party of Vietnam has promulgated
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Regulation on supervision and social criticism of the Fatherland Front and
socio�political organizations, as well as Regulation on the participation of
the Fatherland Front, socio�political organizations and the people in cont�
ributing to building the Party, building the government.

These are really important politico�legal foundations for Party commit�
tees and organizations at all levels to carry out the supervision and control of
power, and to prevent and combat corruption and degradation in a part of
cadres, Party organization officers and civil servants. This is also a big step
forward in awareness and theoretical thinking of the Communist Party of
Vietnam in the issue of controlling power.

Building and perfecting the power control institutions
and the content, scope and form of power control

of the authorized subject

The Platform for building the country during the transitional period to
socialism (Supplement and Development in 2011) states: “Our State is a so�
cialist rule of law state of the people, by the people, for the people. All state
power belongs to the people, whose foundation is the alliance between the
working class and the peasantry and the intelligentsia, led by the Commu�
nist Party of Vietnam. State power is unified, with assignment, coordination
and control among important agencies in the exercise of legislative, executi�
ve and judicial powers”.7

From that main orientation, the Party's leadership further concretizes
the operation and control mechanism among the legislative, executive and
judicial branches in the condition of a unifying power. It is crucial to strictly
observe the principles of democracy, the rule of law, especially the role of
the legal system as a tool for the people to control power, exercise their
mastery and participate in the activities of the state apparatus.

To ensure that agencies and organizations in the political system are
both the enforcer and the subject of control and supervision of power (the
Communist Party of Vietnam; the National Assembly and People's Coun�
cils at all levels; the Government, People's Committees at all levels; People's
Procuracy, People's Courts; Fatherland Front and its members; People,
media agencies) are clearly defined in terms of scope, content of their tasks,
powers. Processes and procedures for controlling power are compatible with
their position and role in the political system. In addition to the general ins�
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titutions mentioned above, in building the power control mechanism, the
Party has directed towards perfecting the institution specialized in control�
ling power, such as the Internal Affairs Committee, the Inspection Com�
mittee; Auditing and Inspecting bodies; the People's Procuracy; the Courts;
The Steering Committee for Anti�corruption and so on. Those organizati�
ons are granted strong functions, tasks and powers to become the “special
forces” and “sacred swords” of the Party in the implementation of power
control in a detailed, transparent and effective manner.

In fact, the term of the 12th Party Congress showed that: Agencies and
units with anti�corruption function have been strengthened in organization,
their quality, operational efficiency and coordination relations have been
improved, especially for specialized units under the Government Inspecto�
rate, the Ministry of Public Security, and the Supreme People's Procuracy.
This has promoted their key role in detecting, fighting and handling corrup�
tion cases and incidents. Elected bodies, the Fatherland Front, and so�
cio�political organizations have strengthened their supervision of law enfor�
cement, conducting many thematic supervisions, focusing on areas prone to
corruption, wastefulness, negativity, as well as issues related to corruption,
wastefulness and negativity that the people are most concerned about. All of
this effort has brought positive effects in practice.

Strengthening inspection and supervision
in association with resolute handling of cadres,

party members and civil servants who have degenerated
and become corrupted

During many terms of the Party Congress in the Doi moi period, especi�
ally the XI and XII congresses, the issue of building a power control mecha�
nism was promoted in association with strengthening inspection, supervisi�
on, discipline, ensuring the rigor of the Party's discipline, warning, deterring
and preventing violations of Party organizations and members.

The Party has resolutely fought against bureaucracy, corruption, waste,
individualism. It has also developed and accelerated the implementation of
regulations on promoting exemplary role in training moral qualities,
manners, lifestyles and work ethics of officials and party members, especial�
ly leaders and managers at all levels, heads of agencies and units, as well as
performed self�criticism and critical reviews. At the same time, there is a
focus on leading, directing, strengthening inspection, focusing on suggesting
discipline measures for collectives and individuals showing signs of violati�
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on. The mechanism of inspection, supervision and social criticism is strictly
implemented by the Fatherland Front, socio�political organizations and the
people concerning the quality, morality and lifestyle of cadres and Party
members.

It can easily be seen that there is corruption and abuse of power, in
which a part of cadres, Party members and civil servants, including officials
become corrupted or abuse their power. This is a major obstacle to the co�
untry's socio�economic development, causing loss of resources and redu�
cing investment efficiency, distorting policies, affecting the cause of const�
ructing and defending the nation; causing great damage to property of the
State, society, collectives and citizens; infringing upon and upsetting the
moral standards and cultural traditions of the nation, adversely affecting the
reputation of agencies and organizations, and eroding people's trust in the
Party and the regime. Faced with that situation, the Communist Party of
Vietnam has had great political determination, drastic and synchronous so�
lutions in the fight against authoritarianism, autocracy, corruption, waste�
fulness, negativity, “group interests”. Along with building a control mecha�
nism for important leadership positions, the Party clearly stated the view
that for all positions — rights — responsibilities or interests, State control
must be carried out simultaneously. Party committees and inspection com�
mittees at all levels identify inspection for signs of violations as a key task in
order to detect, prevent timely and limit the consequences caused by violati�
ons of the Party organization and members. Through various information
channels, inspection conclusions, investigation by competent authorities
and regular monitoring results, inspection committees at all levels have de�
tected and identified signs of violations of Party members and conducted in�
spection when there are signs of violation. Only in the term of the 12th
Congress (2016—2021), Party committees and organizations at all levels
have examined 264091 party organizations and 1,124,146 party members;
inspection committees at all levels have inspected 15,920 party organizati�
ons and 47,701 Party members when there were signs of violations. Through
inspection, Party committees at all levels have disciplined 1,329 organizati�
ons and 69,600 members; The Inspection Committee at all levels has dis�
ciplined 17,610 Party members in different forms. Particularly, the Central
Inspection Committee has disciplined 169 party members. Inspection
Committees at all levels have supervised 124,469 party organizations and
185,731 party members.8
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The strengthening of inspection, supervision, discipline and strict hand�
ling of organizations and party members who violate allows no forbidden
zones, no exceptions. It has been associated with reform in personnel work
and prevention of bribery when running for office. It has made an important
contribution to consolidating and strengthening people's trust in the Party,
the State and regime, creating a solid foundation for rapid and sustainable
development of the country in the years to come.9

In short, using power properly, having an effective mechanism to
control power and prevent power corruption are the ruling strategy of the
Communist Party of Vietnam; these also show the political culture of the
ruling Party.

The fight regarding control of power in a single�party political system is
always extremely difficult, complex and sensitive. It requires the building
and gradually perfecting of mechanisms, policies, and regulations of the
Party, laws of the State and institutions that are strong, synchronous and
complete. There must be courage, great political determination and decisive
actions in the exercise of power control of the whole political system, of the
people and of each cadre and member of the Communist Party of Vietnam.
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Chapter 6

THE KEY ELEMENTS OF THE POWER STRUCTURE
IN VIETNAM: THE CPV IN A MARKET ECONOMY

AND REGIONAL INTEGRATION

The article is based on the analysis of constitutions of the SRV and
newest party documents of the SRV, as well as materials of party press and
opinions of leading experts. The analysis of key features of the power sys�
tem in Vietnam is of great scientific and practical interest, because without
an adequate understanding of this issue it is impossible to make a correct
analysis of both internal and external political situation. As a result of the
study, the author concluded that the Vietnamese model of a one�party po�
litical system in a market economy and regional integration has shown its
high efficiency. It has both strengths and weaknesses. If its critical vulnera�
bilities are neutralized (corruption, degeneration of part of the Party lea�
dership, loss of trust), this system can ensure the country's dynamic deve�
lopment with the CPV in power. Its features, such as simultaneous loyalty
to traditions, flexibility and reliance on modernization of the economy
with the stability of the political system allow to maintain the stability of
the political regime and to introduce innovations in the management of the
party and the country in the new complicating geopolitical conditions.

Keywords: Ho Chi Minh thought, power system, CPV, one�party sys�
tem.

Introduction

The Communist Party of Vietnam (CPV) plays a leading role in the
power system of modern Vietnam. During the struggle for the country's in�
dependence, not just a new political regime was created, but a new identity
that united the nation through years of struggle and has now become domi�
nant in a united Vietnam.



Reforming ideology and the course of modernization

At present, there is a one�party system in the SRV headed by the CPV,
which is at the center of the system of power and management of all spheres
of politics, economy and social life. In its activities, the CPV is guided by
the Ho Chi Minh thought, which actively uses the most effective elements
adapted to the conditions of Vietnam borrowed from other political systems.

The 1986 Toi moi reform brought tangible results and proved to be very
effective, leading to the development of ambitious plans for the country's
further development until 2030 (the centenary of the CPV) and 2045 (the
centenary of the August Revolution).

The Central Committee and Politburo of the CPV Central Committee
are the main centers of strategic decision�making, which are implemented
by the government. The report of the CPV General Secretary Nguyen Phu
Trong to the 13th CPV Congress in January 2021 outlined priority develop�
ment objectives in the following areas: renewed thinking and modernization
models; managing social development and ensuring social justice; develo�
ping international activities and ensuring construction of modern armed
forces; and party building and improving management efficiency.1

Ideology in contemporary Vietnam plays a very important role and per�
meates all pores of the state and society. This is an extremely important
feature of the power system in the SRV. In Chapter 1, “Political System”,
Article 4 of the current Constitution of Vietnam in 2013 states, “The Com�
munist Party of Vietnam, the vanguard of the Vietnamese working class, si�
multaneously the vanguard of the toiling people and of the Vietnamese
nation, the faithful representative of the interests of the working class, the
toiling people, and the whole nation, acting upon the Marxist�Leninist do�
ctrine and Ho Chi Minh's thought, is the leading force of the State and
society”.2 The Vietnamese partners did not come to this formulation imme�
diately.

At the height of Soviet�Vietnamese relations, the 1980 Constitution of
Vietnam contained the following wording in Article 4: “The Communist
Party of Vietnam, the vanguard and the staff of the working class, which is
armed with Marxism�Leninism and constitutes the only force leading the
State, the society and the factor decisive to all victories of the Vietnamese
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revolution. The Party exists and strives for the interests of the working class
and people of Vietnam. The Party’s organizations operate under the Consti�
tution”.3 As can be seen from the text of Article 4, only “Marxism�Leni�
nism” is listed as the ideological basis of the regime.

Shortly after the disintegration of the USSR, a new Constitution was
adopted in 1992, with significant changes in the wording of Article 4. “The
Communist Party of Vietnam, the vanguard of the Vietnamese working
class, the faithful representative of the rights and interests of the working
class, the toiling people, and the whole nation, acting upon the Marxist�Le�
ninist doctrine and Ho Chi Minh's thought, is the force leading the State
and society”.4 Since then, Ho Chi Minh's thought has been given an official
status enshrined in the Constitution, and this ideology has been applied cre�
atively without excessive fanaticism or pharisaism. This practice has worked
well in Vietnam, for both ideological extremes are fraught with dangerous
excesses. One�sided bias breeds hypocrisy from the top, which leads to its
discredit in the eyes of the people, while conservative bias leads to dogma�
tism, which manifests itself in a drop in management efficiency and disen�
gagement from power. At present, the CPV is not spinning like a weather
vane, trying to adjust to the rapidly changing external and internal conditi�
ons, but it is also not persisting in defending the general course of a century
ago, clearly outdated under present conditions, with the dictatorship of the
proletariat, the class struggle, and other orthodoxies.

Vietnam has learned from the collapse of the USSR and is pragmatical�
ly balancing theory and practice, ideology and economics, knowing full well
that abrupt changes in these areas can bring down the political system and
the entire state.5

One cannot live without ideology in today's world. Ho Chi Minh
himself once wrote: “If the party wants to be stable, it must make theory the
basis, everyone in the party must understand it, everyone must follow this
theory. A party which has no theory is like a man without reason, a ship
without a compass”.6 It is thanks to such a nationally oriented ideological
compass that the leadership of the SRV was able to find the best way out of a
seemingly hopeless situation in the late 1980s and early 1990s. The CPV and
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Ho Chi Minh's thought are systemic elements of the political and state
system of the SRV.

Nguyen Phu Trong, General Secretary of the CPV Central Committee,
describes the ideological approach of the CPC as follows: “We must selecti�
vely adopt and supplement in a critical and creative spirit the latest achieve�
ments in ideology and science so that doctrine, our teachings are always
modern, constantly adopting new forces, not slipping into stagnation, back�
wardness in relation to life”.7

The main directions of Vietnam's development are discussed in a policy
article by Nguyen Phu Trong, General Secretary of the Communist Party of
Vietnam (CPV),8 which was published in mid�May 2021. There he noted,
“Success or defeat depends above all on the right course, political courage,
managerial capacity, and fighting strength of the Party”.9

In our opinion, in modern Vietnam a dialectical approach is realized,
which allows on the one hand to follow its course, and on the other hand to
maneuver according to the circumstances in a changing environment. This
makes it possible to develop without collapsing the political system, while
gradually modernizing the system of power, adapting successful practices
that have worked well in other systems to its needs.

The Minister of Public Security, General To Lam, drew attention to
three threats to the regime at the 13th Congress of the CPV: 1) corruption,
profligacy, and degradation in political ideology and morality and way of
life, which are occurring among some cadres, party members, 2) “peaceful
transformation”, and 3) “hostile forces”,10 which obviously have both inter�
nal and external dimensions. The experience of the collapse of the USSR
shows that the weakest link was the reborn party elite. This is the issue of the
first two threats noted by the Vietnamese security leadership.

Thus, the CPV, while remaining faithful to the ideological elements be�
neficial to the country, ensures modernization and economic development,
which stabilizes the political system.

Presently:
1) Order and governability are ensured in the country, and high rates of

economic growth ensure the stability of the regime.
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2) The “intertwining and competition”11 of elements of different socio�
economic systems occurs, in the words of Nguyen Phu Trong, creating a
dynamic impulse that leads to the country's development.

3) A “closed door” policy will lead to stagnation and backwardness.
Here's what CPV Secretary General Nguyen Phu Trong writes about it:

“These entanglements and competition are even more complex and radical
in a market and open�door, international integration environment. Next to
the successes, the positives, there will always be the negatives, the trials,
which should be treated soberly and dealt with in a timely, effective manner.
This is a very tough struggle, a hard one, which requires a new vision, new
courage, and new creativity”.12

In his article, Nguyen Phu Trong drew attention to the six benchmarks
for social development that the CPV seeks in its work:

1) We need a society in which development is truly human�centered,
not profit�driven through exploitation and the trampling of human dignity.

2) We need economic development that goes hand in hand with pro�
gress and social justice, not an increasing gap between the rich and the poor
and a lack of equality in society.

3) We need a humane, cohesive society where people support each
other, oriented toward progressive humanitarian values rather than unfair
“big fish swallowing small fish” competition for the sake of narrow personal
or group interests.

4) We need sustainable development, in harmony with nature, to
provide a comfortable living environment for present and future generati�
ons, rather than exploitation and appropriation of natural resources, limit�
less material consumption, and destruction of the environment.

5) And we need a political system in which power really belongs to the
people, comes from the people and serves the interests of the people, not the
rich minority.

6) It is all these beautiful aspirations that are the true values of socialism
and at the same time its goals, the path that President Ho Chi Minh, our
Party and our people have chosen and insistently pursued.13

Nguyen Phu Trong noted the eight key elements of socialism with Viet�
namese characteristics currently under construction:

1) the socialist society that the people of Vietnam seek to build is a
society with rich people, a strong state, a democratic, just, civilized society;
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2) where the people are the master;
3) with a highly developed economy, based on modern productive

forces and appropriate advanced production relations;
4) with an advanced culture filled with national identity;
5) with people who live well, are free, happy, and have the conditions

for all�round development;
6) all peoples living in Vietnam are equal, solidary, respectful, and help

each other in their joint development;
7) with a legal socialist people's state, created by the people for the

people under the leadership of the Communist Party;
8) with relations of friendship and cooperation with all countries of the

world.14

According to G.M. Lokshin, an authoritative Russian Vietnam Studies
scholar, “there is very little “ism,” that is, doctrinaire, in this interpretation
of socialism, but much more common sense”.15

Vietnam is closely watching the balance of power on the world stage
and the “rules of the game” between superpowers and contenders for regio�
nal dominance. Under these conditions, Hanoi is fighting not so much for
survival as for raising its status in the international geopolitical “food
chain”. And this in itself is no small achievement.

Currently, Vietnam's dynamic economy is progressively moving along
the path of the so�called Little Dragons ( ), trying to become a fifth ge�
neration “dragon”. In order to realize this course, Vietnam�based TNCs
that sell most of their products on the world market must emerge in the
country, and the dynamic Vietnamese and international businesses in
general support this line.

G.M. Lokshin, analyzing the relationship between the government and
business, believes that “in time the role of the oligarchy in market economy
has become still more notable through the owners of big private compani�
es.”16 There are indeed dollar billionaires in the country, but in our opinion,
it is not enough to talk about “oligarchs” in relation to contemporary
Vietnam, who by definition do not even so much interfere in political deci�
sion�making by the authorities, as they manage the power. We are not aware
of any evidence to support such assumptions. On the other hand, there are
well known facts of persecution of corrupt and even runaway “effective ma�
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nagers” abroad, who have been returned to their homeland under uncertain
circumstances and have been brought to trial.

The renowned British scholar Bill Hayton also asks whether Vietnam is
“destined to become the next oligarchy in Southeast Asia”17 and immedia�
tely answers that “this is a very remote possibility, but not necessarily a
reality”.18

The party system and ideology play a systemic role in Vietnam, both for
the political regime and for statehood as a whole.

The political system of contemporary Vietnam is not a copy of either
the Soviet or Chinese system. It is a national system that combines both its
own Vietnamese and locally adapted the most effective elements of foreign
political systems.

Ho Chi Minh's thought permeates and connects all levels of the system
of power. Abrupt changes in any part of this system threaten the collapse of
the political regime as a whole.

Managing threats for sustainable development

At present, the political system is being adjusted to implement the deci�
sions of the 13th Congress of the CPV, which are to ensure the country's
sustainable development under any scenario of changes in the external envi�
ronment. The main task is to protect national interests. However, there are
both internal and external threats along the way. The most important threats
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are internal. Among the internal threats, the loss of trust in the party among
the people has been declared the most important. With the rules of the game
tightening in the international arena, it is necessary to bring order to the
country. Consequently, the system of government must conform to the fol�
lowing main tasks:

1) cleansing the party ranks of compromised members;
2) ensuring manageability of political, economic, social processes

without managerial inversion, when the power is controlled by these pro�
cesses;

3) ensuring high rates of economic growth for the sustainable develop�
ment of the country and increasing its international level.

The long overdue party purge in the Vietnamese context looks quite tra�
ditional. Even feudal managerial practice held the priority of the worthy as
the norm. Confucius said, “Raise up the crooked and set them above the
straight and the people will not obey”.19 Vietnam has paid a high price for
the transition from a situation in which processes control power to a model
in which power controls processes. On this difficult path were such outstan�
ding achievements as the August Revolution, the victory in the Indochina
Wars, the unification of the national territory, the development of an eco�
nomic reform program, the exit from the sanctions regime and the U.S.
economic embargo without surrendering the priority of national interests.
All this speaks to the high efficiency of Ho Chi Minh's system of govern�
ment and the ability of this system to self�reproduce and modernize.

At present, the CPV is continuing its course of overcoming the conse�
quences of the war and uniting the nation regardless of the country of resi�
dence. One such event in the spring of 2021 was the global commemoration
of the founding day of the Vietnamese state of the Hong Bang dynasty and
the organization of a corresponding official ceremony at the Hung kings
Temple in Vinh Phuc province, in which Vietnamese communities around
the world participated.

As a result of this study, the author concluded that the Vietnamese
model of one�party political system in a market economy and regional
integration has shown its high efficiency. It has both strengths and weak�
nesses.

Strengths: ensuring stability and order in the country; achieving and
maintaining high rates of economic growth and improving living standards
over three decades; strengthening the country's international standing.
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Weaknesses: corruption among the party elite; the degeneration of
some high�ranking officials; the threat of loss of credibility among the
people.

To summarize, we should note the following features of the power
system in Vietnam in a market economy and regional integration. First of
all, it is the preservation of the one�party system while developing a socia�
list�oriented market economy. It turned out that the preservation of the po�
litical system is quite compatible with the development of a market
economy, while maintaining the threat of power passing into the hands of
oligarchic circles, which is pointed out by authoritative experts. The most
important feature of the evolution of Vietnam's political system was the
continuation of the policy of renewal not only in the field of economic
reforms, but also in the field of ideology. Shortly after the collapse of the
Soviet Union (December 26, 1991), a new constitution of the SRV was
adopted in 1992. At the same time, there was an important modernization
in the field of state ideology, namely the transition in 1992 from “Mar�
xism�Leninism” (“hÔc thuyÆt MGc — LLnin”)20 to “Marxism�Leninism
theory and Ho Chi Minh thought” (“chî ngh[a MGc — LLnin vF tD tDæng
HÚ ChV Minh”).21 It was at this time that the term “Ho Chi Minh thought”
officially appears.

This political and ideological maneuver demonstrated simultaneously
fidelity to traditions, a rapid response to changes in the external and internal
environment, flexibility and reliance on modernization of ideology and
economy with a stable political system, which at that time allowed to main�
tain the stability of the political regime and introduce innovations in the
management of the party and the country in the new complicating geopoli�
tical and economic conditions.

At present, there are both experienced old�school politicians and young
proven nominees in the system of power, who will have the opportunity to
gain experience under the guidance of older comrades. Such a line makes it
possible to maintain stability and predictability, to carry out a dosed rejuve�
nation of the executive personnel, and to avoid dashing from one extreme to
another. In this context, the trend of increasing the role and representation
of security services in the executive branch in Vietnam is a logical phenome�
non amid the intensified fight against corruption and the degeneration of
senior personnel. The results of this approach were not long in coming. As
early as July, Vietnam revised its policy of mandatory Western publications
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for academics, as the first steps in this direction showed that the negative
consequences outweighed the positive ones.22 Intelligence officials saw with
the naked eye the abolished system as a recruitment drive and a greater op�
portunity for “hostile forces” to place their people in the chain of
command.

Another important feature of the Vietnamese power system is nationa�
lism. The Vietnamese party leadership is primarily interested in the develop�
ment of their own country and people, rather than the implementation of
abstract ideological dogmas to the detriment of national interests. In doing
so, they actively study the positive and negative experience of such typologi�
cally similar parties as the CPSU and the CPC. And after a comprehensive
analysis, they decide on reforms in their country.

The Vietnamese approach to ideology in this context is much closer to
the Chinese than to the Soviet approach. It has more Vietnamese nationa�
lism of its own. All goals and objectives are closely related to the develop�
ment of Vietnam, not abstract ideological dogmas at the expense of
Vietnam. In this context, the criticism of the Vietnamese leadership's ideo�
logical policy regarding the alleged departure from certain provisions of ort�
hodox Marxism is quite revealing. In particular, G.M. Lokshin believes:
“The theoretical and ideological dilemma of today's socialism stems from a
complete departure both in theory and in practice from the main slogan of
the Communist Manifesto: “Proletarians of all countries, unite!” The CPV
no longer calls the working class the guiding force of society, and the new
environment demands new theoretical, ideological and political formulas.
So far, no ideology has succeeded in capturing the masses. In this environ�
ment, the CPV is no exception”.23

It seems that it is the transition to Ho Chi Minh thought that allows us
to use effective Marxist and Soviet achievements for the benefit of our
country and to leave behind compromised practices. This maneuver comp�
letely dismisses critical claims against the CPV leadership about a “departu�
re from principles”. The CPV's focus on solving Vietnam's problems is the
best explanation for its effectiveness. From the ideological legacy of
Marxism, only what can effectively solve its own problems has been taken
on board, and it is this Vietnamese version of Marxism with the addition of
traditional and modern practices that allows it to develop effectively in the
modern world, avoiding not only dogmatism and rigidity, but also “shifting
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to suit the current conjuncture”. As can be seen from the above quotations
from several constitutions of the SRV, as well as the latest management de�
cisions, there is no crisis in the field of ideology in contemporary Vietnam,
which does not mean that there are no changes in this area. As life changes,
so does ideology. And that is why the Vietnamese experience deserves
careful study, which is especially relevant against the background of the col�
lapse of the Soviet and Eastern European socialist systems.
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Chapter 7

ACHIEVEMENTS AND EXPERIENCE OF THE PARTY
BUILDING IN VIETNAM IN 2011—2021

The construction of the Communist Party of Vietnam in the 2011—
2021 period has achieved many important achievements, reflected in the
following aspects: Party building in politics and ethics has been given spe�
cial attention; ideological Party building continued to be strengthened; the
renewal and consolidation of the organizational apparatus, the streamli�
ning of the focal points, and the downsizing of the staff of the political sys�
tem have been drastically implemented at all levels; cadre work and staff
building have many innovations; the fight against corruption and waste is
led and directed drastically and comprehensively; Mass mobilization work
has been focused and renewed, the close relationship between the Party
and the people has been consolidated and strengthened etc. Although there
are still some shortcomings and limitations, the achievements of Party bu�
ilding work are is very large, comprehensive and has left many valuable les�
sons for the Party building work in the next stages.

Keywords: Communist Party of Vietnam, Party building, resolutions,
lessons.

During the process of existence and development, the Communist
Party of Vietnam has always paid great attention to Party building, conside�
ring this a key task with vital meaning for the Party and the socialist regime.
Especially, from 2011 to now, the Communist Party of Vietnam has carried
out regular and continuous Party building work with many campaigns with
many fundamental and important measures, contributing to improving lea�
dership capacity. and the fighting power of the Party. In addition, Party bu�
ilding work is also considered a “key” task, meaning “survival” for the Party
and the socialist regime, with specific manifestations being the Resolution
of the 4th Central Committee (Term 4). XI): Some urgent issues of current
Party building and the Resolution of the 4th Central Committee (term XII)



on strengthening Party building and rectification; prevent and reverse the dete�
rioration of political ideology, morality, lifestyle, and internal “self�evolution”
and “self�transformation” manifestations. The results of Party building work
have promoted the socio�economic development of the country; strengthe�
ning defense�security potential; improve Vietnam's position and prestige in
the international arena, creating a solid foundation and foundation for the
country to develop quickly and sustainably in the next stages.

Some major achievements in Party building
for the period 2011—2021

In the process of leading the State and society, the Communist Party of
Vietnam has always paid attention to Party building and rectification. The
11th National Congress of the Party (January 12, 2011 — January 19, 2011)
clearly stated: “Keeping the nature and strengthening the leadership role of
the Party, building a truly clean Party, being strong both politically, ideolo�
gically and organizationally, improving the Party's leadership capacity and
fighting strength is a key task of vital significance to the Party and the revo�
lutionary cause of our people today”.1

Implementing the Resolution of the 11th Party Congress on Party buil�
ding work, at the 4th Conference, the Party Central Committee discussed
and highly agreed on the promulgation of the Resolution “A number of
urgent issues on building the current Party”, focusing on three urgent issues:
first, fight to prevent and reverse the deterioration of political ideology and
morals and lifestyle among cadres and party members; second, build a team
of leaders and managers at all levels, especially at the central level, to meet
the requirements and tasks of the period of industrialization, modernization
and international integration; third, clearly define the authority and respon�
sibility of the heads of the Party committees and authorities in relation to
the collective leadership of the Party committees and the collective leaders
of agencies and units, and continue to innovate the Party's leadership
method.

After 4 years of implementing the Resolution, the 12th National Cong�
ress of the Party (2016) summed up: “The process of implementing Resoluti�
on 4 of the Central Committee has had an impact on promoting the country
to overcome difficulties. difficulties, maintaining political stability, so�
cio�economic development, and strengthening confidence in the Party and
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the people”.2 On the basis of summarizing 4 years of implementation of the
Resolution of the 4th Party Central Committee, term XI, the 12th National
Congress of the Party clearly indicated the direction and tasks of Party buil�
ding and rectification work as: “In the coming years, the heavy requirements
and tasks of the new development period require further strengthening of
Party building work, focusing on resolutely and persistently continuing to
implement the Resolution of the 4th Party Central Committee, term XI.
Party committees at all levels, party organizations, collective leaders of agen�
cies, units and individuals, leaders and managers at all levels from central to
grassroots levels must be serious, self�conscious and have appropriate plans
and measures. to overcome and correct weaknesses and shortcomings”.3

To perform the key tasks set forth by the 12th National Congress, the
Central Committee has concretized in 4 Central Conferences (4, 6, 7, 8), in
which the first key task is “assigned by the Central Committee” concretized
at the 4th and 7th plenums and promulgated Resolution No. 04�NQ/TW
dated October 30, 2016 on “Strengthening Party building and rectification;
prevent and reverse the deterioration of political ideology, morality, lifesty�
le, and internal "self�evolution" and "self�transformation" manifestations”.
This is both a continuation of the implementation of the Resolution of the
4th Party Central Committee, term XI, especially the things that the Reso�
lution proposed but have not yet implemented and implemented poorly,
and at the same time have new content compared to the Resolution of the
4th Party Central Committee term XI is to struggle to prevent and repel the
manifestations of “self�evolution”, “self�transformation” internally, in associa�
tion with the implementation of Directive 05�CT/TW, dated May 15, 2016 of
the Politburo on promoting study and follow Ho Chi Minh ideology, morality
and style, and promote the role of the people in Party building and rectification.

Implementing the proposed guidelines and guidelines, the Party buil�
ding work has achieved many important results, reflected in a number of
main aspects:

First, special attention is paid to the Party building in terms of politics and
morality; Party building on ideology continues to be strengthened.

Practice shows that the work of building the Party in politics is of
special importance. In any circumstances, the Communist Party of Vietnam
is always firm and steadfast in Marxism — Leninism and Ho Chi Minh ide�
ology and constantly applies and develops creatively in accordance with Vi�
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etnamese realities; steadfast in the goal of national independence and socia�
lism; firmly adhere to the renovation policy and principles of Party building.
The results of Party building in politics have made the Party's political level,
capacity level, intelligence, leadership capacity, and combat strength incre�
asingly raised, always firm in the face of all difficulties and challenges, and
able to overcome all difficulties and challenges. appropriate decisions to
direct the timely and effective handling of practical problems.

Along with Party building in politics, the work of building the Party on
ethics has been given special attention, promoted by the Central Committee
and all levels of Party committees and organizations, and the awareness and
actions of cadres and party members, especially Party members holding lea�
dership and management positions have made positive changes. The work
of building the Party on morality has contributed to the fight against effecti�
vely preventing deterioration in politics, morality, lifestyle, and manifestati�
ons of “self�evolution” and “self�transformation” among the cadres. minis�
tries, party members, especially leaders, managers and heads of organizati�
ons, agencies and units; building a team with strong political will, pure
moral qualities, responsibility and right motives, pioneering, exemplary,
completing all assigned tasks well. Meanwhile, the ideological construction
of the Party has continued to be strengthened, contributing to raising aware�
ness, consolidating solidarity and unity within the Party and social consen�
sus. Political and ideological education has been promoted, with diverse and
rich contents and forms. The protection of the Party's ideological foundati�
on, and the struggle and rejection of wrong and hostile views were focused
on leading and directing, and achieved remarkable results.

Summing up the term of the 12th National Congress and looking back
at 35 years of renewal, the 13th National Congress of the Party (2021) affir�
med: “The work of building and rectifying the Party and the political system
has been given special attention, importance, conducted comprehensively,
synchronously and effectively in all aspects of politics, ideology, morality,
organization and cadres”.4

Second, the renovation and consolidation of the organizational apparatus,
the streamlining of the focal points, and the downsizing of the staff of the politi�
cal system have been drastically implemented at all levels with high political de�
termination, great efforts and actions. act decisively, with focus and focus.

At the 6th Conference (Term XII), the Central Executive Committee
issued two Resolutions 18 and 19 on “Continuing innovating, consolidating
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and reorganizing the organizational apparatus of the lean political system,
effective and efficient operation”. This is a difficult, complex and sensitive
issue, which has been implemented many years ago but the results are still
limited and have not met the set requirements, not really groundbreaking.
Just over two years of implementing Resolutions No. 18, 19�NQ/TW, the
whole country has reduced 4 focal points directly under the Central Gover�
nment; 7 General Departments; 83 departments, departments and equiva�
lents; 119 departments and branches; 5,180 groups, teams and 5,145 public
service units etc. The provinces and cities have reduced more than 100 focal
points under the province, nearly 5000 focal points under the district level;
reduce 6 administrative units at district level, 545 administrative units at
commune level and more than 15,354 villages and residential groups;
reduced by nearly 7,000 people working part�time at commune level and
more than 222,000 people working part�time in villages and residential
groups.5 Thereby, organize the apparatus of the political system has reduced
the number of focal points, the level of intermediaries, the number of
leading cadres, the level of “functions”, the reduction of administrative pro�
cedures, the reduction of staffing, the reduction of recurrent expenditures,
and the increase of investment spending. develop.

Third, the cadre work and cadre building have many innovations, which
the Party focuses on leading and directing to implement comprehensively.

One of the three urgent issues proposed by the Central Resolution 4
(Term XI) is to build a contingent of leaders and managers at all levels, es�
pecially at the central level, to meet the requirements of the industrializati�
on, modernization cause of the country and international integration. This
is the first time the Central Government has set this task. Like anything,
doing it for the first time is always difficult in both theory and practice. But
it can be said that the Central Committee, the Politburo, and the Secretariat
are very interested and direct. Resolution 4 of the Central Committee set
forth and in just one year, the Central Organization Committee had comp�
leted the construction of the project. The 6th Plenum of the Central Com�
mittee (Term XI) discussed and approved the “Strategic�level cadre plan�
ning scheme”. This is the first time the Central Committee has discussed
democratically and in detail on the issue of strategic�level cadres planning,
unifying the objectives, requirements, objects, standards and age of strate�
gic�level cadres. After that, the Central Committee introduced the cadre
plan at the Central level for the 12th term and subsequent courses.
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In addition, the mobilization and rotation of leaders and managers at all
levels, especially at the central level, was promoted and carried out accor�
ding to a strict and democratic process, creating a high degree of unity
among the various departments. relevant agencies at the central and local
levels; between the place where the cadre is sent and the place where the
cadre is received. Through the mobilization and rotation of cadres, they
have timely supplemented cadres for difficult places and contributed to trai�
ning, fostering, training and challenging cadres in practice, helping them to
develop quickly, more comprehensive, to overcome one step the shortage of
staff status.

Fourth, the fight against corruption and waste is led and directed drastical�
ly and comprehensively in the spirit of no “no�no” zone, no exceptions.

In order to lead the good implementation of anti�corruption work, the
Politburo decided to establish a Central Steering Committee on anti�cor�
ruption with a more suitable composition and chose a breakthrough step:
speeding up progress, to strictly handle serious and complicated corruption
cases and cases that are of particular interest to the public; Issue the Directi�
ve on strengthening the leadership of the Party in detecting and handling
corruption cases and cases; Regulations on inspection and supervision of
cadres belonging to the Politburo, the Secretariat management etc. At the
same time, the Central Executive Committee decided to re�establish the
Central Internal Affairs Committee and the Internal Affairs Committees of
the provincial Party Committee and the city Party Committee to advise the
Party committees at all levels on internal affairs and it is also the standing
body of the Central Steering Committee on anti�corruption.

Over the years, the Central Steering Committee for Anti�corruption has
strengthened its direction of inspection, supervision, inspection and audit;
for the policy of transferring many serious and complicated corruption cases
to competent authorities for investigation, prosecution and public trial in
accordance with the law. Many serious and complicated corruption cases
and cases, which have attracted the attention of the public, have been inves�
tigated, prosecuted, prosecuted and handled publicly, alerted, in accordan�
ce with the law, and have a powerful deterrent effect towards cadres and
party members and affirm the determination of the Party and State in the
fight against corruption, wastefulness and negativity. The recovery of
corrupt assets has had positive results. Only during the 12th Congress, Party
committees at all levels examined 264,091 party organizations and
1,124,146 party members; The Inspection Committee at all levels inspected
15,920 party organizations and 47,701 party members when there were signs
of violations. Through inspection, Party committees at all levels have dis�
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ciplined 1,329 party organizations and 69,600 party members etc. Particu�
larly, the Central Committee, the Politburo, and the Secretariat have dis�
ciplined 10 party organizations and 60 party members; The Central Inspec�
tion Committee has disciplined 169 party members (including 53 comrades
who are officials from the Politburo and the Secretariat).6

Fifth, the mass mobilization work is focused and continues to innovate.
In recent years, the concept of “taking the people as the root”, which is

the subject of the renovation work, has been realized and implemented
more and more deeply and fully; The close relationship between the Party
and the people has been consolidated and strengthened. Awareness and res�
ponsibility of all levels of party committees, party organizations and political
system are enhanced; attach importance to listening, grasping the situation
and solving the legitimate and legitimate aspirations and recommendations,
pressing issues of the people; contributing to strengthening the close relati�
onship between the Party and the people and promoting the role of the
people in Party building. In particular, the civil mobilization work of the
ruling system, especially the government's mass mobilization, has been pro�
moted and implemented synchronously at all levels and sectors, creating
changes in the economy awareness and enhancement of the responsibilities
of serving the people of the cadres and civil servants. The Government has
built and operated a system to receive and respond to complaints and sug�
gestions from people and businesses; Many localities have publicized hotli�
nes to receive and handle people's petitions. The emulation movement
“Skillful People's Movement” was expanded in scope and audience, beco�
ming a regular and effective activity.

Some lessons learned from the Party building work
for the period 2011—2021

Besides the achieved results, the Party building work in the past time
still has some limitations, not keeping up with the requirements of the new
situation. The struggle to detect, prevent and deal with the deterioration of
political ideology, morality, lifestyle, and internal “self�evolution” and
“self�transformation” manifestations has not really met. stated require�
ments; the ability to self�detect and handle violations of some party com�
mittees and organizations is still a weak and slow stage to be overcome. The
state of deterioration of political thought, morality, lifestyle, of a large
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number of cadres and party members; bureaucracy, corruption, wasteful�
ness; selfish individualism, opportunism, pragmatism, pursuit of fame,
fortune, positionalism, partiality, corruption, wastefulness, arbitrariness,
and unprincipledness are still serious. The manifestations of ideal fading
away, away from the goal of socialism, “self�evolution”, “self�transformati�
on” are still complicated. The hostile forces are still looking for ways to sa�
botage the revolutionary cause of the Vietnamese people; they make every
effort to distort and slander the Party and State of Vietnam, fiercely and di�
rectly attack the Party's ideology, platform, and political lines, incite and
divide within the Party, divide the Party, State with the people. The limita�
tions and shortcomings were emphasized by the 13th National Congress of
the Party: “The ideological work that is still present is still limited, not
timely, not very convincing etc. A part of cadres and party members.
members who have not been pioneers and exemplary; degradation in politi�
cal ideology, morality, lifestyle, and the expression of "self�evolution" and
"self�transformation" internally is still complicated. Self�criticism and criti�
cism in many places are formal. Exercising the responsibility of setting an
example, especially that of the head, has not yet spread widely etc. The lea�
dership capacity and combat strength of some grassroots party organizations
are still low and have not been consolidated in time etc”.7

From the reality of Party building work over the past ten years, we can
draw some key lessons from the following:

First, we must be steadfast and creatively apply Marxism�Leninism and
Ho Chi Minh ideology in the current new situation.

Throughout the process of Party building and rectification over the
years, the Party's steadfastness and creative application of Marxism — Leni�
nism and Ho Chi Minh's thought have been put into practice. The 13th Na�
tional Congress of the Party (2021) concluded: “The work of building and
rectifying the Party must be etc steadfast, applying and creatively developing
Marxism — Leninism and Ho Chi Minh ideology”.8 Thanks to being con�
sistent with the ideological foundation, the Party has a theoretical basis to
pave the way, set out the Platform, strategy and right path; have grounds to
consolidate ideological unity in the Party and in society; firmly believe in
the chosen ideal and goal, not bewildered or wavered by changes in domes�
tic and international situations, resolutely oppose political pluralism and
opposing multi�party parties; have a scientific basis to criticize deviant views
and fight against false and hostile views. Besides, in the new situation, it is
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necessary to continue to study Marxism — Leninism in a systematic and
methodical manner, and more importantly, it is necessary to supplement
and develop Marxism — Leninism in accordance with this condition. new
historical event. That is to be consistent and creative in perceiving, applying
and developing Marxism�Leninism; must innovate and improve the quality
in studying Marxism — Leninism, Ho Chi Minh' ideology and morality; at
the same time, continue to well implement Resolution No. 35�NQ/TW,
dated October 22, 2018 of the Politburo “On strengthening the protection
of the Party's fundamental foundation, fighting against wrong views, hostile
in the new situation”. Only in this way can we create a unity of political
thought within the Party, and have a full scientific basis to fight against poli�
tical ideological degradation, “self�evolution”, “self�transformation” in the
Party. internally, fight against wrong and hostile views to firmly protect the
ideological foundation of the Party.

Second, focus on building the Party in terms of politics, ideology, organiza�
tion and morality.

This lesson has a very important meaning, as pointed out by the 13th
National Congress of Deputies: Party building in politics is paid special at�
tention. The work of building the Party on ideology continued to be strengt�
hened. Party building in terms of organization is carried out with high poli�
tical determination, focusing on consolidation and innovation, reorganizing
the apparatus of the political system, there was a real change.9 In particular,
the issue of Party building on morality becomes even more urgent when a
large number of cadres and party members degrade in political ideology,
morality, lifestyle, “self�evolution”, “self�transformation” as the Resolution
of the 4th Plenum of the 11th Party Central Committee (January 2012) and
the Resolution of the 4th Plenum of the 12th Central Committee (October
2016). The 12th National Congress of the Party places the task of building
the Party in moral terms with the building of the Party in politics, ideology
and organization. The 13th National Congress of the Party emphasized:
“The work of building the Party on morality is highly emphasized, contribu�
ting to the training of revolutionary moral qualities, fighting individualism,
opportunism, and pragmatism, "group interests", manifestations of deterio�
ration in political ideology, morality, lifestyle, "self�evolution", "self�trans�
formation" internally”.10 In addition, the Party promotes revolutionary
moral education in association with studying and following Ho Chi Minh
ideology, morality and style. Experience shows that moral building of the
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Party must be closely combined with strengthening the Party's education;
strictly maintain discipline and discipline with the effort of self�cultivation
and training of cadres and party members, upholding the responsibility to
set an example, including setting an example of morality and lifestyle. This
lesson learned is still valid today.

Third, rely on the people to build and correct the Party.
In fact, the Party's close attachment to the people is the guiding point of

view throughout the revolutionary periods, one of the Party's operating
principles, and a source of strength for the Party to fulfill its roles and res�
ponsibilities well. before the people and the nation. The people are not only
the implementer of the Party's line, but can also contribute ideas to the
Party to improve the guidelines and policies as well as supervise the activiti�
es of party organizations and party officials and members. directly participa�
te in the construction and rectification of the Party. Therefore, it is conclu�
ded from experience that it is necessary to further tighten the close relation�
ship between the Party and the people, relying on the people to build the
Party. It is necessary to build a contingent of cadres who truly “respect the
people, be close to the people, believe in the people, understand the people,
study the people, rely on the people and be responsible to the people”. Con�
tinue to concretize and well implement the motto: People know, people
discuss, people do, people inspect, people monitor, people benefit. To orga�
nize well the reception of the people of the heads of the Party committees
and authorities according to the prescribed period. Focus on mass mobiliza�
tion work for ethnic minorities, religious compatriots and overseas Vietna�
mese. Promoting the role of the people to participate in building the Party,
building a clean and strong government and political system.

Fourth, carry out Party building and rectification regularly, but with focus.
In the past time, the Communist Party of Vietnam has been regularly

built and adjusted to meet the requirements and tasks with new contents, so
as not to let the Party lag behind the movement and development of reality.
in the country, the world and the general intellectual level of society. When
necessary, the Party can launch and organize a number of campaigns, but
that does not replace regular and continuous Party building and rectification
activities. On the one hand, the fight against negativity in the Party must be
carried out patiently, without rest, without being satisfied with the achieved
results until the basic manifestations of negativity are prevented and repel�
led. extreme in any form. On the other hand, in each certain period, based
on the requirements of the task of renewing the country and the internal si�
tuation, the Party needs to focus on building and correcting a number of
contents. For example, the Resolution of the 4th Plenum of the Party
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Central Committee, term XI and term XII, focused on the task of fighting
to prevent and reverse the deterioration of political ideology, morality, and
lifestyle; internal “self�evolution” and “self�transformation” manifestati�
ons. When seeing signs of “group interests”, running for office, running for
power seriously harms the unity and unity in the Party, violates the principle
of democratic centralism, and causes frustration among cadres, party
members and employees. On September 23, 2019, the 12th Politburo issued
Regulation No. 205�QD/TW “On controlling power in cadre work and
against running for office and power”. Therefore, the lesson on conducting
Party building and rectification regularly, but with focus, always has profo�
und theoretical and practical value.

Fifth, Party building must be closely linked with the leadership of so�
cio�economic development, ensuring national defense and security, and actively
and actively integrating into the world.

This is a valuable lesson learned in the Party building work in the new
period. Due to the focus on Party building, closely linked with leaders in so�
cio�economic development, ensuring national defense and security, and
proactively and actively integrating into the world, up to now, the country's
appearance has become more dignified. bigger and more beautiful; People's
lives have been significantly improved in terms of material, cultural, spiritu�
al, on living standards and quality of life, especially in terms of food, ac�
commodation, transportation, education, medical treatment and services.
The political system was built, strengthened, and ensured the political stabi�
lity of the country. National defense and security will be strengthened,
firmly protecting the country's independence, sovereignty, unity and territo�
rial integrity, sea and islands. Foreign affairs and international integration
are constantly expanding, combining internal and external forces, enhan�
cing Vietnam's position, creating an environment of peace, cooperation and
development.

Conclusion

With the point of view of looking directly at the truth, properly and ob�
jectively assessing the situation in all aspects, with the right policy and di�
rection, the Party building work in Vietnam has now achieved many achie�
vements. The Communist Party of Vietnam was built in terms of politics,
ideology, organization and morality, the Party's leadership capacity and
combat power, and the Party's ruling capacity was enhanced. Although
there are still some shortcomings and limitations, in general, the achieve�
ments of Party building work are great, comprehensive and leave many va�
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luable lessons. These are profound theoretical and practical issues that need
to be distilled and applied in the Party building work in the new period,
contributing to the successful implementation of the Resolution of the 13th
National Party Congress. contribute to building a rich people, strong
country, democracy, justice and civilization.
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Chapter 8

THE REFORM PROCESS OF THE CPV
FROM THE 6th NATIONAL CONGRESS

UP TO NOW

The development of each country and nation is marked by revolutions
and national reform. The cause of reform, initiated by the 6th National
Congress of Deputies (1986) of the Communist Party of Vietnam, is to
continue the cause of building socialism in Vietnam, to meet the require�
ments of the country, in accordance with the current trends as well as great
changes in the world. In the following congresses, with the right strategies
and policies, the Party has gradually perfected the renovation policy, led
the renovation cause and achieved many important achievements in the
construction and development of the country, maintained national inde�
pendence and national sovereignty, raised Vietnam's position in the inter�
national arena, and created a new status and driving force for the Vietna�
mese revolution.

Keywords: process, reform, Communist Party of Vietnam.

The 6th National Congress of Deputies
initiated the comprehensive reform

of the country

The 6th National Congress of Deputies (December 1986) marked a
very fundamental and decisive turning point in the Communist Party's
renewal process, on the transitional path to the socialism in Vietnam. The
6th Congress has set out a comprehensive reform of the country — from re�
newing thinking (first of all, in economic thinking) to renovating the orga�
nization, renovating the cadres, renewing the style of leadership and public



service; from economic innovation to political system innovation and other
areas of social life. The 6th Congress affirmed: “For our country, reform is
an urgent requirement of the revolutionary cause, a matter of vital signifi�
cance”.1

The Congress set the motto of looking directly at the truth, properly as�
sessing the truth, stating the truth; thereby not only affirming the achieve�
ments but also frankly pointing out mistakes in the arrangement of the eco�
nomic structure, in the distribution and circulation, in the socialist reform
and also in the economic management mechanism. The Congress conclu�
ded that: “the above�mentioned mistakes are serious and long�lasting mista�
kes in terms of major undertakings and policies, mistakes in strategic direc�
tion and organization of implementation”.2 The 6th Congress also affirmed
that Vietnam is in the first stage of the transition to socialism, so it is neces�
sary to continue to build the necessary preconditions to promote industriali�
zation; resolutely abolish centralization, bureaucracy, and subsidy system,
and build a new management mechanism.

The 6th Congress determined that the goal of innovation is to change
for the sake of a rich people, a strong country, and a civilized society. Rich
people are associated with strong countries, strong countries are associated
with a civilized society, a society in which people treat each other with love,
and that is, the phenomenon of people exploiting other people no longer
exists. People are allowed to realize their potentials, creativity and energy to
get rich righteously, to create material wealth for society.

The Congress also raised four great lessons: In all its activities, the Party
must thoroughly grasp the ideology of taking the people as the root, building
and promoting the people's right to mastery; The Party must always come
from reality, respect and act according to objective laws; must know how to
combine the strength of the nation with the strength of the times in new
conditions; to build the Party on par with the political tasks of a ruling party
leading the people to conduct the socialist revolution.

It can be seen that the reform policy set forth by the 6th Party Congress
is the result of practical summaries and innovative thinking, especially in
theoretical thinking. It was a remarkable development with revolutionary
significance in the Party's awareness and actions with breakthrough policies
and guidelines. The guidelines and directions set forth by the Party have met
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historical requirements, demonstrating wisdom, bravery, and the creative
thinking of the Communist Party of Vietnam, which opened a new era for
the cause of constructing and developing the country.

The process of developing and perfecting
the Party's Doi moi policy from the 7th Congress

to the present

• The 7th Party Congress (June 1991) continued to carry out the task of
leading the country on the path of comprehensive, synchronous, principled
renovation with firm steps. The Congress approved the Platform for buil�
ding the country during the transition to socialism. The 1991 Platform affir�
med that the Party must be strong politically, ideologically and organizatio�
nally; regularly self�regulate, strive to improve the intellectual level and lea�
dership capacity of the Party. The 1991 Platform represented the Party's
new awareness of socialism, the steadfastness of the path to socialism in Vi�
etnam in the context that the socialist regime in the Soviet Union and Eas�
tern Europe was in serious crisis and in danger of collapse. This had profo�
und strategic significance, helping the Party stand firm in the face of “raging
storms”.

The mid�term national congress of deputies of the 7th term determined
that the market mechanism must be built synchronously under the manage�
ment of the state according to the socialist orientation; building a Vietna�
mese rule of law state of the people, by the people, for the people. The con�
ference also raised four risks: the risk of falling further behind economically;
the risk of deviating from socialism; the risk of corruption and bureaucracy;
the risk of “dien bien hoa binh” (i. e. security risks in peacetime). Those are
profound warnings and vision of the Party.

The 7th Congress added an important goal of the Doi moi system, which
is “fairness”: “Rich people, strong country, fair and civilized society”.
Clearly, the goal of “fairness” is particularly important. It is a social value
that helps create motivation to promote social development, just as Presi�
dent Ho Chi Minh famously said at the Government Council meeting at the
end of 1966: “ (we are) not afraid of lacking in anything, (we are) just afraid
of injustice”.3

• The 8th Party Congress (June 1996) marked a new development step
in the Party's renovation work. The congress affirmed: “The Doi moi in the
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past 10 years has got great achievements of great significance... Our country
has come out of the socio�economic crisis... The mission set out for the be�
ginning of the transition period is to prepare the premise for industrializati�
on, which has been basically completed, allowing the transition to a new pe�
riod of promoting industrialization and modernization of the country”.4

The Congress pointed out the basic contents of industrialization and mo�
dernization and a number of important points to continue perfecting the gu�
idelines, which affirmed: “commodity production is not opposed to socia�
lism...; socialist�oriented market is a unified whole with many forces partici�
pating in production and circulation, in which the state economy plays a
leading role...; continue to renovate the economic management mechanism
with the goal of abolishing the centralized bureaucracy and subsidy mecha�
nism, forming a relatively synchronous market mechanism under the mana�
gement of the state in the direction of socialism”.5 The congress also drew
the lessons of: “closely combining economic reform with political innovati�
on from the very beginning, with economic innovation as the focus, and at
the same time, step by step implementing political reform”.6 This is consi�
dered a valuable lesson, creating a premise for economic development along
with political stability in Vietnam.

• The 9th Party Congress (April 2001) proposed a general model of the
transition period to socialism in Vietnam, which is the development of a
multi�sector commodity economy, operating according to the market mec�
hanism under management of the state, following the socialist orientation.
For the first time, the Congress mentioned the concept of “market econo�
my”, and affirmed that the development of a socialist�oriented market eco�
nomy is the general economic model of the transition period. The Congress
deeply, fully and comprehensively assessed the position, role and content of
Ho Chi Minh's thought. The Congress also emphasized that building socia�
lism is to create qualitative changes in society in all fields. It is a difficult and
complicated undertaking, so it is inevitable that a long transition period
must be experienced with many stages and many forms of socio�economic
organization have a transitional nature.

A new step in the Party's reform policy at the 9th Congress is the additi�
on and development of the foreign policy: “Consistently implement the
foreign policy of independence, self�reliance; expansion, multilateralisation
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and diversifying international relations. Vietnam is willing to be a friend and
a reliable partner of countries in the international community, striving for
peace, independence and development”.7 The 9th Congress also directly
pointed out a number of shortcomings and limitations in the Party that need
to be overcome, especially corruption, wastefulness, and deterioration in
political ideology, morality, and lifestyle of a portion of cadres and party
members. If this is not remedied, it will greatly affect the prestige of the
Party and the people's trust in the Party.

The 9th Congress also made an important decision to add the goal of
“democracy” to the targets of Doi moi right after the goal of “fairness”. This
addition is considered an important development in the Party's theoretical
awareness of socialism. Democracy is both the goal and the driving force of
innovation, development, and socialism.

• The 10th Party Congress (April 2006) affirmed the important task of
improving the Party's leadership capacity and combative strength, bringing
into play the strength of the whole nation, comprehensively promoting the
reform work to bring the country out of underdevelopment. The Congress
clarified and deepened the socialist orientation in the market economy,
which affirmed: “Achieve the goal of "rich people, strong country, fair, de�
mocratic and civilized society"; powerfully liberate and continuously deve�
lop production capacity, improve people's living standards, achieve hunger
eradication and poverty alleviation, encourage people to strive towards po�
sperity, then help others to escape poverty and gradually become better
off”.8 The Resolution of the 6th Central Committee of the 10th term on
continuing to improve the institution of the socialist�oriented market eco�
nomy has clarified a number of theoretical and practical issues about the
model, nature and characteristics of the market economy with a socialist
orientation. The 10th Congress issued Regulation No. 15�QD/TW allowing
Party members to do private business without limitation in size, but they
must must abide by the Party Charter, the laws, state policies and specific
regulations by the Central Executive Committee. This regulation is a step
forward in the Party's thinking, creating favorable conditions for Party
members to become rich legitimately for themselves and their families, ma�
king positive contributions to the country's socio�economic development.

• The 11th Party Congress (January 2011) marked a new stage in the
development of theoretical awareness and practice of the reform process in
Vietnam. The congress has the duty to look directly at the truth, speak the
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truth, uphold the spirit of serious self�criticism, to review, objectively and
comprehensively evaluate achievements, as well as weaknesses and shortco�
mings. During this congress, the Party approved the Platform for building
the country during the transition to socialism (supplemented and developed
in 2011). The 2011 supplemented and further developed platform has achie�
ved an important step forward in the Party's reform guidelines, in theoreti�
cal awareness of socialism and the road to socialism, which identifies eight
basic characteristics of a socialist society, eight basic directions and eight
major relationships that need special attention. The 11th Congress also took
a new step in renovating development thinking, development methods,
transforming the growth model from broad development to reasonable de�
velopment between width and depth, in which three strategic breakthroughs
were identified: “1) Perfect the socialist�oriented market economy instituti�
ons...; 2) Rapidly develop human resources, especially high�quality human
resources...; 3) Build a synchronous infrastructure system...”.9

Regarding the objectives of Doi moi, the 11th Congress still considers
reform a general feature of socialist society in Vietnam. However, the Party
has adjusted the order of the goals, namely putting democracy before justice
and civilization. “The socialist society that our people built is a society of:
rich people, strong country, democracy, justice and civilization”

• The 12th Party Congress (January 2016) set the task of accelerating
the reform work; Party building in terms of morality is equal to Party buil�
ding in politics, ideology and organization, striving to soon turn our country
basically into a modern industrialized country. The 12th Congress emphasi�
zed: “Strengthen the training of qualities, revolutionary ethics; fight against
individualism, opportunism, and pragmatism”, “Resolutely fight against
bureaucracy, corruption, wastefulness, individualism, opportunistic lifesty�
le, forming of clans, "group interests", and the situation of "speech does not
go hand in hand with action”.10

The 12th Congress also set requirements to improve the efficiency of
foreign affairs, to proactively integrate into the world with the motto and
orientation of “Diversification and multilateralization in foreign relations;
proactively and actively integrate into the world; to become a friend, a reli�
able partner and a responsible member of the international community”.11
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It can be seen that this orientation has taken a step forward compared to the
9th National Congress, affirming that Vietnam is “a friend, a reliable
partner and a responsible member of the international community”, not just
showing a “willingness to be friends and reliable partners of other countries
in the international community”.

The 12th National Congress also determined: “The state economy, the
collective economy together with the private economy are the cores to
develop an independent and self�reliant economy”,12 and affirmed to conti�
nue to set out tasks of economic restructuring associated with innovating the
growth model: “promote the implementation of a synchronous and comp�
rehensive restructuring of the economy, of sectors and fields, combined
with reforming the growth model, focusing on important areas”.13

• The 13th Congress of the Party (January 2021) sets the orientation on
building and perfecting the institution, which affirms: “Continue to strongly
renew thinking; build and perfect the development institution synchronous�
ly to achieve sustainable development in economy, politics, culture, society,
environment..., promptly remove difficulties and obstacles; promote all po�
tentials and resources, create new impetus for the rapid and sustainable de�
velopment of the country; comprehensively and synchronously perfect the
institutions for the development of a socialist�oriented market economy,
create a favorable environment for mobilizing, allocating and effectively
using resources, promote investment and business production”.14

The 13th Congress also paid special attention to human resources work,
especially for cadres at the strategic level: “The human resources work must
be the "most strategic of all", focus on building the workforce at all levels,
especially strategic level cadres and heads who are qualified, capable and re�
putable on par with their duties; (we should) promote the responsibility of
setting an example of cadres and party members according to the motto —
the higher the position, the more exemplary one has to be, especially for
members of the Politburo, members of the Secretariat, members of the
Central Committee”.15 This is a correct policy of the Party because in any
organization, human resources work plays a particularly important role, as
President Ho Chi Minh once said: “cadres are the root of all work”.
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One of the important contents of the XIII Congress is to emphasize that
a new growth model needs to make good use of the opportunities of the
Fourth Industrial Revolution, based on scientific — technological progress
and innovation: “Continue to accelerate the reform of the economic growth
model, strongly shift the economy to a growth model based on increased
productivity, scientific and technological progress, innovation, high�quality
human resources; effectively and economically utilize resources to improve
the quality, efficiency and competitiveness of the economy”.16 This is a
right policy, creating a breakthrough for Vietnam to effectively apply the ad�
vances of science and technology, successfully implement national digital
transformation, making an important contribution to achieving the goals
mentioned.

The reform process of the Communist Party has gone through 35 years
and has achieved many important achievements. It has really changed the
face of Vietnam in all areas of socio�political life. The Resolution of the
13th Party Congress affirmed: “The country has got great achievements of
historical significance, strong and comprehensive development compared to
the years before reform. The scale and level of the economy have been
raised. People's lives have been significantly improved, both materially and
spiritually. Our country has never had the opportunity, potential, position
and international prestige as it does today”.17

Some outstanding achievements and significance
of Doi moi in Vietnam

Some outstanding achievements
After 35 years of carrying out comprehensive renovation of the country

under the initiative and leadership of the Communist Party, Vietnam has
got many achievements in the cause of national construction and develop�
ment, including a number of outstanding achievements as follows:

• Socio�political stability: This is Vietnam's greatest achievement with
the leadership role of the Party. In the context of the rapidly evolving and
complicated world situation, the collapse of the Soviet Union and Eastern
European countries had a great influence on the world situation in general,
especially the remaining socialist countries. Besides, there is globalization,
fierce competition between countries, the explosion of information techno�
logy and the Internet, followed by the flow of foreign ideas and cultures im�
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ported into Vietnam. In that situation, Vietnam has maintained socio�poli�
tical stability, integrated successfully, step by step perfected the socialist ru�
le�of�law state and the country has developed in all fields. That is a great
result, because only when the political situation is stable will it be possible to
solve all other problems of social life.

• Economic management mechanism has been renewed, the economy
has grown rapidly: In the Doi moi process, Vietnam has obtained remarkable
achievements in the renewal of economic management mechanism, reflec�
ted in the fact that Vietnam has abolished the centralized and subsidized bu�
reaucratic mechanism — a mechanism that has inhibited production and
created many negative phenomena in social life, in order to switch to a soci�
alist�oriented market mechanism. From the place where there were only
two components, the state economy and the collective economy, the eco�
nomy has changed to a multi�sector one, in which the state economy plays
the leading role and the private economy is the driving force of economic
development, and at the same time, economic sectors are the core for deve�
lopment as the Resolution of the 12th National Congress has determined:
“The state economy, the collective economy together with the private eco�
nomy are the core for the development of an independent and self�reliant
economy”.18

Thanks to the reform of the economic management mechanism, the
material and spiritual life of the people of all classes has been significantly
improved. From a poor country with old, outdated and low�level material
and socio�economic infrastructure, up to now, Vietnam has risen to become
a developing country with middle income and developed infrastructure and
technology. It can be seen that the pace of development and change from
rural to urban, from mountainous to plain areas has never been so rapid and
strong as it is today. It can be seen that in 2020, the Covid�19 pandemic
spread on a global scale; Vietnam was also strongly affected and suffered
great socio�economic losses. However, Vietnam still achieved special results
and achievements, as the Political Report of the 13th Party Congress affir�
med: “While the world was in recession, with negative growth of nearly 4 %,
our country's economy still achieved a growth rate of 2.91 %, making it one
of the fastest growing economies in the world”.19

• Socialist democracy is gradually promoted: Socialist democracy thro�
ugh the government of the working people under the leadership of the Party
plays a great role in the cause of constructing socialism. However, the com�
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mon disadvantage of former socialist countries is that they have not strongly
promoted the people's right to mastery. The political system also reveals
many weaknesses. Being well aware of this problem, the Party pointed out:
“The whole organization and operation of our country's political system in
the new period is aimed at building and gradually perfecting a socialist de�
mocracy, preserving power that belongs to the people”.20

In the past years, Vietnam has implemented socialist democracy in all
areas of social life. In Party activities, activities of state agencies and mass
organizations, there is a lively, open and frank discussion atmosphere,
which has gradually overcome the phenomenon of superficial democracy.
In renewing and consolidating the political system, the focus is on clearly
defining functions and effectively resolving the relationship between the
Party and the State and mass organizations.

Thus, the achievements in 35 years of reform of the Communist Party
of Vietnam are great. The Doi moi process has really changed the face of
Vietnam in all fields of socio�political life. The Resolution of the 13th Party
Congress affirmed: “The country has got great achievements of historical
significance, strong and comprehensive development compared to the years
prior to Doi moi. The size and level of the economy has been raised. People's
lives have been significantly improved, both materially and spiritually. Our
country has never had the opportunity, potential, position and international
prestige as it does today”.21 Those achievements are the result of tireless
efforts of the entire Party, people and army through different congresses,
under the correct, effective and timely direction of the Central Executive
Committee, the Politburo, Secretariat and Party Committees at all levels.
This is considered an important premise, an internal strength, and a strong
belief for Vietnam to steadily move up.

Meaning
The achievements of Doi moi during the past 35 years have changed the

face of Vietnam and are especially important for Vietnam to continue firmly
on the path to socialism, specifically as follows:

Firstly, the achievements of Doi moi have added new vitality, increased
motivation, and given Vietnam a new position and force to rise above and
achieve outstanding results in economic development and all aspects of so�
cio�economic life. Those achievements are considered as acceleration, cre�
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ating momentum for the next development stages of the country, with new
capabilities and strength to continue promoting the cause of development
and innovation and firmly stepping on the path that has been established.

Secondly, Doi moi has helped to liberate production capacity, consoli�
date and strengthen new production relations, to bring the country out of
the status of a country with low per�capita income, to help achieve so�
cio�political stability and to improve the people's material and spiritual life.
Doi moi has changed the face of the country, socialist democracy has been
promoted and expanded, and national unity has been consolidated and
strengthened.

Thirdly, Doi moi also helps improve national strength, strengthen natio�
nal defense and security, maintain independence, sovereignty, unity, terri�
torial integrity and socialist regime; expand and deepen foreign relations
and international cooperation, and further enhance Vietnam's position and
prestige in the international arena.

Fourthly, the results of Doi moi have confirmed that the path to socia�
lism is consistent with the reality of Vietnam and the development trend of
history. The Party has perceived, applied and creatively developed
Marxism — Leninism and Ho Chi Minh's thought; inherited and promoted
the national tradition and the good achievements in the past. The guidelines
and orientation outlined by the Party are correct and creative in line with
the people's interests and aspirations, and are unanimously supported by the
people and international friends.

Fifthly, the achievements of Doi moi show that the Party has effectively
applied international experiences that are suitable for Vietnam. It has been
flexible and creative to promptly issue guidelines and policies suitable with
the situation in the country and in the world, while maintaining political
bravery, steadfast goals, ideals, and national independence associated with
socialism.

Conclusion

Vietnam is facing a turbulent world; the old order has changed, the new
order has not yet formed, the world situation is complicated, containing
many uncertain factors and unpredictable changes. Science and technology
have made great strides. The world is facing many global problems. The ad�
vantages of capital, science and technology, and the market are in the hands
of capitalism. The independent countries increasingly struggle to choose
their own way to develop in the future. The Doi moi process in Vietnam has
got certain achievements. However, there is still much work to be done in
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the future, especially on new reform work that can make the country move
forward quickly, strongly and firmly to socialism and realize the goal of
“Rich people, strong country, democracy, justice, civilization”.

Currently, the integration process of Vietnam into the world economy
is deepening. No one can predict what the future will hold, but with the
Party's wise and correct leadership, Vietnam is stepping up its self�reform
work to better adopt new advantages and opportunities, and at the same
time, avoid and overcome the negative impacts in the process. To do that
well, it is required that Vietnam actively seize opportunities, make the most
of advantages to constantly create a new position and new forces for the
country.
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Chapter 9

MASTERING AND HANDLING WELL
THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN NATIONAL

CONSTRUCTION AND DEFENSE
IN INTERNATIONAL INTEGRATION

The relationship between national construction and defense is the re�
lationship between two strategic tasks reflecting the law of existence and
development of the Vietnam; it is an objective, inevitable, unified and close
relationship, creating premise and conditions for each other, working to�
gether towards a common goal of independence, freedom and happiness.
The construction and defense of the Fatherland in Vietnam is currently ta�
king place in the context of the country's proactive international integrati�
on, therefore it is necessary to master and perform well the following main
tasks: Continuing to be aware of and properly handling the relationship
between partners and subjects, between cooperation and combating; close�
ly combining economic, cultural and social development with strengthe�
ning national defense and security; closely combining national defense, se�
curity and foreign affairs; timely institutionalizing the Party's views on the
relationship between national construction and defense to suit the new
context of international integration.

Keywords: construction, defense, fatherland, international integration.

The 13th National Congress of the Communist Party of Vietnam affir�
med: In understanding and dealing with major relationships that reflect dia�
lectical laws and core theoretical issues in the Party's reform guidelines, it is
necessary to continue to master and handle major relationships well, inclu�
ding the relationship between building and defending the socialist Vietna�
mese Fatherland.1

1 Tªng Càng sªn ViÎt Nam (2021). VXn kiÎn T¨i hài E¨i biÊu toFn quØc l®n thð XIII.
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The relationship between the construction and defense of the Socialist
Vietnamese Fatherland is the most fundamental, largest and most all�en�
compassing relationship throughout the entire cause of national reform and
development. This is the relationship between the two strategic tasks of the
Vietnamese revolution, reflecting the law of existence and development of
the Vietnam: nation building must go hand in hand with national defense.2

Building socialism means the comprehensive and strong creation and
development of all the elements constituting the socialist socio�economic
form in terms of economy, politics, culture and society so that Vietnam
becomes a prosperous socialist country with a free and happy life for the
people, a society of rich people, strong country, democracy, justice and ci�
vilization.3 Defending the Socialist Fatherland means using a combination
of forces and measures against encroachment and damage in any form to
firmly protect independence, sovereignty, unity and territorial integrity of
the Fatherland; protect the Party, State, people and socialist regime; protect
the culture and national interests — the nation; to maintain a peaceful and
politically stable environment; to maintain national security and human se�
curity; to build an orderly, disciplined, safe and healthy society to develop
the country according to socialist orientation.4 The defense of the Father�
land is now comprehensively defined as the protection of both the natural —
historical and the political — social aspects, which is to ensure both survival
security and developmental security of the country in an integrated entity.

The relationship between building and defending the Socialist Father�
land is objective, inevitable, unified, and closely linked. It creates premise
and conditions for each other, works together towards a common goal of in�
dependence, freedom, and happiness. Construction and protection are two
elements or two sides of a development process. The general rule is: where�
ver and in any field where there is construction activity, there is protection
activity and vice versa, wherever and in any field where there is protection
activity, there is construction activity.

Independence, sovereignty, unity and territorial integrity must be pro�
tected in order to have a country to build on. If a peaceful and stable envi�
ronment can be maintained, conditions for building and developing the co�
untry's economy, culture and society are possible. Protecting the Party, the
State, the socialist regime, the people, national interests, and the new natio�
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nal culture will create a premise and conditions to build and develop the
country according to socialist path. On the contrary, there must be the con�
struction and development of the economy, culture and society; the impro�
vement of the synergy, position and strength of the country; and the impro�
vement of the material and spiritual life of the people. Then, there will be
resources to invest in consolidating and enhancing the national defense and
security capacities; to strengthen the national unity bloc, the all�people
defense arrangement and a firm foundation for people's security; and this
will garner the support and help of international friends. After all, construc�
tion is the fundamental factor with the most decisive role and meaning for
the defense of the socialist nation.

Construction is an effective method to protect the country. It is impor�
tant to promote the role of national construction to protect the country and
to uphold the responsibility of all forces in this construction process to
protect the country. Overcoming economic backwardness is one of the most
important means of protecting the socialist regime. In addition, to step up
the fight against the manifestations of “self�corruption” and “self�defecti�
on” internally and the deterioration of political ideology, morality, lifestyle
is to prevent, repel, and eliminate the “self�destructive factors” right in the
heart of the regime; this is one of the methods to protect the nation most ef�
fectively and to upkeep the nature of the socialist regime. Building elements
of socialism, making those elements develop firmly, clearly showing the su�
periority and progress of socialism and not letting the country deviate from
the socialist orientation is an important goal of defending the Socialist Fat�
herland.

The construction and defense of the Fatherland in Vietnam is currently
taking place in the context of international integration. First and foremost,
international integration means international economic integration, and at
the same time integration in all other fields of social life. International in�
tegration is a highly developed form of international cooperation to achieve
common goals and interests. This is the process of linking and uniting coun�
tries and territories together through the participation of organizations, ins�
titutions, mechanisms and international cooperation activities for the deve�
lopment goal of each country and territory and to form a common power to
solve problems of common concern among nations and social forces.

International economic integration in Vietnam has been developing
deeply and widely on many levels and in many forms through the signing of
many new�generation bilateral and multilateral trade agreements; export/
import activities and foreign investment capital has increased sharply, which
make positive contributions to the economic growth and development of
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the country. In international integration, economic integration is the focus,
while integration of other fields creates favorable conditions for economic
integration and actively contributes to developing the society and economy,
preserving and promoting the country's cultural identity, strengthening nati�
onal defense and ensuring national security.

Active international integration will consolidate a peaceful environ�
ment; make the most of favorable international conditions for rapid and
sustainable development of the country; improve people's living standards;
maintain independence, sovereignty, unity and territorial integrity and
firmly defend the socialist Vietnamese Fatherland; preserve and promote
national identity; strengthen the national synergy; raise the country's inter�
national position and reputation; actively contribute to the cause of peace,
national independence, democracy and social progress in the world.

After 35 years of implementing the comprehensive reform of the
country, the Communist Party of Vietnam's theoretical thinking, awareness
and practical guidance on the relationship between building and defending
the socialist Fatherland has developed more comprehensively and deeply
and gained great achievements of historical significance. Under the leaders�
hip of the Party, by overcoming difficulties and challenges, we have ensured
socio�economic development, improved people's living standards, maintai�
ned independence, sovereignty and territorial integrity, maintained the
Party's leadership and ruling role, protected the socialist regime, maintained
a peaceful and stable environment, created a solid foundation for succes�
sfully implementing the comprehensive reform of the country, strengthened
internal resources and synergy, while constantly improved the position and
prestige of the country in the international arena.5

However, the perception and handling of the relationship between the
construction and defense of the Fatherland in Vietnam in recent years still
has many shortcomings and limitations. A part of the people, cadres and
party members, especially at the grassroots level, are still not fully aware of
the dialectical relationship between building and defending the socialist
Fatherland and often focus only on economic construction while disregar�
ding the task of defending the Fatherland. There has not been a good aware�
ness of linking construction with national defense or combining economic
development with national defense. Many economic units are only interes�
ted in pure economic benefits without attaching importance to fulfilling
their obligations and responsibilities to strengthen national security and
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defend the Fatherland. The formulation and implementation of a number of
socio�economic development policies on some occasions and in some
places have affected the requirements of ensuring national defense and se�
curity. Even in the planning and implementation of the plan, some localities
did not do it correctly and disrupted the relationship between socio�econo�
mic development and strengthening national defense and security, especial�
ly near the border and on islands. In some places, the coordination between
forces in performing the task of national construction and defense, between
economic development and strengthening of national defense and security
is sometimes inconsistent and lacking rigor. The promotion of the role of
the political system and social organizations in performing the task of buil�
ding the all�people national defense and people's security has not been so
effective, especially in rural areas. Resolving the relationship between
defense and security and foreign affairs is sometimes still not synchronous
and effective. The legal system and law enforcement related to the relations�
hip between national construction and defense are still incomplete and inef�
fective.

Doi moi in Vietnam is entering a stage of development in both breadth
and depth that is stronger, more comprehensive, more thorough, and more
deeply integrated; it is at a landmark height in order to promote the country
to develop rapidly and sustainably. The goals for the year 2025 are turning
Vietnam into a developing country with modern industry and surpassing the
low�middle income level; by 2030, the goal is to be a developing country
with modern industry and high middle income; and by 2045, it will be a de�
veloped, high�income country, and “towards the middle of the twenty�first
century, it strives to become a developed and socialist�oriented country”.6

In the context of international integration, in addition to some basic
advantages, the cause of national construction and defense in Vietnam has
got new requirements and faced many difficulties and challenges in terms of
economy, culture, society, national defense and security, and foreign
affairs.

In order to continue to be aware of and handle well the relationship
between national construction and defense in the current international in�
tegration context, it is necessary to master and perform well the following
key tasks:

First, continue to perceive and properly handle the relationship between
partners and subjects, between cooperation and combating in the context of
international integration.
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The Communist Party of Vietnam has renewed its thinking, replacing
the old concept of “us versus the enemy” with a new concept of part�
ners�subjects. Those who advocate respect for independence, sovereignty,
establishment and expansion of friendly relations, equal and mutually bene�
ficial cooperation with Vietnam are all considered to be partners. Any force
that conspires and acts against the cause of building and defending the soci�
alist Vietnamese Fatherland is subject to being combated. In each partner
there may be conflicting interests that need to be combated; in each object,
there may still be points of agreement with us that needs cooperation.
Under certain conditions, the partner and the “subject” can alternate each
other.

When the country is integrating deeply into the world, the relationship
between partners�subjects becomes more diverse, complex and has new
forms of expression in all areas of social life. It is necessary to have a dialec�
tical view of the partner—subject to determine the appropriate forms of coo�
peration or combat. It is necessary not to be ignorant or let our guard down
to the point that the country is startled, or encounter strategic unpredictable
situations. At the same time, we should not be too rigid in perception and
handling of situations to lose opportunities for socio�economic develop�
ment. It is important to stay alarmed about harmful compromises to the
cause of defending the Fatherland, especially in the condition that major
countries adjust their strategies and put their national interests first. The
country must not “get caught between two bullets” and become a “battlefi�
eld” for big countries to implement strategies and resolve conflicts.

International integration is a process of both cooperation and combat;
therefore it is important to stay steadfast about national interests; to proacti�
vely forecast and flexibly handle all situations; not to fall into a passive posi�
tion of facing economic and military confrontation or political and diplo�
matic isolation. It is important to implement peaceful defense and self�de�
fense according to the principle of “four nos”: Not joining military
alliances; not affiliated with one country to fight the other; not allowing
foreign countries to set up military bases or use Vietnamese territory against
other countries. Depending on the specific situation and conditions, it is
necessary to consider developing necessary defense and military relations at
an appropriate level.7

Second, economic, cultural and social development should be closely
combined with strengthening national defense and security.
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It is important to combine the development of economy, culture and
society with national defense and security in each development strategy or
master plan of the whole country and in each locality, focusing on remote
areas, borderland and islands. Economics should be closely combined with
national defense in planning and developing economic zones and industries,
ensuring economic efficiency associated with the requirements of ensuring
national defense and security as the basis for specific policies. It is necessary
to overcome loopholes and shortcomings that have occurred in the combi�
nation of socio�economic development and defense and security strengthe�
ning in some areas, especially in strategic and important areas in terms of
defense and security.

The implementation of reforming the growth model is associated with
economic restructuring, and this should be considered as both a premise
and a consequence of international economic integration, a decisive soluti�
on to improve internal resources in order to take advantage of opportunities
and overcome challenges of the new period of international economic in�
tegration. The relationship between independence, self�reliance and inter�
national economic integration should be properly handled to build an
economy with high independence and is able to cope with international
economic fluctuations. Lastly, macroeconomic stability, economic security
should be maintained to upkeep the socialist orientation.

Third, national defense, security and foreign affairs should be combined
closely.

It is important to continue to realize the new thinking of the Party on
the relationship between defense, security and foreign affairs in the context
of globalization and international integration. The direction and tasks of
foreign activities in the new situation should be implemented well. On the
basis of both cooperation and combat, foreign affairs activities serve the goal
of maintaining a peaceful and stable environment, making the most of ex�
ternal resources to develop the country, improving the living standards of
the people; resolutely and persistently fighting to firmly defend independen�
ce, sovereignty, unity and territorial integrity of the Fatherland; protecting
the Party, State, people and the socialist regime. The international commit�
ments that Vietnam participates in should be complied and this goes hand in
hand with actively participating in the construction and effective use of in�
ternational laws and regulations and participating in the activities of regio�
nal and international structures. Initiatives and cooperation mechanisms
should be proposed on the principle of mutual benefit; the nation's role in
the regional and international community should be consolidated and en�
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hanced to actively contribute to the struggle for peace, national indepen�
dence, democracy and social progress in the world.

Fourth, the Party's views on the relationship between national construc�
tion and defense should be promptly institutionalized to suit the new
context of international integration.

In order to realize the Party's view on the relationship between building
and defending the socialist Fatherland in the context of international integ�
ration, one of the problems is to institutionalize the Party's view on this rela�
tionship through an appropriate system of laws, policies and sanctions to
properly resolve it. Appropriate mechanisms should be formulated so that
all branches, levels, organizations and forces effectively implement the close
combination of economic development with national defense, security and
defense, and security with economic development.

It is also essential to continue to grasp thoroughly and organize well the
implementation of the national defense strategy, military strategy, security
strategy and other specialized strategies to protect and defend the country
early, from afar, starting from when the country is not in danger. This
should be done by the combined strength of the whole nation and the
strength of the times. Strategic trust with other countries should be built and
consolidated, especially with neighboring countries, big countries, and tra�
ditional friends in order to create new positions and forces for the cause of
national defense. A number of military and defense situations should be
clearly determined, and at the same time possible situations should be anti�
cipated in line with reality in order to serve as a basis for a determined and
active prevention, rather than being passive or startled in terms of strategies;
and to ready to deal with all situations victoriously.8

It is recommended to continue to review, supplement and perfect the
system of laws and sub�law documents related to the settlement of the rela�
tionship between national construction and defense in the context of inter�
national integration. Attention should be paid to reviewing the system of
legal documents related to the organization and coordination of actions
between economic forces and the forces that protect the Fatherland. Regu�
lations on coordination of activities between forces should be completed,
such as among the main army, local army, police, coast guard, border guard
and self�defense force in strategic locations. Finally, the legal system related
to the combination of socio�economic development with national defense
and security should be reviewed and perfected, and this will serve as a basis
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for the good implementation of the combination between national const�
ruction and defense in the new period.

The construction and defense of the Fatherland is the relationship
between two basic strategic tasks throughout the process of the Vietnamese
revolution. It is a matter related to the nature of the existence and develop�
ment of the country. In the current context of deep international integrati�
on, mastering and handling this great relationship well is meant to guide the
handling of other relationships, in order to transform the country with sus�
tainable development into a developed country with socialist orientation.
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Chapter 10

THE COMBINATIONS
OF NATIONAL AND EPOCHAL FACTORS

TO BUILD
A MARXIST CONSTITUTIONAL STATE

In the construction of the rule�of�law state, there is not and cannot be
an invariable “formula” of the rule�of�law state for all nations; only speci�
fic and defined models of the rule of law state for each country, in which
there is a dialectical unity between the universal characteristics (the era)
and the inherent characteristics of that country (the nation). The Commu�
nist Party of Vietnam has led the construction of the state under the rule of
law in Vietnam in the spirit of combining the good traditional values of the
nation with the values of the times (democracy, humanity, science) that
many models of the rule of law of the world have been implementing ap�
plying creatively and selectively (inheriting, filtering, adapting) reasonable
and appropriate experiences on how to build and organize the state’s legis�
lation.

Keywords: the rule of law, the socialist rule of law state in Vietnam,
national factors, factors of the times, the Communist Party of Vietnam le�
ads in state construction.

National and epochal factors
in the perception and construction of the rule

of law in Vietnam

When conducting research on the ideology of the rule of law and the
basis for the formation of state institutions of the rule of law, Marx and
Engels stated: “...each a certain stage of economic development of a nation
or an epoch that creates a base from which one develops state institutions,



the rule of law”.1 This means, it is necessary to start from the objective
reality in which people exist and produce in order to study the correspon�
ding political and spiritual institutions, and not vice versa; from infrastruc�
ture to superstructure research; from material�economic relations to learn
about the State and the rule of law. The basic contents of the state problem
in Marx's philosophy have been the inheritance and development of univer�
sal human values of the theory of the rule of law. However, due to the speci�
fic historical conditions and circumstances of their time, they did not have a
complete theory of the rule of law state in socialism (or the socialist rule of
law state). The socialist rule of law state as a basic concept in the theory of
the state of Marxist philosophy had not yet been elucidated. Therefore, the
addition and completion of Marxist theoretical views on the rule of law to
suit new historical conditions and circumstances is an objective requirement
in theory and practice.

Historically, the rule of law state was born and developed in association
with the formation and development of bourgeois democracy. Meanwhile,
the theory of the State of Marx and Engels is primarily aimed at illuminating
the revolutionary practice of destroying the State of the bourgeoisie. Reality
and the revolutionary situation at that time did not allow them, and even
Lenin later, to answer many theoretical questions about the new State repla�
cing the destroyed State, including the legal State permission. The theory of
the state and law in the socialist society before the Doi moi period (Reform
1986) in Vietnam has just stopped at the socialist legal principle in the orga�
nization and operation of the state apparatus. The concept of the rule of law
is mentioned in the literature as a part of new political thinking, because in
previous periods, the theory of the rule of law was developed mainly in capi�
talist countries. However, in socialist countries, due to the incorrect percep�
tion that the rule of law state belongs to the bourgeois state, it has not been
established and studied to build a rule of law state even if it is a rule of law
socialist state. Commenting on the disastrous consequences of such views,
Kudriavsev asserted: “The greatest mistake of Soviet jurisprudence was to
turn away from the idea of the rule of law just because it was involved with
the capitalist revolution, which does not consider it a human value”.2 When
it comes to reform, that issue has only been mentioned, but when the rese�
arch results on theory and their implementation are still very limited, then
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the socialist regime in the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe was in serious
crises and collapsed as a system.

Before the August Revolution of 1945, Vietnam was a half�feudal,
half�colonial country. The nature of the state is a combination of the nature
of a minion feudal state with the nature of an invading colonial state, so
there is no such rule of law state, much less the rule of law state in the spirit
of the people, by the people, for the people. Due to specific historical con�
ditions and circumstances, the majority of Vietnamese people have not been
exposed and familiarized much with the democratic practices (even if it is a
bourgeois democracy like in Western countries), which were formed and
developed for a long time in the capitalist democracy. This caused many
difficulties. The political and social life of Vietnam has not yet undergone
capitalist democracy; The customs and lifestyles of “the king's rule bows to
the village's rules” plus the “hatred” to the state, colonial and feudal laws
are still heavy. Lenin said that the aversion to anything belonging to the
state and the law among workers in the old society was understandable, and
that created a disregard for the law in the characteristics of the people's
psychology and nationality. This can be said to be a major obstacle to the
construction of the rule of law in Vietnam.

In such a contextual and practical situation, President Ho Chi Minh
was the first to apply the Western ideology of the rule of law along with the
ideas of the state of Western political leaders and the socialist state of the of
Marxist classics into the organization of building the new Vietnamese State.
As early as 1919, when making the 8�point claim (Claim of the people of
Annam) demanding freedom and democracy rights for the Vietnamese
people, leader Nguyen Ai Quoc at that time demanded that the French co�
lonialists reform the legal system in Indochina, in which they must abolish
the rule by decree and replace decrees with laws. Since then, he emphasi�
zed: “Everything must be done under the law”.3 In fact, Ho Chi Minh's
thoughts about the state and the rule of law was at first just comments and
thoughts about the role of law in implementing democracy for the Vietna�
mese people when the country was still a part of the French union, in which
people do not have the least democratic and equal rights as the French.
Along with the reality of the process of building an independent Vietnamese
state, the perception of the rule of law in Vietnam has gradually formed and
shaped on the basis of the arguments and theories about the rule of law that
mankind has ever experienced in the history.
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The reform process was initiated by the 6th Congress of the Commu�
nist Party of Vietnam, in which there was an important content on rene�
wing the ideology and practice of building a socialist state in Vietnam. The
innovative practice together with the results of practical summarization and
theoretical generalization have provided increasingly accurate and persuasi�
ve grounds for the Communist Party of Vietnam's view on the rule of law,
socialist state of Vietnam. Those views have been increasingly supplemen�
ted and developed, which are clearly reflected in the Documents of the
Communist Party of Vietnam and in the supplement and amendment of a
number of articles of the 1992 Constitution (amended and supplemented in
2001), Constitution 2013. The concept of the rule of law in Vietnam has
been gradually clarified:

First of all, the rule of law state is understood not as a type of state but
as a way of organizing the state apparatus, a way of operating that apparatus
on the basis of laws promulgated by the state itself. In modern society, the
rule of law is a progressive form of organization, creating conditions to
better counter bureaucracy, authoritarianism, and autocracy, and can bring
society into an orderly and disciplined operation. Therefore, the socialist
state of Vietnam should necessarily be organized in the form of a rule of law
state.

Secondly, building a state ruled by law is a process that must have ap�
propriate forms and steps determined by historical conditions (level of so�
cio�economic development, education level, traditional characteristics,
etc.). political system and national culture).

Third, the State of the Socialist Republic of Vietnam was formed
through the basic legal institutions enshrined in the Constitution. In terms
of politics, the Constitution stipulates that our State is a democratic republic
(Article 1, Constitution 1946 and Article 2, Constitution 1959); is a socialist
republic (Article 2, Constitution 1992); is a socialist rule of law state of the
People, by the People, for the People (Article 2, Constitution 2013).

Fourth, from a political�legal perspective, the current Vietnamese State
is organized according to the principle of democracy — the rule of law. In
essence, the rule of law represents the most important feature of the demo�
cratic state. The rule of law is not identical with the law, because there can
be a state and law, but it does not necessarily become a rule of law state (like
feudalism state for example). Law is only the premise, or means for const�
ructing a rule of law state.

The view of the Communist Party of Vietnam on building the rule of
law is the basic political orientation reflected in the Constitution and legal
system of Vietnam. The successful construction of the rule of law in
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Vietnam must be associated with a process of social reality awareness in the
spirit of innovation and science, with an approach from both the Vietname�
se revolutionary reality (the nation), also from the (epochal) human values
of the rule of law (as a form of state — a progressive way of organizing the
exercise of political power and a common value of mankind), but appropri�
ate and compatible with the historical�specific conditions and circumstan�
ces of Vietnam. Among them is the urgent requirement of perfecting the de�
mocratic institution. The requirement to practice and promote democracy
in the renovation process clearly shows the need to exploit the values of the
theory of the rule of law that mankind has had in history. According to the
point of view of the Communist Party of Vietnam and the 2013 Constituti�
on, in Vietnam, state power is unified without division but with assignments,
coordination and control (new point from the XI Congress of the Commu�
nist Party of Vietnam. — Author emphasizes) among state agencies in the
exercise of legislative, executive and judicial powers.

The Communist Party leads the building
of a socialist rule of law state in Vietnam

In the process of renewing the Party's theoretical thinking, the term
(concept) of the rule of law state has gradually been clarified. At the Natio�
nal Conference of Delegates of the 7th term of the Communist Party of
Vietnam (January 19, 1994), for the first time, this term was clearly stated in
the document: “Continue to build and gradually improve the rule of law state
in Vietnam. It is a state of the people, by the people, for the people, managing
all aspects of social life by law, leading the country to develop socialist�oriented
pathway”.

The 8th National Congress of the Communist Party of Vietnam (April
1996) said that in order to build and strengthen the entire state apparatus, it
is necessary to focus on solving basic tasks: renewing and improving the
quality of legislative work and supreme supervision of the National Assemb�
ly over all state activities; reform of state administration, reform of judicial
organization and activities; strengthen anti�bureaucracy, anti�corruption
and anti�wastefulness campaigns.

Resolution of the Ninth National Congress affirms: The State of
Vietnam is the main tool to exercise the people's right to mastery, a rule of
law state of the people, by the people, for the people; know how to consult
and selectively apply the theory of building the rule of law of mankind to the
specific conditions of Vietnam so that it is suitable for the nation, the time
and the actual situation of the country.
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The 10th Congress of the Communist Party of Vietnam continued to
affirm its views on the socialist rule of law state in Vietnam more specifical�
ly: “Building the operating mechanism of the socialist rule of law state, en�
suring the principle that all state power belongs to the people; state power is
unified... Perfecting the legal system, increasing the specificity and feasibili�
ty of regulations in legal documents. Building and perfecting a mechanism
to check and monitor the constitutionality and legitimacy in activities and
decisions of public agencies.”4

The 11th Congress made important breakthroughs in political thinking,
organization and operation of the state apparatus when determining: “State
power is unified, with assignment, coordination and inter�agency control in
the exercise of legislative, executive and judicial powers. To step up the con�
struction of a socialist rule�of�law state, focusing on three major contents:
Continuing to renovate the organization and operation of the state appara�
tus...; building a team of cadres and civil servants who are clean and capable
to meet the requirements of the new situation...; actively prevent and reso�
lutely fight against corruption and waste, practice thrift...”5

The 12th Congress of the Communist Party of Vietnam continued to be
consistent and supplemented and further developed these views in line with
the new realities of the country, the region and the world: “Continuing to
build a socialist rule of law state under the lead of the Communist Party is
the central task of the political system reform”.6

At the 13th Congress, the Communist Party of Vietnam clearly and spe�
cifically defined the direction and task of building the current Vietnamese
rule of law State: “Improve the capacity, effectiveness and efficiency of the
State's operations. To better define the roles, positions, functions, tasks and
powers of State agencies in the exercise of legislative, executive and judicial
powers on the basis of the rule of law principles and assurance of power. The
state is unified, has a clear division, closely coordinates and strengthens
control over state power.”7

It can be said that perceiving and building and perfecting the rule of law
in Vietnam is a long and complicated process, that led by the Communist
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Party of Vietnam. The role of the Party in the organization, construction
and operation of the State has both expressed its popularity as well as its
own characteristics of political relations in the Vietnamese State. It reflects
the popularity (epoch) because every democratic state is associated with the
dominant role of the political party in most activities and organizations of
the state. It reflects the political conditions in the country because the Com�
munist Party of Vietnam has a long history of attachment to the people and
the nation through struggles for democracy, reform and renovation proces�
ses of the state, the leadership role of the Party is respected by the whole
nation. Stemming from the reality of the process of building the House of
Vietnam in the past time, from the theoretical and practical bases, the Com�
munist Party of Vietnam on the basis of a harmonious and reasonable com�
bination of national and historical factors, has identified requirements for
the purpose of continuing to build and perfect the current Vietnamese rule
of law State:

First, to build a real state of the people, by the people, for the people.
The organizational structure and operation mechanism of the state must ab�
solutely ensure and implement in practice at the highest level the principle
of the people's right to master the state and society.

Second, building a state with a lean apparatus, minimizing unnecessary
costs, but must be organized in a regular manner, working scientifically with
the highest criteria of good national governance and serve the people well
(the assisting government).

Third, the organization and operation of the state must be on the basis of
law, manage society by and according to the law; ensure that all citizens and
State agencies are equal before the law, and at the same time make the sense
of the supremacy of the law universal in the widest range of society. The
thought throughout recent documents of the Communist Party of Vietnam
is: “Our State is the main tool for exercising the people's right to mastery, a
rule of law state of the people, by the people, for the people, ...”. The State
manages the society by law. All agencies, organizations, cadres, civil ser�
vants, and all citizens have the obligation to abide by the Constitution and
the law”; “Promoting democracy goes hand in hand with maintaining dis�
cipline, strengthening the rule of law, managing society by law, propagating
and educating the whole people to raise the awareness of law observance”.

Fourth, the rule of law is always associated with the construction and
training of revolutionary morality, whose core is need, thrift, integrity,
justice, and impartiality. From the 8th National Congress, the Communist
Party of Vietnam affirmed: “Strengthen the socialist legality, build the rule
of law in Vietnam. Managing society by law, at the same time attaching im�
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portance to education and moral improvement. Upholding the strictness of
the law is inseparable from morality, love and tolerance as well as the fine
and progressive traditional values of the Vietnamese nation. This point of
view of the Communist Party of Vietnam shows a smooth and harmonious
combination of national and epochal factors in that morality is also conside�
red an important component in building and perfecting the state, but not as
radicalized like the concept of 'rule of morality', while the element of law is
not absolutely transformed into 'rule of law'. Strict laws must be placed on
the solid and durable foundation of revolutionary ethics: taking service to
the people and national governance as the goals.

Fifth, to build a team of cadres and civil servants who are really uncor�
rupted, whole�hearted in serving the people, with political bravery and high
sense of responsibility, management capacity, and professional expertise.

Conclusion

After 35 years of reform, the construction of a socialist rule of law State
in Vietnam led by the Communist Party has made important strides. The
task of building a clean and strong state is really the pillar of the political
system of immense and vital significance, a necessary and urgent require�
ment of the process of renewal towards democracy and rule of law in
Vietnam today. The Communist Party of Vietnam combines inheritance,
acculturation, creativity, history — specifically the national factor (specific
historical conditions and circumstances of the country) and the era factor
(so�called Marxist views on the state and socialist state; theories and
methods of building and organizing the operation of progressive and ap�
propriate models of the rule of law state in the world, compatible with con�
ditions, specific situation in Vietnam) for state�building a decisive role.
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Chapter 11

THE ACHIEVEMENTS IN BUILDING
THE POLITICAL SYSTEM AT COMMUNE LEVEL

OF VIETNAM IN THE DOI MOI PERIOD

After 35 years of Doi moi, the Communist Party of Vietnam has al�
ways affirmed that Party building is a key task. Party building work thro�
ughout the Doi moi period has achieved certain achievements in both the�
oretical and practical awareness, and at the same time, the organization
and operation of the local government at the commune level has been in�
creasingly improved. The Vietnam Fatherland Front and the commu�
ne�level socio�political organizations are active, making many contribu�
tions to the implementation of political tasks in the locality. Building a
political system at the commune level has brought many lessons, especi�
ally in the work of building and rectifying the Party and building and re�
novating the organization and operation of the local government at the
commune level.

Keywords: achievements, political system building, commune�level
political system, Doi moi.

Building the Party and political system means to improve the Party's le�
adership and ruling capacity, enhance the effectiveness and operational effi�
ciency of the political system, promote socialist democracy, and ensure uni�
formity, suitability between economic and political renovation. To achieve
that goal, it is necessary to build a comprehensive and synchronous commu�
ne�level political system. Building the political system at commune level
(commune, ward, and township) entails the entire leadership activities of
the Party committees, management bodies of the government in: consolida�
ting and transforming the organizational apparatus of the political system at
commune level; renewing contents and modes of operation; building and



training cadres and civil servants; handling well different relations in the
commune�level political system in order to promote the role of the commu�
ne�level political system and the people's right to master , as well as to achi�
eve local political objectives.

Achievements in building the commune�level
political system

After 35 years of Doi moi (1986—2021), along with outstanding achieve�
ments in economy, society and culture, as well as political reform, the work
of building the Party and political system have also achieved many impor�
tant achievements, which can be clearly demonstrated by the fact that the
political system at the commune level is constantly in contact with the daily
activities of the People.

Achievements in building the Party
at the commune level

On the basis of persisting in the principles of organization and operation
of the Communist Party of Vietnam, the construction of the commune�le�
vel Party has been carried out in terms of politics, ideology, organization
and morality, and has undergone many powerful changes, specifically:

First, in terms of politics, building a commune�level Party helps to ma�
intain revolutionary goals, ideals and fundamental principles steadfastly; to
strengthen political determination; and to improve the quality of resolutions
of the commune�level party committees. Party building and rectification
work is valued and strengthened. The Communist Party of Vietnam has
issued a number of important resolutions which have been widely imple�
mented at all levels of party committees, party organizations and members,
especially the sixth Central Resolution (second time) (Term VIII) “On
some basic and urgent issues in the current Party building work”, Resoluti�
on of the Fourth Party Central Committee (Term XI) “Some urgent issues
on Party building today”.

Second, in terms of ideology, the work of building commune�level party
organizations has been enhanced, creating unity in the smaller units and
party committees, contributing to the unity of the whole Party and social
consensus on the general issues of the locality and the country. The
commune level is the place to detect and defeat the “new developments in
peacetime” plot of hostile forces at the grassroots level.
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Third, the party organization at the commune level has had many im�
portant innovations, from organizational structure and operating mecha�
nism to improving effectiveness and efficiency. The functions, tasks and or�
ganizational structure of the commune�level Party are increasingly impro�
ved, ensuring that the Party does not encroach on or replace the work of the
government. The commune level is the place that plays a key role in the
success of Party membership development, contributing to increasing the
number of party members of the Communist Party of Vietnam to 5.2
million by the end of 2019.1 The Party introduces capable and qualified
Party members to key positions of the commune�level local government,
Vietnam Fatherland Front Committee and commune�level socio�political
organizations. Party organizations and members of the Communist Party of
Vietnam operate within the framework of the Constitution and laws.2

Fourth, in terms of morality, the work of Party building is given special
importance, which plays an important role in the fight to prevent and
reverse the deterioration of political ideology, morality, lifestyle, and
promote the exemplary role of Party members. Party members are closely
attached to the People, serve the People, submit to the People's supervision,
and be accountable to the People for their decisions; respect and promote
the People's right to mastery, rely on the People to build the Party.

Achievements in building local government

First, the work on building and perfecting the law on organization and
operation of local government has been done. The Law on Organization
and Operation of Local Governments at all levels was promulgated quite
early. Up to now, there are 7 laws with different names, namely: Law on Or�
ganization of Local Government in 1958, Law on Organization of People's
Councils and Administrative Committees at all levels in 1962, Law on Or�
ganization of People's Councils and People's Committees in 1983, Law on
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4 of the 2013 Constitution stated: “The organizations of the Party and its members operate
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Organization of People's Councils and People's Committees in 1989, Law
on Organization of People's Councils and People's Committee in 1994, Law
on Organization of People's Councils and People's Committees in 2003 and
Law on Organization of Local Government in 2015. During the Doi moi
period, Vietnam promulgated 4 laws on organization of local government;
the promulgation of the new law has shown new updates that meet the ob�
jective requirements in line with the reality of management at the commune
level. At the same time, it is the main legal corridor for the local government
to be organized and operate in accordance with the law, and to effectively
manage all areas of local social life.

Second, the activities of the commune�level government have achieved
many positive results.

Compared with the previous organizational laws, the 2015 Law on Or�
ganization of Local Government specifies that the local government con�
sists of the People's Council and the People's Committee. “The People's
Council is the local state power agency, representing the will, aspirations
and mastery of the people, elected by the local people, responsible to the
local people and government state agencies at higher levels”.3 Based on the
tasks and powers stipulated in the 2013 Constitution and the 2015 Law on
Organization of Local Governments, the People's Councils of communes in
localities throughout the country have performed according to their assig�
ned competence, decided on many important issues that have a strong
impact on the socio�economic development of the locality. During the
term, the People's Council held meetings and passed resolutions; resoluti�
ons issued by the People's Councils of communes promptly created a legal
basis for the People's Committees of communes to implement the Party's
guidelines and policies, the laws of the state, and resolutions of Party Com�
mittee at higher level and the Commune Party Committee. These guidelines
are applied in all management activities in accordance with the characteris�
tics of the commune, ward and township, and meet requirements posed by
reality. In addition, the commune�level People's Council has also focused
on unifying and concretizing the process of promulgating resolutions to help
improve the quality of resolutions. The well�organized process of promulga�
ting resolutions of the commune�level People's Councils has made them
more active in solving socio�economic problems of the locality. The process
of formulating resolutions complies with the provisions of law; the docu�
ments have been carefully examined and received criticism and comments
from delegates and socio�political organizations.
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The commune�level People's Council has paid attention to the perfor�
mance of the supervision function and achieved certain results. Many com�
mune�level People's Councils have actively studied, researched and applied
forms and measures of supervision and inspection suitable to the actual situ�
ation. Careful listening, reviewing of reports, receiving questions, answering
questions, organizing monitoring and inspection missions down to the villa�
ges at the grassroots level to collect voters' opinions have helped the Council
at commune level grasp the situation and give timely opinions on many pre�
ssing issues that need to be resolved. The supervision activities of the Peop�
le's Councils of communes have made positive contributions to the settle�
ment of many negative cases and incidents, and limited law violations that
occur in the locality. Many monitoring teams have discovered violations in
law observance at the grassroots to propose competent authorities to handle
them promptly; detected violations in areas such as site clearance, capital
construction investment, budget revenue and expenditure, policies for edu�
cation, poverty alleviation.

Many commune�level People's Councils have well promoted the mo�
nitoring activities of delegates by meeting with people. In this way, they
solve queries, complaints and denunciations of individuals and organizati�
ons in the locality, ensuring the good implementation of grassroots demo�
cracy, preventing and limiting negative incidents in the local government
apparatus, contributing to ensuring security, order and political and social
stability.

“The People's Committee is elected by the People's Council at the same
level, is the executive body of the People's Council, the local state administ�
rative agency, and is responsible to the local People and the People's
Council of the same level and state administrative agencies at higher
levels”.4 As a local state administrative agency, the commune�level People's
Committee must perform the State administrative management role in all
aspects and fields of socio�economic life in the locality. At the same time, it
is also the agency that manages the observance and implementation of deci�
sions and directives of the commune's People's Council of the commune
and the district's People's Committee in association with the guidelines of
the Party, policies and laws of the State. This is shown in socio�economic,
cultural, security, defense and environmental activities in the locality. Mee�
tings of the People's Committee are held in accordance with regulations and
focus on solving specific problems. The quality of the cadres, civil servants
and part�time workers has been significantly improved. Up to now, most of
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the communes have roads leading to the central area; facilities for the cause
of education — training, health care, culture are invested in; the standards
of universal primary and secondary education basis have been met; the pe�
ople's health care is maintained to prevent major epidemics from occurring;
the rate of poor households decreases every year; cultural identity is mainta�
ined and promoted; the material and spiritual life of the people has been sig�
nificantly improved; national defense and security are consolidated and ma�
intained; judicial activities are carried out quite well; administrative reform
has made remarkable changes. Many communes have developed working
mechanism and maintained their operation according to regulations.

Third, local government is organized and operated in accordance with
administrative units. One of the achievements in the construction of local
government at all levels in general and at the commune level in particular is
that local government is organized in administrative units suitable to the
characteristics of rural, urban and island areas or special administrati�
ve�economic unit. Before the Law on Organization of Local Government
2015 was promulgated and took effect, commune�level governments were
organized and operated with the same functions, duties and powers, even
though the objective conditions in each locality were different. This led to
similar treatment towards all localitiesa and could not promote the advanta�
ges of each locality. On the basis of the basic difference between urban and
rural areas, the Law on Organization of Local Government 2015 organized
models of urban government and rural government with different duties and
powers.5 The implementation of the urban government model will promote
the proactive, responsible and creative role in serving the people, promoting
the socio�economic development of the locality.

Achievements in building the Vietnam Fatherland Front
and socio�political organizations

at commune level

The Vietnam Fatherland Front at commune level and socio�political
organizations at commune level include: Ho Chi Minh Communist Youth
Union, Vietnam Trade Union, Vietnam Women's Union, Vietnam Veterans
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Association, Vietnam Farmers' Association (applicable to communes, wards
and townships engaged in agricultural, forestry, fishery and salt production
activities and organized by the Vietnam Farmers' Association). Currently,
the Fatherland Front and socio�political organizations at commune�level
localities are organized6 and operate in accordance with the law and their
organization's charter.

The Vietnam Fatherland Front at commune level and its member so�
cio�political organizations have well carried out the work of communica�
ting with and mobilizing local people to well observe the guidelines of the
Party, policies and laws of the State; promoting the patriotic emulation
movement associated with studying and following Ho Chi Minh's thought,
morality and style. The commune�level Fatherland Front has well coordi�
nated with branches and mass organizations to effectively carry out campa�
igns such as: “All people unite to build cultural life in residential areas”,
“All people unite to build a new countryside and a civilized city” and pro�
moted social activities such as showing gratitude to the elderly or a day for
the poor. Socio�political organizations are interested in helping union
members borrow money to do business7, find good jobs, and head towards
sustainable poverty reduction. In addition, these organizations perform well
the function of supervision, social criticism, and protect the legitimate
rights and interests of union members. Most of the commune�level so�
cio�political organizations develop annual monitoring plans, the contents
of which are supervised by the Vietnam Fatherland Front at the commune
level. Member socio�political organizations and the People's Inspection
Committee coordinate with the committees of the People's Council at the
same level to comply with regulations; focus on supervising the constructi�
on of infrastructure, public facilities and other investment projects in the
area; practice democracy and implement regimes and policies for people
with meritorious services.
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The coordination between elements
in the commune political system

and between the commune political system
and the political system at higher levels

Firstly, as regards the coordination between elements in the political system
at the commune level

First, about the relationship between the Party organizations and the
commune�level government: during the implementation process, there was
unity and consensus between the party organization and the commune�level
government in building the commune's political system, thereby achieving
the tasks set out by the Commune Party Committee such as building a new
countryside, public facilities, electricity works, roads, schools, stations and
so on. Comprehensive leadership of the commune�level Party organization
guarantees that the People's Council and the People's Committees are effec�
tive and efficient, but they do not act in place of the People's Councils and
Commune�level People's Committees. Instead, these organizations assign,
coordinate and control according to the principle of democratic centralism.

Second, about the relationship between Party organizations and the
Fatherland Front and the commune�level socio�political organizations: In
performing tasks, there is always support to motivate each other to comple�
te tasks, for example in coordination, reconciliation, settlement of compla�
ints and denunciations. This has created favorable conditions for the Fat�
herland Front and socio�political organizations to participate in supervision
and social criticism, and to contribute ideas for Party building, for a strong
and transparent government according to Decisions 217 and 218 of the Po�
litburo.

Third, about the relationship between the commune�level government
and the Fatherland Front and commune�level socio�political organizations:
every year, the commune�level Fatherland Front develops a program to co�
ordinate with the commune�level government on building public annual co�
ordination program. There is also a joint plan between the Fatherland Front
and the People's Council and the People's Committee of the commune on
organizing meetings with voters before and after the meeting of the People's
Council, on the organization of the People's Deputies Conference in resi�
dential areas, communes and townships as well as the Great National Unity
Conference.

Secondly, as regards the coordination between the commune�level political
system, the higher�level political system, and the village
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First, the higher�level political system leads the commune�level politi�
cal system; the higher�level political system closely directs the commune�le�
vel political system. A number of district�level cadres attend the activities of
a number of hamlets belonging to commune�level party organizations.
Through those working sessions, they have timely pointed out shortco�
mings, solved problems, had appropriate solutions for economic develop�
ment, and maintained socio�political stability in the locality.

Second, the commune�level political system implements the guidelines
of the higher�level political system; for each resolution assigned by the
higher level, organizations in the commune�level political system discuss to
agree on the most effective method, then actively encourage and mobilize
villages and hamlets to carry out political tasks and plans.

Third, through Party divisions' secretaries and village heads, the com�
mune�level political system along with villages and hamlets has effectively
implemented and organized activities; mobilized resources of the residential
community; properly performed their duties and responsibilities without
encroaching on each other's work.

Besides the above achievements, the construction of the commune�le�
vel political system in Vietnam in the period 1986—2021 still has some limi�
tations. First, a large number of party members show signs of deterioration;
there is still abuse of power, violations of discipline and regulation at the
commune level. In addition, a part of cadres and civil servants have a bossy
attitude, making it difficult when dealing with requests of organizations and
individuals. Next, local democracy regulations and the practice of democra�
cy in administrative agencies are not regular and continuous, so there is ef�
fective implementation at first but later people loosen up. In fact, many
communes consider practicing democracy as a job of the government and
disregard the role of party committees and mass organizations; on the cont�
rary, there are communes that delegated all the work to the Fatherland
Front and socio�political organizations to implement.

Lessons learned

The 6th National Congress of the Communist Party of Vietnam (De�
cember 1986) decided on the comprehensive reform of the country in terms
of economy, politics, culture, society, national defense and security, and
foreign affairs. Over the past 35 years of Doi moi, Vietnam has got great ac�
hievements, and the construction of the political system in general and the
construction of the commune�level political system are also among those
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achievements. Looking back on 35 years of Doi moi, the construction of the
commune�level political system has drawn the following lessons:

First, the Party building and rectification work must be implemented
drastically, comprehensively, synchronously, regularly and effectively in
terms of politics, ideology, morality, organization and staff.8 It is important
to apply consistently and develop creatively Marxism — Leninism and Ho
Chi Minh's thought; improve the Party's leadership, ruling and fighting ca�
pacity; regularly consolidate and strengthen solidarity within the Party and
political system; strictly implement the principles of Party building and re�
gularly renew the Party's leadership method.

Second, it is important to be resolute about the Party's principles of or�
ganization and operation, promote democracy, maintain internal unity, re�
gularly renew thinking, content and working methods, and closely coordi�
nate with advisory agencies of the Party, the State, the Fatherland Front
and socio�political organizations to effectively implement the organization
and construction of the party.

Third, building the Party and political system must always match
reality, come from reality, respect reality, and attach importance to summa�
rizing real situations and understanding situations to do consulting work
well. Guidelines and resolutions of the Party, Party committees and organi�
zations at all levels should be effectively implemented; the focus should be
on building a clean and strong Party in politics, ideology, morality, organi�
zation and personnel.

Fourth, along with maintaining and strengthening the leadership role of
the Party, it is necessary to respect and bring into full play the activeness of
the commune�level local government and socio�political organizations.
Maintaining and strengthening the Party's leadership role is a matter of
principle, a decisive factor to ensure the success of Party building work. The
Party is the core of leadership of member organizations of the political
system, but must not make excuses or substitute them. Rather, it must
attach importance to promoting activeness in the management of all areas
of social life of the local government and in the supervision and social criti�
cism of the Vietnam Fatherland Front and socio�political organizations.

Fifth, it is necessary to strictly implement the Party's policy on decent�
ralization among local government levels in the direction: “Whichever level
of government that can manage and settle a task better and more closely to
reality, the task and authority should be assigned to that level”. This will
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remove the imprint of the old mechanism in which subordinates sought di�
rection or approval from superiors. We should also continue to review and
clearly define the duties and authority of the commune�level government in
the direction of: “one�level”: jobs that can be solved according to people's
needs and that can be decided by the commune level are delegated to the
commune�level authorities to perform and take responsibility by law. Simi�
larly, if work to be done according to the needs of the people has to go
through both the commune and district government, then the work should
be assigned to the district level for implementation.

Sixth, public service attitudes and administrative procedures are measu�
res and criteria for assessing people's satisfaction with the government. Ad�
ministrative procedure reform should be accelerated at the commune�level
People's Committee, in which the focus is on reviewing procedures to simp�
lify them, to reduce the number of documents and to standardize the
content of administrative documents. The one�stop mechanism should be
implemented in handling administrative procedures; the application of in�
formation technology should be promoted in handling administrative pro�
cedures. Popular public services should be provided online at level 3 or
higher in order to reduce costs and time for individuals and organizations
when handling administrative procedures at the commune level. Many
places have met with these standards and are helping to increase people's sa�
tisfaction and trust in the Party and State.

Conclusion

The stability and sustainable development of the political system
depends on many different factors such as economy, politics, culture,
society, national defense, security and foreign affairs. In order to achieve a
State of stability and development, the political system must first build a
clean and strong Party and other elements of the political system. After 35
years of Doi moi, the construction of the commune�level political system has
achieved many achievements, changing the face of the commune�level poli�
tical system, which is clearly reflected in the following aspects. Firstly, posi�
tions, functions, tasks and powers are clearly delineated and there is a coor�
dination mechanism among elements in the political system. Secondly, in
addition to the administrative management function, the commune�level
government has become an organization providing public services, serving
the legitimate rights and interests of the people. Thirdly, achievements in
building the political system at the commune level contribute to maintai�
ning stability and improving the living standards of local people.
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PART 2
THE POLICY OF SOCIO�ECONOMIC

AND CULTURAL REFORMING
OF VIETNAMESE SOCIETY

Chapter 12

THE CPV’S ECONOMIC STRATEGY
UP TO 2045:

CRUCIAL TASKS AND DEVELOPMENT RISKS

The article discusses the SRV crucial social and economic tasks up to
2045 and analyses the opportunities and their realization risks. Vietnam’s
economy long�term prospects have been observed on the base of develop�
ment strategy up to 2030, vision to 2045, determined by the 13th CPV Con�
gress. The realization of such goals as industrialization and modernization,
the growth model renovation, the disparities removal and the economic
restructuring, the promotion of maritime sectors and deepening of interna�
tional economic integration has been verified.

There has been explored contradictions and potential threats of the
adopted strategy, which had not been duly estimated. In particular, there
have been noted the over�estimation of the given economic growth rates,
underestimation of disbalances at the macro�level and the urgency of tran�
sition from extensive methods to intensive ones, from the industrial stage
of development to that of innovations. The more realistic assessment of the
adopted targets allows to acknowledge that strategic miscalculations may
cause long�term consequences.

Keywords: the SRV, development prospects, extensive growth, transi�
tion to innovative economy, maritime strategy, international integration,
sovereignty.



Main targets, growth rates and the ways to progress

In just over fifty years after the war, Vietnam escaped from the poverty
and became one of the emerging markets — most rapidly growing economi�
es in the Indo�Pacific. Current socio�economic situation in the country is
stable. Due to its achievements in economic growth and transformation
Vietnam has got the name of a new “Asian tiger”. As a whole, it proved the
efficiency of the Renovation policy (Doi Moi), developed and pursued by
the Communist Party for 35 years with the goal to set Vietnam on the path
of market transformation and social progress1.

Currently the Strategy of socio�economic development for the period
of 2021—2030 has been implementing (the prior one was completed in
2020) with the vision to transform the SRV into a developed industrial state
by 2045. The actively ongoing processes of industrialization and servicizati�
on include the support of traditional economic spheres, such as agriculture,
forestry and fishery, contribute to the products processing enlargement and
to export expansion. The development of traditional branches guarantees
social protection of the country’s population and food security in general. In
future, Vietnam’s next target is to unite these branches with industry, while
the latter contributes to modernization of agriculture and fishery and forms
the supply�chains of processed agricultural and aquatic products.

During preparations for the 13th Congress of the Communist Party and
after it the outlines of economic development strategy were formed both for
the current decade and for a longer�term perspective. It is noteworthy that
the CPV leadership having optimistic expectations for the future, for the first
time in its contemporary history, introduced really long�term directives and
targets, looking a quarter�century ahead. The crucial deadline is the 100th

anniversary of the independent state of Vietnam (2045), but there have been
planned indicators of numerous important dimensions up to 2050. State sec�
toral programs have been developed to be realized up to 2030. The National
Energy Development Program, complex plans of railway and air transporta�
tion, the Complex plan of gas industry development, the Complex plan of
agriculture development are among the most significant ones.

There have been determined the following five priority realms of inno�
vation development: information and communication technologies, biotec�
hnologies, new materials (also, with the help of nano�technologies), auto�
matization and robotics. All these goals meet the requirements for the cons�
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truction of a new, fifth, technological mode and point to the beginning of
Vietnam’s transition towards a higher, innovative, stage of development.

For 2021—2025 average annual GDP growth rate was planned at 6—
6.5 %2, but at the end of 2022 the forecast was raised to 7—7.5 %.3 In my
opinion, these are excessive expectations; 5 %�growth seems to be more re�
alistic for the entire period till 2030. The results of 2021 and nine months of
2022 are evidence in favor of sober assessment. IFO optimistically evaluates
the possibilities of Vietnam’s economy due to its rapid rehabilitation after
the pandemic. Also, they expect the launching of “the Chinese driver”, sta�
bility in the EU zone and the US, but positive indicators in 2021 have been
changed with signs of deceleration in the PRC and obvious recession in the
West. There emerged a threat to food and energy security in the world. This
has a negative effect for a number of sectors, such as the chain of main pro�
ducers of raw materials, metals, fertilizers, as well as of agricultural pro�
ducts. Such fluctuations (growth followed with fall) started the mechanism
of the global protracted finance�economic crisis, which Vietnam’s economy
cannot avoid.

At the same time, it is impossible to cancel a logical trend of gradual wea�
kening of dynamics of Asian emerging economies as they mature. It is reflec�
ted by the indicators of Vietnam’s GDP growth during the period of market
reforms. The fall is insignificant, but since the early 21st century the growth
rates have been steadily declining: 7.3 % in 2001—2005, 6.3 % in 2006—
2010, 5.9 % in 2011—2015, 5.8 % in 2016—2020.4 The further “cooling” of
economy will repeat the history of other “Asian tigers”, which serves us a
basis to make a forecast for the future other than that by Vietnamese experts.

Expecting the maintenance of high economic dynamics, the CPV lea�
dership has put forward ambitious targets of raising the population’s incomes
and the level of development of their country. By the end of the current Fi�
ve�Year plan (2025) it is expected that in the UN world’s classification it will
join the middle group of the countries with average incomes per capita, the
top group in 2030, and by 2045 it will have highly developed economy and
high incomes5. Given that in 2021 the income per capita, in CPV asses�
sment, was USD3125, to reach the level of the middle group (USD4000) by
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4 Statistical Yearbook of Vietnam 2013, p. 147; 2020, p. 183. Hanoi, 2014, 2021.
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2025 is not so complicated.6 However, the rise to USD8000 in 2030 (the
threshold of the top group) is dubious, when the growth rates are decelera�
ting, not to mention the world crisis. The achievement of USD11000 in 2045
(the low level of high developed countries) seems to be hypothetical. The
idea of the target is clear — to join the world elite by the 100th anniversary of
Vietnam’s independence and to prove the success of the CPV mission.

In my opinion, this approach is short of realism in the assessment of
both the reference level and the perspective; it is not easy to predict the pro�
bability of events for the nearest future. At the same time, this scenario
ignores the so�called middle�income trap; the measures to overcome it are
clear, but they are slowly realized in practice. Taking into account GDP per
capita at nominal exchange rate the SRV leaves behind (in ASEAN) but
Cambodia and Myanmar, and ranks the 128th in the world. But as far as the
growth rates of incomes per capita are concerned, it is superior to such
ASEAN developed countries like Malaysia, Thailand and the Philippines.

Perhaps, the excessive euphoria is due to rosy world forecasts (the
World Bank statistics), according which in 2020 Vietnam ranked the for�
ty�second among 196 countries by nominal GDP while in 2036 (previously
in 2050) is predicted to become 20th.7 The process of approaching the world
leading economies is changing Vietnam’s geopolitical potential. The attrac�
tiveness and general influence of the Vietnamese economy are rapidly
growing, also, raising political stakes. It is well known that the SRV aspires
to be acknowledged a medium power by 2030, and this also imposes obliga�
tions on the economic achievements.8

It is of great importance to determine the reliability of these calculati�
ons base. The SRV statistics had been essentially corrected by the 13th CPV
Congress: the GSO stated that in 2020 GDP achieved USD343.6 billion,
not USD271.2 billion, as previously reported, due to the revision of calcula�
tion method9. In the end it ranked the fourth on the volume among the
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6 ChiÆn lDêc phGt triÊn kinh tÆ xI hài 2021—2030, in: VXn kiÎn T¨i hài XIII (2 t´p),
t´p 1, tr. 218.

7 World Economic Outlook Database, April 2021; TI rP thäi EiÊm ViÎt Nam sÄ lÔt top
20 nÈn kinh tÆ lân nh¬t thÆ giâi?, 02.10.2022.

8 Le Dinh Tinh (2019.). Vietnam as an Emerging Middle Power towards 2030 and
beyond. Russian Journal of Vietnamese Studies, 3: 7—17.

9 ChiÆn lDêc phGt triÊn... Op. cit., t´p 1, tr. 218; BGo cGo kÆt quª phGt triÊn kinh tÆ xI
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ASEAN member�countries, leaving behind Malaysia and Singapore
(Table 1)10. But such a 26 %�jump in less than a year cannot be explained.

Table 1. The comparison of economic size and incomes per capita in some ASEAN
countries in 2018—2021

ASEAN
member�country

2018 2021 2018 2021 2018 2021

GDP,
billion dollars

Dollars per capita
Income per capita,

USD at PPP

Singapore 377,0 396,9 66 859 72 794 100 686 116 486

Vietnam 308,7 362,6 3230 3694 9776 11 553

Malaysia 358,7 372,7 11 380 11 371 28 236 29 617

Thailand 506,7 505,9 7298 7233 18 534 19 209

The Philippines 346,8 394,1 3252 3548 8719 9119

Indonesia 1040 1190 3893 4291 11 643 12 904

The source: URL: https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/NY.GDP.PCAP.PP.CD?lo
cations=VN-PH-SG-TH-MY-ID

Notes: World Bank GDP per capita (current US$); GDP per capita, PPP (current inter�
national $)

As GDP size can be accurately compared while measuring PPP, let us
take the relevant data. The IMF evaluates this SRV’s indicator as USD1.15
trillion in 2021 (USD0.932 trillion in 2018), more than Malaysia and the
Philippines. According to the WB data, the PPP alignment of the indicator
per capita differs too. Malaysia is, so far, ahead, followed by Thailand and
Indonesia; the SRV follows them leaving behind the Philippines. If Vietnam
manages to maintain the growth rates of 6—7 %, it will leave Indonesia be�
hind soon, as the latter’s economy grows slower (5 % annually), but its po�
pulation increases faster.11 In terms of current US$ purchasing power parity,
the SRV GDP per capita achieved USD9776 in 2018 and USD11553 in
2021, having increased by 1.18 times. But it is a long way ahead to achieve
the level of newly industrialized states (NIS) (fig.1).
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9.05.2021.



The strategy of development
and the restructuring of economy

The industry development strategy up to 2025, vision to 2035 г. deter�
mines the priorities in the transformation of industrial production; it pre�
sents such processing industries as chemical industry, agricultural products
processing, forestry and fishery, textile and footwear industries. The prioriti�
es choice is clear: the course towards industrialization being realized not so
fast as it had been expected. The 13th Congress acknowledged that it has not
been succeeded to transform Vietnam into an industrialized country by 2020
as predicted.

This conclusion follows from the change of the sectoral structure of the
economy. The contribution of industry and construction into GDP has
fallen (instead of the planned growth) and the contribution of processing in�
dustry, including engineering, has shown a modest growth (Table 2)12, the
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Fig. 1. Vietnam’s transition to a modern economy in comparison with some NIS.
Source: Eckardt, S., Vu Viet Ngoan. How can Vietnam avoid the middle�income trap?

16.05.2019; Note: T = Year when reforms began

12 Statistical Yearbook of Vietnam 2020. Op. cit., p. 200; Mazyrin V. М. Op. cit., p.
260; BGo cGo kÆt quª ... Op. cit., tr. 21.



cause being a slow technological modernization of the industry, depending
on the development of the processing one. Also, the servicization tendency
of economy (see Adam Ford’s chapter) is an objective cause for the decrease
of the industrial input. In the SRV the contribution of the services sector
into GDP lags behind the advanced ASEAN countries. Therefore, moder�
nization of the economy as a whole is inhibited.

The strategy assumes that by 2035 the share of industry and constructi�
on in the economic structure will amount to 40—41 %, the High�Tech pro�
duction share being 45 % by 2025, later will amount to 50 %. Given that the
service sector will amount to 50 % modern economy must input about 90 %
of GDP. A special attention is paid to chemical industry, engineering,
fishery and agriculture, pharmaceutics and tourism. New regulations
amplify and sometimes tighten requirements to quality and security of
goods’ producing and turnover.

The 13th Congress determined the services areas which are to be the
driving forces of the process. It has been resolved to make for the develop�
ment of the most advantageous sectors, possessing science intensity and
based on high technologies, i.e., telecommunication, oil and gas sector,
shipping and air transport, tourism. This list lacks currently leading sectors,
accounting for two�thirds of the value of the services provided such as the
retail trade, property transactions, the finance sphere13. At the same time,
it was proposed to modernize and disseminate services accounting for a
high rate of return, namely, finance, bank, exchange, logistic and auxiliary
ones.

The CPV leadership put forward another set of tasks, caused with new
challenges; there was adopted the SRV Marine Economic Development
Strategy up to 2030, vision to 2045. Its potential is large indeed and only be�
ginning to be exploited. The development and promotion of the strategy
show that the party considers the maritime sphere to be an important com�
ponent of the national strategic space. It desires to make Vietnam “a strong
and rich country because of the sea; to make maritime economy develop�
ment sustainable...”.14 Also, fortifying of this economic sector is due to the
necessity to defend the sovereignty of the maritime space and islands. The
given target meets the stake on the development of the oil and gas industry,
deep�sea fishing and other segments linked with the sea, such as port servi�
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13 Vietnam, in: The economy of Southeast Asian countries. Textbook. М.: Nauka, 2020,
p. 149—150.

14 The Party’s Resolution on the maritime strategy up to 2030 was adopted on Octo�
ber 22, 2018.



ces, ship building and repair, sea transport, tourism on the coast and islands.
According to the strategy, maritime sectors must bring about 10 % of natio�
nal GDP, while 28 coastal areas must create about 65—70 % of the count�
ry’s GDP.15 Curiously, the target was suddenly put down; in 2007 the origi�
nal conception evaluated the contribution of marine economy into GDP
worth 45 % by 2020, but these expectations seem to have been too high.

As this sector is an important reserve of the country’s growth and defense,
it is noteworthy that the development of the marine economy does not contra�
dict to the innovation dominant. The strategy has planned the maximum
usage of progressive science�technological achievements. In a number of the
maritime science�technology sectors Vietnam must reach the level of develo�
ped countries. The task to solve the mentioned targets and to create the neces�
sary structure requires large funds which are hard to find within the country
and to get from without. Therefore, the realization of the strategy appears to
be a complicated one, but as it is closely connected with Vietnam’s political
goals in the South China Sea, there are reasons for optimism.

The economic strategy up to the mid�21st century clearly shows the
ecological orientation of national development. It takes into consideration,
first, the imperatives of Western partners and obligations in the scope of the
free trade agreements; secondly, the danger of global warming and rising sea
level. At the same time, the 13th Congress does not directly concentrate on
mega�threats of the process either in the strategy or in resolutions, despite
the forecasts of a number of leading researchers. According to the latest as�
sessments of the World Bank, the climate change, if there are no preventive
measures against it, by 2050 will cause about 12—15 % GDP losses annually
and by 2030 about a million persons will be pushed into a state of poverty16

Earlier forecasts indicated in the mid�century a possible inundation of a
large part of the Red River delta and that of the Mekong, the centers of the
national economy. In spite of probable catastrophic consequences, the
plans for the near decade and future do not provide for the move of popula�
tion to the highlands, which will require the construction of new urban and
industrial centers, and migration abroad control. A very preliminary asses�
sment is that during 2022—2040 possible costs on ecology can amount to
USD254 billion, including the compensation of the private property losses
and the reconstruction of social infrastructure (USD219 billion) and on
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15 Le Dinh Tinh (2021). Vietnam marine economy strategy to 2030, with a vision to
2045: an analysis. Russian Journal of Vietnamese Studies, 1: 8—27.

16 Hai là trUnh giRp ViÎt Nam E¨t mìc tiLu kKp vÈ tXng trDæng vF khV h´u. The Leader,
25.07.2022.



social assistance programs (USD35 billion). Carbon neutrality requires
USD114 billion, including the transition to “the green energy” (USD64
billion), and to other industrial sectors, transport and agriculture (USD17
billion)17. In total, these costs are equal to GDP volume in 2021. It means
that during nearly twenty years ahead there will be spent no less than 5 %
GDP per year.

Generally, it is provided to intensify measures for adaptation to climate
changes, for the prevention and mitigation of natural disasters. The 13th

Congress called to rationally use natural resources, make the protection of
the environment and of human health the primary goal, close dirty produc�
tions, improve the quality of the environment, preserve biodiversity and
ecosystem of the country, build “the green economy”, the close�cycle
economy, loyal to the environment. Also, the Maritime strategy puts
forward the targets of prevention, control and significant reduction of the
aquatic environment pollution, including the reduction of plastic wastes in
the ocean18.

The sustainability of the SRV economic development is still more de�
pendent on the reduction of greenhouse gas emissions. Since the beginning
of the 21st century, Vietnam has shown the highest in the world increase of
carbon emissions per capita, about 5 % annually19. To solve the problem,
the Strategy of “green” growth, vision to 2050 has been launched with the
target of the “green” production, first of all in the energy, the mode of life
change and sustainable consumption. Due to this, not only the citizens’ at�
titude to the problem has improved, but also harmful emissions have been
reduced. The consumption of energy per unit of production declined, the
business became increasingly aware of the current target (49 % of busines�
smen took the trend towards the release of ecologically safe products in
2020, in comparison with 28 % in 2011).20 The implementation of the stra�
tegy contributed to the reduction of the environmental degradation, having
shown the necessity of its prolongation in the next decade (2021—2030).
There are provided stricter obligations to transform the SRV into the
country with the neutral carbon footprint by 2050. These obligations of the
leadership look especially high when compared with neighboring China ex�
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pecting but 60 % of the task. It is to believe, if the matters stand so in the
PRC, the neighboring state (incomparably smaller) cannot, by definition,
reduce its harmful emission to naught.

The transition to the “green” energy (the core of this bold plan) is ob�
viously a challenging and risky task. According to the World Bank, its reali�
zation costs USD12—14 billion annually (about 3 % of GDP)21, but the
SRV state budget can hardly allocate the funds without the direct assistance
of the EU�countries promoting this program. Currently, in conditions of its
own deepening energy and consequent general economic crisis, the Europe�
an Union will scarcely take on the costs, but the CPV leadership is silent
about it. Also, it will be difficult to double existing energy capacities by 2030
in conditions of the sharp reduction of coal output and thermal power plant
generating capacities (in the period before 2040 it is planned to be closed),
and, de�facto withdrawing the plans of hydropower electricity generation,
let alone the cancellation of nuclear power plants. Vietnam is the acknow�
ledged leader in the development of the wind and solar energy in Southeas�
tern Asia, and achieved great successes in this sphere, but numerous prob�
lems, both existing and expected ones, have not been properly evaluated.
The significance of the “green” transition for the achievement of ecological
effect and carbon neutrality depends on the fact that the energy sector emits
65 % of carbon dioxide in the country, and currently tree quarters of the
energy is generated through traditional sources22. As a matter of fact, this
program, being hastily realized, under the pressure of the West, without
proper support and disregarding the beginning global upheaval, may have
the opposite effect and to inhibit the SRV general development.

So far, there is a slow transition from the growth model, based, as a rule,
on the extensive development factors, to the intensive one. The 13th Cong�
ress proposed to intensively master the innovation model, to assure the sus�
tainability of Vietnam’s economic development by the increase of labor pro�
ductivity (now it is in order of magnitude lower than that of most countries
of Southeastern Asia), to improve infrastructure, increase the contribution
of processing and assembly production. The creation of the economy of
knowledge is not conceptually thought over and is reduced to the task of di�
gitalization and informatization (Table 2)23. There are premises: according
world agencies estimations, Vietnam belongs to the leaders of developing
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22 Ibid.
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information technologies and innovations24. But while extensive factors do�
minate, economic growth has no sufficient support of knowledges, science
and technologies, professional skills (certified workers make up about 25 %
of the total employment)25.

As a sequence still there is a danger of increasing lagging behind even
from the neighboring countries of the region. Therefore, the term of the
transition to a new model by 2045, having put forward by the 13th Congress
of the CPV seems to be too long. In my opinion, so far, there is no proper as�
sessment of the exhaustion of the extensive development resources (but they
may be exhausted during 2021—2025, the period of the ongoing Five�Year
Plan) and no determination of mechanisms of truly innovative growth. The
reserves to follow the old ways still exists, but they are very small.

The 13th Congress confirmed the task of accelerated and sustainable
economic development by increase of growth quality, competitiveness and
efficiency, namely, through the implementation of the achievements of
science and technology, increase of labor productivity, and products’
quality. During the previous Five�Year plan labor productivity increased,
the contribution of the total factor productivity grew, the capital intensity
GDP index (ICOR) reduced; this improved the ratio of GDP forming
factors. The increase of labor resources quality and of human capital as a
whole is obvious. According to the Human Development Index calculated
by UNDP, Vietnam ranks countries with high index.26 But these shifts are
not sufficient for accelerated modernization.

Structural imbalances
and social problems mitigation

In order to modernize economy and to increase the sustainability of its
restructuring, the 12th CPV Congress took a course for overcoming serious
structural imbalances, and being acknowledged correct, it was continued by
the 13th Congress.

To reduce the shortfall in infrastructure development from the material
production is one of the urgent tasks; a great attention was paid to its soluti�
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on. By the share of investments into infrastructure in GDP the SRV belongs
to the lower group of ASEAN countries and ranks 89th of 137 in the world.27

The cause, in particular, is the limited progress in creating auxiliary links
and mediators in the production chain.

In overcoming structural imbalances and overheat of Vietnam’s
economy, the optimization of public investments is of great importance.
Their contribution to GDP has stabilized at 33 % level, though in the early
2010s it exceeded 40 %. It is important to stabilize other finance macro�in�
dicators (also, inflation rates). In 2021 it grew 1.84 % in CPI the lowest level
beginning from 2015.28 The variation of the index for consumer prices in
previous 5 years was much higher (an average growth of 3.15 %, but lower
the indicator 7,65 % annually in 2011—2015), proving the success in the in�
flation control29. However, with the Ukrainian crisis and Western sanctions
against Russia, the price increase both in the world and in Vietnam accele�
rated, especially energy prices. Thus, in April and May 2022 gasoline prices
increased 34 % at once. Currently, the SRV government and the State Bank
aim to keep annual core inflation at the rate of 4 %.

Also, there has been set the task of further reduction of the state budget
deficit and the domestic debt, the increase of the foreign trade surplus30 and
gold reserves.31 It is an urgent need to improve the balance of payments, es�
pecially current accounts. It is not easy to cope with these tasks in conditi�
ons of the global decline of foreign trade and investments due to the abo�
ve�mentioned crisis and military operation.

The rational urbanization is of the increasing socio�economic relevan�
cy, while at this level the SRV lags behind the developed countries. The be�
ginning of the 21st century saw the acceleration of this process (from 2010 to
2020 the share of urban population increased from 30 % to 37 %); the con�
sequences of the urbanization are to be evaluated, but it is clear that cities
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27 NgHn hFng ThÆ giâi t¨i ViÎt Nam. TÜng Quan vÈ ViÎt Nam; Nguyen Xuan Phuc.
Op. cit., p. 5.

28 Statistical Yearbook of Vietnam 2020. Op. cit., p. 15.
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cannot cope with the influx of internal migrants. The indicators are as
follows: unemployment in town (4.3 % in 202132), higher than in the
country (2.5 %), increasing pollution of the environment, traffic jams, and
migrants’ limited access to the social security system. In the future the po�
pulation will concentrate in cities at a slower pace. It requires to develop the
policy of urban agglomerations development in the entire country, to avoid
the sprawl of Hanoi and Ho Chi Minh City.

Another demographic aspect requires a special attention. According to
the UN latest forecasts, by 2045, the SRV population will amount to about
110 million, the quantity of older people (above 65 years old) will start to
outnumber children’s groups (under 15 years old) and the population of the
employment age (the latter will reach its maximum of 70 million).33 These
are beneficial conditions for a leap forward; the dominance of “the golden
age”, bringing the demographic dividend, will precede the stage of ageing.
This is experts’ vision of the development strategy:

• In the near future (the 2020s) to ensure full employment excluding
the search of job abroad (now about 500 thousand people are guest wor�
kers), due to the combination of all three sectors of economy;

• In a more distant future, when the industrialization is completed, the
economic developments rates slow down and the technical progress reduces
labor requirements per unit of output, to carry out the automation, which
will replace the physical labor. This will require the promotion of new servi�
ces, the disclosure of the potential of human capital to ensure employment
and growth of innovative economy.

The obvious consequence of the market economy building is the deepe�
ning of social stratification. The CPV leadership acknowledges this process
to be unavoidable and intends (as a counterbalance) to maintain the rates of
poverty reduction according multidimensional index; now the proportion of
the population living below the poverty line in PPP (USD3.2 daily) is
minimum (4,4 %).34 In town and in the country the poverty rates are res�
pectively 1 % and 6.5 %, so far reflecting a significant gap in living standards
between the cities and the countryside.
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32 Statistical Yearbook of Vietnam 2020. Op. cit., p.16. The Congress desired to keep
the urban unemployment at the rate of 4 % by 2025: NghÒ quyÆt T¨i hài E¨i biÊu toFn quØc
l®n thð XIII cîa Tªng. Op. cit. 25.02.2021.

33 World Population Prospects: The 2020 Revision (2021). UN, Geneva.
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Also, the CPV encourages the strengthening of the middle class. Accor�
ding to the strategy, its proportion will grow from 13 % to 26 % by 2026.35 It
is difficult to find examples of so crucial shifts in the social structure during
a short period, but social inequality will be insignificantly reduced thus. Ob�
viously, no less than a half of the population should be brought to the mode�
rately prosperous level, like the CPC proposed for China. Another measure
of support of socially vulnerable layers is the unemployment reduction but
due to the effects of the pandemic and the recession, the solution to this
problem has slowed down. In 2021 its rate amounted to 3.2 %, and the same
proportion of able�bodied citizens are not fully employed.36 Compared with
other countries of Southeastern Asia this is a low rate, and in the future, it
will not be easy to maintain it.

The course for deepening the world integration

Since the start of reforms policy Vietnam’s entering the international
market and establishment of beneficial relations with capitalist countries
assist to overcome the former international isolation and restrictions for
economic development. It has been naturally and efficiently, in the scope of
its position, integrated into global value chains.

However, the increase of trade turnover is accompanied with the
growing disbalance of the contributions by foreign residents and local com�
panies. This negative phenomenon is typical for the development of both
exportation and importation. Last decade trade turnover of the former was
422 % higher, while the growth of the latter was but 137 % (fig. 2). The bro�
adening of the gap between the contribution of local capital and foreign one
is a great threat to Vietnam’s economy. It is still more dependent on invest�
ments and export of foreign companies at the background of low competiti�
veness of domestic business. Foreign companies will grow on providing new
jobs and production volumes, but to some extent. With the improvement of
living standards higher labor costs within Vietnam it will be less attractive for
external players�donors, and they will transfer the production to new places,
like now they are transferred here from China. Therefore, the SRV has to
promote its own domestic services sector and capital�intensive production,
to prepare high�qualified workforce.37
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Import dynamics is nearly parallel with export and characterized by
annual growth, because there is a high demand for foreign goods and servi�
ces on the domestic consumer market, and the production is mostly based
on imported raw materials. This trend will maintain as, according to fore�
casts, in the near future the domestic consumption will increase by an
average of 20 % annually.38

The SRV strategy up to 2045 does not consider objective difficulties and
negative consequences of the process. The world economy stagnated also
prior to 2022, and with the beginning of a new crisis in Europe it has fallen
into a stupor. Vietnam, having given up the reduction of the growth rates, so
far avoids significant costs due to diversification of trade links and foreign
trade liberalization. However, it will be still more difficult to maintain the
increase of the trade turnover and direct investments into the economy in
conditions of intensifying competition for natural resources with the key
partners (given the natural exhaustion of oil, gas and coal reserves), a spike
of world prices of energy, grain and fertilizers. The current threat of the inc�
rease in the deficit of food and energy, which definitely will catch up
Vietnam, along with the high qualified workforce shortage and other factors,
will detain transition to the innovative economy.
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Fig. 2. Vietnam merchandise exports growth by the kind of property in 1995—2020, $bn

38 Ibid.



The natural consequence of the complete integration into the global,
pro�Western system is the increasing dependence of Vietnam’s economy on
the developed countries and TNC. Not only has Vietnam adopted the rules
dictated by the systemic partners, but also it has changed a number of strate�
gic development guidelines, such as the cancellation of nuclear energy and
the stake on the renewable energy sources, despite their higher prices and
inefficiency. In agriculture GMO are widely practiced, while there is a great
potential of cultivating eco�friendly products. In the industrial sphere the
SRV is a kind of assembly workshop, it retains a number of dirty producti�
ons, remaining in the low segment creating value�added chains. The legal
regulation of joint projects acknowledges the rule of international law, i.e.,
TNC’s primacy over the national ones, claims for democratization of legis�
lation, challenging the protection of own interests, which can be observed in
trade�unions organization and protection of intellectual property. In the
finance sphere economy obeys the IMF standards linking it to the US dollar
and loans in western banks, fulfilling limiting obligations. In general,
Vietnam adopts the Western “rules�based order”, which essentially supports
the US hegemony worldwide. This order is contrary to Hanoi’s adherence
to the multipolar world order, sovereign development and independence,
which will objectively inhibit the realization of the program of nation�buil�
ding in the 21st century.

Conclusion

Vietnam is one of the most dynamically and steadily growing world’s
economies. Neither COVID�19 pandemics, nor the first strikes of the global
crisis of 2022 cannot undermine it. This is the evidence of a solid safe
margin and the authorities’ skillful reaction to new challenges. The impor�
tant groundwork for the future is “Strategy 2030” vision to 2050, having for
the first time defined the ways of development for such a distant perspective.
Virtually all the long�term forecasts predict that Vietnam will develop faster
than many other countries.

Showing obvious successes under the CPV leadership, Vietnam’s
economy faces a number of significant difficulties and problems. The global
crisis of 2008—2009 and the following sanction war of the Western alliance
against Russia and China have revealed the vulnerability of the model,
based on technological and finance borrowing. Now it is clear that the con�
ditions of Vietnam’s integration into the global market were not equitable
nor safeguard the national interests.

The 13th CPV Congress objectively analyzed the new situation and tried
to maintain optimism in the country, given the increase of the worldwide
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instability. However, some of the planned targets were obviously overesti�
mated. The formulation of threats and response methods to the global risks
and challenges, directly addressing the SRV, does not create confidence in
the possibility to overcome them, does not properly estimate the contradic�
tions of the current economic system and the way to overcome them.

The analysis of the 13th CPV resolutions, having grounded the continu�
ation of the policy for industrialization and modernization, the growth of
the maritime economy reveals possible detains in the renovation of the
growth model and restructuring of economy, still lagging behind more deve�
loped countries of Southeastern Asia. Thus, the tasks of the transition to the
innovative model, of adequate substance and relevance, have too distant de�
adlines for their realization. The strategy of socio�economic development is
ecologically grounded, with “green” guide�lines, but does not properly con�
sider the dangerous for Vietnam consequences of the global climate change
up to the mid�century, the difficulties of the transition to the renewable
energy sources, and loses sight of the first tectonic shifts of geopolitical
nature.

The setting of mutually exclusive dual task of international integration
and the creation of independent, self�sufficient economy is contradictory.
The greater participation in global sales and production networks, and
proper implementation of the recommendations of international finance
centers firmly tie Vietnam’s economy to TNC and Western partners, weake�
ning its economic sovereignty. Meanwhile, the most important condition of
sustainable development, meeting national interests, is the fundamental re�
duction of the dependence on the foreign capital, non�monopolization by
them of the entire sectors and branches of national economy, the avoidance
of external control.

In my opinion, the CPV would become stronger, if it concentrated on
national interests and active realization of the internal economic potential,
at the same time weakening the stake on international factors in conditions
of the world leaders’ hybrid war in a severe form and on a still wider scale.

Table 2. Relevant and planned indicators of Vietnam’s socio�economic development in
2011—2030

Indicator
2011—2015

result
2016—2020

plan
2016—2020

result*
2021—2025

plan
2030
plan

Economic growth, % per
year

5,9 6,5—7,0 5,8 6,5—7,0 7,0

GDP average per capita,
USD, end of the period

2097 (2015) 3200—3500 2779 4700—
5000

7500
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Indicator
2011—2015

result
2016—2020

plan
2016—2020

result*
2021—2025

plan
2030
plan

Industrial contribution to
GDP, %, total

39 (2015) ~40 37 >40 >40

— processing industry and
engineering, %, as a part

16 (2015) 25 20 >25 30

— added value per person in
this sector, USD

— — >900 — >2000

Industry and construction
growth, % per year

6,9 (2015) 8,0—8,5 7,45 — —

Contribution of digital
economy to GDP, %

— — — 20 30

Services contribution to
GDP, %

43,5 ~45 46 48—50 >50

Services annual growth,
average, %

6,3 6,6—7,1 6,2 — —

Agriculture annual
growth, %

3,0 2,5—3,0 2,5 — —

Export growth, %, annual
average

17,5 10 12 — —

Investment contribution to
GDP, % per year

31,7 (2015) 32—34 33,7 32—34 33—35

Contribution of private
sector to GDP, %

44 50 45 55 60—65

State budget deficit to
GDP, %, end of the period

5,4 (2015) ≤4 3,5 (2019)
4 (2020)

3,7 —

Domestic debt, % GDP 65 62 56 60 50

Foreign debt, % GDP 59 50 47 — 45

Contribution of the TFP**
to GDP growth, %

33 (2015) 30—35 36 45 50

Labor productivity growth,
% per year

4,3 5 5,9 6,5 6,5

GDP energy intensity,
decrease, % per year

0 1—1,5 1,8 — 1—1,5

Urbanization rate, % 32 (2015) 38—40 37 45 >50

Employment in
agricultureе, % ***

44 (2015) <40 33 25 <20
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Indicator
2011—2015

result
2016—2020

plan
2016—2020

result*
2021—2025

plan
2030
plan

Skilled workforce, % 51,6 (2015) 65—70 64,5 70 —

— with working rank,
certificate etc.

20 25 24,5 28—30 35—40

Human development index
(UNDP rating)

0,693 0,7 0,704
(2019)

>0,7 >0,7

Urban unemployment, % 3,6 (2015) ≤4 3,9 <4 —

Reduction of greenhouse
emissions, % ****

— — 13 — 9

Access to clean water / 2030
— wastewater utilization, %

82—86
(2015)

90 90 95—100 65—70

Recycling waste
materials, %

75 (2015) 85 85 90 98

Source: Statistical Yearbook of Vietnam 2014. Op. cit., p.126, 134, 690, 695; ChiÆn
lDêc phGt triÊn kinh tÆ xI hài 2021—2030, in: VXn kiÎn T¨i hài XIII (2 t´p), t´p 1, tr. 218—
261; BGo cGo kÆt quª phGt triÊn kinh tÆ xI hài 5 nXm (2016—2021) in: VXn kiÎn T¨i hài
XIII, t´p 2, tr. 157—162.

Notes: * Bold is used to highlight the unrealized targets of the Five�Year Plan.
** TFP = total factor productivity.
*** The share in the total numbers of the workforce.
**** Compared with the volume, which could have existed, with no appropriate mea�

sures undertaking.
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Chapter 13

DYNAMIC FLEXIBILITY (“LINH HO .AT”)
AND THE CPV

The paper explores the hypothesis that dynamic flexibility (‘linh
ho¨t’) is a characteristic of Communist Party of Vietnam practice. It consi�
ders some historical examples, and then discusses how it can be explained
by reference to: 1. Vietnamese cultural and linguistic scepticism about the
authority of single stated truths; 2. Possible legacies of the past relations�
hips with the CPSU; 3. Objective pressures from historical experiences that
encouraged it, and, through relative success, reinforced belief in it. The pa�
per then analyses use of the term in official documents relating to econo�
mic policy, an analysis that supports the hypothesis and enrichens it. It
suggests that issues relating to dynamic flexibility can also be seen in the
national experience with COVID�19 in 2020 and 2021. This tends to sup�
port the original hypothesis, adding to it that Vietnamese practice sees this
as quite normal and so unremarkable, which, from others’ perspectives, it
is not.

Keywords: dynamic flexibility, Communist Party of Vietnam, CO�
VID�19.

Introduction

It is likely that for many Vietnamese officials, their tendency to deploy
the term ‘linh ho¨t’, which I translate here as ‘dynamic flexibility’ — DF —
is commonplace, normal, and unremarkable. However, as I will try to show,
this can be read to mean that policy statements refer to sets of implementa�
tion activities that are varied, and that these variations do not necessarily
imply mistakes, to be criticised. This obviously has important implications: if
not mistakes, then how are such differences to be managed, understood,
and explained? It is also, from other perspectives, striking as Communist
Parties are generally considered to be authoritarian, like other organisations,



and so require clear compliance with instructions, rather than expecting and
so encouraging a range of ways to implement them. Given that mainstream
economics deploys determinate models, implying that policy X will lead to
results Y, deviation from policy instructions based on such theories should
be treated as disobedience and so penalised. Therefore, a culture that as a
matter of course accepts deviations and variation as policy is implemented
has, perhaps implicitly, a sense of the economic that is different from the
mainstream. To put this slightly melodramatically, if Australia was “born
modern”1, then perhaps independent Vietnam has been in some way “born
postmodern”.

This issue was studied in Fforde 2017.2 This illustrated the point by exa�
mining a routine document of the Vietnamese State, using:

... a 15�page official report of the People’s Committee of Ho Chi Minh
City (HCM City PC — # 74/BC�UBND 10/7/2009), ... downloaded re�
cently {whilst} ... checking on the history of CPV Central Committee plena
1991 to 2016 (from the VIIth to the XIIth Congresses). It is ... quite unex�
ceptional, framed as a so ket (“provisional summing�up?”) of work to “rati�
onalise” renovate (doi moi) state�owned enterprises (SOEs) of the city over
the period 2001—2008. The document starts by stating the characteristics
(dac diem) of the city’s SOEs before this work was done. It then discusses
how the process of deployment (trien khai) of the work was based upon
Party resolutions and legal regulations. The construction of specific tasks
itself entailed “change in mentality and awareness and resolution in accele�
rating the reform of the city’s SOEs” (co su chuyen bien trong tu duy nhan
thuc va quyen tam trong viec day nhan tien trinh cai cach doanh nghiep nha
nuoc cua Thanh pho (1). {clearly} ... cognitive change, of which the report is
part, is ‘upfront’ considered to be part of the process [48—49).3

Equally clearly, cognitive change here is understood as entailing variati�
ons over time and between people in understanding, and this is accepted
and treated as, not violations of central instructions, but unremarkable and
accepted. Again, this ‘tolerance’ contrasts with views of authoritarian states
as requiring and enforcing compliance with directives. It also does not see
policy as not so much something that is implemented but deployed. I think
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this distinction, though not usually made in Vietnamese, can be through the
contrasts between “thøc hiÎn” and “triÊn khai”.

A recent article in the Home Ministry’s journal “State organisation”
looked at this question. It was clear that whilst Party discipline had to be
maintained “c®n phªi cN cGc hUnh thðc, phDBng phGp, biÎn phGp, bDâc Ei hÆt
sðc mÈm dÂo, linh ho¨t mâi cN thÊ E¨t kÆt quª” (“There is a need for forms,
methods, means and steps that are supple and dynamically flexible so that
results can be obtained”), so that “ngDäi lInh E¨o, quªn lZ khOng nh¬t thiÆt
chÐ duy nh¬t t´p trung thøc hiÎn màt nài dung ho¨t Eàng nFo EN EI EDêc quyÆt
EÒnh” (“So that leaders and managers do not have solely to focus on prede�
termined activities”).4 Whilst these are only two of 15 uses of DF, the first
shows that results depend upon it, and the second that leadership is more
than simply implementing an activity whose content is fixed beforehand.
This is surely underpinned by an implicit acceptance of the malleability of
“truth”, resonant of post�modern positions in the West.

For us, this is striking: discipline should require a certain uniformity in
implementation of tasks “fixed beforehand”, yet, as we will argue, LDu &
HF argue that any such uniformity needs to be — should be — offset by vari�
ation in implementation to secure results (E¨t kÆt quª). The data below
shows that this tension is managed by the regular and normalised statement
in policy documents that implementation should include DF — variations
are acceptable, and positive. Results, this suggests, are more important than
“correct process”.

This normalisation suggests that DF is indeed mundane, clothed by and
hidden within much else. It also suggests that it is understood as essential to
securing intent, and, crucially, means that activities need not be fixed befo�
rehand in planning documents etc. This is interesting, given that ruling
Communist Parties are generally seen as authoritarian, seeking compliance
with instructions and orders from above. And, as already mentioned, the
models of mainstream economics, which imply that policy X will lead to
results Y, tend to view deviations as mistakes.

An issue in Western policy studies is that policy statements must in
some way manage implementation problems. This issue may, though,
assume that, of their nature, policy statements should be implementable, so
that variations in implementation imply mistakes, challenging the validity of
policy. Does failure to implement challenge the validity of policy? Or does it
imply a failure of discipline? Different practices offer different answers to
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these questions, and these possible answers through interesting light on im�
portant issues, such as how policies are replaced by new ones.

Thus, in a seminal work, two well�known American political scientists
argued that it was normal, in the US, for the broad generalisations and sta�
tement of intent expressed in national policy statements to face major diffi�
culties when, during implementation, they encountered local conditions
[Pressman & Wildavsky 1973).5 This argues that implementation failures are
inevitable; their point is that this is for many unexpected. This places Viet�
namese experiences, such as with DF, as of far wider interest.

Other approaches, relevant to the issue of DF, address the issue of how
different societies have managed relationships between the inherent genera�
lisations of texts — in this case, policy documents — and realities. Three
major contributions are Woodside 2006, Gillespie and Nisbett. The first
remarks that:

If the European discussion of the hazards of merit�based political power
sometimes reflected a fear of the mob, the political analysis of this topic in
the East Asian mandarinates, for many centuries, revolved around a fear of
the nature of bureaucratically�produced words. The treacheries of written
texts ... were repeatedly canvassed.6

This suggests that in the “East Asian mandarinates” — which include
Vietnam — there is a long history of awareness that there was no simple
connection between policy and what could be observed “here and there”
when it was implemented. This would perhaps be marked in English by re�
ferring to policies being deployed rather than implemented. This distinction
can also be made in Vietnamese — the contrast between triÊn khai and thøc
hiÎn — though this seems not to happen often, perhaps as for Vietnamese
their resolution of these issues, which I argue implies tolerance for variation
and endorsement and support for DF, is unremarkable. Implementation is
therefore understood to mean pretty much the same as deployment.

Students of such cultural differences can profitably explore, as the
second and third scholars I cite here do, the possibility that much modern
Western thinking, likely similarly to the Vietnamese, remains influenced by
its historical roots. The core beliefs upon which policy is founded, says
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Nisbet, are metaphorical, and so not simply linked to realities. Gillespie also
stresses the long history of dominance by the puzzles posed by Western
Christianity:

[T)he apparent rejection or disappearance of religion or theology in fact
conceals the continuing relevance of theological issues and commitments
for the modern age. ... [T)he process of secularisation or disenchantment
that has come to be seen as identical with modernity was in fact something
different than it seemed . . . the gradual transference of divine attributes to
human beings (an infinite human will), the natural world (universal mechani�
cal causality), social forces (the general will, the hidden hand), and history (the
idea of progress) (emphasis added). 7

What actually occurs in the course of modernity is thus not simply the
erasure or disappearance of God but the transference of his attributes, es�
sential powers, and capacities to other entities or realms of being. The
so�called process of disenchantment is thus also a process of reenchantment
in and through which both man and nature are infused with a number of at�
tributes or powers previously ascribed to God. To put the matter more
starkly, in the face of the long drawn out death of God, science can provide
a coherent account of the whole only by making man or nature or both in
some sense divine [Nisbet 1969: 274) .

This contrasts strikingly with Woodside’s observations of “East Asia”.
This suggests an interpretation of Pressman & Wildavsky’s surprise at prob�
lems of policy implementation, with variations as indicating mistakes, as
reflecting religious beliefs, specifically those of monotheistic Christianity,
with its notion of revealed Truth (and historical tendency to use violence
against heresy).

Nisbet adds to this by offering a longer historical perspective, going
back to classical (pre�Christian) norms of knowledge production.

... the principal argument of this book that the metaphor ... {is} much
more than adornments of thought and language. {It is} quite inseparable
from some of the profoundest currents in Western thought on society and
change. They were inseparable in ancient Greek thought and in the thought
of the centuries which followed the Greeks; and they remain closely invol�
ved in premises and preconceptions regarding the nature of change which
we find in contemporary social theory [Nisbet 1969: 8, 9).

These statements from major scholars can be interpreted as suggesting
different and very deeply rooted differences between different groups of so�
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cieties, and these can be related to the issue of policy implementation. Of
course, as Pressman & Wildavsky show, these tensions create responses, and
mainstream policy handbooks such as Althaus et al 20178 can be read as
suggesting that what the Vietnamese, I argue, find unremarkable in their
practice is a normalisation of what much Western scholarship has still to
struggle for: policy is not best understood as mainstream economics largely
still says it is (use of the best model that says what will lead to what), but as a
series of processes.

Crucially, Woodside suggests that the East Asian mandarinal tradition
has a legacy of scepticism about relations between policy and implementati�
on — between text and reality. This expects implementation to vary. Some�
body who disagrees is then not so easily attacked as a heretic.

In contrast, noting Pressman & Wildavsky’s surprise that they observe
that such relations are often if not generally problematic, Gillespie and
Nisbet can both be read as suggesting that texts — such as policies — whilst
generalising, naturally express something fundamental. Therefore, variati�
ons in implementation are “heretical”. Variation in implementation chal�
lenges the authority of policy statements. Therefore, as the thrust of Pre�
ssman & Wildavsky shows, variation in implementation causes concern as it
suggests that policy is incorrect or inadequate.

This paper argues that Vietnamese practice, and it use of DF in texts,
confirms Woodside’s position. The CPV and its officials are far less concer�
ned about variation in policy implementation than a Western framing of the
issue would expect. Such variation is, far from being seen as a challenge to
authority, as something positive, encouraged by deployment of the term linh
ho¨t. This suggests that Vietnamese practice deserves further and comparati�
ve study as it is, technically speaking, based implicitly upon a philosophical
scepticism that is not surprised that the same policy is implemented diffe�
rently in different contexts.

Vietnam: intent and policy

The CPV and its subjects seem to manage this issue in three ways:
First, it is useful to distinguish between intent, expressed in one sort of

document, and action, expressed in another — to distinguish between “line”
(EDäng lÆi) or “position” (chî trDBng) or “point of view” (quan EiÊm) — and
“policy” (chVnh sGch). The words themselves mark the difference. The latter
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literally translates as a government document, making the conceptual diffe�
rence clearer in Vietnamese than English. Ministerial policy departments
(the Vì ChVnh sGch) do not make “policy” in the normal English sense;
rather they concretise (cì thÊ hNa) intent.

Second, variation in implementation (such as between localities) is not
necessarily an indication of error, necessarily criticized. Rather, it is without
conceptual difficulty to be understood as reflecting inescapable local variati�
ons, such as in understanding (hiÊu biÆt) and mentality (tD duy), or that dif�
ferent localities occupy different points in a temporal process (quG trUnh).

Third, whilst such variations are therefore not necessarily errors, they
should be positive, reflecting “dynamic flexibility” (linh ho¨t) by local
agents acting to suit local conditions.

This paper therefore focusses upon documents and how they illustrate
these points. Whilst this shows how official practice (as expressed textually)
addresses, for Vietnamese, manages the issues raised by the major scholars�
hip just cited, this is treated as quite normal and unexceptional. Placed into
the context of issues raised by these scholars, however, it is not. I will return
to this in our conclusions.

The paper continues with two quick overviews, first of some historical
issues, and then possible legacies of the CPV’s relationship with the CPSU.
It then presents an analysis of how a sample of Vietnamese policy docu�
ments, which contain the terms for dynamic flexibility — “linh ho¨t” — and
economy — “kinh tÆ”, deploy the first term. As already stated, these docu�
ments are quite unremarkable and for Vietnamese utterly normal, and so
much of what I argue is, naturally, somewhat banal (for them, if not for us).
This can be taken to suggest deep culturally�related assumptions.

The 1980s transition:
state business

This paper treats the 1980s transition “from plan to market” as marked
by powerful “bottom�up” forces associated with commercialisation. This is
a contentious position, but the paper does not engage with others that assert
that policy was the dominant driver of change. It would seem obvious that
cultures that assert that deviations from policy are mistakes will probably
adapt slower than others, where deviations can be discussed and assessed
without having to manage arguments that they are wrong because they are
deviations. Thus, acceptance of DF or some equivalent should usually allow
for faster rather than slower correction of policy, and for policy corrections
that are more robust.
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Other research has argued that state owned enterprises (SOEs) in north
Vietnam before 1975 were already far more experienced with markets than
they were meant to be, if reference is made to the standard textbooks.9

These processes, this research argued, then accelerated in 1978—79 with the
loss of Chinese and Western aid. Before this had largely been replaced by
the large Soviet bloc aid program, policy in early 1981 shifted to indicate
limited acceptance of commercial activities. This was then reversed in the
early 1980s and then returned to acceptance before the 1986 VIth Party
Congress. Soviet technical assistance appears to have been unaware of these
processes, advocating instead implementation of the norms of central�plan�
ning and so strict restrictions on SOE commercial activities (which were re�
miniscent of the Kosygin reforms but differed in that they were largely bot�
tom�up rather than policy driven). Further research could then compare
how the Kosygin reforms were able to draw upon existing “violations” —
what Vietnamese experience could refer to as “fence�breaking” (phG rFo) or
“positive violations” (vi ph¨m tVch cøc), all markers, like DF, of a tolerance
of deviations from struct obedience to policy.

In this context, SOEs varied greatly in their commercial activities, both
in extent and their direction. This was clear both from articles published in
the press, such as NhHn DHn, and from what was learnt from a panel of SOE
managers used to research Fforde 2007. Clearly, in this context, whilst at�
tempts were made to assert that variations from policy were mistakes, these
coexisted with a far stronger tendency to interpret such variations in ways
that allowed for the CPV to avoid excessive internal conflict. After all, even
if, as managers argued, the early 1981 policy on SOEs “meant that we did
not go to prison”, it also encouraged more conservative SOEs to explore
commercialization. And the process both co�existed with the conservative
(but likely unknowingly so) Soviet technical assistance and its underlying
power — after all, as the discussions showed, it was economically progressi�
ve, creating higher output and real wages for SOE workers, and it led to the
already�mentioned return of policy to support it before the 1986 VIth Cong�
ress. Fforde 2007 and 2021a show clearly that this process was eased by the
strong tendencies, as Woodside put it, for scepticism: policies were more
deployed (triÊn khai) than implemented (thøc hiÎn).

Of course, SOE managements and their superior organs — whether
central Ministries or local government departments — were all staffed by
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Party members. The extent to which their activities were or were not strictly
in compliance with policy varied. Policy also varied in its stance towards
commercialisation. Fforde 2020 argues that the CPV was influenced by
changes in the CPSU after the death of Stalin, so checks and balances were
built�in by allowing variation in views. Thus, analyses such Whitefield 1993
argued that the Kosygin reforms failed because, in contrast to Vietnam, state
business interests were relatively weak. The corollary of this was that variati�
ons in policy implementation could not too strongly be asserted to reveal
mistakes: if two SOEs were doing different things, this did not necessarily
imply that one was in error. Further research is likely profitable here.

Evidence from official documents —
‘linh ho¨t’ and ‘kinh tÆ’

A sample of relevant documents

The online source Thuvienphapluat (https://thuvienphapluat.vn/) —
TVPL — is free and contains over a quarter of a million documents. It seems
to be a modern development of the old paper�based Official Gazette (COng
BGo) published since before 1975 in Hanoi, and which now exists at central
(http://congbao.chinhphu.vn/) and local levels (for example, for Ho Chi
Minh City — http://www.congbao.hochiminhcity.gov.vn/ and TuyLn
Quang province — http://congbao.tuyenquang.gov.vn/ ). All seem to be se�
archable through their websites and all are free and open access. This provi�
des massive amounts of information on how broad issues are managed
through such specific documents. Arguably, this of itself, by given easy
access to local variations, reflects the underlying views of the world that DF
also indicates. TVPL contains documents issued by many state bodies
(central and local) as well as Party organs such as the Politburo. The docu�
ments appear to be simply those used by officials, as they are signed and
sealed by the relevant authority. They usually contain a list for their distribu�
tion, naming offices and organisations and where it is to be archived (lDu).

A search (22nd September 2021) of TVPL for documents containing
“linh ho¨t” using the international convention “” to request the phrase, gave
5641 entries, and for “kinh tÆ” gave 114768. Searching for both gave 4754.
This was for the entire period covered — 21st September 1941 to the search
date. Narrowing the period (of promulgation — ban hFng — to start with 1st

January 1976 (as a proxy for reunification) gave 4711 and staring with 1st

January 1987 (as a proxy for the TÜi mâi period) gave 4654. The selected
documents appeared not to be ordered according to date of promulgation.
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A decision was taken to sample every hundredth document, giving a sample
of 46, and these were downloaded in the Word document format (the ‘tªi
vXn bªn tiÆng ViÎt’ option) and then examined.

The sample: some examples

Note: Only the first reference to DF is reported for each document if
there is more than one. For reasons of space, and because the use of DF
does not seem to vary much, I give only two examples.10

• íy ban nhHn dHn tÐnh YLn BGi (YLn BGi People’s Committee), 2021, #
492/QT�UBND, QuyÆt EÒnh vÈ viÎc phL duyÎt kÒch bªn tXng trDæng kinh tÆ
tÐnh yLn bGi nXm 2021 (Resolution on the approval of the economic growth
scenario for 2021), YLn BGi, 24/3/2021 (“Trong bØi cªnh dÒch Covid�19 cMn
diÌn biÆn phðc t¨p, cGc c¬p, cGc ngFnh, EÒa phDBng, EBn vÒ cXn cð nhiÎm vì
EDêc giao tÜ chðc triÊn khai thøc hiÎn theo hDâng linh ho¨t; tranh thî cGc EiÈu
kiÎn vF cB hài thu´n lêi trong tòng thäi EiÊm cîa nXm EÊ quyÆt tHm hoFn thFnh
vF hoFn thFnh vDêt mðc cGc mìc tiLu, chÐ tiLu ...” (Whilst COVID�19 is still
evolving in complicated ways, {everybody} must, based upon their allocated
tasks, organise deployment and implementation in a DF direction; they
must make use of conditions and useful opportunities during the year to re�
solutely meet and exceed goals and targets ...) [2).

• Hài EÚng NhHn dHn tÐnh Quªng Ninh (Quªng Ninh People’s Commit�
tee), 2017, NghÒ quyÆt vÈ kÆ ho¨ch phGt triÊn kinh tÆ — xI hài 5 nXm giai Eo¨n
2021—2025 (Resolution on the 5 year socio�economic development plan
for 2021—2025), Quªng Ninh, 9/12/2020 (“TiÆp tìc quGn triÎt sHu s¶c vF v´n
dìng sGng t¨o, linh ho¨t cGc quan EiÊm cîa Tªng vÈ "EØi tGc", "EØi tDêng" t¨o
thÆ Ean xen lêi Vch” — “Continue to properly grasp and use, creatively and
with DF the Party’s points of view on "partners" and "subjects" to secure a
situation of interlocking interests”) (20).

The sample is, like many of the documents in TVPL, “mundane”.
These texts deal with the work of government at various levels, here relating
to economic matters, and so shows what is “normal”, if not humdrum. This
is what was hoped for. Logically, DF can be applied in three situations: in
implementing intention from “above” the agency, such as a Party line; in
implementing a strategy of the agency; and in implementing a task allocated
by the agency. All three can be found. This mirrors closely language in diffe�
rent contexts: the use of DF to respond to and support stated intention: here
in this threefold language — of the Party (as a national body), of the local
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state (which is itself directly led by the local Party) and of the local agency,
as expressed in a task. This does not seem to throw up much variation in
how the word DF is used.

Examination of the mentions of DF shows clearly that policy state�
ments encourage and require dynamic flexibility (linh ho¨t) in implementa�
tion. The goal is to meet targets; results are given higher importance than
process, and so variations are actively encouraged.

Conclusion

The way these documents use the term linh ho¨t shows it deeply embed�
ded in how the CPV and its officials work. If there is a central Party “line”,
then we can see how this intent is to be managed by local agencies in way
that stipulates DF. If the local state agency states intent as a strategy, then
this is to be managed by the local state organs with DF. If it states intent as a
task, then this is to be implemented with DF. The term is treated as
mundane if not humdrum. Yet it means that variations in how a particular
intention is reflected in action are quite acceptable, so long as they contri�
bute to securing the goals of that intention.

This fits with Woodside’s views of the shared historical scepticism of
countries with traditions of “East Asian mandarinates”. It also supports a
sense that Pressman & Wildavsky’s surprise at implementation problems on
the one hand was not unexpected, if looked at through an “East Asian”
lens — and quite expected, if looked at through the concerns of Nisbet and
Gillespie, with their warnings about the assumptions behind the languages
through which intention was articulated.

It follows from this, that we see in these practices the view that it is the
‘spirit’ of the document, which expresses intent, not its “form”, that is im�
portant. Therefore, in judging actions the central issue is not whether the
letter of the document is followed, but whether it contributes to attaining
intent. The quote from LDu & HF, 2021, above puts it clearly: results are
more important than process.

This, it would appear, is also why “formalism” is criticized so readily
(hUnh thDc thOi). A Google search for “chÆng chî ngh[a hUnh thðc” (against
formalism) turns up various “cheat sheets” for Vietnamese studying for their
examinations in Marxism�Leninism, which tend to be highly pragmatic. To
quote from material from NguyÌn TrIi University:

... trong ho¨t Eàng nh´n thðc vF thøc tiÌn c®n chØng khuynh hDâng tGch
räi nài dung khÖi hUnh thðc cYng nhD tGch hUnh thðc khÖi nài dung (... in acti�
vities of realisation and practice one needs to avoid separating content from
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form as well as separating form from content). Phªi biÆt sô dìng sGng t¨o
nhiÈu hUnh thðc khGc nhau trong ho¨t Eàng thøc tiÌn (one must know how to
creatively use different forms in practical activities). Bæi lÄ, cQng màt nài
dung cN thÊ thÊ hiÎn dDâi nhiÈu hUnh thðc khGc nhau (this is because different
contents can appear in different forms); EÚng thäi, phªi chØng chî ngh[a hUnh
thðc. ... (at the same time, one must be opposed to formalism). VU nài dung
quyÆt EÒnh hUnh thðc, nhDng hUnh thðc cN ªnh hDæng quan trÔng tâi nài dung
(This is because whilst content determines form, at the same time form has
important influences upon content) (stress added).11

The apparent confusion here is interesting, but it confirms that DF can
be important without those using the term recognising its significance. For
us, its significance is that it reflects a philosophical scepticism, a tendency
not to think that disagreement reflects error, and so tolerance. This suggests
that it is likely to resist change and remain normalised. But whilst this tole�
rance may seem clear within the formal methods through which the Party
and its officials “do things”, it clearly also coexists within other more autho�
ritarian tendences — perhaps why it is so often mentioned. Such tendencies
within the Party are discussed clearly by authors such as Huy Tðc.12 They
are also present in relations between officials and the public. Finally, it is I
think important to re�examine the possibility that some of these Vietnamese
practices bear some relationship to the historical interactions between
Soviet citizens and the Communist Party of the Soviet Union (CPSU) and
the CPV, both before and after the death of Stalin. Again, I leave this to
others.
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Chapter 14

THE ROLE OF SOCIAL SECURITY
IN ENSURING HUMAN RIGHTS IN VIETNAM

AS SEEN BY THE CPV

The article analyzes the relationship between social security and hu�
man rights assurance in Vietnam. This is based on data from the resoluti�
ons issued by the Communist Party of Vietnam through different congres�
ses, the possible policies of the State in the system of building social securi�
ty towards ensuring human rights. The article focuses on three main
contents: The viewpoints and policies of the Party and State on social wel�
fare towards ensuring human rights in Vietnam; the process of implemen�
tign policies and views and its results; and proposal of some solutions to
contribute to better implementation of policies on social security associa�
ted with human rights in Vietnam.

Keywords: social security, human rights, Vietnam.

The view of the Communist Party of Vietnam
on the role of social security

Ensuring social security is identified by the Communist Party of
Vietnam as an important task and an integral part of the system of guideli�
nes and policies that contribute to the guarantee of human rights, socio�po�
litical stability, creating a basis for socio�economic development to help the
country develop fast and steadily and integrate internationally. The basic
function of social security is to ensure human rights, according to the Inter�
national Labor Organization (ILO): “Social security is a protection that
society provides to its members through a number of measures are widely
applied to help individuals cope with economic and social difficulties,
shocks, loss or decrease in income sources caused by sickness, maternity,



labor injury, loss of labor ability or death. Social Security provides medical
care and support to families of victims with children” (ILO�1984).1 Recog�
nizing the importance of the right to social security, Vietnam has built and
continued to perfect the legal system on social security in the direction of
approaching human rights and sustainable development. Constitution of
the Socialist Republic of Vietnam (2013) states the people's right to social
security as follows: “Citizens have the right to social security” (article 34);
“The State creates equality in opportunities so that citizens can enjoy social
benefits and it develops a social security system” (Article 59). In Resolution
No. 15�NQ / TW dated June 1, 2012 of the 11th Party Central Committee
named “Some issues on social policy for the period 2012—2020” also sets
out requirements to ensure social security as a regular and important task of
the Party, the State, the whole political system and the whole society.

Some main orientations of the Communist Party of Vietnam towards
social security for all citizens can be shown through the following contents:

First, policies have to create new jobs, increase income for the people
and reduce poverty. The policy to solve unemployment and income prob�
lems for people is the mainstay of the social security policy. The 12th Con�
gress clearly stated: “Create opportunities for people to work and improve
their income. Ensure wages, equal income, and adequate living conditions
for people to reproduce labor power. Encourage social investment to create
more jobs, improve the quality of vocational education. Develop and
improve system policies on wages and salaries, and mechanisms to amend
previous flawed policies. Adjust vocational training policies, link training
with practical application”.2 These are the directions for the main risk ma�
nagement policies and the pillars of social security system to help all
classes of people work, earn income, and have the necessary material capa�
city to best deal with risks in society. On the other hand, hunger eradicati�
on and poverty reduction are considered as one of the important contents
in management of social security. The Party has issued many master pro�
grams and management policies for hunger eradication and poverty reduc�
tion. In the Resolution of the 12th National Congress, it is clearly stated:
“Strive for sustainable poverty reduction, especially for regions with special
difficulties and with specific policies to reduce poverty faster among ethnic
minorities. Focus on solutions to create favourable conditions and encou�
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rage the poor and near�poor to strive to get out of poverty sustainably by
themselves”.3

Second, implement good insurance policies for the people. Insurance
policy is the mainstay of the social security system, helping people to lesson
burden in old age, accidents, pain, and unemployment. Our Party has had
many guidelines in insurance policy: Directive No. 38�CT/TW dated Sep�
tember 7, 2009 of the Secretariat on Promoting the work of medical insu�
rance in the new situation; Resolution No. 15�NQ/TW dated June 1, 2012
of the 5th Hanoi Party Committee of the 11th Party Central Committee on
“Some social policy issues for the period 2012—2020”; Resolution No.
21�NQ/TW dated November 22, 2012 of the Politburo on “Strengthening
the Party's leadership on social insurance and health insurance for the
period 2012—2020”. At the 12th National Congress, the Party continued to
assert: “Develop and implement well policies on social insurance, unemplo�
yment insurance, and occupational accident insurance”, “Expand the range
of participants, improve the efficiency of the system, reform the financial
mechanism, ensure sustainable development of the social insurance fund”4.
These are identified as orientations for insurance policies to further promote
the role of risk reduction in social security policies.

Third, expand and improve the effectiveness of social assistance work
for vulnerable groups. Vietnam is a country that has experienced many wars
to protect itself, and is heavily affected by natural disasters and climate
change; it is also in the process of implementing industrialization and mo�
dernization, so the number of people in need of social assistance in Vietnam
is very large. Social assistance has a very important role and meaning, ensu�
ring for social members when they encounter risks that they cannot overco�
me by themselves. Therefore, for many years, the Communist Party of
Vietnam has paid great attention to social assistance work. The 12th Party
Congress clearly stated: “Continue to perfect policies, encourage communi�
ty participation, and improve the effectiveness of social assistance work”.5

In addition, there is a request “to switch from humanitarian assistance to
ensuring citizens' social security rights”, which affirms the Party and State's
concern for human rights.

Fourth, ensure the provision of essential basic social services for the
people.
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About the guarantee of minimum education. The Party pays great at�
tention to the development of education and training, supporting people
with minimum educational qualifications, enhancing the quality of human
resources, meeting the requirements of industrialization and modernization
of the country, and forming a learning society, creating opportunities and
favourable conditions for all citizens to pursue lifelong learning. The Cons�
titution of the Socialist Republic of Vietnam in 2013 stipulates: “Citizens
have the right and obligation to study” (Article 39).6 On that basis, the 13th
Party Congress assessed: “The policy of fundamental and comprehensive
reform of education and training has been actively implemented, and
started to take effect. The network of education and training institutions
continues to expand in size. Education and training in disadvantaged areas
and ethnic minority areas are given more attention”.7

On the issue of minimum medical insurance. The Party leads the nati�
on's healthcare system to ensure that everyone enjoys primary health care
services, especially the disadvantaged groups, implements universal health
insurance; expands access to and use of high�quality health services; make
sure people can live in a safe community, develop well physically and men�
tally, reduce disease rates, improve physical fitness, increase life expectancy,
and improve population quality. Resolution No. 20�NQ/TW dated October
25, 2017, the Sixth Conference of the 12th Party Central Committee on
strengthening the protection, care and improvement of people's health in
the new situation, stated: “Improve the quality of medical examination, tre�
atment and rehabilitation at all levels. Focus on primary health care.
Improve the network of medical facilities, especially in mountainous,
border and island areas, increase the number of health workers for rural,
mountainous, border and island areas. At the same time, continue to ensure
equity, reduce new disparities in people's access to healthcare services
between localities and target groups”.8 Focusing on investing in mountaino�
us, remote, coastal, and island provinces will reinforce the infrastructure,
medical equipment and human resources, and ensure equal access to healt�
hcare for the people.
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Regarding social housing assurance, social housing development is one
of the important contents of socio�economic development policies; the
State promulgates policies to promote the development of the housing
market, and simultaneously adopt policies to support housing for social
policy beneficiaries, low�income people and the poor facing housing diffi�
culties in order to contribute to political stability and ensure social security.
The National Assembly and Government of Vietnam have promulgated
many mechanisms and policies to develop social housing to support housing
for disadvantaged and low�income people in both urban and rural areas.
These policies include the Law on Housing 2014 and Decree No. 100/2015/
ND�CP dated October 20, 2015 on development and management of social
housing. In particular, on January 25, 2017, the Prime Minister issued Di�
rective No. 03/CT�TTg on promoting the development of social housing.

It can be seen that, in the process of leading the revolution, the Com�
munist Party of Vietnam pays great attention to leading the implementation
of social security to prevent, limit and overcome risks, ensure income secu�
rity and a good life for members of society. The views of the Party are an im�
portant orientation for social security policies to be incorporated into peop�
le's lives.

Results of implementation of policies
on social security to ensure human rights in Vietnam

Results
First, about policies to create jobs, increase incomes and reduce

poverty. Policies to support job creation through the National Employment
Fund, the Fund for the Poor, preferential credit policies, vocational educa�
tion, vocational training, and job placement have made important contribu�
tions to ensuring a high percentage of employment (over 77 % of the popu�
lation aged 15 years and over are employed) and sustainable poverty reduc�
tion. In the period 2010—2020, our country always maintained a low
unemployment rate (from 2—3 %) and belonged to the group of countries
with low unemployment rate in the world. The average income of employe�
es has improved, increasing by an average of 8.7 % per year in the period
2013—20189. The National Target Program on Sustainable Poverty Reduc�
tion was effectively implemented, focusing on the poorest districts and
communes with special difficulties. The movement “The whole country
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joins hands for the poor — leaving no one behind” has achieved many posi�
tive results. The rate of poor households decreased rapidly from 11.76 % in
2011 (according to the poverty line standard in the period 2011—2015) to
3.75 % in 2019 (according to the poverty line standard in the period 2016—
2020), an average decrease of more than 1.3 % per year. The poverty reduc�
tion efforts of the Vietnamese Government were highly appreciated by the
international community.

Second, the policy of social insurance and health insurance has been
supplemented and revised, which has expanded the people's opportunities
to participate and benefit from, and sustainably ensured the sustainability of
insurance funds. Social insurance has covered most of the labor force, ac�
cording to three major policy groups: compulsory social insurance, volunta�
ry social insurance and unemployment insurance. The proportion of people
in the labor age in the labor force who participate in social insurance increa�
sed from 21.8 % in 2011 to 32 % in 2019. In particular, voluntary social in�
surance in the whole period 2008—2018 only attracted more than 270 thou�
sand participants, but by the end of 2019, the number increased to 545 tho�
usand people. “The proportion of people in the labor age in the labor force
who participate in unemployment insurance increased from 17.1 % in 2011
to over 27 % in 2019. The whole country has 85.6 million people participa�
ting in health insurance, accounting for 90 % of the population in 2019, ba�
sically covering the entire population”.10 Social insurance and health insu�
rance have become an important social safety net, supporting people to
overcome the risks of illness, work accident, occupational disease, materni�
ty, unemployment, and end of working age. Currently, the whole country
has over 3.1 million people enjoying monthly pension and social insurance
allowance; each year, the Social Insurance Fund pays benefits for sickness,
maternity, occupational accidents and occupational diseases for 6 to 10
million people. In 2019, the Health Insurance Fund paid for 186 million
turns of medical examination and treatment with health insurance at a cost
of VND 100 trillion.

Third, social assistance work for vulnerable groups follows a human
rights�based, human�centered approach. The scope and beneficiaries of
social assistance were expanded and the social allowance money was increa�
sed, contributing to stabilizing the lives of disadvantaged people. The
number of people receiving monthly social benefits via cash payment incre�
ased from nearly 1.7 million people in 2011 (accounting for 1.9 % of the po�
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pulation) to more than 2.9 million people in 2019 (accounting for 3 % of the
population). Urgent social assistance policies could timely support people at
risk due to natural disasters such as floods, storms, droughts, extreme cold,
harmful cold, and other causes. In the period of 2012—2019, the Govern�
ment supported more than 343 thousand tons of rice (to relieve hunger in
the between�crop period and on the occasion of the Lunar New Year every
year) for about 18.4 million people who lacked food; and supported more
than 3,700 billion VND for localities to assist people in overcoming the
consequences of natural disasters. On the other hand, public and non�pub�
lic social support establishments have basically met the needs of nurturing
and taking care of social protection beneficiaries. There are 425 social assis�
tance establishments (191 public establishments and 234 non�public estab�
lishments) that nurture and care for more than 41 thousand people nation�
wide.11

Fourth, the system of basic and essential social services is guaranteed,
creating favorable conditions for people to access and enjoy.

About universal education: the goals were completed from preschool to
lower secondary school; 99 % of children went to school at the right age at
primary level from 2015, and the number was over 90 % at lower secondary
level since 2014, contributing to an increase in the literacy rate of people
aged 15 years and over, which was over 97 %. Children in difficult circums�
tances, children with disabilities are cared for, assisted timely, and suppor�
ted to integrate into the community. In 2018, 70 % of children with learning
disabilities had access to inclusive education and learning at schools. Pro�
grams and policies to support education for children of poor households,
ethnic minorities and disadvantaged areas have been effectively implemen�
ted. In the 2017—2018 school year, more than 520,000 students received
rice support and more than 1,800 billion VND of lunch support was given to
students in extremely difficult communes and villages.12

The grassroots health system and preventive health care have helped to
improve the opportunities for people to access and enjoy health services, es�
pecially in remote, isolated and ethnic minority areas. By the end of 2018,
98.4 % of communes had health stations; 96.0 % of villages and hamlets had
village health workers, 90 % of communes had doctors, 76 % of communes
met the National Criteria for Commune Healthcare in the period 2011—
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2020, and over 95 % of communes had obstetrician�gynecologists or midwi�
ves. The network of reproductive health care services was consolidated and
developed, covering 100 % of districts, 93 % of communes, and 96 % of vil�
lages. In addition, preventive healthcare plays a decisive role in preventing
dangerous diseases and preventing major epidemics from occurring. The
model of military�civilian combination has been promoted and brought
about full effect. “The rate of children under 1 year of age who are fully im�
munized is high, from 96 % to 98 %; the percentage of children under 5
years old with underweight malnutrition gradually decreased from 16.2 % in
2012 to 12.7 % in 2018 and is estimated at 12 % in 2020”.13

Housing for disadvantaged and vulnerable groups has been implemen�
ted in accordance with the actual conditions of the country; policy to
support poor households with housing difficulties was implemented, in the
period 2011—2015, 531,000 poor households were supported. In the 2016—
2018 period, the policy continued to support 89,378 poor households to
borrow loans to build houses, and it is expected that by 2020 it will support
for about 144,000 poor households to borrow loans for housing. From the
mobilization and sponsorship of businesses, communities, and political and
social organizations, 332,229 houses were built and repaired for the poor
and people in difficult circumstances. “By the end of 2018, the whole
country had completed 198 social housing projects with more than 81,700
apartments with an area of over 4,085,000 square meters for low�income
people. Currently we are continuing to implement 226 projects, with about
182,200 apartments and an area of about 9,110,000 m2”.14

The achievements of social security in the past years have contributed
to the realization of the concept of putting people as the center and no one
being left behind in the development process. The results of the implemen�
tation of the social security policy have made an important contribution to
the efforts to develop Vietnamese people in terms of economy, education,
health, and happiness.

Some shortcomings and limitations in the process
of implementing policies on social security

First, the coverage of the social security system is not high, and the
range of beneficiaries is still narrow. The proportion of the labor force part�
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icipating in social insurance is still low because the solutions to expand the
subjects are not really effective. The Social Insurance Fund is not sustainab�
le, and social insurance debt is still common. The scale and quality of basic
social service provision is not high, especially in rural, mountainous and
ethnic minority areas.

Second, the subject of implementing social security is still the State,
while as a developing country, Vietnam still has limited resources to imple�
ment social security policies. Moreover, the level of support is still low, not
meeting the minimum living needs while some beneficiaries still rely on the
support policy of the State. The participation of the community and society
is not strong and diverse, and there are not enough people in the group of
social security policy workers, and their quality is not good enough.

Third, the results of poverty reduction are not sustainable, the gap
between the rich and the poor is increasing, leading to an increase in abso�
lute inequality between the rich and the poor; and the development also gap
between regions and population groups has not been narrowed. The poverty
rate is high among ethnic minorities living in remote, isolated and extremely
difficult areas.

Fourth, the state management of social security still has many shortco�
mings in the formulation and implementation of policies, laws and social
security programs in a new direction. There is still overlapping work or the
work is scattered among many ministries and branches. In addition, admi�
nistrative reforms related to social security still have many barriers, causing
difficulties for beneficiaries to access. Also, the national database system on
social security is incomplete and slow to update.

Some solutions to contribute to the implementation
of social security to ensure human rights

in the coming time

First, the government should continue to communicate and raise awa�
reness in the political system and the people about the responsibility to imp�
lement the current social security policy with specific, practical programs
with diverse and substantial content. Advanced scientific and technological
achievements should be applied so that people understand about the nature,
content and orientation of social security, thereby making positive changes
in the participation process.

Second, a national strategy on social security to respond to the new situ�
ation should be studied and drafted on the basis of summarizing and evalua�
ting the implementation of Resolution No. 15�NQ/TW dated June 10,
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2012, the 5th Conference of the Party Central Committee (XI term) on a
number of social policy issues for the period 2012—2020. This is the basis
for proposals, supplements and adjustments for the period 2021—2030 with
new views, contents, strategic orientations and solutions on social security.

Third, the social security model should be continously institutionalized
according to a new approach, on the basis of additional adjustments to exis�
ting legal documents related to the 5 pillars of social security (Law on Em�
ployment, Law on Social Insurance, Law on the Elderly, Law on People
with Disabilities). Besides, a number of new laws on social assistance and
social work should be drafted to create a basis for building Law on social se�
curity.

Fourth, the social security model should be innovated in the direction of
increasing support for some social groups that need special assistance
through the implementation of the national target program on social securi�
ty for the period of 2021—2030. Accordingly, the focus is on: “1. Suppor�
ting sustainable poverty reduction for workers and poor households;
2. Taking care of children with special circumstances; 3. Taking care of
people with severe disabilities; 4. Caring for the elderly with special difficul�
ties; 5. Supporting the development of the social work profession”.15

Fifth, obstacles in management and investment financial mechanism for
social security should be removed. The functions and tasks of units related
to social security should be restructured in the direction of centralization
and unity in terms of state management. The Government ensures the in�
vestment budget for the implementation of social security policies and pro�
grams. On the other hand, decentralization to the locality should be the
focus in order to promote the activeness and initiative in the management
and implementation of social security policies and programs at the grassro�
ots level.

Good implementation of social security contributing to ensuring
human rights is a long�term process and is influenced by many objective and
subjective factors. In order to effectively carry out this important task, in ad�
dition to the political determination of the Party and the State, each citizen
needs to raise their awareness of their responsibility and sense of self�discip�
line when participating in socio�economic activities, and constantly strive
towards “self�security”, which contributes to the successful implementation
of the task of national construction and defense.
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Chapter 15

THE CPV’S LEADING ROLE IN CULTURAL
BUILDING AND DEVELOPMENT
DURING 35 YEARS OF DOI MOI

In the past thirty�five years of renovation (1986—2021), Vietnam has
achieved “great and historically significant achievements that crystallize
the creativity of the Party and our people, affirming the way our country's
rise to socialism is in line with Vietnam's reality and the development trend
of the times; affirms that the correct leadership of the Party is the leading
factor determining the victory of the Vietnamese revolution”.1 In cultural
development, the results achieved in recent years are partly due to the cor�
rect leadership of the Party. Therefore, evaluate the Party's leadership in
culture during the past 35 years of renovation as a way of looking back at
the past to look to the future.

Not until Doi moi, but during the struggle for national independence,
our Party saw the importance of leadership in the cultural field. In the cul�
tural outline of 1943, our Party affirmed: “Only by leading the Party's cul�
tural movement can public opinion be influenced, the Party's propaganda
will be effective”.2 The reason why the Party led the country to win many
victories in the struggle for national independence is partly because the
Party has led well in the field of culture, built the fighting spirit and sacrifi�
ced for the revolution, for the sake of the revolution. country among the
masses. In the current renewal process, the Party must lead better in this fi�
eld because in terms of freedom of thought, in the transition to socialism
and international expansion, on the basis of Internet development, many

1 Tªng Càng sªn ViÎt Nam (2021). VXn kiÎn T¨i hài E¨i biÊu toFn quØc l®n thð XIII.
HF Nài: Nxb. ChVnh trÒ QuØc gia, t. 1. tr. 104.

2 Tªng Càng sªn ViÎt Nam (2001). VXn kiÎn Tªng toFn t´p. Hanoi: Nxb. ChVnh trÒ
QuØc gia, t. 7, tr. 316.



cultural products containing different ideologies including socialism, capi�
talism and even pre�capitalism exist, it is necessary to strengthen the lea�
dership of the Communist Party to ensure socialist orientation in the deve�
lopment of Vietnamese culture.

Keywords: Communist Party, Vietnam, Doi moi, culture, develop�
ment.

The Party leads culture through the Platform,
guidelines and resolutions

To be able to effectively lead in the cultural field, the Party must
develop a correct and comprehensive cultural development policy. In the
context of the transition from the previous period of bureaucracy, subsidy
and closure to the period of industrialization, modernization, market
economy development and international integration, the Party's cultural
line there must be innovation. Therefore, in the past 35 years of Doi moi, the
Party has constantly developed theoretical thinking to build cultural guideli�
nes. The Party has issued about 30 different resolutions and directives in the
field of culture to lead the construction and development of Vietnamese
culture. In which, there are two important resolutions that are considered as
the Party's cultural development strategy in the doi moi period, which is the
Resolution of the 5th Party Central Committee, term VIII (July 1998) “On
building and developing the culture of Vietnam advanced, imbued with na�
tional identity” when Vietnam has just entered the market economy and in�
ternational integration and the 9th Party Central Committee, term XI (Re�
solution 33�NQ/TW) “On building and developing develop Vietnamese
culture and people to meet the requirements of sustainable development of
the country” when Vietnam has developed a stronger market economy and
deepened and comprehensively integrated into the world.

In order to lead the development of Vietnamese culture, our Party has
given 5 guiding viewpoints in the development of Vietnamese culture,
which is basically the agreement between the Resolution of the 5th Central
Committee, term VIII and the Resolution of the 9th Party Central Com�
mittee, term XI. That is: Culture is the spiritual foundation of society, the
goal and the driving force for sustainable development of the country.
Culture must be put on an equal footing with economy, politics and
society; Building an advanced Vietnamese culture imbued with national
identity, unified in the diversity of the Vietnamese ethnic community, with
national, humanistic, democratic and scientific characteristics; Developing
culture for the perfection of human personality and building people for cul�
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tural development. In building culture, the focus is on building people with
good character and lifestyle, with basic characteristics: patriotism, kind�
ness, affection, honesty, solidarity, industriousness, and brilliance, creativi�
ty; Building a synchronous cultural environment, focusing on the role of
family and community. Harmonious development between economy and
culture; should pay full attention to cultural and human factors in econo�
mic development; Cultural construction and development is the cause of
the entire people led by the Party and State, managed by the State, the
people are the creative subjects, the intellectuals play an important role. At
the same time, our Party also set out 6 tasks to develop Vietnamese culture
and people, which are building Vietnamese people to develop comprehen�
sively; building a healthy cultural environment; culture building in politics
and economy; Improve the quality and efficiency of cultural activities; cul�
tural industry development goes hand in hand with building and perfecting
the cultural market; actively integrate into international culture, continue
to the quintessence of human culture.

The Party leadership institutionalizes guidelines
into legal documents

Institutionalizing the Party's views and guidelines on culture into laws
and state policies is an important way to ensure the leadership of the Com�
munist Party of Vietnam over culture. Before 1986, there were very few legal
documents on culture, mostly circulars, directives and guidelines.

In the past 35 years of Doi moi, a series of legal documents related to
cultural areas have been promulgated. For example, in the field of conserva�
tion and promotion of cultural heritage, we have the Law on Heritage; In
the field of performing arts, to protect performers and producers, we have
the Intellectual Property Law and the Cinema Law. In addition to the legal
system, the Government's circulars, decrees and regulations related to the
field of art are also issued to recognize, evaluate and honor the outstanding
contributions of individuals and organizations to the field of art. with the
development of the nation's art scene. Typical documents can be mentioned
such as: Decree No. 251�CP dated 12/6/1981 of the Government Council
on Ho Chi Minh Prize and State award; Ordinance No. 16/LCT/HDNN
dated June 4, 1985 of the State Council regulating the Ho Chi Minh award
and the State award; Decree No. 90/2014/ND�CP dated September 29,
2014 of the Government on “Ho Chi Minh Prize”, “State Prize” on litera�
ture and art (amended and supplemented in 2018 according to Decree No.
133/2018/ND�CP dated October 1, 2018 of the Government); Decree No.
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89/2014/ND�CP dated September 29, 2014 of the Government providing
for the consideration and award of the title “People's Artist”, “Excellent
Artist”; Decree No. 144/2020/ND�CP dated December 14, 2020 of the
Government regulating performing arts activities etc.

Regarding other cultural activities such as organizing festivals, wed�
dings and funerals, there is the Law on Belief and Religion 2016, Decree
No. 110/2018/ND�CP dated August 29, 2018 of the Government regula�
ting on festival management and organization; Directive No. 14/1998/
CT�TTg dated March 28, 1998 of the Prime Minister on the implementati�
on of a civilized lifestyle in weddings, funerals and festivals; Decision No.
308/2005/QD�TTg dated 25/11/2005 of the Prime Minister promulgating
the Regulation on implementation of civilized lifestyle in weddings, fune�
rals and festivals; Directive No. 05/CT�TTg dated February 9, 2018 of the
Prime Minister on promoting the implementation of a civilized lifestyle in
marriage, mourning etc. The timely introduction of the above policies has
contributed contribute to making people's spiritual and cultural life healthi�
er and richer.

Regarding tourism activities, including cultural tourism, the State has
promulgated the Law on Tourism. In addition, the Government has also
issued many important policies, creating resources for tourism develop�
ment, such as: Resolution No. 92/NQ�CP dated December 8, 2014 of the
Government on a number of solutions to promote tourism development.
developing Vietnam's tourism in the new period; Decision No. 1861/
QD�TTg dated November 23, 2017 of the Prime Minister approving the
target program for tourism infrastructure development for the period 2016—
2020, Decision No. 49/2018/QD�TTg dated 12/12/2018 of the Prime Mi�
nister approving the Charter of organization and operation of the tourism
development support fund; Decision No. 1685/QD�TTg dated December
5, 2018 of the Prime Minister approving the Project on restructuring the
tourism industry to meet the requirements of developing the industry into a
spearhead economic sector; Decision No. 1671/QD�TTg dated November
30, 2018 of the Prime Minister approving the Master Plan on application of
information technology in tourism in the period of 2018—2020 and orienta�
tion to 2025; Decision No. 147/QD�TTg dated January 22, 2020 of the Go�
vernment approving the Vietnam tourism development strategy to 2030;
Decree No. 45/2019/ND�CP dated May 21, 2019 on sanctioning administ�
rative violations in the field of tourism etc.

It can be seen that over time many laws and policies on press, publis�
hing, advertising, libraries, physical training and sports have been promul�
gated such as: Law on Press; Publication Law; Law on physical training and
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sports; Advertisement Law; Library Law. In addition, there are policies and
strategies of the Government such as: Decision No. 2198/QD�TTg dated
December 3, 2010 of the Prime Minister approving the Strategy on develop�
ment of physical training and sports until 2020, Decision No. Decision No.
115/QD�TTg dated January 16, 2014 of the Prime Minister approving the
Planning on development of publication, printing and distribution of publi�
cations up to 2020, vision to 2030, Decision No. 581/QD�TTg, dated May
6, 2009 approved by the Government Strategy for cultural development to
2020, Decision No. 329/QD�TTg dated March 15, 2017 of the Prime Mi�
nister approving Project on cultural development improve reading culture in
the community by 2020, with a vision to 2030; Decision No. 362/QD�TTg
dated April 3, 2019 of the Prime Minister approving the national plan for
development and management of press up to 2025; Decree No. 75/2010/
ND�CP dated 12/7/2010 of the Government on regulations on sanctioning
of administrative violations in cultural activities; Decree No. 158/2013/
ND�CP dated November 12, 2013 of the Government providing for penal�
ties for administrative violations in the fields of culture, sports, tourism and
advertising etc.

About international integration in culture, promoting foreign culture,
promoting Vietnamese culture to the world, there are legal documents such
as Directive No. 10/2000/CT�TTg of the Prime Minister on strengthening
management and promoting external information work. Decree No. 72/
2000/ND�CP of the Government on publication and dissemination of
works abroad. Law on Cultural Heritage, Decision 210/1999/QD�TTg of
the Prime Minister on some policies towards overseas Vietnamese. It can be
said that the State has been very interested in institutionalizing the guideli�
nes in the Party's line on culture into a legal system as a legal basis for the
management of cultural activities in practice. This helps the Party's line to
be organized and implemented in practice.

The Party leadership promotes resources in building
and developing Vietnamese culture

The Party's consistent stance in mobilizing resources to develop Vietna�
mese culture is to increase investment from the state budget and mobilize
contributions from the people. Right at the 6th Congress, the Congress that
opened the renovation process, the Communist Party of Vietnam affirmed
that “The State together with the people build the necessary material and
technical foundations for culture and art, preserve the and embellishing his�
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torical and cultural relics.”3 People not only participate in the construction
of material and technical foundations for culture, but also participate in cul�
tural and artistic activities as the VIII Party Congress affirmed “Culture
construction is the common task of the whole society. Having an appropria�
te investment policy for culture and arts. Developing cultural and artistic
activities of the State, collectives and individuals according to the line of the
Party and management of the State”.4 Socialization of cultural activities is a
movement and organization aimed at attracting all domestic and foreign
social forces and economic sectors to activities of creating, providing and
disseminating cultural values, create conditions for strong and widespread
culture development. Socialization not only attracts money but also many
other resources from the people, especially the people's creativity in cultural
development “Mobilizing resources and creativity in society to invest in bu�
ilding construction projects”. building cultural works and institutions, orga�
nizing cultural activities, encouraging organizations, individuals, house�
holds and mass organizations to participate in cultural and artistic activities,
managing and protecting relics, cultural heritage”.5

Institutionalizing the Party's policy on promoting resources to develop
this culture, our State has Resolution No. 05/2005/NQ�CP dated April
18, 2005 of the Government on promoting socialization of activities. edu�
cation, health, culture and sports; Decree No. 69/2008/ND�CP dated
May 30, 2008 of the Government on policies to encourage socialization of
activities in the fields of education, vocational training, health, culture and
sports.

It can be said that, in the past 35 years of Doi moi, resources for Viet�
nam's cultural development have constantly increased, both from the state
budget as well as from the contributions of the society. In the past five years,
the state budget has spent more than 15,000 billion VND on investment in
the cultural sector, excluding the local budget, accounting for 1.71 % of
total development investment. The average growth rate from the state
budget prioritizing the allocation of culture and information for the cause of
culture and information is about 10 % per year, 3 % higher than the growth
rate of recurrent expenditure from the state budget.6 Socialization of cultu�
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ral activities has also attracted many people's resources for cultural develop�
ment. As of December 2020, the whole country has 180 museums (4 natio�
nal museums, 7 specialized museums belonging to ministries and branches,
36 specialized museums belonging to units of ministries and the equivalent,
81 provincial museums and 52 non�public museums).7 In the field of per�
forming arts, there are more than 200 organizations and individuals opera�
ting in the form of socialization, of which nearly 80 units are registered for
regular and stable operation, the rest are active in nature. spontaneous is not
effective. There are 40 private libraries have been established, with an
average of 5,000 to 10,000 books on art, science, technology, history, eco�
nomics, etc. serving the community, scattered in all three regions of the
North, Central, and South Vietnam.8 On the conservation and reclamation
of relics, in addition to the Project on anti�degradation and embellishment
of historical and cultural relics (under the national target program on
culture in the period 2011—2015), the socialization of relic conservation has
mobilized many social resources equivalent to the state's investment in the
protection and restoration of relics.9

Party leaders in building and promoting the role
of cultural staff

Leading the construction and development of a team of cultural and ar�
tistic activities and creations is determined by the Communist Party of
Vietnam to be a heavy and huge task and is a content that ensures the Party's
leadership to culture. The Party's cultural leadership is in fact the ideologi�
cal and political orientation for cultural activities and cultural products, all
according to the Communist Party's goals and ideals, which is to develop
the nation and make our country into a prosperous socialist country. To do
so, cultural activists and creators must be imbued with the Party's ideals,
upholding the sense of responsibility to the people and the country. The
Party must build a contingent of writers and artists worthy of the title of “ar�
tist�soldier”, “soldier�artist”. In many of its documents, the Party always
affirms that “Innovating the Party's leadership method in the direction of
ensuring that culture, literature, art, and the press develop in accordance
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with the Party's political and ideological orientations, while preserving gua�
rantee individual democratic freedoms in creativity on the basis of promo�
ting social responsibility and civic duty etc. ”.10 The Party always respects
the creative freedom of the contingent of artists and writers, does not inter�
fere in their activities, and allows them to be free to create — this is an im�
portant condition for promoting the artist's talent, but such creations are not
contrary to the Party's political ideals and orientations, and must serve the
common interests of the country. Therefore, it is necessary to build a team
of activists, cultural and artistic creators who are both talented, enthusiastic
and responsible for the country and the community. To build this team, the
Party pays great attention to discovering and fostering talents. Many mass
composition movements have been widely launched in order to discover
talents from the masses for further fostering. Many awards for each field of
cultural activities are organized on a regular basis as a way of honoring the
talents of artists and promoting these works to the masses. The Party has led
to improve the material and spiritual life of the contingent of artists and
writers so that they can feel secure to stick with the profession. Because, if
you are dominated by money and daily necessities, you can't focus on crea�
ting and can lead to distorted expressions in your composition, influenced
by other factors leading to inability to fulfil the noble vocation of cultural
and artistic works. In the new context of multi�dimensional impact, some
artists have had deviant expressions, composing against the Party's line, fol�
lowing low tastes etc; but in general, our Party appreciates the contingent of
writers and artists in Vietnam. Over the past time, the South has been a reli�
able, loyal, loving force for the country and people, dedicated to the profes�
sion, has created many works and works of ideological and artistic value, ef�
fective active in innovation.

Building culture within the Party —
a Party leadership method for culture

The Party has always determined that building culture within the Party
is a content that ensures the Party's leadership with culture. In the Resoluti�
on of the 5th Central Committee Plenum, term VIII, the Communist Party
of Vietnam affirmed that “from the exemplary role in all aspects of organi�
zations and individual cadres in the Party, State and mass organizations, it
will promote the real leadership The movement of All people to build a cul�
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tural life. Exemplary is an important content and method in the leadership
of the Party”.11 At the 9th Central Committee Plenum, term XI, our Party
continued to affirm this: “We must attach great importance to building
culture from within the Party, within the state apparatus, whose important
content is learning and following ideology, Ho Chi Minh morality and style
(etc). The example of each cadre, party member is an important require�
ment in the leadership of the Party”.12 Building culture within the Party will
ensure the Party's leadership with culture because the Party sets out cultural
development guidelines that want to call on the people to actively participa�
te in the implementation, cadres must comply first. If you want to call on
the people to promote patriotism and dedication to the country, but cadres
and party members are degenerated and only care about personal gains, how
can they appeal? Therefore, the contents of the cultural development guide�
lines set forth by the Party must be implemented by each member of the
Party first, thus building culture within the Party. Building culture within
the Party is the content that ensures the Party's leadership over culture
because only then can the Party build the right cultural line, meeting the re�
quirements of the times to lead the cultural cause. In order for the national
cultural leadership to develop strongly, properly and healthily, the Party
culture must truly embody, be the crystallization, and be the first cultural
example. the most representative of the nation, of the people. In order for
the national culture to develop, the party culture must take the lead. Party
culture is not only a matter related to the life of the Party but also affects the
development of national culture.

Recognizing this, in recent years, our Party has organized many campa�
igns to build and correct the Party. The promulgation and organization of
the implementation of the Resolution of the 4th Central Committee
Plenum, term XI “On some urgent issues of Party building today” and the
Resolution of the 4th Central Committee Plenum, term XII “On strengthe�
ning the construction and rectification of the Party”; preventing and repel�
ling the deterioration of political ideology, morality, lifestyle, internal
“self�degeneration” and “self�transformation” expressions, which are the
expression of specific determinations and actions in building culture in the
Party. Construction goes hand in hand with fighting. Besides fighting
against the manifestations of degradation, metamorphosis, and alienation
from culture in the Party, the Party also organizes a campaign and learns to
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follow Ho Chi Minh ideology, morality and style in order to improve the
quality of life. culture in the Party. After 5 years of implementing Directive
05�CT/TW “On promoting learning and following Ho Chi Minh ideology,
morality and style” on May 15, 2016, many examples of Party members
have appeared, and there have been positive changes in the Party's culture.

The Party leading culture through 35 years of renovation has achieved
many achievements, from changing thinking to organizing practical imple�
mentation. Therefore, after 35 years of Doi moi, Vietnamese culture has de�
veloped many steps, an important part of which is the leadership role of the
Party. However, the limitations in cultural development that, as our Party
considers, compared with the achievements in economics and politics, the
inadequate cultural achievements are also partly due to the limitations in
the leadership of the Communist Party of Vietnam with culture. Therefore,
in order to develop Vietnamese culture in the coming time, first and fore�
most, it is necessary to continue to improve the effectiveness of the Party's
leadership in culture.
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Chapter 16

BUILDING A CULTURAL ENVIRONMENT
IN VIETNAM TODAY

The cultural environment contains the cultural values created by pe�
ople in the process of existence and development. Building a cultural envi�
ronment is one of the most important tasks of the cause of building an ad�
vanced Vietnamese culture imbued with national identity, in the new con�
text of the country and the current times. Building a cultural environment
has a close relationship with the strategy of developing the Vietnamese pe�
ople, building cultural institutions, building a clean and strong political
system; preventing counter�development and counter�culture, contribu�
ting to synchronous and harmonious development of both economy and
culture right in each step and each development policy. This will create a
sustainable foundation for development and social progress.

Keywords: culture building, cultural environment, cultural activities,
environmental protection.

The importance of the cultural environment
and building the cultural environment

in the cause of Doi moi in Vietnam

Cultural environment is the environment in which people live, create
and enjoy culture. Cultural environment is the environment that contains
cultural values created by people, ethnic communities and humanity in the
past as well as in the present and the future. The cultural environment is also
the place where human cultural activities take place (creation, preservation,
dissemination, enjoyment, and evaluation of cultural values and products).
Humans are subjects of the cultural environment; they create the cultural
environment and enjoy the values (and even counter�values) in the cultural
environment. And vice versa, the cultural environment also has a multiface�



ted impact on the humanization and culturalization of people. Therefore,
building a cultural environment will contribute to creating a humane biosp�
here, a progressive and healthy spiritual foundation; and this is a premise to
develop and perfect each individual, ensure human security, contribute to
socio�economic development, and improve people's quality of life.

Building a cultural environment has a close relationship with develo�
ping people; building families; building villages, agencies, units and cultural
enterprises; building new rural areas, building civilized urban areas; building
a green — clean — beautiful environment; building the Communist Party of
Vietnam and a clean and strong political system; fighting against corruption,
negativity and social evils; ensuring security, social order and safety; develo�
ping synchronously and harmonizing economy and culture right in each
step and each development policy; creating and promoting the power of
“cultural capital”, “soft power” for social development and progress.

Building a healthy cultural environment is one of the most important
tasks in the cause of building an advanced Vietnamese culture imbued with
national identity, in order to build a healthy cultural life that meets the
diverse and constantly increasing cultural needs of the people.1

The process of awareness and direction
for the construction of the cultural environment

in Vietnam in the period of Doi moi

During the renovation period, the Party and State of Vietnam has had
many guidelines and policies to build a healthy, progressive and civilized
cultural environment in all fields of social life. The construction of a cultural
environment is associated with human development, development of edu�
cation — training, science — technology, innovation, mass information
systems, internet, literature and art, cultural policy, and international integ�
ration of culture. All of these aspects have had great achievements. The con�
servation and promotion of cultural heritage and the value system of Vietna�
mese people are emphasized, which contributes to socio�economic deve�
lopment. The movement of “All people unite to build cultural life”,
building cultural families, cultural villages and agencies, cultural units has
been widely responded by people from all walks of life and has promoted
many human values in the community and positively affected the cultural,
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economic, political and social life in all regions and areas across the
country.

The construction of a cultural environment has been invested, managed
and developed by all levels, sectors, from the central to local levels. Sociali�
zation of cultural activities is increasingly expanding. More and more orga�
nizations and individuals participate in activities and contribute resources to
building a cultural environment. The institutional system and cultural insti�
tutions at all levels have been strengthened, built and completed. The state
management of culture at the grassroots level has been strengthened. There
is an emphasis on criticism, fighting and repelling evil, backwardness, nega�
tivity, opposing views, wrong and hostile behavior which are harmful to the
cultural environment and lifestyle. In the context of the prevention of the
Covid�19 pandemic, good cultural values, social ethics, traditions of family,
communities and villages have emerged; there are many examples of good
people, good deeds and goodwill which have bene replicated and promoted.

However, the construction of a cultural environment in recent years
still has many limitations and weaknesses. The system of cultural instituti�
ons and material and technical foundations for cultural activities are still
lacking and weak. In some places, these factors are degraded, lacking in
synchronization or have low efficiency. The gap in cultural welfare, cultural
enjoyment and basic social services among regions, areas, localities and
social classes remains large. Cultural life in ethnic minority groups and
remote areas still has many difficulties. The cultural environment still has
many aspects that are not really healthy and are contrary to the fine customs
and traditions of the nation's culture and morality. Toxic cultural products
and the negative side of social networks still penetrate strongly into society.
Social evils, drugs, prostitution, criminal offenses, traffic accidents, school
violence, social violence, domestic violence, violence against women and
children, vandalism, damage of the ecological environment and so on are
complicated. Many cultural service establishments are opened in places and
operate arbitrarily to pursue profits but violate the provisions of the law.
State management agencies have not yet taken effective measures to prevent
and handle these issues. “Ethics and lifestyles in the family, school and
society are worryingly degraded, causing frustration in society”2; “The cul�
tural and social environment continues to be polluted by social evils, cor�
ruption, negativity (...) Corruption and wastefulness in some fields and areas
are still serious and complicated, with increasingly sophisticated and pre�
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ssing manifestations in society (...) Deterioration in political thought, mora�
lity, lifestyle, individualism, “group interests”, wastefulness, ignorance,
running after achievement in a part of cadres and party members have not
been repelled”.3 The above limitations and weaknesses adversely affect the
cultural environment and the building and development of an advanced Vi�
etnamese culture imbued with national identity. They also affect the process
of socio�economic development, ensuring security, national defense, and
protecting the ecological environment.

Vision and orientation, solutions
to build a cultural environment in the current

national development strategy

In order to promote the results and values achieved and to overcome
the limitations and weaknesses in the construction of the cultural environ�
ment in recent years, the Document of the XIII Congress of the Communist
Party of Vietnam has determined: “There need to be mechanisms, policies
and solutions to build a really clean and healthy cultural environment,
improve people's conditions for cultural enjoyment (...) Building a compre�
hensive cultural environment in the families, at schools, in residential com�
munities, in the Party, State, mass organizations and businesses so that
culture is really the driving force and breakthrough in socio�economic deve�
lopment and international integration”.4 In that direction, it is necessary to
pay attention to leaders and direct the implementation of a number of key
tasks and solutions as follows:

First, building a prosperous, progressive, happy and civilized Vietname�
se family.

The family is the cell of society, the first and important cultural envi�
ronment that directly educates and forms the lifestyle, morality and perso�
nality of each person. Therefore, if we want to build a progressive and
healthy cultural environment, we must first build a prosperous, progressive,
happy and civilized family. The document of the 13th Party Congress
defines: “Preserve and develop the Vietnamese family value system in the
new period (...) Implement cultural standards for a prosperous, happy, pro�
gressive, prosperous and civilized Vietnamese family”.5 Building a Vietna�
mese family value system in the new era should be based on preserving and
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promoting the good morals of a traditional Vietnamese family and selective�
ly absorbing progressive, scientific, and appropriate values of humanity
about the family. In addition to the contents and standards on building a
family of “warmth, progress and happiness” mentioned in the Documents
of the XI, XII Congresses, the Documents of the XIII Congresses of the
Communist Party of Vietnam added the content and “value standard of ci�
vilization” as a new and important value standard for building a Vietnamese
family in the context of the Fourth Industrial Revolution and the process of
extensive international integration.

It is necessary to emphasize the role of the family in nurturing and edu�
cating the young generation. The role of becoming role models of grandpa�
rents and parents should be emphasized. It is important to build a culture
and family etiquettes in each family. A close relationships between family,
school and society should be created. The construction of cultural families
should be associated with the construction of cultured residential areas and
cultured villages, the construction of new rural areas and civilized cities,
prevention of social evils, and environmental protection. The advice of Pre�
sident Ho Chi Minh should be implemented: “It is right to be focused on
the family and many families constitute a society. A good society makes a
better family, a good family makes a good society. The nucleus of society is
the family. It is because we want to build socialism that we must pay attenti�
on to the nucleus”.6 The leadership of the Party and State management and
the role of socio�political organizations should be strengthened in commu�
nicating with and educating cadres, party members and union members to
try to build cultured families.

Second, promoting cultural activities at the grassroots.
A healthy and rich cultural environment must be expressed through

healthy and diverse cultural activities of each citizen and community. The�
refore, cultural activities at grassroots level must be promoted such as: infor�
mation sharing, communication and promotion activities; social club acti�
vities; library and reading activities; preservation, museum work, promotion
of cultural heritage values and education of cultural traditions and revoluti�
onary history; mass cultural activities; activities of building cultured famili�
es,villages and agencies; sports activities; tourism and entertainment activi�
ties; activities of “showing gratitude to predecessors”; charity, humanitarian
activities. Cultural activities must be renewed in terms of organization, ma�
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nagement, operation and investment under the motto “The state and the
people work together” and enjoy the benefits together.

Values, positive and humane factors in religious culture and beliefs
should be promoted. Religious activities should be encouraged to be associ�
ated with the nation, towards goodness, humanity, progress. Negative mani�
festations, superstitions and illegal evangelism have to be criticized and pre�
vented at grassroots level. The manifestations of “commercialization of
belief and religious activities in some places”7 should be addressed and
fixed.

Third, building cultured schools, agencies and units; building cultured
villages and quarters; building new countryside, civilized urban areas.

Each school should be developed to have a clean and healthy cultural
environment; it is also a cultural education environment with comprehensi�
ve training in ideals, qualities, personality, lifestyle, physicality, education
of historical, cultural and revolutionary traditions for the younger generati�
on. The school culture should be about “first studying courtesy/civility,
then comes the study of literature”. Every teacher is a shining example for
students to follow. The negative trend of running after achievement and
commercialization of education should be prevented, there should be aut�
hentic study, fair exam, and thus there will be real talents. A cultural envi�
ronment in agencies and units should be built to have a spirit of solidarity,
democracy and civilization, meeting substantive cultural standards; demo�
cratic regulations at the grassroots level should be implemented well. In
addion, a civilized and progressive lifestyle should be built in weddings, fu�
nerals and festivals, in the family and in public places. The movement to
build cultured villages, hamlets, quarters, collective areas, communes and
wards should be encouraged to improve the self�governance of the residen�
tial community. The movement of building new rural areas, advanced new
rural areas, model new rural areas, civilized and modern cities should be
promoted. A healthy, democratic, united and humanistic office culture en�
vironment should be created to repel bureaucracy, fragmentation, disunity,
opportunism and pragmatism; we should resolutely fight against corruption,
wastefulness and other negative activities.

Fourth, building, perfecting and improving the quality and performance
of cultural institutions.

Cultural institutions such as libraries, museums, houses of traditions,
clubs, theaters, cultural and sports centers, parks, stadiums, press and mass
media offices, places with internet services, discotheques, stages, cinema
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centers, cinema rooms, karaoke rooms are places where cultural activities
take place in a concentrated mannera and they reflect the values of the cul�
tural life of the community and the nation. It is the physical environment,
the “path”, the “fulcrum” for cultural activities and cultural values taking
place in social life. It is necessary to develop and continuously improve the
operation quality of cultural institutions at the grassroots level, and at the
same time pay attention to invest in the construction of a number of key
cultural works in the centers of regions as well as cultural works at national
level. There should be favourable conditions for organizations, businesses
and individuals to contribute to investment, construction, management and
operation of cultural institutions. Cultural institutions must develop in the
direction of autonomy; public�private cooperation should be promoted, and
the harmony of interests between the State, investors (enterprises) and
people should be ensured. The situation of subsidizing, “ask — give” in ope�
rations should be abolished, the market's rules should be respected. At the
same time, guidance, inspection, supervision and handling of violations
should be strengthened to ensure that cultural institutions operate properly
according to the political orientation of the Party and laws of the State. The
not�for�profit goal of cultural institutions should be encouraged in order to
improve cultural welfare for all classes of people, especially in remote, isola�
ted and ethnic minority areas.

Fifth, paying attention to building and protecting the landscape and
ecological environment.

This is a basic requirement to build a healthy cultural environment and
improve people's quality of life. The State needs to build and perfect the legal
system and policies on environmental protection in the context of develo�
ping a market economy and responding to climate change and global epide�
mics today. The document of the 13th Congress of the Communist Party of
Vietnam has determined: “Protecting the living environment and people's
health is the top goal; resolutely eliminate projects that pollute the environ�
ment, ensure the quality of the living environment, protect biodiversity and
ecosystems (...) Have a plan to fundamentally overcome the situation of des�
truction, depletion of natural resources, and environmental pollution of pro�
duction facilities, industrial parks and urban areas. Improve the quality of
the environment and the living conditions of the people”.8 The awareness
and responsibility of each person and community should be raised in protec�
ting the ecological environment. A culture of decent human behavior
towards the natural environment should be built. There should also be edu�
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cation on prevention of harmful effects of tobacco, solid waste and alcohol
consumption. It is also important to protect and save energy, save water re�
sources, ensure food hygiene and safety, prevent epidemics for people and
animals. Violations of environmental laws should be resolutely handled.

In addition to preserving and protecting the ecological environment, it is
necessary to focus on conserving, building and promoting the values of cultu�
ral landscapes, scenic spots, and architectural heritages. These are the cultu�
ral spaces created by people, contain the cultural values of the community
and nation and contribute to the creation of a healthy cultural environment.

Sixth, linking cultural environment construction activities with so�
cio�economic development, ensuring national defense and security.

Building a cultural environment must be closely and synchronously
linked with economic and social development, ensuring national defense
and security. Activities to build a cultural environment must be aimed at
promoting socio�economic development, sustainable multi�dimensional
poverty reduction, legitimate wealth creation, economic restructuring,
crops and livestock restructuring, tourism, services, digital transformation,
digital economy and digital society. At the same time, we should ensure
social progress and security, social justice; improve social welfare, narrow
the gap in material and spiritual life between urban areas and rural areas,
between economically developed areas and remote, mountainous, border
and island areas, and between classes in society.

Corporate culture, entrepreneurial culture, business culture should be
created with a sense of respect for the law, keeping credibility, healthy com�
petition, for the sustainable development of the country. Economic policies
need to be formulated in terms of culture in the economy in order to attract
and encourage organizations and businesses interested in investing in the
development of the cultural industry and building cultural institutions and
environment.

Building a cultural environment must be associated with ensuring
human rights, human security, cultural security, social order, safety and bu�
ilding the great unity of the whole nation. Complicated incidents in security
and order should be promptly detected and effectively handled, preventing
the formation of “hot spots” in localities and establishments. Inspection and
supervision should be strengthened to ensure strict implementation of the
Party's regulations and the State's laws in each family, agency, and grassro�
ots unit. It is important to prevent and suppress all kinds of crimes, social
evils (especially drug crimes, prostitution, criminal crimes, corruption
crimes, high�tech crimes) and other acts that violate other laws to maintain
social order, discipline and the peaceful life of the people.
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Seventh, practicing democracy widely, promoting civic positivity,
upholding social responsibility, civic duty, discipline in building a cultural
environment; building culture in the Party organization and political
system.

In order to build a healthy and civilized cultural and social environ�
ment, it is necessary to practice widespread democracy, to encourage and
create conditions for all people to organize and participate in healthy cultu�
ral activities in the residential community. Promoting democracy, freedom
and creativity needs to be in parallel with strengthening discipline, regulati�
on and legality; ensuring freedom and individual democracy in creativity
and cultural activities needs to be associated with upholding the civic res�
ponsibility and social responsibility of each person with a virtuous purpose.
It is important to continue to build, perfect and strictly enforce the principle
of democracy in localities in association with the implementation of the
movement All people unite to build a cultured life” in a practical way, avoi�
ding the disease of “running after achievement” and “superficiality”. Social
network management should be strengthened to ensure cybersecurity.

It is crucial to pay attention to building a cultural environment in Party
organizations, state agencies and socio�political�professional organizations.
The development of personnel, party members, civil servants, public emp�
loyees and members in organizations, agencies, units, localities and establis�
hments should aim at developing people with a sense of respect for the law
and ethical qualities; they should wholeheartedly serve the Fatherland and
the people, and are closely attached to the people. Corruption, wastefulness,
bureaucracy, and manifestations of deterioration in political ideology, mo�
rality, and lifestyle should be prevented, as well as the manifestations of
“self�corruption”, “self�degradation” in a part of cadres and party member,
member. “We must attach great importance to building culture from within
the Party and within the state apparatus, and the important content is study�
ing and following Ho Chi Minh's ideology, morality and style. Culture, mo�
rality and a healthy lifestyle must be expressed first of all in every Party,
State, mass organization, in cadres, civil servants and public employees, in
each party member and union member. The exemplary role of each cadre
and party member is an important requirement in the Party's leadership”9;
“Renovate the organization, apparatus, content and mode of operation of
the Fatherland Front and socio�political organizations under the motto of
strongly orienting towards localities and residential areas, well perform the
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role of supervision and social criticism, protect legitimate and political
rights and interests of union members and people, serve as an important
bridge between the Party and the people”10; “Truly trust, respect and
promote the people's right to mastery, persistently implement the motto
“People know, people discuss, people take action, people monitor, people
supervise, people enjoy the benefits”.11 These are the basic orientations to
create new greater and more comprehensive results in building the cultural
environment in Vietnam today; which contributes to improving the quality
of life and happiness index of Vietnamese people and to building a prospe�
rous, wealthy and happy Vietnam.
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Chapter 17

THE LEADING ROLE OF THE CPV
IN DEVELOPING LITERATURE DURING

THE RENOVATION PERIOD:
ENRICHING TRADITIONS ESTABLISHED

BY HO CHI MINH

This article treats the CPV policy in the field of literature during the
period of Renovation. It is noted that over the past 35 years significant po�
sitive changes have taken place in the literary sphere. Many of them are di�
rectly related to the activity of the CPV that attaches great importance to
the spiritual sphere considering it to be an essential foundation of internal
political stability and socio�economic development of the country. It is no�
ted that modern Vietnamese cultural policy consists of many principles ba�
sed on Ho Chi Minh’s ideas. The CPV develops them inventively conside�
ring present conditions, goals, and possibilities. As culture is closely con�
nected to ideology, it is important for the CPV to address negative
occurrences in the field of literature and art, be able to stand firm against
the intense influence of western culture that does not always have a good
impact on creative activities in the Vietnamese society. In recent years the
economic environment of the country enables Vietnam to actively promo�
te its literature abroad.

Keywords: the CPV, Ho Chi Minh, Vietnamese literature, policy of
Renovation, the 13th CPV Congress.

Introduction

The 35 year experience of Renovation policy implementation provides
a wealth of information to reflect on its results. It is important to assess



comparability and synchronization of the renovation process in the field of
foreign policy and economy as well as in social and spiritual spheres. The
processes, taken place in the literary area, show what is generally happe�
ning in the culture sector along with spiritual life and ideology. That is why
it is of great interest to study achievements and current issues in the literary
field.

In the Vietnamese scientific literature this topic is treated in strict ac�
cordance with the CPV tenets stated in the party documents. These works
are of purely declarative nature, they contain goals and objectives set up
at the party congresses and plenums. Western scientific community
mainly expresses strong criticism on the CPV leadership in general and its
policies on literature and art in particular. Too much attention is paid to
the issue of freedom of creation and expression in Vietnam. Both the
works of Vietnamese authors of the Renovation period and the leading
party and government contemporary policy in the field of literature have
not yet been well examined in the Vietnamese studies in Russia. An
attempt to compile and analyze Vietnamese literary life of the last 30
years was made in the only existing major work of today dedicated to the
20th century Vietnamese literature, a textbook written by T.N. Filimono�
va.1 The purpose of this article is to define the nature of the CPV influen�
ce on the contemporary literature and literary life of the country. In
order to do that, an attempt was made to comprehend the strides made
by Vietnam in the field of literature during the Renovation period and to
highlight the issues that confront the CPV and are of concern to the Viet�
namese writing community. Particular emphasis is placed on the CPV
policy continuity as the party creatively develops Ho Chi Minh’s ideas on
art and literature.

Moderation in all things, in praising
and in criticism as well

From the beginning of the Renovation period the CPV has been attac�
hing great importance to the development of literature as one of the most
essential component of the national culture. Statistically it can be illustrated
by the number of decrees, most of which are policy papers, adopted by the
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CPV in the field of culture during the last 35 years.2 It indicates that the
CPV understands the importance of culture in general and literature in part�
icular for the Vietnamese society.

The significant role of literature and art is determined by their being
spiritual foundation of society and their active influence on the other
aspects of national life, including economy and politics. This statement is
supported by the CPV documents adopted at different periods of Renovati�
on. It was noted, in particular, at the 13th party Congress held in 2021 that
“an integrated and synchronized development of cultural sphere and envi�
ronment as well as diverse, civilized, healthy cultural activities were needed
for culture to really become a spiritual basis, an internal resource and a
driving force of the breakthrough in social and economic growth and inter�
national integration”.3

The roots of this approach towards literature and art go back to Ho Chi
Minh’s activities. Not only he had prolific literary career, writing stories,
plays, op�ed articles, poems and translating belles—letters works, but he also
actively developed theoretical aspects of culture in general and literature in
particular.

During the period of Renovation the CPV adheres to President Ho Chi
Minh’s principles of literary activity and literature management that remain
relevant to this day. However, the party is not just committed to them, but it
is developing them inventively, considering the peculiarities and the neces�
sities of modern life.

One of Ho Chi Minh’s main premises is that, on the one hand, literatu�
re is needed to praise new human, new deeds and to become an example not
just to us but to all future generations. And, on the other hand, it has to
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heavily criticize vices so “our society could be more healthy, pristine, and
beautiful day by day”.4

This Ho Chi Minh’s idea becomes the basis of the Decree on “Innova�
ting and raising skills of literary, artistic and cultural management and go�
vernance to a higher level, expanding creative capacities and entering a new
stage of literary, artistic and cultural development” adopted by the Politburo
of the CPV Central Committee in December 1987. This resolution was es�
sentially the first position paper on literature of the Renovation period. The
results of the historical meeting of the CPV General Secretary Nguyen Van
Linh with writers and artists, held in Hanoi on 6 and 7 of October, 1987,
were presented in this decree. “In the light of the new agenda for innovation
Nguyen Van Linh promised the creative community that the party would
‘cut the bonds and give free rein’ to manage art� and culture�related activiti�
es and encouraged artists to take more initiative and to give a more daring
and honest view on all the negative and positive existing in society...”5

This was the beginning of a new stage in the development of Vietname�
se literature which started to move away from the severe ideological restric�
tions and to engage in the world literary process, bringing new topics, new
forms, device, and language.

Nevertheless, the party leadership had to focus on the situation regar�
ding literature, art, and mass media once again. During a meeting with the
top media executives, held in February 1989, Nguyen Van Linh admitted
that “it was necessary to actively combat the negative aspects” and stated
that “in doing so, there should not be created a situation whereby there
would be only the negative on the radio or in newspapers.” And most im�
portantly “one should not put all the blame on the party and government
after finding something bad”.6 This Nguyen Van Linh’s address is in consis�
tent with an idea of Ho Chi Minh who repeatedly said that there had to be
moderation in all things, in praising and criticizing as well. “Criticism
should be sincere, honest, and true, so it doesn’t give reasons to an enemy to
spread counter�propaganda”. 7

This Nguyen Van Linh’s statement, on the one hand, can be viewed in
a way as a retreat from the policy of openness and transparency, and, on the
other hand, it can be taken as an expression of concern about possible risks
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of destabilization of the socio�political situation in the country. In less than
no time these fears became a reality in the USSR. Some Russian politicians
and experts believe that policy of openness and transparency was initiated
with good intentions at its core and could bring democratization of society,
but in fact it led to harsh consequences and, to a great extent, was one of the
reasons why the USSR collapsed.

Diversity is a new trait of the Vietnamese literature

Nguyen Van Linh’s concern did not become an obstacle to further
renewal of the Vietnamese literary field. The progress made in the Renovati�
on policy is shown in the table 1.

Table 1. Some progress of the Renovation policy in the literary field

Positive changes Examples

Transition from socialist
realism, the only sanctioned
method of literary
composition, to the other forms
of realism — classical, critical,
and magical

Bªo Ninh, NguyÌn KhGi, NguyÌn ViÎt HF, Le Lyu,
DDBng Thð HDäng, NguyÌn HRy Thiep, Ph¨m ThÒ
HoFi, NguyÌn BVnh PhDBng ,T¨ Duy Anh and others

Abolishing censorship of
previously banned literature

Works of NhHn VXn — Giai Ph°m members, works of
the New Poetry Movement members

Calling on western literature,
intensive work on translating
world literature into
Vietnamese

Publishing the works of Haruki Murakami, Michel
Houellebecq, Milorad Pavic, Dan Brown, Jorge Luis
Borges, Marcel Proust, Vladimir Nabokov, Anna
Akhmatova, Marina Tsvetaeva, Boris Pasternak,
Lyudmila Ulitskaya; the first publication of Foreign
Literature magazine (since 1996)

Exploring new topics A reassessment of what the country has achieved since
1945 is being made;
different aspects of the unification of the North and
the South are being analyzed;
suffering and loss of Resistance Wars are being
described alongside with glorious victories of the
Vietnamese people;
concerns of an individual human being, his fate and
private life are being addressed to alongside with
national issues;
spiritual life becomes more disclosed;
considerable attention is paid to the post�war social
challenges, negative aspects, public life contradictions;
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Positive changes Examples

family issues and relationship between men and
women are being viewed in a different light;
life of Vietnamese citizens living abroad is being
highlighted

Emerging of new genres A lot of works of contemporary authors are written in
mixed genres or genres that cannot be precisely
identified

Increasing number of
publications of
autobiographies, memoirs, and
diaries

Midnight rising by LDu TrÔng Lö, memoir of T¾ng
ThGi Mai, the diary of T¾ng Thîy Tram, memoir of TO
HoFi, In the evenings, an autobiography of the
Vietnamese artist LL VHn, and others

Active development of
women’s literature

Y VXn, Thîy Linh, NgO ThÒ Kim CRc, VP ThÒ XuHn
HF, NguyÌn Thu Tr®n, Thîy Anh, and others

Growing interest in issues of
literary studies

Efforts to study literature not just in a context of its
social functions and art, but as a way of humanity’s
cognition of the things in the world outside

Heated literary debates At conferences and in the press

Diversity is one of the values that literature has acquired in renovating
Vietnam of the last thirty years.

The CPV intends to continue giving high priority to literature and art.
In January 2021, the then Chairperson of the National Assembly of Vietnam
Nguyen ThÒ Kim Ngan reassured at the 10th congress of the Union of Viet�
namese writers and artist Association that the party and the government
were always ready to provide the best environment for the creative activity
of writers and workers of culture.

Advanced literature preserving
national distinctiveness

In 1998 the CPV Central Committee faced the task of forming and de�
veloping an advanced Vietnamese culture imbued with national identity.
This task remains relevant to this day which can be confirmed by the docu�
ments of the 13th CPV Congress. The party wants to proficiently reconcile
two different paths in the literary field: Vietnamese author have to take all
the best things the world literature can offer, on the one side, and on the
other, they have to earnestly promote national values in their works. These
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values include “ardent patriotism, willingness to rely on your own strength,
spirit of solidarity, comprehension of common historical fate through the
sequence of following social structures: identity — family — community —
motherland, humanity, generosity, loyalty, decency, hard working, creative
attitude towards work, sensitivities in social interactions, modest life”.8 Na�
tional distinctiveness of literature implies elaborating and using diverse
devices, different literary forms and genres that are inherent in exquisite Vi�
etnamese literary works, together with valuing the literary heritage. It was
Ho Chi Minh who indicated the importance of cultural heritage recovery.
He stressed that “only good traditions should be revived, and the bad once
should be got rid of”.9

Preservation of the Vietnamese cultural heritage is one of the issues the
CPV has been paying particular attention to over the last decades. In the li�
terary field this issue is directly related to the formation of historical
memory based on myths, legends, and lore. Mythological figures (above all,
the Dragon King, the Fairy�mother and the Hung Kings) are deliberately
fixed in the public consciousness as the progenitors of the Vietnamese
nation. The first introduction to folklore for the Vietnamese people starts
since early childhood in pre�school facilities, and a deep immersion in the
myths and legends takes place during the school years. The story of the
Dragon and the Fairy is written in detail in the “Folklore” section of the
textbook on the Vietnamese language and literature for the 6th grade of se�
condary school. There is an excerpt in it from Ho Chi Minh’s speech to Vi�
etnamese military personnel given in 1954: “The Hung kings were the foun�
ding�fathers of our nation, and we, all together, must protect it”.10The deci�
sion to make the Hung Kings Festival, held to pay tribute to the kings, a
national holiday celebrated on the 10th day of the third lunar month, is a
mean to impact on the consciousness of grown men in Vietnam.11 The his�
torization of myths enables the party and government to solve significant
political and ideological issues such as forming a national idea. “The traditi�
on associated with the Hung kings and their supernatural origin is widely
used to build the foundations of national identity and establish core values
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of the modern Vietnamese society”.12 These values include Vietnamese na�
tional unity and cohesion. There is a perfectly logical transition from myths
to the national idea: since there is a common ancestor, it means that every�
body is related; a one big family, and therefore we have to unite and stand
together. Ho Chi Minh believed that national unity was essential in order to
gain victories. His statement “Unity, unity, great unity; success, success,
great success” became popular. The word “unity” is among keywords of the
13th CPV Congress slogan and comes first in the party documents:
“Unity — Democracy — Discipline — Creation — Development”. It can be
stated that unity is one of the main reasons of Vietnamese success against
COVID�19 and it is a mean to prevent socio�political crises experienced
today in many countries across the globe.

International promotion
of the Vietnamese literature

It is noted in the materials of the CPV Central Committee Propaganda
Department that preserving national distinctiveness of literature does not
mean that it has to be cut off from the rest of the world and confined to nati�
onal borders, it does not imply a return of something outdated and back�
ward. It is necessary to expand international literary relations but to be se�
lective in embracing and drawing on advanced achievements of global cul�
tural, at the same time it is important to spread national values all over the
world with proud and in dignity.13

The Renovation policy involves a broad international cooperation in
different fields. The Communist Party has been committed to developing
relations with as many countries as possible during the last thirty�five years.
To further continue this policy, a task to be actively, fully, profoundly, and
efficiently integrated into the world was put forward at the 13th CPV Cong�
ress.14 It concerns the cultural field as well.

This goal does not contradict Ho Chi Minh’s ideas. He was a keen sup�
porter of international cultural exchange, which is hardly surprising, consi�
dering the fact that he, by the twist of fate, was highly integrated into the
common cultural space of the East and the West, had a deep knowledge and
appreciation of culture (and literature in particular) of the USSR, France,
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China, and other countries. Ho Chi Minh encouraged Vietnamese writers
and artists to learn from others. He noted during the Cultural workers Con�
gress, held on the 30th of October, 1958, “We have to admit that our country
when compared to our fraternal countries, for example to Korea, is not as
advanced in the cultural sphere and technology <...> That is why we have to
put all out efforts into learning”.15

Today Vietnam can not only learn from others but also be proud of its
culture and acquaint the other countries with it. Promotion of the Vietna�
mese literature abroad became one of the main tasks of the CPV foreign
policy during the period of Renovation. And this task is being carried out
successfully. Different channels, means, traditional, and new methods
offered by current conditions and opportunities are used.

Vietnamese publishing houses take an active part in the international book
fairs that helps to introduce foreign readers to Vietnamese literature. Vietnam is
engaged in exchange of writers’ delegation with other countries, including the
former enemy — the United States of America. The relations with the USA
were initiated in 1989 by the William Joiner Institute for the Study of War and
Social Consequences. At that time a Vietnamese delegation of war veteran
writers was invited to the conference of the above�mentioned Institute. During
more than thirty years after that over a hundred Vietnamese writers, poets, and
art workers have been invited to the USA by this Institution.

In the context of successful economic development it is now possible to
use new efficient tools to consolidate the role of Vietnamese literature on
the international stage. These means, above all, include conferences on Vi�
etnamese literature promotion and international poetry festivals with
writers, poets, literary critics, and philologists taking part and representing
different countries of Asia, Europe, North and South America, and Africa.
The first such conference was organized in 2002. Four conferences and
three poetry festivals have taken place to this day. Two hundred literary
figures from forty�six countries attended the 4th Conference on Vietnamese
literature promotion held in 2019. The fact that members of the Politburo
and the VCP Central Committee are always present at the opening of confe�
rences indicates that these events are of great importance. Reception of the
conference participants in the residence of the Vietnamese President is a
part of the event.

During the last 30 years the number of Vietnamese literature readers has
increased worldwide due to international activity of Vietnam. Hundreds of
books written by Vietnamese writers were translated into different languages
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and published in dozens of countries. It was during this time that Ho Ho
Chi Minh’s book The Prison Diary was first published in Latin America.16

An unprecedented interest in Vietnamese literature was taken by South
Korea — more than 30 works translated from Vietnamese to Korean in the
period from 1992 to 2019, including The Prison Diary, works of Nguyen
Trai, Nguyen Du, Nguyen Van Bong, To Hoai, and others.17 Many count�
ries issued special Vietnamese editions of literary magazines. More universi�
ties included Vietnamese literature in the list of the subjects taught.

Vietnamese belles�letters works were highly praised by the international
society, which can be illustrated by different literary awards given to the Vi�
etnamese writers during different years of the Renovation policy implemen�
tation. In particular, eighteen writers and poets have won the SEA Writer
Award in the period from 1996 to the present day, which is of great impor�
tance to Vietnam since it considers ASEAN to be one of the most significant
regional organizations and is one of its members. Among the SEA Write
Award winners are Тo Huu, Huu ThÒnh, Do Chu, Le Van Thao, and others.

The Russian — Vietnamese cooperation in the field of literature is being
re�established step by step. The main impetus for this was the decision made
in 2010 by the then Russian president Dmitry Medvedev to establish the
Fund for promotion of Russian literature in Vietnam and Vietnamese litera�
ture in Russia. But this cooperation has not yet reached the point of former
strength and extent that was achieved at the time of the USSR. Slightly
more than a dozen books of Vietnamese writers has been translated into
Russian and published during the last ten years. To a large extent, success of
the Vietnamese literature promotion in Russia depends on the Vietnamese
activity. Interesting literary projects, programs, and grants proposed by the
Vietnamese Ministry of Culture, Sports and Tourism, the Vietnamese Asso�
ciation of Writers, Russian creative public organizations for the Vietnamese
can help to intensify the process.

Managing negative occurrences

Deepening international cooperation in the field of literature and art,
the CPV promises to pay attention to the risks of negative external influence.
“It is important to maintain vigilance and stand firm against the intense pre�
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ssure of any negative cultural aspects, reject any extreme views regarding
personal freedom, pragmatism, and individualism”.18 Increased “cultural
aggression” in Vietnam raises a question of ensuring national security in the
field of culture.

Many documents, adopted at different stages of the Renovation policy
implementation, prove the CPV leadership’s concern over negative aspects
in the field of literature and art19. At the13th CPV Congress, “inordinate at�
tention paid to the West” and “worship of the USA” were said to be one of
the main issues of the Vietnamese foreign policy.20 There is the same ten�
dency in the cultural field.

Freedom of creation and freedom of expression are one of the topics
proposed for discussion by the liberal intellectuals. The so�called Commit�
tee on promoting ideas of an independent literary group (Ban v´n Eàng vXn
EoFn Eàc l´p), organized in 2014, also brings up this matter.

Western media and some of the Vietnamese art workers consider the
participation of the party and government representatives in the events of
the Vietnamese creative unions to be “ideological pressure” and infringe�
ment on freedom of creation. This is exactly how the speech of the then
Chairperson of the National Assembly of Vietnam Nguyen ThÒ Kim Ngan
at the 10th congress of the Union of Vietnamese writers and artist Associati�
on was appraised.21

Ho Chi Minh called attention to the issue of freedom of expression and
press at the time. He refuted the statement that press and culture were not of
class nature in the capitalist countries and noted that workers of art and
press should have a strong political stance. “Politics should be the main to�
uchstone”.22
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The CPV acknowledges the importance of ensuring freedom and demo�
cracy in the field of literary creation, but the freedom cannot be full and un�
restricted. An examination of the party documents adopted to manage nega�
tive occurrences in the field of literature and art helps to draw conclusion
that there are at least two criteria that determine limits of the freedom of
creation. Firstly, works of writers must not undermine fundamentals of the
government. Secondly, they must not be against the moral foundation of the
society, spiritual values, and cultural traditions of the Vietnamese nation.

Culture is closely connected with politics and ideology. A certain ine�
quality in making reforms of the Vietnamese Renovation policy must be
noted. Most significant changes are mainly being made in the field of
economy and foreign policy. At the same time political changes are made
with caution. An examination of the 13th CPV Congress documents allows
drawing a conclusion that “the CPV intends to continue looking for such a
development pattern of political system that could ensure gradual process of
democratization taken step by step without aggravation of social, national,
and other conflicts”23. The nature of political processes has a direct impact
on the development of art and literature.

Conclusion

Since the announcement of the Renovation policy a new milestone of
the Vietnamese literary development has been made. For the last 35 years
some significant positive changes has taken place in the field of literature.
Many achievements stem from the activities of the CPV. The party attaches
great importance to the spiritual field, considering it to be not only of intrin�
sic value, but an important basis of internal political stability and socio�eco�
nomic development of the country. The party management in the literary
field is complex and comprehensive; it includes everything from developing
policy papers and theoretical aspects, setting directions of cultural policy,
and making institutional recommendations to controlling, appraising, enco�
uraging writers’ activity and compiling all the previous experience. Modern
Vietnamese cultural policy consists of many principles based on Ho Chi
Minh’s ideas. The CPV develops them inventively considering present con�
ditions, goals, and possibilities. As culture is closely connected to ideology,
it is important for the CPV to address negative occurrences in the field of li�
terature and art, be able to stand firm against the intense influence of
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western culture that does not always have a good impact on creative activiti�
es in the Vietnamese society. In recent years economic environment of the
country enables Vietnam to actively promote its culture in general and lite�
rature in particular outside the country. It is now a strong tandency and one
of the foreign CPV policy directions. Vietnamese literature is securing its
place among the world literature now that it is an essential part of it.
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Chapter 18

THE LANGUAGE POLICY OF THE CPV
IN 1945—1985

Vietnam is a multinational polylingual country, where ethnic minori�
ties constitute significant part of the population. They played and still are
playing an important role in many spheres of the life of Vietnamese socie�
ty, such as land development, administration, science, culture, as well as in
strengthening connections between neighboring regions.

The article discusses problems of the language policy of the CPV and
the measures adopted to associate all the peoples of Vietnam with the Viet�
namese language and to reserve the languages of ethnic minorities during
the Anti�French Resistance War and after it, i.e., from 1945 to 1985. It
evaluates the main directions of this policy resulted in the absence of eth�
no�linguistic conflicts in current Vietnam. The 13th Congress of the CPV
noted that this policy was continued also after the given period in the inte�
rests of the unification of all minorities of the country in favor of the inter�
nal stability and prosperity of the SRV.

Keywords: poly�ethnicity of the country, language situation, polylin�
gualism as part of national policy, the language of the titular nation, state
language, bilingualism, minority languages.

Introduction

One of the most important current problems in poly�ethnic and mul�
ti�lingual countries is the problem of relationship between the language of
the titular nation and other national languages of the country and the pre�
servation of languages of indigenous population including those of ethnic
minorities. Every language is a unique phenomenon of human thought,
culture and history. Thus, it contributes indispensably to humanitarian trea�
sure of mankind. Therefore, in many poly�ethnic countries all their langua�
ges, including the language of the titular nation, indigenous and ethnic lan�



guages of minorities are preserved by the State as the main component of
their culture, as the national legacy belonging to mankind. But, unfortuna�
tely, not every country pursues such a policy. The negative example of the
kind is, for instance, current Ukraine, where Russian population is subject
to language and other discrimination.1 The counterexample is Vietnam,
where numerous languages of all the peoples and ethnic minorities are re�
served by the State. There are neither language conflicts nor national ones.
How does multi�national, poly�confessional, and poly�lingual Vietnam
manage the situation?

A short survey of the ethno�lingual situation
in Vietnam

The Socialist Republic of Vietnam is a multi�national and poly�lingual
country. On November 1, 2021, its population is 98 904 610 persons.2

Vietnam is one of the countries with high population densities (298,6
persons per 1 km2) and quickly increasing population. According to the data
for 2021 of the Committee for Ethnic Minority Affairs of Vietnam the po�
pulation of the country consists of 54 peoples: Viet (Kinh), Tay, Thai, Hoa,
Khmer, Nung, Kho Mu, Dao, Gia Rai, Ngai, E�Ee, Bana, Xo Dang, San
Chay, Co Ho, Cham, San Diu, Hre, M’Nong, Ra Glay, Xtieng, Bru�Van
kieu, Tho, Giay, Co Tu, Gie�trieng, Ma, Khao Mu, Co, Ta Oi, Cho Ro,
Khang, Xinh Mun, Ha Nhi, Chu�ru, Lao, La Chi, La Ha, Phu La, La Hu,
Lu, Lo Lo, Chut, Mang, Pa Then, Co Lao, Cong, Bo Y, Si La, Pu Peo,
Brau, MDong, Ro Ma, Mong.3

Among these 54 peoples, Viet (ngDäi ViÎt), or Kinh (kinh) are the most
numerous (85,7 % of the entire population); the rest 53 peoples are but
14,3 % of the population. The Vietnamese language is the state language of
the SRV now. It belongs to the Viet group of the Austroasiatic language
family, with about 86 % native speakers of the whole population of the
country.4 Beside the Vietnamese language, there are over 100 spoken lan�
guages and dialects in the country. Such is the language situation in the
SRV. Beside Vietnamese, in the spheres of business and social communica�
tion English, French, Chinese, Japanese, Korean are used, as well as langu�
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ages of ethnic minorities. In relevance to current linguistic classification
languages of the peoples of Vietnam belong to the following five language
families: Austroasiatic, Austronesian, Tai—Kadai, Hmong—Mien, and Si�
no�Tibetan.

The speakers of these families’ languages settle the territory of Vietnam
unevenly. Part of them settles compactly, others are dispersed in small
groups, sometimes far away from one another. Dispersed mixed nature of
settlement is the main feature of the ethno�linguistic situation existing
among ethnic minorities of Vietnam, especially in the North of the country.

The Viet, main part of the population, settles mostly in the deltas of
SOng HÚng and ML KOng, and along the coastline of the South China Sea.
The soil of the rivers’ deltas is very fertile, which allowed them to become
the main rice�producing regions of the country, also, to be the region where
the biggest cities of Vietnam are located.

The Vietnamese language is both the titular nation’s language and the
dominating autochthonous language. In various historical periods, it was
the important consolidating factor in the joint struggle of the Viet and repre�
sentatives of national minorities against natural disasters and foreign conqu�
erors. Centuries�old history of the struggle against common dangers united
the peoples of Vietnam, and endowed them with the feeling of solidarity,
being their historical and cultural feature.

Therefore, Vietnamese is in some degree the spoken language for nu�
merous peoples of Vietnam. At the same time, many of them speak, beside
their native tongue, one or more languages of their neighbors. Therefore,
the historically emerged language situation can be considered twice unique.
First, in Vietnam there dispersed bilingualism and sometimes even trilingu�
alism.5 Secondly, as has been said, there has never been any ethno�linguistic
conflicts in its history.

The Vietnamese language situation
before the Declaration of Independence of Vietnam6

De�facto the Vietnamese language began functioning like the state lan�
guage only after the establishment of the Democratic Republic of Vietnam.
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Before, during the French colonization, there was no such concept as “the
Vietnamese language”. There were used the two word�combinations: either
quoc ngu (the national language), offered as early as in the 17th century by
Alexander de Rhodes7, or Annamese (from the French protectorate of
Annam). The French colonial administration limited the sphere of functio�
ning of the Vietnamese language. In particular, the Vietnamese language
was not adopted at the top of colonial administration. As a means of educa�
tion, it was used only in the primary education, and was hardly ever used in
the field of scientific or technical training. The French administration met�
hodically pursued the policy of introducing the French language into Viet�
namese society. Therefore, they began with the cancellation of the Chinese
han writing and of the Vietnamese hieroglyphic nom writing giving an in�
centive to phonemic writing quoc ngu. They attached a great importance to
this latinized writing system, first of all, because they considered it as the in�
termediate stage preparing the transition for the Vietnamese to the French
language, also using most letters of the Latin alphabet. In 1864 the first
schools teaching only latinized writing were established in the suburbs of
Saigon. The first Vietnamese newspaper “Gia TUnh BGo” (in quoc ngu) was
issued in Saigon in 1865. Four years later, on February 22, 1869, Gustave
Ohier, Vice�Governor of Cochinchine (Viet. Nam Ky), signed the decree of
the obliged use of phonemic writing quoc ngu instead of Chinese hieroglyp�
hic writing in the official documents in North Vietnam.8

In April 1878 the decree of Lafont, the governor of South Vietnam,
ordered to adopt quoc ngu writing in Nam Ky (South Vietnam). By the early
20th century the government of colonial France enlarged the territory of the
latinized writing use, having charged the School Administration to introdu�
ce teaching quoc ngu in Bac Ky (North Vietnam) in 1910. According to this
charge, at the very beginning of the 20th century latinized writing had
already been taught in Tonkin.

In the frames of Evangelization of the local population, missionaries
had not only churches, but also schools and printing houses built. They
opened primary schools and taught both in French and in Vietnamese.
However, these changes touched only towns. The colonial administration
did not attempt to teach children of ethnic minorities in Vietnam. Curricula
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8 HoFng XuHn ViÎt (2006). B¨ch thD chö QuØc ngö. San Jose, CA: Hài VXn hNa ViÎt,
tr. 374—375.



in these schools increased the colonial control, emphasizing the superiority
of French values and culture. Such a “civilizing mission” of France resulted
in illiteracy of over 90 % of Vietnamese population.

The French language had the official status during the colonial regime
in Vietnam; and it was de�facto official language in South Vietnam till its li�
beration in 1975.

Since 1903 the French language has been obligatory for the Vietnamese
employees in the French administration.

Notwithstanding, hieroglyphic types of Chinese han and Vietnamese
nom writing systems co�existed in Vietnam up to the early 20th century. But
their positions sharply decreased when the colonial administration had can�
celed competitive examinations for offices of state officials, traditionally
taken in hieroglyphic han writing. Therefore, by the 1930s quoc ngu had
already been widely used along with French in the administrative field, in
culture, press, education and in everyday life. Due to lasting contacts with
the French language, the Vietnamese language borrowed a lot of French
words. However, this process did not result in the assimilation of the Viet�
namese language by French, but only improved its vocabulary. Also, nume�
rous Chinese words (so called hanviet lexica) have been borrowed by the Vi�
etnamese language and is significant part of his vocabulary. And the French
language, spoken by part of educated population in Vietnam up to now (es�
pecially old Vietnamese intellectuals), only broadened Vietnamese polylin�
gualism.

After the victory of the August Revolution and the declaration of the in�
dependence of Vietnam on September 2, 1945, the Vietnamese language
became the state language of the DRV, but not in legislation. As far as the
writing system is concerned, quoc ngu is the only official writing system of
the country now.

The Vietnamese language as a means
of international communication and unification

of the peoples of Vietnam

During its history, Vietnam is a poly�ethnic country with a specific
ethnic and lingual situation which should have been taken into conside�
ration by the CPV and the government while developing the language
policy.

Since the declaration of independence of the country, the strategy of
the language policy of the Communist Party of Vietnam and its government
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has been the reservation and development of all its languages. From the very
beginning Ho Chi Minh, President of independent Vietnam, attached the
paramount importance to the unifying function of the Vietnamese language
as a means of inter�ethnic communication as well as to problems of associa�
tion with it languages of ethnic minorities which mostly had no writing and
were illiterate. The young republic had important tasks in front of it, such as
the construction of a new independent State, forced continuation of active
struggle against French colonizers, implementation of democratic reforms,
first of all the agrarian one, illiteracy elimination, the revival of national
culture and many others.

The solution of so large�scale tasks in the poly�ethnic country, put the
important question of consolidation of all the peoples into the united Viet�
namese nation. The CPV saw the opportunity and successful solution of
this question first of all in the rapprochement of all the peoples, in their
unification on the ground of the association with the Vietnamese language
as a unifying means for all the peoples and ethnic minorities and necessary
reservation of national languages, including those of ethnic minorities.
The Party intensely used the most efficient means of the language policy,
namely: administrative sphere, educational system and mass media. The
functioning of the Vietnamese language enlarged with its introduction in
the fields of secondary and high education, academic communication, po�
litical and administrative spheres etc. Simultaneously, the scope of functi�
oning of minorities’ languages enlarged due to the right to use their native
languages in political, economic and cultural life. The important work was
carried out to create the writing systems for unlettered ethnic minorities.

It is noteworthy that soon after the declaration of the DRV, Ho Chi
Minh received some representatives of ethnic minorities in Hanoi. He
noted their love for the country, their contribution to the victory of the
August Revolution and directed them to more active participation in the
defense of independence of the young republic9. On December 3, 1945, in
Hanoi, the Conference of representatives of national minorities of North
Vietnam began its work. Ho Chi Minh took part in its opening. In his
speech he emphasized the equality of all the peoples and set the task of the
government of Vietnam: to give the comprehensive assistance to national
minorities.10

On April 19, 1946, in Pleiku (province Gia Lai on Tay Nguyen plateau)
the Congress of representatives of national minorities of South Vietnam was
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held. Ho Chi Minh addressed its participants with the letter which said: “All
the compatriots, whether they are Viets or belong to the nationalities of
Tho, Muong, Mang, Gia Rai, E�de, Xo Dang, Bana and others, are Viet�
nam’s children, they are brothers <...> Rivers can dry up, mountains can go
to ruin, but our unity is inviolable, because we have resolved to unite our
strengths for the defense of liberty and independence”.11

The principles of the language policy as part of the CPV national policy
were reflected in the very first Constitution of the DRV, adopted at the
second session of the National Assembly of the DRV on November 9, 1946.
It guaranteed equal rights to all the peoples and national minorities, living
in the country, the right of obligatory free primary education among them.
National minorities acquired the right of education in their native tongues.12

The important integrating and consolidating factor of the Vietnamese
language as a means of international communication was the adoption of the
second Constitution at the session of the National Assembly on December
31, 1959. It defines the DRV as a united multinational State, where all its
peoples are equal. Particularly, it was emphasized that the State assists unlet�
tered ethnic minorities to create the writing, but only if the people is not too
small, lives as a compact group and speak relatively common language.13

The complete liberation of South Vietnam on April 30, 1975, was the
turning point in the life of the entire Vietnamese people. On July 2, 1976,
the first session of the single National Assembly adopted the resolution to
unify the country into one state, the SRV. During this period, the integra�
ting role of the state Vietnamese language increased, as never before. The
SRV Constitution 1980 guaranteed equal rights and duties to the Vietname�
se citizens of all the nationalities, such as the right to speak and write native
tongues, the right to reserve national customs and to develop national
culture.14 However, as can be seen, neither those Constitutions of Vietnam,
nor the Education Law, nor other laws and Party and state documents
adopted in 1945—1985 said that the Vietnamese language is the state langu�
age of the DRV/SRV. Only the SRV Constitution adopted by the National
Assembly on November 28, 2013, said (Article 5, point 3): “The state lan�
guage of the SRV is Vietnamese”.15
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Probably, then to attach the status of the state language to the Vietna�
mese language it was enough to acknowledge it as a means of inter�ethnic
communication and to assign the function of uniting all the peoples living in
the country to it.

The increased unifying role of Vietnamese as the titular language was
connected with the necessity to develop its cultural and educational functi�
on, as well as the function of the mediator in the dissemination knowledges
among other peoples and ethnic minorities in Vietnam. Therefore, the SPV
and the State paid special attention to problems of teaching the Vietnamese
language and education in it for representatives of minorities.

Objectively, it was justified with the circumstance that, as has already
been said, there existed bilingualism among ethnic minorities of Vietnam.
But, as far as bilingualism is concerned, numerous researchers noted that
here, as a means of inter�national communication was not only Vietnamese,
but also numerous local languages. Such are, for instance, Tay and Nung in
the North of Vietnam, the Thai language in the West. Party and administra�
tive organs took into consideration that such language as Tay, Khmer,
Muong, Nung, Meo, Dao, Gia Rai, E�de, Bana, also play an important role
from the point of view of the number of speakers, but still their communica�
tive importance concedes to the communicative function of the Vietnamese
language. The most common type of bilingualism was and is the use of the
Vietnamese language in public life, and the use of a native tongue in daily
life. It has been noticed that the level of spoken Vietnamese of bilinguals
depends on their educational level. No surprise, as the students from natio�
nal minorities learned the Vietnamese language mostly at schools for grade
3. It meant that the important factor in forming bilingualism was education
in secondary schools for grades 2 and 3, taught in the Vietnamese language.
That is why the teaching in a native tongue was acknowledged expedient
only in the primary school. In secondary and high schools, the main means
of education was the Vietnamese language. As far as the native tongue and
native literature are concerned, they were reserved as obligatory subject in
national schools.

The Party and the State of the DRV also cared for training teachers for
pedagogical colleges. Thus, in 1951 150 representatives of national minoriti�
es joined the first High pedagogical college. In 1964 there were 5854 teac�
hers from national minorities, and in 1974 12653 ones, including 143 teac�
hers with high education.16
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In 1960 a great scientific conference on problems of quoc ngu reform
was held in Hanoi. Sixty�seven representatives of science, culture, educati�
on. journalism and publishing industry were participants. Their reports
noted the urgent need to improve the existing writing system. Also, they
noted its chief defects, such as the use of different letters for the same
sounds, a lot of diacritical marks, difference in merged and separate writing
of two�syllable words and other problems related to the unification of the
orthography and the language proper.17

At the same time, the CPV and the Sate cared for the writing problem
for ethnic minorities.

Such were, for example, decrees 153/CP (1969) and 53/CP (1980) on
languages and writing of national minorities. At the same time there were
adopted concrete measures for representatives of ethnic minorities, such as:
the creation of writing for unlettered peoples; reform, Latinization of a
number of national writings; the enlarging of the teaching national langua�
ges as course; the development of bilingual teaching “The Vietnamese lan�
guage — the national language”; broadcasting in national languages; requi�
rement to speak national language for national regions’ regulars and mana�
gers; study and investigation of national languages and writings, preparing
monographs on national languages and writing etc.18

In the 1980s, in accordance with decree 53/CP in many regions of the
country there were created and introduced into usage writing systems for a
number of the peoples. For instance, in 1981 Gia Lai — Kon Tum province
adopted the resolution on writing systems for the languages Bahnar, Xo
Dang, Gia Rai; in Dac Lac province there was prepared training material
on the language and writing of E�de and M’Nong. In 1983 the People’s
Committee of Binh Tri Thien province officially acknowledged the writing
system for the Pakoh and Bru�Van kieu languages.

Between 1945 and 1985 there were developed several dozens of Latini�
zed writing systems for the peoples of Vietnam, a great step forward in the
development of their languages. Due to it, social functions of national mi�
norities’ languages widened, gradually there appeared their literary form and
functional styles. Nevertheless, 27 ethnic minorities of Vietnam out of 53
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ones have not got their own writing yet.19 Joint Soviet�Vietnamese linguistic
expeditions played an important role in investigation and descriptions of
languages of national minorities of Vietnam.

The Russian�Vietnamese cooperation
in the field of ethnic linguistics

The cooperation of Soviet and Vietnamese researchers in the field of lin�
guistics began in the mid�1960s. Its development has become especially
intense since the second half of the 1970s, when there were launched resear�
ches and documenting of the languages of ethnic minorities of Vietnam.
From the Soviet side, the researches of the languages of ethnic minorities of
Vietnam were initiated by V.M. Solntsev, Dr. Sc. (Filology), Professor, Head
of the Department of Languages in the Institute of Oriental Studies of the
RAN. From the Vietnamese side, leader was Hoang Tue, Professor, Director
of the Institute of Linguistics of the SRV Committee of Social Sciences.

During joint expeditions of field seasons 1979, 1981, 1984, 1986 there
was collected and classified the richest material on the Ksingmul, Muong,
La Ha, Hmong (Meo), Cham languages, the dialect Soc Trang of the
Khmer language, Chu�Ru, Ma, Pu Peo, Poong, Ta Oi, Arem, Van Kieu,
Co Tu, Pnong and Rukh. From 1986 V.M. Solntsev was head of the Institu�
te of Linguistics of the Academy of Sciences of the USSR (later RAS), and
the Institute continued those expeditions jointly with their Vietnamese col�
leagues. Those years they collected materials on the following languages: La
Ha (1986), Muong (1987). Later field materials 1979—1986 were theoreti�
cally comprehended, described and represented in Russian books published
according to a unified scheme, including a linguistic essay with such parts as
the phonetics and phonology, lexicon, morphology, syntax, as well as thesa�
urus�vocabulary, grammar materials and texts. All the field materials were
provided with Russian and Vietnamese translations. In 1990s, Vietnamese
linguists published a number of researches of such languages as Pu Peo,
Ruk, Co Tu, Bru Van Kieu etc.20
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From 1979 to 1986 Vietnamese participants of the joint Soviet�Vietna�
mese expeditions came to Moscow to process the materials. Sumultaneous�
ly, they improved their professional level.

After the collapse of the USSR, the cooperation in this field continued
in the frameworks of bilateral relations of the RAS Institute of Linguistics,
Russian State University for the Humanities (RGGU) and linguistic rese�
arch institutes CSS (later VASS) of the SRV. Now one of the well�known
researchers of the languages of ethnic minorities of the SRV is I.V. Samari�
na. Since the late 2000s she is a constant leader of many projects of
RHSF�VASS and a participant of linguistic expeditions for collection mate�
rials and description of Co Lao, archaic Vietnamese languages May, Sach
and Ma Lieng, relic languages Arem and Ruk, endangered languages of
Nghe An and Thanh Hoa provinces. During this period from the Vietname�
se side the leaders of these expeditions were Nguyen Hu Hoanh and Ta Van
Thong.

In 2018 there appeared the book on the May language by K.V. Babaev
and I.V. Samarina.21 Also, its English translation was published abroad by
Brill Publisher.22 I.V. Samarina’s research�work is highly appreciated by
the SRV Government. She has been awarded with the Friendship Order
of Vietnam. On May 23, 2019 in the Embassy of Vietnam in Moscow she
was presented with the order by Nguyen Xuan Phuc, now President of the
SRV.

Conclusion

Vietnam is a multinational, polycultural and polylingual state. Despite
many differences, its peoples and nationalities are united in a single nation
and co�exist peacefully on the same territory of the same country. It was re�
alized due to the policy pursued by Ho Chi Minh, the Communist Party and
government of the DRV (later the SRV), in 1945—1985. During that period
there were laid the foundations of the language policy for the Vietnamese
language as a means of inter�national communication and unity of all the
ethnic groups, including ethnic minorities, on the ground of their associati�
on with the Vietnamese language. This strategy was continued after the 6th
Congress of the CPV (1986), which declared the policy of comprehensive
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renovation “Doi moi” and particularly nowadays, after the 13th Congress of
the CPV, held from January 25 to February 1, 2021. However, due to dis�
persed dwelling in the regions with mixed population (especially in the Nor�
thern regions), typical of ethnic minorities of Vietnam, and low standards of
living, up to now not every national minority has own writing. There were
difficulties in the application of the existing writings of ethnic minorities to
schooling, to publishing manuals, dictionaries and periodicals in those wri�
tings.

Nevertheless, making the Vietnamese language the legal language of
inter�national communication in multinational and polylingual Vietnam
was the only way and it was useful both to the Viet and to the 53 nationali�
ties, including ethnic minorities. The Vietnamese language is taught in all
the schools of Vietnam. It is used as a chief means of communication of all
the peoples of the SRV. Nowadays, the Vietnamese language is the stan�
dardized literary language of the titular nation of the country with the
status of the state language of Vietnam. It is the only official language fun�
ctioning in the sphere of government, office work, legal proceedings and in
every social sphere, such as education, culture, and mass media, science
and technologies.

Dislike Vietnamese, the language of the dominant lingual community,
ethnic minorities’ languages are not so prestigious and function less in social
spheres, but they are not consigned to oblivion. They also play an important
role.

In the years 1945—1985 there were created, introduced and used
dozens of writings for national minorities having been the impetus for the
development of their languages. Due to their own writing systems, social
functions of minorities languages increased, gradually national literary lan�
guages were formed, new functional styles emerged and improved. By now,
more than a half of the 53 ethnic minorities of the SRV have their own wri�
tings. These writings continue to be used. Their role increases in every
sphere of social life of national minorities.
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Chapter 19

THE COMMUNIST PARTY OF VIETNAM
AND THE INTELLECTUALS
IN THE AGE OF DOI MOI

The intelligentsia is the elite force of the society and plays an impor�
tant role in the development of the country. But is this force properly per�
ceived? And how do we promote the role of intellectuals? In the process of
leading the revolution, the Communist Party of Vietnam has always been
interested in building and promoting the role of the intelligentsia, so the
position and role of the intelligentsia has been increasingly enhanced. Pro�
moting the role of intellectuals, the Party has advocated improving policies
on training, fostering and using the intelligentsia effectively; creating an
environment for the intelligentsia to perform their functions; and perfec�
ting mechanisms and policies for organizations of intellectuals. Therefore,
the force of Vietnamese intellectuals is growing stronger, with high quality,
meeting the requirements of the country's development in the Doi moi pe�
riod.

Keywords: Communist Party of Vietnam, intelligentsia, reform guide�
lines, role of intellectuals

The view of the Communist Party of Vietnam
on intellectuals

The concept of intellectuals

Inheriting the views of Marxism�Leninism and Ho Chi Minh's thought
on intellectuals, since its inception, the Communist Party of Vietnam has
always considered intellectuals an important part of the Vietnamese revolu�
tion. The Party's awareness of intellectuals and promoting the role of intel�
lectuals is a process associated with the development of the country.



Coming from an intellectual family, President Ho Chi Minh, more
than anyone else, understood the nature of an intellectual. In the work
“Modifying the way of working” (1947), President Ho Chi Minh defined
knowledge: “What is knowledge? Knowledge is knowing and understanding.
In the world, there are only two kinds of knowledge: one is knowledge that a
struggle gives birth to. Natural science comes out of that. The second is the
understanding of national and social struggles. Those are the social sciences.
Apart from those two, there are no other kinds of knowledge”.1 In his mind,
intellectuals not only have a high level of knowledge, but also have a deep
understanding and must grasp the nature and laws of the objects they study.
Approaching from the perspective of knowledge, Ho Chi Minh also classifi�
ed intellectuals into two large groups: intellectuals in the field of natural sci�
ences and intellectuals in the field of social sciences.

Besides, stemming from the relationship between practice and unders�
tanding in promoting the role of intellectuals, President Ho Chi Minh gave
his concept of intellectuals. He asserted: “A person who finishes university
can be called an intellectual. But he did not know how to plow the field, did
not know how to work, did not know how to fight the enemy, and did not
know how to do many other things. In short: about real work, he knows
nothing. So he is only half intellectual. His knowledge is from books, not
complete knowledge. If he wants to be fully intellectual, he must put that
knowledge into practice”.2 Thus, according to Ho Chi Minh, the minimum
level of an intellectual is a university degree. But the so�called university
degree needs to be verified through its effectiveness in solving real�life prob�
lems. It can be said that, for him, university is the minimum standard of in�
tellectuals in terms of knowledge, but it is necessary to understand university
standards not only in terms of degrees, but also in practical terms — solving
problems in practice at the theoretical level, by the scientific method, not by
pure experience.

In the condition that the country promotes industrialization and mo�
dernization associated with the development of a knowledge�based
economy, absorbing and creatively applying President Ho Chi Minh's views
on intellectuals, the Seventh Plenum of the Party Central Committee, Term
X (August 2008) discussed intellectuals with the topic “Building the human
resources of intellectuals in the period of accelerating industrialization and
modernization of the country”. This is the first conference of the Party on
intellectuals, demonstrating new creative thinking in line with the country's
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reality. In particular, the Party has given the definition of intellectuals: “In�
tellectuals are people who do mental labour, have a high level of education
in a certain professional field, and have the ability to think independently,
create, spread and enrich knowledge, and create spiritual and material
values for society” .3 The definition of the Party is the adaptation of Mar�
xism�Leninism and Ho Chi Minh's thought. In particular, the content of
the definition of intellectuals has clearly indicated the characteristics and
roles of intellectuals associated with the knowledge economy and affirmed
the great contribution of intellectuals to society. The definition also shows
that the way to form knowledge is through training, self�training and
self�study. Therefore, the definition of intellectuals becomes the basis for
proposing the goals, tasks, programs and solutions of the Party and State in
practice. On the other hand, this is also the basis for unifying the people's
thoughts and views on the role and tasks of intellectuals in the cause of nati�
onal reform.

The role of intellectuals

History has proven that intellectuals have played their important role by
accompanying the Vietnamese people in the national liberation revolution
as well as the socialist revolution. Intellectuals have become an important
part of the revolution to contribute to the victories of the Vietnamese revo�
lution.

The Party's initial awareness of the role of intellectuals was confirmed
in the Platform of February 1930. In this document, the Party advocated
building a broad national unity bloc including all classes and strata of the
people. Specifically, the Party pointed out: “The Party must make every
effort to contact the petite bourgeoisie, intellectuals, middle�income pea�
sants, youth, Tan Viet and so on to pull them into the side of the proletariat.
As for the rich peasants, middle�class small landowners and Annamese ca�
pitalists whose counter�revolutionary nature is not revealed, we have to take
advantage of them to make them stay neutral for a while. Any group that has
come out against the revolution (Constitutional Party, etc.) must be overth�
rown”.4 Therefore, in the reality of the Vietnamese revolution, grasping the
spirit of the February 1930 Platform, the Party actively gathered intellectu�
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als into the great national unity bloc on the basis of workers and peasants
being the main driving force.

Based on the spirit of previous congresses and in the context of the co�
untry's socio�economic crisis, the 6th Party Congress (December 1986) also
focused on building and promoting the role of intellectuals as the political
foundation of the great national unity bloc. The Congress determined: “It is
necessary to have a correct and unified view, together with effective policies
and measures to comprehensively build the working class, the collective pe�
asantry, and the socialist intelligentsia, making the socio�political foundati�
on of the new society increasingly firm”.5 Thus, with the foundation of the
great national unity bloc, intellectuals play an important role in contributing
to the reform of the country.

The role of intellectuals continued to be clarified and fully realized by
the Party at the 7th National Congress (June 1991) in the Platform for
nation building during the transition to socialism. In particular, the Plat�
form for nation building in the transitional period to socialism affirms: “In
the national�democratic revolution, the role of the intelligentsia is impor�
tant, in the construction of socialism, the role of the intelligentsia is even
more. If the working class does not have its own group of intellectuals and
the workers and peasants themselves cannot improve their knowledge, and
are not gradually intellectualized, then socialism cannot be built”6. The
issue of alliance between the working class, the peasantry and the intelligen�
tsia has been determined by our Party since the 2nd Congress (February
1951). But at the 7th Congress, the Party affirmed that intellectuals are an
equal subject in the alliance and one of the three elements that constitute
the foundation of the new social regime. This is the inheritance of Ho Chi
Minh's thought. In order to successfully build socialism, there must be a
team of socialist intellectuals who wholeheartedly serve the Fatherland and
work for the people.

In the context of globalization and international integration, the 9th
Party Congress (April 2001) defined more clearly the role of intellectuals in
the formulation of the Party's guidelines and the state's laws and policies.
The Congress pointed out: “Promote the capacity of intellectuals in imple�
menting the state's research programs and topics and building guidelines,
policies and laws”.7 This is not only a right but also an obligation of intellec�
tuals in building socialism, especially for the elite group of intellectuals.
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With the achievements and lessons learned after 20 years of conducting
the national reforming process, the 10th Party Congress (April 2006)
became more aware of the role of intellectuals according to Ho Chi Minh's
thought. Not stopping at the role of building and implementing guidelines
and policies, the Party also focuses on and upholds the advisory and critical
role of intellectuals. Specifically, the Party pointed out “respect the advisory
and critical role of associations in science and technology, social sciences,
literature and art in economic, cultural and social development projects.”8

This continued to be confirmed by the Party at the 12th Congress (January
2016) and the 13th Congress (January 2021). Thus, the role of intellectuals
is increasingly expanding along with the development of the Party's aware�
ness and the country's reality.

Through reviewing the above viewpoints, it can be seen that the Party
always upholds the role of intellectuals and considers promoting the role of
intellectuals as one of the important tasks. Therefore, in the 35 years of re�
novation, Vietnamese intellectuals are constantly growing in quantity and
quality, making many contributions in all areas of social life. However,
besides that, the job of building and promoting the role of intellectuals also
has certain limitations such as imbalance in professions and gender; lack of
leading experts. Also, a part of intellectuals are still not so active and have
not played their advisory and critical roles well. Therefore, in order to effec�
tively promote the role of intellectuals in the innovation process, it is neces�
sary to have practical and effective solutions for the intellectuals to become
an important resource for the development of the nation.

Solutions to promote the role of intellectuals today

Improve the effectiveness of policies on training,
fostering and using intellectuals

The intellectual team is considered a high�quality resource of each
country. This resource is formed mainly through the development of educa�
tion and training, science and technology. The 11th Congress (January
2011) of the Party has determined: “Train, foster and promote all potentials
and creativity of intellectuals to create intellectual and talented resources for
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the country”.9 In practice, the Party's guideline has been institutionalized by
the State into many specific policies for the purpose of training and fostering
the group of intellectuals, which has been increasingly improved in quantity
and quality. Specifically, in 2000, the Government approved Project 322
“Project on training scientific and technical staff at foreign institutions with
the state budget”. In 2010, the Government expanded project 911 “Training
lecturers with doctorate qualifications for universities and colleges in the
period 2010—2020”. In 2019, the Government approved of Project 89 “Im�
proving the capacity of lecturers and managers of higher education instituti�
ons to meet the requirements of fundamental and comprehensive renovati�
on of education and training in the period 2019—2030”. The Government's
projects have opened up many opportunities to study, experience and
improve the capacities of intellectuals in the context of international integ�
ration.

On the basis of intellectual resources, the Party also advocates to
create a truly democratic environment for intellectuals to play their role.
Inheriting the spirit of previous congresses, the 9th Congress (April 2001)
of the Party advocated: “Innovate the policy of training, using and treating
intellectuals, respect and honor talents”.10 The renewal of policies went in
the direction of relating to reality in order to ensure the interests of intel�
lectuals. In the spirit of the 9th Congress (April 2001) and the 10th Cong�
ress (April 2006), the 7th Plenum of the 10th Party Central Committee
(August 2008) also emphasized: “Create a favorable environment and con�
ditions for the professional work of intellectuals. Appreciate intellectuals
on the basis of properly assessing their quality, capacity and dedication
results; have a special policy towards the country's talents”.11 Through
respect and promotion, intellectuals will be able to do professional work,
realize their potential for creativity, give advice and discuss the country's
problems.

In the context that the 4th industrial revolution is taking place strongly
and affecting all countries, it shows the importance of intellectuals as a pio�
neering force in the field of science and technology. Therefore, the 13th
Party Congress advocated to build an increasingly strong and high�quality
intellectual force to meet the requirements of the country's development in
the new situation. On that basis, the Congress proposed a solution: “Appre�
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ciate and adequately treat talented Vietnamese scientists and technicians
with high professional qualifications at home and abroad, especially leading
scientists and scientists capable of presiding over particularly important sci�
entific and technological tasks”.12 The Party has mentioned the implemen�
tation of practical policies for intellectuals to ensure the interests of intellec�
tuals for their dedication and to give them benefits. In particular, these pre�
ferential policies have great significance in promoting the role of elite
intellectuals.

Besides paying attention to Vietnamese intellectuals in the country, in
the spirit of great national solidarity, the Party also focuses on promoting
the role of overseas Vietnamese intellectuals. If at the 9th Congress, the
Party's policy towards overseas Vietnamese intellectuals stopped at “focus
on using and promoting the intellectual potential of overseas Vietname�
se”13, nut then at the 10th Congress, the Party determined the urgency of
policies to attract and treat these talents right: “Have policies to encourage
Vietnamese people and overseas Vietnamese intellectuals to return to their
homeland, contribute to the construction of the country; commend those
who have made many achievements to contribute to the Fatherland”14.
Therefore, in practice, the Party needs to promote the role of overseas Viet�
namese intellectuals in participating in democratically and publicly debating
and advising on new guidelines and policies of the Party and State.

Create a good environment
for intellectuals to perform their functions

For intellectuals, it is necessary that the Party and State create a demo�
cratic environment to promote their role. On that basis, the intellectuals can
present their views and opinions on the country's issues and if there is no
“no�go zone”, this will create more motivation for intellectuals to contribu�
te intellectually to the country's development. Therefore, it is important to
create motivation for intellectuals to further promote their creative, consul�
tative and critical roles in the national reform process.

During the 6th National Congress (December 1986) that initiated Doi
moi, the Party recognized the necessity of realizing creative freedom for in�
tellectuals. The Congress affirmed: “For intellectuals, the most important
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thing is to ensure the right to creative freedom”15. This is an essential factor,
a driving force for intellectuals to constantly research, invent and discover.
Promoting the spirit of the 6th Congress, in the new context, the 10th Party
Congress (April 2006) emphasized: “Encourage intellectuals and scientists
to invent and create. Protect intellectual property rights, and treat intellec�
tuals properly for their contributions to the development of the country”16.
The creative achievements of the intellectuals need to be respected, protec�
ted and put into practice by the Party and State. In that spirit, the 11th Con�
gress (January 2011) affirmed that it was necessary to synchronously form
mechanisms and policies to encourage creativity for intellectuals.

In addition to ensuring creative freedom, the Party also advocates
freedom of thought for intellectuals. Therefore, in view of directing the buil�
ding the intelligentsia, the 7th Plenum of the Party's 7th Central Committee
(August 2008) thoroughly grasped: “Practice democracy, respect and
promote freedom of thought in intellectuals' research and creative activities
for the sake of a rich people, a strong country, a just, democratic and civilized
society”17. The conference emphasized the importance of creating a demo�
cratic environment and respecting the democratic rights of intellectuals in
order to create a basis for intellectuals' research and creativity in their specia�
lized fields. This view continued to be adopted by the 11th Congress (January
2011) of the Party and concretized in the 6th Plenum of the Party Central
Committee (October 2012). The conference emphasized the importance of
practicing democracy, respecting and promoting freedom of thought in rese�
arch, creativity, consultation and critique activities of scientists.

The 13th Party Congress takes place in the context that the country is
facing many opportunities and challenges, and many new strategic issues
need to be resolved. On the basis of a correct analysis of reality and the
world, in order to promote the role of intellectuals, the 13th Party Congress
(January 1, 2021) affirmed: “It is necessary to have a mechanism to
promote democracy and freedom in creative works and to promote ethics
and responsibility in scientific research. Prioritize investment in the deve�
lopment of infrastructure, working environment, research work and innova�
tion of intellectuals”18. With a democratic environment, being free to create
will help intellectuals effectively promote their role in the context of the
fourth industrial revolution.
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Perfect mechanisms and policies for organizations
of intellectuals

During his lifetime, President Ho Chi Minh was not only well aware of
the role of intellectuals but also highly appreciated the importance of gathe�
ring intellectuals into organizations. Therefore, in the current period, the
Communist Party of Vietnam needs to perfect mechanisms and policies for
intellectuals' organizations in order to effectively promote the role of intel�
lectuals in the fourth industrial revolution.

In Vietnam, the Vietnam Union of Science and Technology Associati�
ons (VUSTA) is an organization that has the role of gathering and uniting
the Vietnamese scientific and technological intellectuals at home and
abroad. Over 30 years of construction and development, VUSTA has
become a large socio�political organization with 152 member associations,
including 89 national associations and 63 provincial/city unions. Besides,
VUSTA also has more than 500 scientific research, technological develop�
ment and training units established under Decree 81; 101 newspapers and
magazine agencies with more than 400 publications including newspapers,
online newspapers, magazines, newsletters, special journals, websites and
other publications. VUSTA also acts as a bridge between member associati�
ons and agencies of the Party, State, Vietnam's Fatherland Front and other
organizations in order to solve common problems for intellectuals.

Recognizing the importance of associations for intellectuals, the 10th
Party Congress (April 2006) emphasized: “Respect the advisory and critical
role of associations in science, technology, social science, literature and arts
for economic, cultural and social development projects”19. The 10th Cong�
ress (April 2006) highly appreciated the role of intellectuals in socio�econo�
mic development through consulting and debating the guidelines and poli�
cies of the Party and the State. That view continued to be adopted by the
11th Party Congress (January 2011) and concretized in the 6th Plenum of
the Party Central Committee (October 2012). The conference affirmed the
need to continue to strongly promote the role of the Vietnam Union of
Science and Technology Associations and socio�political organizations in
consulting work and social debates in order to contribute to perfecting the
Party's guidelines and the state's policies. Therefore, the Party and State
need to have specific mechanisms and policies for the Vietnam Union of
Science and Technology Associations to promote their role. In the current
period, in order to promote the role of intellectuals, the Party and State
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should strengthen the work of directing and promulgating legal documents
and regulations to further raise awareness of the role of VUSTA in the new
situation. The Party also needs to issue directive documents to stabilize the
organization and ideology among the intelligentsia of the VUSTA, and
these guiding documents need to be institutionalized by the National As�
sembly and the State through specific laws and regulations.

Conclusion

The development of countries in the 21st century requires the formati�
on of a force of high�quality intellectuals to meet the requirements of glo�
balization and international integration. Throughout the process of leading
the Vietnamese revolution, the Party has constantly raised awareness of in�
tellectuals and the importance of promoting the role of intellectuals. The
Party has focused on training, fostering and using intellectuals effectively;
building a democratic environment for intellectuals to promote their crea�
tivity and perform the function of consulting and debating. At the same
time, the Party is also interested in promoting the role of intellectuals' as�
sociations as a force to gather intellectuals in society through specific poli�
cies and mechanisms. Therefore, the Party has proposed many practical
solutions to build the human resources of high�quality intellectuals. Reality
has proved that, with the correct views and policies of the Party, in the 35
years of Doi moi, Vietnamese intellectuals have constantly grown in quanti�
ty and quality, making many contributions to the development of the
country.
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Chapter 20

NATIONAL DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION
ALONG WITH THE GUIDELINES OF THE CPV:

SOME CONNECTIONS WITH HIGHER
EDUCATION IN VIETNAM TODAY

In recent times, the Fourth Industrial Revolution has been vigorously,
swiftly, and comprehensively underway; this 4.0 revolution brings more
opportunities but also poses many difficulties and challenges for nations,
organizations, and individuals; and it is already impacting the economic
and socio�political lives. The 13th National Party Congress recently emp�
hasized the policy of digital transformation and development of the digital
economy in National Congress Documents. In order to concretize the
Party’s guidelines and undertakings on the national development strategy
in line with the actual domestic and global situation in the 4.0 technology
revolution today; The State has issued many legal documents and policies
to be active, positive, and ready to keep pace with this trend. Therein men�
tioning numbers of areas that need to be prioritized for digital transforma�
tion in Vietnam, such as in the health, education, banking and finance, ag�
riculture, transportation, natural resources and environment sectors, etc.,
most notably is the appearance of digital transformation in the field of edu�
cation, specifically in the university one.

Keywords: digital transformation, the Communist Party of Vietnam’s
guidelines (CPV’s guidelines), higher education in Vietnam.

National digital transformation in line
with the undertakings and guidelines

of the Communist Party of Vietnam todays

The Documents of the 13th National Party Congress first appeared new
concepts such as “Digital transformation”, “digital economy”, and “digital
society”, and soon have become the points that need to be stressed. The



connotations of these concepts are also emphasized repeatedly in the goals,
perspectives on developments, and strategic breakthroughs. Notably, the
Document of the 13th Congress, specifically the Draft Political Report, em�
phasized that1: “It is necessary to continue to grasp thoroughly and imple�
ment consistently the policy that science and technology are a national
top�priority policy, and a key engine for the development of modern forces
of production, innovation of growth models, and improvement of producti�
vity, quality, efficiency, and competitiveness of the economy. Having a stra�
tegy of science and technology development in line with the general trend of
the world and the basis of local conditions, meeting the requirements of the
national construction and defense in the present phase, and adapting to the
Fourth Industrial Revolution”.

In response to the new reality situation, to bring the country to catch up
and develop in the era of the technological revolution, the Politburo issued
Resolution No.52 — NQ/TW dated September 27, 2019, on several guideli�
nes and policies to actively take part in the fourth industrial revolution, that
emphasizes the urgent need to accelerate the process of digital transformati�
on with three main pillars are digital government, digital economy, and
digital society. Accordingly, the content of the Party's line on digital trans�
formation with its guiding viewpoints and goals that are specified as follows:

Regarding guiding viewpoints2:
Firstly, positively and actively takes part in the 4.0 Industrial Revolution

4.0 is an indispensable requirement, and a task of particular strategic impor�
tance which is both urgent and in the long�term of the whole political
system and the whole society, and closely associated with the wide and deep
process of international integration; at the same time having full and proper
awareness of the connotations and essences of the Fourth Industrial Revo�
lution to determinedly change ways of thinking and doing; considering it as
a break�through measure with appropriate steps and routes which are an op�
portunity for Vietnam to constitute an achievement in the socio�economic
development.

Secondly, the Fourth Industrial Revolution represents both opportuniti�
es and challenges. It is necessary to promptly seize and effectively take ad�
vantage of opportunities to improve labor productivity, as well as the effici�
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ency and competitiveness of the economy and social management through
researching, transferring, and vigorously applying advanced achievements of
the Fourth Industrial Revolution in the full spectrum of socio�economic
life, especially in a number of key industries which have potential advanta�
ges to be the engines for growth, in the spirit of catching up, advancing with
and surpassing in some areas compared to those in the region and the world.
Proactively prevents and responds to restrict adverse effects, assures the
safety and national defense, guarantees social equality, and ensures the sus�
tainability and stability of the country's development process.

Thirdly, the Fourth Industrial Revolution requires new thinking on eco�
nomic and social management, as well as accordingly institutional building
and perfecting. It is necessary to have an open and creative approach to new
arisen practical problems and create all favorable conditions for innovation.
Avoids all manifestations of indifference, lack of confidence, and passivity,
but not subjectivity, haste, and voluntarist.

Finally, maximizes and ensures sufficient resources for the active part�
icipation in the Fourth Industrial Revolution, identifies internal resources
as long�term decisions, strategies and fundamentals, and external resources
as significant breakthrough to ensure the leadership of the Party and the ma�
nagement of the State, as well as fully promotes the strength of the whole
society.

Regarding the goal:3

First, the overall objective. Effectively takes advantage of the opportuni�
ties brought by the 4.0 Industrial Revolution to speed up the process of
changing the pattern of growth, restructuring the economy in association
with implementing strategic breakthroughs and modernizing the country.
Strongly develops the digital economy, and achieves fast and sustainable de�
velopment relied on science and technology, innovation and high�quality
human resources. Improves the quality of life and welfare of the people.
Consolidates and strengthens national defense, and protects the ecological
environment.

Second, some specific targets by 2025: Maintains the ranking on the
Global Innovation Index (GII) among the top 3 ASEAN countries. Builds
digital infrastructure to reach the advanced level in ASEAN. Builds the
digital economy accounts for about 20 % of GDP. Basically completes the
process of digital transformation in the Party, the State, Fatherland Front,
and socio�political organizations. Belongs to the group of four leading
ASEAN countries in e�government ranking. There are at least three smart
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urban areas in the three key economic regions in the North, the South and
Central Vietnam.

Third, some specific targets by 2030: Maintains the ranking on the
Global Innovation Index (GII) among the top 40 countries in the world.
Covers 5G mobile network the whole country that enables everyone to
access the Internet at low cost. Builds the digital economy accounts for over
30 % of GDP. Completes the building of the Digital Government. Forms a
number of smart urban chains in the three key economic regions in the
North, the South and Central Vietnam, step by step link to smart city ne�
tworks in the region and the world.

Fourth, vision towards 2045: Becomes one of the leading smart manu�
facturing and service centers, start�ups, and innovation centers in the
leading group in Asia. Increases labor efficiency. Has enough competence to
master and apply modern technology in all socio�economic and environ�
mental sectors. It is noticeable that digital transformation is not just a tech�
nological but an institutional revolution. Institutions need to take the first
step ahead and be flexibly adjusted to adopt something new, like new tech�
nologies, new products, new services, and new models. Only through inno�
vation can Vietnam escape the middle�income trap.

Some connections with higher education
in Vietnam today

Key policies

In the world today, there are many countries, such as the UK, Austra�
lia, Denmark, Estonia, etc., that have been implementing a national strate�
gy on digital transformation. In these countries, the content of digital trans�
formation is broad and diverse; however, they have some common key con�
tents such as digital government (typically is online public services and open
data), digital economy (notably with digital finance and e�commerce),
digital society (which is the transformation in the education, health, and
culture sectors), and the digital transformation in key industries (such as in
agriculture, tourism, electricity, and transportation). In Vietnam, the Party
and the State have defined a number of industries and areas that need to be
prioritized for the process of digital transformation, with special attention to
the field of education. Key policies on the reform of education have been
enacted, notably are:

Firstly, the Prime Minister's Decision on Approval of the Acceleration
of information and communication technology usage in managing and sup�
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porting teaching�learning activities, and scientific research, contributing to
the quality improvement of the national education and training in the period
of 2016—2020 period and the vision towards 2025, emphasizing some main
contents and overall targets, such as:4 Boosts up IT application to achieve
the implementation of e�government, and the provision of online public ser�
vices in the field education and training of state’s management and adminis�
tration at central and local levels. Renovates and improves learning facilities
and materials, assessment methods, and scientific research, as well as the
educational and training management in the national education system,
contributing to the modernization and improvement of the quality of educa�
tion and training. Regarding the tasks, the Prime Minister emphasized that:5

1) Deploys and puts into use the information technology system in a
modern, practical, and effective manner to meet the requirements of the ap�
plication of information technology in the management agencies, and edu�
cational and training institutions. Focuses on building the information tech�
nology systems for laboratories in higher education institutions. Accelerates
the use of information technology in education and training as a whole. Pri�
oritizes the hiring of information technology services. 2) Promotes the appli�
cation of information technology to update the contents, teaching methods,
learning assessment, and scientific research. 3) Upgrades the managers, te�
achers, and staffs' ability to apply advanced information technologies. 4)
Propagandizes, disseminates, raises awareness and responsibility for the ap�
plication of information technology in the field of education and training.

Secondly, in order to carry out the Government's Project 117 on impro�
ving the education quality, and applying information and technology advan�
ces in teaching activities, the Ministry of Education and Training promulga�
tes the Plan (345 — KH — BGDDT) as follows: The main objective is to
define the main tasks and solutions to accelerate information technology
usage in management, teaching�learning supports, and scientific research,
contributing to improving the quality of education and training. The plan
also indicates the tasks that need to be vigorously and comprehensively imp�
lemented, specifically as follows: Implements a management information
system for the entire education and training sector to meet the requirements
of connecting, integrating, and information sharing for the information
systems from central to local levels. Constructs and regularly updates an
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e�learning library for the education sector as a whole, like the pre�school,
secondary, and continuing education. The warehouse of digital learning
must include e�lectures, e�textbooks, multi�media digital learning materi�
als, simulation software, and other learning materials. Deploys, builds, and
regularly updates the online banks of questions of all subjects, online testing,
and assessment software for learning students and teachers from secondary
education and continuing education...6

Finally, Resolution 36a/NQ—CP dated October 14, 2015, of the Go�
vernment on e�Government. For specific tasks in the Resolution, the Mi�
nistry of Education plays important roles, which are: Implements solutions
to improve Vietnam’s human resource component index relied on e�Gover�
nment assessment method of the United Nations. Develops a plan and con�
ducts online guidance on nationwide all�level entrance examinations (espe�
cially the college or university enrollment), builds and brings the education
management information system (EMIS) into implementation. Strengthens
the socialization of all�level online training and the information technology
usage in teaching and learning, and electronic textbooks.

The specific situation of digital transformation
in higher education in recent years

Digital transformation is not a recent story, since information techno�
logy and the Internet are widely used in training and education. Although
the process of digital transformation has been taken place, somewhat ambi�
guity remains, because there are no compelling reasons for thorough appli�
cation. In the year 2020, amidst the complicated developments of the Co�
vid�19 epidemic, along with the whole country, the whole education sector
has actively taken part in the prevention and control of the epidemic with
the goal that “ensures students and teachers’ health and safety”, applies si�
multaneously the principle “stop going to school, do not stop learning”.
This situation has inaugurated and brought about a new era in Vietnam’s
education sector — that is, education digital transformation. Progress in in�
formation technology and the increasing penetration of the Internet have
led to initiatives in the open education system, with the emergence of online
courses, open learning materials, learning, and testing application. The
advent and increasing growth of both the technology and its market for
these platforms show that “digital education” is inevitable and potentially be
the future of education.
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The progress of digital transformation in Vietnam’s education indust�
ry is taking place rapidly and changing the face of the whole industry. In
2020, the Prime Minister signed a decision to approval of the “National
digital transformation program to the year of 2025, and orientation
towards to 2030”, which Education is one of the sectors that need to be
prioritized for the digital transformation because education is one of the
social sectors that its impacts directly and daily concerns people. Succes�
sful digital transformation in education will help significantly change
one's perceptions, bring efficiency, save costs for numbers of social activi�
ties, and simultaneously provides incentives for digitalization in other in�
dustries.

Over the past time, the education sector has digitized its industrial data�
bases and attached identification numbers to 53,000 schools, 24 million stu�
dents, and 1.4 million teachers’ records — the database set up in the educa�
tion sector helps to effectively manage and promulgate the macro�policies.
Since 2018, thanks to a fully digitized database of teachers’ information, the
Ministry of Education and Training has analyzed numerical data, indicated
the inadequacies, and therefore formulated appropriate policies on teacher
management, such as policies on dealing with the teacher shortages, stan�
dards required of teachers, and annual teacher assessments. The Ministry of
Education and Training recently also access the database to propose ap�
propriate policies on teacher salaries to the Government and the National
Assembly. At the same time, a repository of digital and open learning mate�
rials has been built with 7,000 electronic lectures, 200 general education
textbooks, and virtual experiments. So far in Vietnam, the whole education
sector has advocated and determined that the application of information
technology on education is one of the nine key missions to effectively imp�
lement Resolution No. 29 of the Central Committee of the Party on basical�
ly and comprehensively renewing the sector of education and training. The
Prime Minister has also planned a Project on boosting up IT applications in
educational administration, which focuses on the reform in teaching and le�
arning and carrying out scientific research7. A series of policies on boosting
up IT applications in education have been issued. Besides, the legal frame�
work such as regulations on IT application in management, organizations in
online training, regulations on higher�educational distance training, regula�
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tions on management, operation and usage of the industry�wide database
system, and many other executive documents, have also been gradually
completed.

Achievements

The year 2021 is waiting for an education revolution that is towards the
4.0 era in the education of Vietnam in particular and of the world in general.
Obviously, Covid�19 creates an intense demand for the application of digital
transformation everywhere in all industries, especially in education. By the
end of 2020, Vietnam's education sector has gained certain achievements.
The level of general education in Vietnam is in the top of 40 as equivalent to
the OECD countries. Vietnam’s higher education ranks in the top 70, voca�
tional training is at the top of about 90 of the rank. An assessment conduc�
ted by the World Bank in 2020 showed that Vietnam's human capital index
ranks 38th out of 174 economies, in which Vietnam's education component
ranks 15th, equivalent to countries such as the Netherlands, New Zealand,
and Sweden.8

The Vietnamese Government nowadays strongly encourages and priori�
tizes digitalization in education. The benefits of digital transformation in the
education sector in Vietnam might include, an initiative in learning, unlimi�
ted access to learning materials, improved education quality, and maximum
savings on educational costs. Take for example, the application of social ne�
tworking channels, particularly Facebook, to higher education activities in
Vietnam today has shown positive signs such as:

First, in recent years, Facebook has become an indispensable part of the
modern life of Vietnam as well as of the world. According to statistical figu�
res9, as of June 2020, there were 69,280,000 users of Facebook in Vietnam,
accounting for 70.1 % of the entire population. Based on such numerous
users, this social network is impinging on all aspects of life, and becoming
an effective communication and marketing channel.

Second, Facebook makes communication with friends, relatives, and
even with foreigners that much easier. Because of this feature that the role of
Facebook in the progress of digital transformation in education today is
vitally important. This shows up in ways10 that teachers can create Facebook
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groups for their classes to share information related to classes and subjects
for students, or keep the parents engaged in their supervision of children's
learning.

Third, it can be seen that most students today have their own Facebook
account. Thus, if teachers know how to use it for a variety of extra teaching
activities, it will certainly attract learners’ participation. Moreover, this
social network is also a useful platform for sharing course�appropriate mate�
rials, discussing points of view, making requests and suggestions, and provi�
ding feedback.

Fourth, Facebook offers an endless source of information and docu�
ments. Nowadays, Facebook contains a lot of practical information pages,
in which the learners can find a lot of information and useful materials for
learning activities. That information and materials are, for example, about
vocational guidance or soft skills. It is worth noting that most Vietnamese
and international newspapers nowadays have their own Facebook fan pages.
Facebook's users only need to find and press the “Like” button on these
pages, then they will be updated with the latest news about burning issues of
the day.

Drawbacks

On the way to digital transformation, the education sector, in particu�
lar, is also facing some outstanding issues such as infrastructure, network
system, equipment, services, and internet connection are still lacking, out�
dated, or not synchronized. Several facilities have not yet met the minimum
requirements to serve the progress of digital transformation. The continued
expanding and developing a repository of learning materials requires a large
investment of man�power resources and financial capital in order to ensure
the progress of digitalization. In particular, the construction of this digital
data warehouse requires an all�level specific and synchronous implementa�
tion plan, avoiding spontaneous development that leads to the waste of
time, money, and effort. There are the following limitations on using Face�
book, such as:

First, being immersed in social networks and “the virtual world” makes
students forget their personal goals, their will and motivation to strive. They
also forget to hone their skills, or cultivate their knowledge each day.

Second, facing the risk of having depression, especially for today's
young people. There are several studies showed that the more time spending
on Facebook, the higher the risk of having depression. Particularly with
those who already have been diagnosed with depression, are more likely to
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suffer this disease when using Facebook. They will easily feel life empty and
meaningless if they keep plugging their head into Facebook all the time.

Third, reducing visual acuity. When spending long hours just focusing
on the phone or computer screen, student’s eyes will have to work hard, that
causes eyestrain. Even more dangerous is that using the phone at night when
the lights are off has an increased risk of eye diseases, even leading to losing
eye�sights.

Fourth, causing sleep deprivation in students. Social networks abuse will
sink students at the virtual world, leading their life to be turned upsi�
de�down. In addition, the overuse of social networks also causes distraction
problems. Students could not be able to concentrate on doing anything if
they keep updating what�new on Facebook, and checking how many
“likes” they have on their profile picture.

Finally, affecting student’s learning. There are many young people ad�
dicted to Facebook that they forget to do housework and delay doing home�
work. Even they cannot be capable of sitting at their studies when their
mind is somewhere in the virtual world of Facebook. This has a huge impact
on their academic performance. The decline in academic results are an alar�
ming situation that needs to be remedied. Moreover, social networks also
lead to other drawbacks besides the learning problems such as, violating the
laws, degrading morality and lifestyle, killing human creativity, etc.

Some questions and proposed measures

The explosion in educational technology has been and will create
non�traditional methods of education, strongly promoting the development
of education that is deeply transformative for humans. As aforementioned,
the digital technology explosion along with the mass application of modern
technologies in education create its duality. Besides the positive points,
there are still drawbacks that require specific measures. In the case of Face�
book, in order to minimize the limitations, we propose some solutions as
follows:

First, in order to enhance the positivity and reduce the negative effects
of social networks on the personality development and lifestyle of today's
youths, first of all, families need to alert young people to the negative effect
of social media, place limits on the amount of time spent on Facebook, as
well as orient the children when they start using social networks. At once,
parents also need to have a certain understanding of social networks and
websites for business and healthy entertainment, which would give a good
example for the children.
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Second, schools and educational institutions need to guide how to
exploit information so that students can actively take part in the learning
and researching process. Also guides how to select useful information and
get rid of harmful information, and educates on how to behave in a civilized
manner online, how to control their behavior and words, and ensures that
the online�posted information does not violate the law and affect the indivi�
duals and organization’s reputation, honor, and image, that are accordance
with the fine customs and standards of morality.

Third, strengthens the organization of recreational and volunteer activi�
ties to improve the spiritual life of children, contribute to a healthy environ�
ment for them to make friends, exchange, and learn the experiences from
each other. Through that, students will be developed self�discipline habits
and a sense of community, that helps the youths to live responsibly, away
from the superficial and mindless lifestyle learned in the virtual world. When
it has many interesting activities in the real world, children will stop deriving
pleasure from the virtual world.

Fourth, state management agencies need to issue guidance documents
for use of social networks, develop legal regulations for the service provi�
ders, encourage the healthy, useful flow and spread of information, and dis�
seminate positive thinking and a civilized lifestyle for the community. Pro�
motes the positives and prevents the negatives, firstly by fostering the
youths’ awareness. Then, the law enforcement agencies thoroughly grasp
the management performance to optimize the benefits of social networks./.
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Chapter 21

THE CPV POLICY ON SOLIDARITY AND UNITING
YOUTH IN THE PERIOD OF PROMOTING

INDUSTRIALIZATION AND MODERNIZATION
OF THE COUNTRY

During the period of accelerating industrialization and modernization
of the country, the Communist Party of Vietnam has issued many guideli�
nes and policies to unite and gather young people. Accordingly, the united
front and gathering of young people were expanded with many typical and
creative models. In the current period, it is necessary to have solutions to
improve the effectiveness of the work of solidarity and gathering of young
people under the banner of the Party. This article will analyze those basics.

Keywords: Communist Party of Vietnam, unite, gather youth, indust�
rialization and modernization.

Promoting the strength of the great national unity is one of the valuable
lessons learned from the Vietnamese revolution, the top goal and task of the
Party during the process of revolutionary leadership. As a great force in the
great national unity bloc, Vietnamese youth are always highly appreciated
by the Communist Party of Vietnam for their role, position and trust, ho�
ping they are the core force to build country “more decent, bigger and more
beautiful”. Accordingly, the Party has issued many guidelines and policies
on youth work, showing its interest in education, training and fostering
youth; solve social problems, meet needs and aspirations in order to unite,
gather and develop young people in all aspects.

One of the Party's viewpoints throughout the Doi moi period was
“taking the people as the root”, considering that the revolution originates
from the people, in which the youth is the most important object in the
broad masses of the people. The Party asserts: “It is the youth who have the



historical mission to successfully build socialism”.1 The Party advocates
boldly assigning responsibility to young people and through social activities
to train and foster them.

In the period of accelerating industrialization and modernization of the
country, the Party determined the goal: to build our country into an indust�
rial country with modern material and technical foundations, a reasonable
and important economic structure. progressive production system, suitable
to the development level of the productive forces, high material and spiritu�
al life, strong national defense and security, rich people, strong country, de�
mocracy, justice and civilization. To achieve that goal, it is necessary to
promote the strength of national unity, in which solidarity and youth gathe�
ring is one of the issues of strategic significance, in order to promote the role
of the young generation in the role of youth. way revolutionary shock force,
the future master of the country.

The Party's policy on solidarity and gathering
of young people in the period

of accelerating industrialization and modernization
of the country

The 8th National Congress of the Party (June 1996) set a milestone for
the period of accelerating industrialization and modernization of the
country. In order to realize national unity, encourage all creative potentials
and promote the people's mastery role, especially young people, the Party
has determined: “Educating and training the young generation in politics
values, ideology, culture, profession, ethics, lifestyle. Paying attention to
vocational training and job creation, meeting the needs of young people for
learning, creative work, cultural and artistic activities, sports, and healthy
entertainment for young people etc. Create a healthy social environment,
prevent prevent social evils and harmful cultural products. Taking care of
the education and training of the young generation is the responsibility of
the Party, the State, organizations in the political system, families, schools
and the whole society”.2

The Ninth National Congress of the Party (April 2001) determined that
great national unity is a strategic line, a great source of strength and motiva�
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tion for the construction and defense of the Fatherland. Therefore, it is ne�
cessary to renew and perfect specific policies towards classes, classes, ethnic
groups and religions, with emphasis on policies towards the young generati�
on. The Party's policy for youth solidarity and gathering work is: “caring for
education, fostering, training and developing comprehensively in politics,
ideology, morality, lifestyle, culture, health, careers, create jobs, develop
talents and creativity, and promote the aggressive role in the cause of natio�
nal construction and defense”.3 Following that policy, the 7th Central
Committee Plenum, term IX (November 2002) issued a Resolution on pro�
moting the strength of the great unity of the entire people for the rich people,
strong country, and just, civilized, democratic society, which emphasizes some
contents on solidarity and gathering youth such as: promoting political awa�
reness education, traditional education and revolutionary morality, raising
enlightenment ideals and ambitions for young people, encouraging young
people to take charge in the cause of industrialization, modernization, cons�
truction and defense of the Fatherland. Actively create jobs for young
people. Create conditions and opportunities for talented young people to
study abroad to return to serve the country. Focus on fostering and creating
cadres and vocational training for young people in the armed forces when
their military service time expires. Widely attracting young people to organi�
zations led by the Ho Chi Minh Communist Youth Union to be the core.

The 10th National Congress of the Party (April 2006) affirmed that
great solidarity is the cause of the whole nation, of the whole political
system, which is led by party organizations as the core. by many means and
forms. For the work of solidarity and gathering of young people, the Party
advocates regular education in politics, tradition, ideals, ethics and lifestyle;
creating conditions for study, work, entertainment, physical and intellectual
development, contributing to the construction and defense of the Father�
land. The Party has added new issues on training young cadres, creating jobs
for young people, training young people in the armed forces with jobs when
their military service expires, especially “creating opportunities for talented
young people to study abroad to serve the country”.4

Faced with the new demands of the revolutionary cause, on July 17,
2008, the 7th Central Committee Plenum, term X approved Resolution No.
25 on: “Strengthening the Party's leadership over the with youth work in the
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period of accelerating industrialization and modernization”. The resolution
affirms: “Youth is placed at the center of the strategy of fostering and pro�
moting human factors and resources. Taking care of youth development is
both the goal and the driving force to ensure the stability and sustainable de�
velopment of the country”.5 The resolution clearly identifies major goals
and nine groups of tasks and solutions to strengthen the Party's leadership
over youth and youth work. In which, there is a new point: consolidating
and consolidating the National Committee on Youth to be strong enough
and assign the Committee a number of tasks and powers to advise the Go�
vernment on unified state management of youth work. year. Ministries,
branches, central government and People's Committees of provinces and
cities have specialized sections to monitor youth work in fields and areas
and according to the assignment and decentralization of the Government.

The 11th National Congress of the Party (January 2011) determined:
“Taking the goal of building a peaceful, independent, unified Vietnam with
territorial integrity, rich people, strong country and people. Ownership, fa�
irness, civilization make similarities etc; uphold the national spirit, the tra�
dition of humanity and tolerance etc in order to gather and unite people on
a common front, and strengthen social consensus”.6 For young people, the
Party advocates “doing well the education of politics, ideology, tradition,
ideals, morality and lifestyle; creating conditions for learning, work, enter�
tainment, physical and intellectual development for the young generation.
Encourage and encourage young people to nurture dreams, great ambitions,
impulses, creativity, and mastery of modern science and technology.
Forming an elite youth class in all fields, faithfully and excellently continu�
ing the revolutionary cause of the Party and the nation, making an impor�
tant contribution to the cause of accelerating industrialization, modernizati�
on, construction and defend the Socialist Vietnamese Fatherland. To widely
attract young people, teenagers and children to organizations run by the Ho
Chi Minh Communist Youth Union as the core and in charge”.7

The 12th National Congress of the Party (April 2016) affirmed: institu�
tionalize and concretize the Party's viewpoints, lines, undertakings and poli�
cies on great national unity; complete and effectively implement mecha�
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nisms and policies to promote the role of the people in deciding major issues
of the country; ensure that all state power belongs to the people. In order to
unite, gather and promote the role of youth, the Party advocates: “renova�
ting the contents and methods of political education, ideology, ideals, tradi�
tions, fostering revolutionary ideals and love. country, building morality,
healthy lifestyle, sense of respect and strict observance of the Constitution
and laws for the young generation. Having appropriate mechanisms and po�
licies to create a favorable environment and conditions for the young gene�
ration to study, research, work, entertain, develop intellectually, skills and
physically. Encourage and encourage young people to nurture dreams, great
ambitions, impulses, creativity, and mastery of modern science and techno�
logy. Promoting the role of the young generation in the cause of national
construction and defense. Widely appealing to young people, teenagers and
young adults Join the organizations led by the Ho Chi Minh Communist
Youth Union as the core and in charge of”.8

The 13th National Congress of the Party (January 20, 2021) advocates
promoting the strength of national unity under the motto: all activities of
the political system, cadres, party members and civil servants Officials must
serve the interests of the people. Harmonious settlement of interests in
society; protect the people's legitimate and legitimate rights and interests;
constantly improve, raise the material and spiritual life of the people. Ac�
cordingly, in order to unite and gather young people, the Party emphasized:
“Strengthen the education of the young generation on revolutionary ideals,
morality, cultural lifestyle, raising patriotism, national pride, raising nurture
dreams, ambitions, aspirations to rise; uphold the sense of responsibility to
the country and society; building an environment with conditions for study�
ing, working, entertaining and training for healthy, comprehensive and har�
monious development in terms of intellectual, physical, and aesthetic
values. Creating motivation for young people to be impulsive in learning,
creative work, from karma; mastering modern scientific and technological
knowledge, promoting an important role in the cause of national constructi�
on and defense”.9

The above policies of the Party are an important political basis for all
levels of Party committees, authorities, the whole political system and the
whole society to pay attention, care, unite, gather young people, create a
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source of motivation. new strength and power to promote the role, ability
and great potential of the young generation in the construction and defense
of the socialist Vietnamese Fatherland, meeting the requirements of the
period of accelerating industrialization, modernization and international in�
tegration.

Actual situation of solidarity
and youth gathering work under the leadership

of the Party

Advantages and causes

After 35 years of comprehensive renovation, our country has achieved
great achievements of historical significance. Each class, section, and social
section all play a certain role in creating the nation's wealth, potential and
position in the cause of national construction and development.

As an important part of the great national unity strategy, solidarity, gat�
hering and promoting the role of young people in the revolutionary cause
has always been of great interest to the Party, State, political system and the
whole society. Party committees and members at all levels are more aware
of the roles and positions of youth and youth work, boldly assigning new and
difficult tasks to the youth and organizing the Youth Union. The State and
authorities at all levels have paid attention to concretize guidelines on so�
cio�economic development, education and training, labor, employment,
culture and spirit etc into policies and policies. programs and projects to
improve the international integration capacity of young people, support
young people to establish themselves and establish a business, and create a
favorable environment for young people to devote and grow up.

Under the leadership of the Party, the united front and youth gathering
were expanded; The number of young people becoming union members and
party members is increasing. Solidarity, youth gathering, and building
Unions and associations in private enterprises and foreign�invested enterp�
rises have been paid attention and implemented in accordance with the situ�
ation of multi�sector economic development through activities of support,
care and companionship; maintaining hobby and profession clubs; strengt�
hen solidarity, gather clubs, teams and groups of young volunteers to part�
icipate in volunteering and social security activities of the Union and Asso�
ciation; strengthening youth orientation through social networks. The work
of solidarity and gathering of religious and ethnic youth is closely supervi�
sed, especially the work of propaganda, education and ideological orientati�
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on. The work of uniting and gathering Vietnamese youth abroad has made a
new development. In the years 2010—2020, there have been many typical
models in Youth Union work and youth movements with many effective
educational renovation methods, many creative ways in deploying revoluti�
onary action movements, unions, etc. unite, gather and develop Vietnamese
youth. Specifically: Model of the Contest to learn about national history and
culture “Proud of Vietnam” jointly organized by the Central Committee of the
Ho Chi Minh Communist Youth Union and the Ministry of Education and Tra�
ining; The campaign “Building values as a role model for Vietnamese youth”;
Youth bulletin on radio and television systems; Journey “I love my Mother�
land”; The program “Shining Vietnamese will”; Model of Rural traffic bridge
construction; Model of Civilized street (road, alley); National Festival of
Clubs, Teams and Volunteer Groups; Model Lighting up the country road;
Model of the “Creative Youth” Festival; Global Forum of Vietnamese Young
Intellectuals; Model “Innovative Youth in the Army” Award; Model “Youth of
the People's Public Security 3 together at the grassroots”; Model of Commen�
dation of the title “Model Young Teacher”; Program “Young Entrepreneurs
Start Up excellent performance”; Model of Fund to support youth start�ups;
Program “Steps for the community”; Vietnam Student Sports Award — VUG;
Vietnam Youth and Student Camp in Europe; Vietnam — China Youth Friends�
hip Festival; ASEAN youth cooperation activities in the ASEAN Chairman�
ship Year 2020 etc. Besides, some localities have also implemented models
suitable to their own characteristics and conditions in order to expand the
solidarity and rallying youth.

Through the work of solidarity and gathering of young people, the Party
has led to build a new generation of young people with morality, personali�
ty, knowledge, health, active thinking and bright actions. create; continuing
the heroic tradition of the nation and the Party, upholding patriotism, the
sense of national construction and defense; willing to sacrifice for the revo�
lutionary cause; volunteering for community life; live responsibly with
family and society; have the will to rise up in study, labor, work, establish
themselves, establish a career and get rich legitimately; desire to contribute
to the country.

The above results stem from many reasons, first of all because the achi�
evements of the country's Doi moi have increased opportunities and conditi�
ons for the Party, State, families, schools and the whole society to pay at�
tention. take care, educate, create a better environment for young people to
study, strive, dedicate and grow up. The Youth Union and youth organizati�
ons as the core of the Youth Union are constantly growing with practical
action programs, accompanying young people, creating an organized and
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disciplined collective environment for fostering youth education and trai�
ning. In particular, the generation of young adults growing up in the renova�
tion period knew how to inherit and promote the good traditions of their
family, homeland and country, self�reliance, national pride and ambition to
overcome all difficulties and challenges, bravely assert themselves and cons�
tantly improve themselves to meet the requirements of the times.

Limitations and causes

In addition to the results achieved in the work of solidarity and gathe�
ring of young people, seriously self�criticism found that some Party com�
mittees did not pay due attention to the leadership of youth work; has not
regularly and promptly urged, inspected, evaluated and learned from experi�
ence in organizing the implementation of the Party's guidelines and resolu�
tions on youth work. State management activities on youth work are still
limited. Many ministries, branches and localities have not done well their
responsibilities to care for, foster and promote the role and position of youth
in socio�economic development, and participate in the construction of the
Party and government. The work of education, training, vocational training,
job creation, prevention of social evils, cultural and sports activities etc still
has many shortcomings and is slow to be overcome. Policies for Union offi�
cials, especially Youth Union officials at grassroots level, are still inadequa�
te; The conditions and means for the Union's activities are still lacking.

Youth Union organizations in many places have been administrativei�
zed. The content and mode of operation of the Ho Chi Minh Communist
Youth Union and youth organizations are slow to adapt to the rapid fluctua�
tions of the youth situation. A part of the Youth Union's staff, especially the
grassroots Union's staff, is still inadequate in terms of capacity, professional
qualifications, and has not been able to accompany the youth.

In fact, the rate of youth gathering into unions and associations is not
high; the united front gathering youth is not really sustainable; the unity,
gathering of young people and building Unions and associations in non�sta�
te�owned and foreign�invested enterprises, ethnic minority youth, young
religious believers, etc still face many difficulties. The work of solidarity and
gathering of Vietnamese youth abroad is still limited. In some areas, there
are many Vietnamese young people and students who are studying, working
and working but have not yet established a Union or Association. Many
places have established unions and associations, but the mode of operation
is still confusing, and the organizational system of representative agencies to
grassroots has not yet been established.
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The cause of the above limitation is the impact of objective factors such
as: the negative side of globalization with difficulties in the development of
the country; Changes in the social structure, lifestyle, thinking patterns and
feelings of young people are complex but slow to be summarized and evalu�
ated. On the downside of the market mechanism, the shift in labor structure
makes it difficult to manage and gather and unite young people; In rural,
remote and isolated areas, there is still a lack of facilities and operating
funds. Enemy forces try to incite, entice and conspire to transform young
people, making it difficult to propagate, educate, and orient the youth's
ideals.

However, the main subjective reason is that some Party committees at
all levels have not really paid attention to directing the work of solidarity
and gathering of young people. Negative phenomena such as bureaucracy,
corruption, illegal enrichment, harassment of people, violations of demo�
cracy etc in a part of cadres and party members have not been prevented
and handled in a timely manner then affect thoughts, feelings and lifestyles
of young people daily. A part of the Union's staff, especially the staff of The
grassroots Union still lacks in capacity, professional qualifications have not
kept up with the requirements of Youth Union work and youth movement.
A part of young people lives without ideals, selfishness, pragmatism, indivi�
dualism, indifference in life, lack of sense of civic responsibility, responsibi�
lity to the community.

Conclusion

Currently, in addition to opportunities, there are many challenges
facing the nation's future. The Party determined “to comprehensively and
synchronously promote the renovation, industrialization and modernizati�
on; firmly build and defend the Fatherland, maintain a peaceful and stable
environment; striving to the middle of the twenty�first century, our country
becomes a developed country, following the socialist orientation”.10 In
order to improve the effectiveness of the work of solidarity and gathering of
young people under the banner of the Party, it is necessary to closely follow
the political, socio�economic tasks of the country in order to maximize the
strength, potential and intelligence. of young people serving the revolutio�
nary cause. Raising awareness of all levels of Party committees, authorities,
political system and the whole society about the position and role of
youth — the masters of the country, the future of the nation, the shock force
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in building National construction and defense, one of the factors determi�
ning the success or failure of the cause of industrialization, modernization,
international integration and socialist construction. Youth must be placed at
the center of the strategy of fostering and promoting the human factor;
youth care and development is both a goal and a driving force to ensure the
stability and sustainable development of the country.

In addition, improving the effectiveness of state management of youth,
strengthening the role of the Fatherland Front, mass organizations, so�
cio�economic organizations and families, coordinating education and foste�
ring to promote youth development. Building a strong Ho Chi Minh Com�
munist Youth Union, truly a socialist school of youth, a reliable reserve
team of the Party. More than ever, the Youth Union organization and the
Youth Union movement need to innovate both the content and the mode of
operation in the direction of diversity, abundance, flexibility, and adaptabi�
lity to new conditions to truly create an educational environment for foste�
ring and training young people. On the basis of promoting the strength of
the great national unity, it is necessary to promote the efforts of each young
person in study, work and life, constantly practice morality, lifestyle, and
perfect personality. become a useful citizen in society, a good member of
the family, rise up, establish a career, volunteer, be willing to take on diffi�
cult and arduous tasks, contribute to the cause building and defending the
Fatherland.
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Chapter 22

THE CPV’S CONSISTENT AND CONFIDENTIAL
POLICY ON ETHNIC AND RELIGIOUS ISSUES

THROUGH THE NATIONAL CONGRESSES
OF THE DOI MOI ERA

In the process of leading the implementation of the national renewal
process, the Communist Party of Vietnam is very concerned with solving
ethnic and religious issues. Through the national congresses, the Party has
always been consistent with the basic principles of Marxism�Leninism and
Ho Chi Minh ideology on nation and religion. At the same time, on the
basis of summarizing the practice, application and creative development of
Marxism�Leninism, Ho Chi Minh ideology and inheriting new research
results, the Party has proposed a number of views showing the develop the
Party's awareness and theoretical thinking on ethnic and religious issues.
The Party's innovative views on ethnicity and religion have been institutio�
nalized, concretized and put into life, contributing to positive changes in
the lives of people of all ethnicities and religions.

Keywords: consistency, cognitive development, Communist Party of
Vietnam, ethnic and religious issues, National Congress of Representa�
tives.

Vietnam is a multi�ethnic and multi�religious country, with 54 ethnic
groups living together, of which about 1/4 of the people are religious. Thro�
ughout history, co�newspapers of all ethnicities and religions have always
united, fought back and fought against natural disasters, built and defended
the Fatherland. In the process of leading the revolution, the Communist
Party of Vietnam (the Party) has always determined that ethnicity and reli�
gion issues and ethnic and religious work have an important strategic positi�
on in our country's revolution. The right policy of ethnicity and religion
proposed by President Ho Chi Minh and the Party has greatly contributed



to promoting the patriotic tradition and the strength of the great national
unity bloc for the cause of national liberation and unification. best in the co�
untry. During the Doi moi period, the Party continued to be consistent with
the principle of solving ethnic and religious issues according to the point of
view of Marxism�Leninism, and Ho Chi Minh ideology. At the same time,
through the National Congress of the Party (hereinafter referred to as the
Congress), the Party has developed awareness and gradually perfected the
guidelines and policies on ethnicity and religion in accordance with the na�
tional law. new conditions and circumstances of the country.

Consistency in principles of solving ethnic
and religious issues through Party congresses

First, identifying ethnic and religious issues and solving ethnic and religio�
us problems is a matter of long�term strategic position. The position and stra�
tegic significance of the issue of ethnicity and national unity have been re�
peatedly affirmed in the congress documents, as a matter of “with great
strategic position” (the VIII National Congress), “always having strategic
position” (IX Congress), “long�term strategic position” (Xth Congress),
“having strategic position in the revolutionary cause” (XI, XII Congresses).
Although the General Assembly Documents do not mention the position of
the religious issue, the contents expressed in the General Assembly Docu�
ments clearly show the importance of this issue. In particular, the Resoluti�
on of the 7th Plenum of the IXth Central Committee clearly stated that
“religious work is a strategic issue of great importance”.1 The Party's view�
point on the strategic position of ethnic and religious issues is in line with
the reality of Vietnam, a multi�ethnic and multi�religious country, and the
issue of national unity is of particular importance to Vietnam. country de�
velopment.

Second, be consistent with the principle of ensuring equality of all ethnic
groups, solidarity, mutual assistance and mutual development. Ethnic equality
is one of the basic principles of Marxism�Leninism on national issues. This
principle affirms that all ethnic groups have equal rights and obligations, re�
gardless of ethnic majority or minority, large or small population. President
Ho Chi Minh repeatedly emphasized the need to unite between the Kinh
and ethnic minorities, between the lowlands and the highlands, in order to
build a great national unity block for the sake of national liberation. In the
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period of national renewal, the Party has always emphasized that solving
ethnic problems, ethnic work must ensure the principles of solidarity, equa�
lity and mutual assistance among peoples. That is clearly shown through the
Party Congresses: the 6th Congress affirmed, it is necessary to “develop a
good and close relationship between the ethnic groups in the spirit of solida�
rity, equality, mutual assistance, joint mastery of the collective.2 The Plat�
form for building the country during the transition to socialism in Vietnam (the
1991 Platform) approved at the VII Party Congress affirmed: “Implement
the policy of equality, solidarity and mutual assistance between ethnic
groups”;3 The Platform for National Construction in the Transitional Period to
Socialism in Vietnam (added and developed in 2011) continues to affirm the
principles affirmed in the 1991 and 1991 Platforms. In the previous congres�
ses: “Implement the policy of equality, solidarity, respect and mutual assis�
tance among ethnic groups, creating conditions for ethnic groups to develop
together, closely associated with the common development of the commu�
nity. Vietnamese ethnic community”.4 The 12th Party Congress not only af�
firmed the principle of equality equality, respect and solidarity among
nations, but also emphasizes the task of “harmoniously settling relations
between nations”.5 Approaching ethnic issues based on human rights and
ethnic rights, the 13th National Congress emphasized the principle of “En�
suring all ethnic groups to be equal, unite, respect and help each other to
develop”.6 Thus, through the 8 National Party Congresses during the Doi
moi period, it can be seen that, although the congress documents have diffe�
rent expressions, they are generally consistent with the principle of equality,
unite, support (or help) each other to develop.

Third, be consistent with the principle of guaranteeing freedom of belief and
religion, and uniting religious compatriots in the great national unity bloc.

Respect for the right to freedom of belief and religion is the consistent
principle of Marxism�Leninism and Ho Chi Minh ideology in solving reli�
gious issues and has been thoroughly grasped by our Party throughout the
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process of leading the Vietnam revolution. After the victory of the August
Revolution in 1945, the Democratic Republic of Vietnam was born and im�
mediately declared the policy of “free religion, unity of religion” and that
right was enshrined in the first Constitution. of the new Vietnam: “Citizens
have the right: Freedom of speech; Freedom to publish; Freedom of organi�
zation and assembly; Freedom of belief; Freedom to reside and move in the
country and abroad”.7 Since then, in all the Constitutions of the State, it is
affirmed to respect and protect the right to freedom of belief and religion.

During the period of national renewal, the Party continued to affirm
the principle of respecting and guaranteeing the right to freedom of belief
and religion, equality and solidarity among religious and non�religious com�
patriots. differences in the great national unity bloc. The Party's 1991 Plat�
form clearly states: “Consistently implement the policy of respecting and
guaranteeing the right to freedom of religion”8, while the Political Report of
the VII Congress affirmed that “Our Party and State respect the people's
right to freedom of belief, practice equality, and unity among religions and
between religions”.9 The VIII, IX, X Congresses and the 2011 Supplemental
and Development Program of the Party all affirmed the consistent principle
in religious policy, which is to respect and guarantee the right to freedom of
belief, religion and non�belief, the people's religion according to the provisi�
ons of law and to unite the religious compatriots in the great national unity
bloc. The document of the 11th Party Congress has taken a step to concreti�
ze the principle of freedom of belief when emphasizing that “Concerning
and creating conditions for religious organizations to operate according to
the charter and charter of religious organizations that have been approved
by the Communist Party of Vietnam. Recognized by the State, in accordan�
ce with the law”.10 The document of the XIII Congress continues to affirm
this principle and emphasizes the right�based approach: “Ensure that reli�
gious organizations operate in accordance with the law and their charters
and charters are recognized by the State”.11 Thus, in the Doi moi period, the
principle of ensuring freedom of belief and religious solidarity continues to
be the red thread throughout the congresses of the Party.
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Fourth, focus on investing in socio�economic development, improving the
material and spiritual life of ethnic and religious people.

President Ho Chi Minh affirmed that the task of the revolutionary go�
vernment is to improve the lives of people of all ethnicities and religions in
all aspects, because according to him, “we can fight for independence but
the people keep starving and dying. If it's cold, then freedom and indepen�
dence won't do anything”.12 Thoroughly grasping his point of view, the II
Congress (1951) of the Party made the request: “Improve living conditions
for ethnic minorities, help them make progress in all aspects”13; The Third
Congress (1960) affirmed that “The Party and State must constantly pay at�
tention to improving the economic and cultural life of people of all religi�
ons”14 etc.

During the Doi moi period, the Party continued to be consistent with
the policy of focusing on investment in socio�economic development, imp�
roving the living standards in all aspects for ethnic minorities and religious
people. Regarding socio�economic development in ethnic minority areas,
the Party advocates “promoting sedentary work, settlement, stabilizing pro�
duction and people's lives” (Congress VI); “create all conditions for the de�
velopment of nations to go up the path of civilization and progress” (Cong�
ress VII); “Eliminating hunger, reducing poverty, stabilizing and improving
the lives and health of ethnic minorities, people in the highlands and border
areas” (Congress VIII) “building infrastructure and social infrastructures”
association, development of commodity production” (Congress IX); “De�
veloping the economy, taking care of the material and spiritual life, eradica�
ting hunger and reducing poverty, raising the people's intellectual level, pre�
serving and promoting the cultural identity, voice, writing and fine traditi�
ons of the On improving the material and spiritual life for religious people,
the Party affirmed that the Vietnamese State has the responsibility to “take
care of economic, cultural and social development, helping religious com�
patriots in hunger eradication, poverty alleviation, improvement of living
standards, participation in social and charity works” (Congress VIII);
“Caring for economic and cultural development, improving the lives of the
people” (Congress IX); “Implement socio�economic development pro�
grams, improve material and cultural life of people of all religions” (Cong�
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ress X). Thus, it can be seen that the consistent view of the Party is to focus
on taking care of socio�economic development, eradicating hunger and re�
ducing poverty, and improving the material and spiritual life of people of all
ethnicities and religions. consider it a basic task in ethnic and religious
work.

Some outstanding innovative views and perceptions
of the Party on ethnic and religious issues

In terms of views, renewed awareness common
to both ethnic and religious issues

1) Affirmation of solving ethnic and religious issues in order to increase re�
sources for national development.

In the Doi moi period, the Party has become more and more aware of
the role of ethnic and religious issues and solving religious problems for the
country's sustainable development. Accordingly, solving ethnic and religio�
us issues is not only aimed at combating the exploitation of hostile forces,
contributing to social stability, but also aiming to exploit and promote the
potential, values, and strength of the society. of ethnicities and religions in
socio�economic development. This shows that our Party has mastered and
creatively applied Ho Chi Minh ideology on nation and religion. Because as
we know, President Ho Chi Minh once emphasized, “Our country has
many ethnic groups, which is a good point”.15 Regarding religion, he also
repeatedly affirmed the role of dignitaries, priests and followers of different
religions in the revolutionary cause. On the basis of applying Ho Chi Minh
ideology on ethnicity and religion, during the renovation period, the Party
renewed its thinking and awareness when placing the issue of ethnicity and
religion in the socio�economic development strategy. society and emphasi�
zed that solving ethnic and religious issues is to increase resources for the
renewal of the country.

2) Resolve ethnic and religious issues on the basis of the rule of law and in�
tegrate with international law. Along with the policy of building a socialist ru�
le�of�law state, the Party congresses in the renovation period set out orien�
tations to solve ethnic and religious issues on the basis of the rule of law,
perfecting the law on law and order. ethnicity and religion to serve as a legal
framework for ethnic and religious work. Regarding ethnic issues, the VIII
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National Congress advocated “Building the Law of the Nation”,16 as for re�
ligion, the XI and XII Congresses all emphasized the task of “Continuing to
perfect policies and laws on belief and religion”. At the same time, through
the congresses, the Party has become more and more aware of the rights�ba�
sed approach to solving ethnic and religious issues. From this perspective,
the Party affirms that people of all ethnicities and religions have the right to
enjoy all the fruits of the renovation work, to be guaranteed the necessary
conditions for production, life organization, high material and spiritual life;
have freedom and equality in rights and obligations in all areas as prescribed
by law; has the right to preserve cultural values, languages, scripts etc. Re�
garding the rights of ethnic groups, in addition to emphasizing ensuring that
all nations are equal and united, the Congress Documents also emphasize
other rights such as: the right to exploit local strengths to enrich themselves,
the right to respect and preserve cultural values, languages, scripts, etc. In
addition to affirming the right to freedom of belief and religion, the congres�
ses also emphasized the equal right and the right to normal religious activiti�
es according to the law. These are basic rights enshrined in the United
Nations Charter and international conventions that Vietnam has signed or
acceded to. This shows that in the Doi moi period, the Party's views on eth�
nicity and religion are increasingly compatible with international law on
human rights.

3) Link ethnic policy with religion policy. In the 1991 Platform, when it
came to ethnic issues, the Party initially recognized the link between imple�
menting ethnic policies and respecting the right to freedom of belief and re�
ligion when affirming “Respect the interests of , traditions, culture, langua�
ges, customs and beliefs of ethnic groups”.17 At the 13th National Congress,
the Party set out a viewpoint to show a new awareness when affirming to
link the ethnic policy with the religion policy: “Focus on perfecting and im�
plementing well the policies on ethnicity and religion. Religion”.18 This
view is completely consistent with the characteristics of Vietnam, a mul�
ti�ethnic and multi�religious country, each ethnic group can have many re�
ligions and each religion can be present in many different ethnic groups,
forming a interweaving ethnic and religious issues. Therefore, the resolution
of ethnic and religious issues needs to be closely linked and synchronized to
be effective.
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Outstanding innovative views and awareness on ethnic issues
and ethnic problem solving

1) Affirm that ethnic policy must take into account the characteristics of
each region and each ethnic group. Right from the beginning of the policy of
national renewal, with the spirit of looking directly at the truth and telling
the truth, the Party has demanded a full understanding of the specific diffe�
rences of each region and each ethnic group in order to concretize ethnic
policies accordingly, “avoid stereotyped mistakes or subjectively impose
inappropriate organizational forms in the process of economic, cultural and
social construction and development in different regions “ethnicity”.19 The
VII National Congress emphasized that the ethnic policy must be “suitable
to the conditions and characteristics of each region and each ethnic
group”.20 The 13th Party Congress continued to emphasize that “Focus on
the specificity of each ethnic minority region in planning and organizing the
implementation of ethnic policies”.21 This view is completely consistent
with the situation of our nation, ethnic groups not only have their own cha�
racteristics in terms of culture, customs and practices, but also have dispari�
ties in living standards and socio�economic conditions. festival. Therefore,
the more specific and appropriate the policy for each region and each ethnic
group, the more effective it will be in implementation.

2) Respect, preserve and promote the cultural values of ethnic minorities.
At that time, President Ho Chi Minh paid great attention to respecting, pre�
serving and promoting the literary values, customs and practices of the
ethnic groups, creating conditions for the cultures of the ethnic groups to
develop harmoniously in the harmony of general development of the nation
and the world. However, after the reunification of the country, in the
process of socialist reform, due to subjective and hasty ideology, many Party
committees and local authorities had an inappropriate attitude towards
culture, customs and practices of ethnic minorities. Entering the doi moi
period, the 6th Congress affirmed that “The strengthening of community
and unity is a regular process, but community and unity are not contradic�
tory, do not exclude diversity, uniqueness in the identity of each nation”.22

The 1991 Platform, the 2011 Supplement and Development Program and
the Document of the Party Congress in the Doi moi period all emphasize
respect for traditions, culture, language, customs, beliefs, preservation,
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enrich and promote the fine cultural identity of ethnic minorities. At the
same time, fight against the ideology of nationalism. This point of view is
very important, because it creates the basis and orientation for all underta�
kings and policies related to ethnic minority and mountainous areas, crea�
ting conditions for preserving and promoting the culture of ethnic minoriti�
es. in the context of market economy and international integration.

3) Promoting the positivity, self�reliance and self�reliance of ethnic minori�
ties. President Ho Chi Minh repeatedly affirmed that the Vietnamese
people, whether majority or minority, are rich in patriotism, solidarity and
self�reliance, self�reliance, and heroic struggle. During the national demo�
cratic revolution, under the leadership of the Party and President Ho Chi
Minh, people of all ethnic groups has highly promoted the spirit of patrio�
tism, creativity, self�reliance and self�reliance, actively participating in and
making worthy contributions to the cause of national liberation and national
reunification. After the reunification of the country, in the context of imple�
menting the centralized and subsidized bureaucratic mechanism and pro�
longed in�kind support policy, the positivity and self�reliance of ethnic mi�
norities were reduced. Recognizing that, the 7th Party Central Committee
Plenum, term IX advocated, in socio�economic development of ethnic mi�
nority areas, along with increasing the attention and support of the Central
Committee and the help of localities. localities throughout the country, fo�
cusing on “promoting internal strength and self�reliance of ethnic minoriti�
es”.23 That policy continued to be affirmed by the 13th National Congress,
and at the same time supplemented and developed in the right direction:
“There should be a mechanism to promote the positivity, self�reliance and
self�reliance of ethnic minorities to develop. socio�economic development,
realize multidimensional and sustainable poverty reduction”24. This point of
view is the basis for solutions to overcome the low self�esteem, expectation
and dependence that exist in some ethnic minorities.

4) Switch from support policy to development investment policy. For a long
time, the implementation of the ethnic minority policy has been in favor of
direct support of food or money to purchase living materials for ethnic mi�
norities. This helps them to reduce their deprivations and difficulties in daily
life, but it is difficult to make a breakthrough in socio�economic develop�
ment in ethnic minority areas. Moreover, it also indirectly contributes to
creating a mentality of expectation and dependence in some ethnic minori�
ties as mentioned above. To overcome that and improve the efficiency of
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ethnic affairs, the XIII Congress set out the requirement “Mobilizing, allo�
cating, using and managing resources for investment, development, and
radical transformation. document on economy, culture and society in areas
with a large number of ethnic minorities”.25 This is a point of view that
shows the new awareness of the Party in implementing ethnic policies,
instead of implementing support and assistance policies with heavy subsidy,
switching to investment for development, creating sustainable development.
sustainable for ethnic minority areas.

5) Paying attention to the issue of training, fostering and building a contin�
gent of cadres who are ethnic minorities, focusing on building core people, repu�
table people, village elders. Party congresses in the renovation period have
emphasized the task of building a contingent of cadres who are ethnic mino�
rities and a core team of reputable people, village elders and village chiefs.
For example, the VIII National Congress set out the requirement to “build
a political base, cadres and party members of ethnic groups in regions, at all
levels, clean and strong”26;The 9th Congress clearly affirmed the viewpoint
“Actively implement the priority policy in training and fostering ethnic mi�
nority cadres. Motivating and promoting the role of typical and prestigious
people in the nation and in the locality”27; The XIII Congress emphasized
the need: “To take care of building a contingent of cadres and people with
typical prestige in ethnic minority areas”.28 This point of view of the Party
shows the profound mastery of Ho Chi Minh ideology on national affairs
and is very important for consolidating and strengthening the great national
unity bloc.

Outstanding new perspectives and awareness on religious issues
and religious problem solving

1) Affirming religion is the spiritual need of a part of the people. Before the
doi moi period, many party members believed that religion was just a
“remnant” of the old social system, so according to them, religion was not a
legitimate need. In order to overcome the one�sided perceptions of religion
as mentioned above, during the renovation period, the Party made the affir�
mative view: Religion is not only a tradition but also a legitimate need of a
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ministry. section of the people. This point of view was expressed in Resolu�
tion 24�NQ/TW dated October 6, 1990 of the Politburo (Term VI) on
strengthening religious work in the new situation and continued to be affir�
med in the National Assembly Documents. Party Assembly. With the affir�
mation that religion is the cultural, spiritual and legitimate need of a part of
the people, the Party has made a breakthrough in the awareness of religion,
creating the basis for the development of religious beliefs. policy innovation
religion in the process of national renewal.

2) Affirm that religion accompanies the nation during the process of buil�
ding socialism in Vietnam. Along with acknowledging that religion is the spi�
ritual need of a part of the people, during the renovation period, the Party
also affirmed that religion still exists in the long term and accompanies the
nation during the process of building socialism in Vietnam. This point of
view represents the creative application and development of theories of
Marxism�Leninism and Ho Chi Minh ideology on religion. According to
the classics of Marxism�Leninism, religion is a historical phenomenon, that
is, it appears in history, changes with history, and does not last forever. The
form of religious consciousness will perish on its own, but it is a very long
historical process, and as C. Marx notes “But that requires a certain materi�
al basis of society, or a series of certain conditions of material existence, but
these are themselves the natural product of a long and painful process of de�
velopment”.29 President Ho Chi Minh, although he rarely mentioned religi�
on in terms of epistemology, but from the point of view of “independent
country, religion can be free”, it can be seen that he believes that religion
will accompany the Vietnamese people for a long time. Inheriting and crea�
tively developing the views of Marxism�Leninism and Ho Chi Minh ideolo�
gy on religion, the Resolution of the 7th Central Committee of the IX term
of the Party affirms: Religion “is and will exist with the nation in the past.
the process of building socialism in our country”.30 This view is further affir�
med by the Documents of the Party Congress, creating a basis for overco�
ming subjective and hasty thoughts in solving religious problems in practice.

3) Distinguish clearly between legitimate religious needs and the use of reli�
gion for malicious purposes. Marxism�Leninism asserts, in solving religious
problems, there must be a distinction between the spiritual needs of the
masses and the abuse of religion. However, in the pre�doi moi period, some
Party committees, organizations and cadres and party members had
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“leftist” views on religion, viewing religion as backward, superstitious, and
even a hostile, reactionary force. To overcome that false perception, the VII
Congress requested to overcome all attitudes of narrowness, prejudice, disc�
rimination and discrimination against religious compatriots; The VIII Con�
gress affirmed the prohibition of infringing upon freedom of religion; The
supplementary and developed platform in 2011 emphasizes the task of figh�
ting and strictly handling all acts of violating freedom of belief and religion.
On the other hand, the Congress Documents, when referring to religion,
emphasize the need to fight against plots and acts that take advantage of re�
ligion for reactionary political purposes. Thus, the Party's point of view
throughout the Party congresses is to clearly distinguish between the legiti�
mate religious needs that need to be respected by the masses on the one
hand and the abuse of religion on the other side by enemy forces that need
to be condemned and fought.

4) Focus on advocacy work and promote the active role of dignitaries,
monks and followers of religions. During the period of national and democra�
tic revolution, the Party and President Ho Chi Minh attach great importan�
ce to the work of mobilizing dignitaries, priests and followers of religions.
Heeding the call of President Ho Chi Minh, the vast majority of religious
compatriots and religious monks and dignitaries actively participated in the
struggle for national liberation and building a new society. In the period
after the country's unification, the mobilization of religious compatriots was
still focused, but because the implementation in some places was still rigid,
the effectiveness was still limited. In the doi moi period, the Party determi�
ned that the work of mobilizing people to be religious is the core content of
religious work. At the same time, through the 8 congresses, the Party is inc�
reasingly aware of the role of mobilizing the contingent of monks, dignitari�
es and religious positions. At the 13th National Congress, the Party clearly
stated: “Mobilizing, uniting and gathering religious organizations, dignitari�
es and believers to live a good life”.31 The focus on advocacy not only for
the religious masses but also for dignitaries and monks has helped improve
the effectiveness of religious work.

5) Promoting cultural values, good ethics and religious resources for natio�
nal development. This is a breakthrough point in the Party's perception of re�
ligion. Resolution 24�NQ/TW of the 6th Politburo just stated that “religious
morality has many things suitable for the construction of a new society” to
Directive 37�CT/TW dated July 2, 1998 of The Politburo of the VIII term
raised the issue of exploiting and promoting the cultural and moral values of
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religion and that point of view was included in the Document of the IX
Congress. At the XIII Congress, the Party continued to supplement,
develop awareness when acknowledging religious resources and advocating
“Promoting good cultural and ethical values and resources of religions for
the cause of national development”.32 The XIII Congress of the Party raised
this point of view shows that the Party clearly recognizes and appreciates the
positive role and contributions of religion to the construction and develop�
ment of the country.

Thus, through 8 congresses during the renovation period, the Party has
always been consistent with the basic principles of Marxism�Leninism, Ho
Chi Minh ideology on nation and religion, and at the same time by summa�
rizing the facts. Through practice and inheriting the results of theoretical re�
search in the country and in the world, the Party has gradually supplemen�
ted and developed theoretical views and awareness on ethnicity and religion
in accordance with the practical conditions of the public. country reform.
The Party's viewpoints and policies on ethnicity and religion were supported
and accepted by people of all ethnicities and religions, so they quickly came
to life, creating a clear and positive change in the public sector, ethnic and
religious cooperation, making an important contribution to increasing reso�
urces for the development of a prosperous and happy Vietnam.
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PART 3
THE FOREIGN POLICY

OF THE COMMUNIST PARTY
AND THE FOREIGN RELATIONS OF VIETNAM

Chapter 23

THE EVOLUTION OF THE CPV'S
FOREIGN POLICY STRATEGY

IN THE PERIOD OF IMPLEMENTATION
OF THE COMPREHENSIVE

RENOVATION POLICY DOI MOI

Analyzing the evolution of foreign policy guidelines, set by the ruling
Communist Party of Vietnam since the beginning of the Doi moi renewal
policy to the present day (i.e. from 1986 to 2021), the author comes to the
following conclusions. Foreign policy guidelines of the 6th CPV Congress
(1986) were formulated within the orthodox tradition of the ruling com�
munist parties, for which the main foreign policy principle was proletarian
internationalism. In the post�bipolar period following the collapse of the
Soviet Union and Socialist Camp, the process of de�ideologization of the
SRV foreign policy begins. The party�state leadership adopts the old slogan
“more friends, fewer enemies”, which emerges in the party documents as
follows: “Vietnam wants to be a friend of all countries of the world com�
munity”. With the beginning of the new millennium, the core principle
underlying the SRV foreign policy has become multi�vector, as reflected in
the Program and Statute of the CPV, as well as in the SRV Constitution of
2013. Vietnam is keen to play a prominent role in international organizati�
ons and to maintain strategic partnerships with a large number of countries
adhering to very different socio�political and ideological orientations. All



these years the SRV diplomacy has successfully served the socio�economic
development of the country, the implementation of the CPV agenda for re�
newal of all aspects of the Vietnamese society.

Keywords: Nguyen Phu Trong, multi�vector foreign policy, Doi moi
renewal policy, Communist Party of Vietnam, Constitution of the SRV.

Within the class approach

In Vietnamese and national scientific and publicist literature it can be
considered as an entrenched statement, that the policy of comprehensive
renewal Doi moi originates from the 6th Congress of the Communist Party of
Vietnam, which was held in Hanoi on December 15—18, 1986. It is also ge�
nerally accepted that at the Congress the idea of updating has been articula�
ted in the very first approximation, in the most general form. As the General
Secretary of the CPV Central Committee Nguyen Phu Trong acknowled�
ged, “the 6th Congress outlined in general”.1

As for foreign policy issues, the 6th CPV Congress interpreted them in
line with the common then orthodox Marxist�Leninist class approach to
world politics. The world was viewed from the perspective of the competiti�
on between two systems or camps — socialism and imperialism. The Vietna�
mese revolution was presented in close connection with the “common
struggle of progressive mankind against imperialism and other reactionary
forces”. In the world revolutionary process, the Vietnamese Communists
distinguished then three streams — the countries of the socialist communi�
ty, the national liberation movement, the communist and labor movement
in the capitalist countries. The SRV foreign policy was based on the princip�
les of proletarian internationalism.

It is with this awareness that the SRV international relations were consi�
dered in the Political Report of the CPV Central Committee to the Cong�
ress, which was read by the General Secretary Truong Chinh. The party and
the country Leader defined the objectives of the CPV and the State in the
area of foreign policy for the subsequent years as follows: “Fight for the pea�
cekeeping in Indochina, actively help maintain peace in Southeast Asia and
throughout the world, strengthen special ties between the three countries of
Indochina, enhance relations of friendship and comprehensive cooperation
with the Soviet Union and other countries of the socialist community, take
advantage of favorable international conditions for the socialism building
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and defending the homeland, while actively contributing to the common
struggle of the peoples of the world for peace, national independence, de�
mocracy and socialism.”2

In the same orthodox tradition of communist parties’ documents, a de�
tailed description of the SRV relations with various countries and world re�
volutionary movement groups was given in the political report of the
Central Committee. First of all, it concerned the cooperation with the
Soviet Union, which was considered the “cornerstone of foreign policy” of
the CPV and the SRV. Furthermore, it described Vietnam’s “special relati�
ons” with Laos and Cambodia. It then considered relations with the count�
ries members of the Council for Mutual Economic Assistance, the
Non�Aligned Movement (and its members Cuba and India), the struggling
peoples of Angola, Ethiopia, Mozambique, Algeria, South Yemen, the
Sahrawi Republic, Libya, Syria, Lebanon, Palestine, El Salvador and Nica�
ragua.

The report supported the peace initiatives of the Soviet Union and
other Asian countries (MPR, India, North Korea, Afghanistan), aimed at
creating a secure and stable environment in Asia. It was also expressed the
willingness by the Vietnamese side to negotiate with China in order to nor�
malize bilateral relations and improve relations with the US “in the best in�
terest of peace and stability in Southeast Asia”.3

The resolution on the 6th Congress outcomes also contained commit�
ment to the development of cooperation with the Soviet Union and the co�
untries of the socialist community, strengthening the solidarity of the inter�
national communist and labor movement, and supporting the struggle of
peoples for liberation and national independence.4

Despite its apparent conservative views on world politics, the 6th Cong�
ress triggered changes in approaches not only to economic machinery, pro�
perty relations, but also to foreign policy. As in other areas, important
reform decisions were already taken in 1988—1989. In May 1988, the Polit�
buro of the CPV Central Committee adopted Resolution No.13 concerning
the tasks of foreign policy in the new situation. It stated that the strategic
objective was “the maintenance of peace, the use of favorable external con�
ditions and time to concentrate all efforts for the gradual stabilization and
providing a basis for economic development in the next 25—30 years, socia�
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lism building and the preservation of the Motherland independence,
making an active contribution to common struggle for peace, national inde�
pendence and socialism.5 The same Resolution introduced a slogan into Vi�
etnamese foreign policy practice, which was based on popular wisdom and
became a guide to action: “more friends, fewer enemies”. Australian scholar
Carlyle Thayer believes that Resolution No.13 was an indication that CPV
eliminated the concept of “Two Worlds” in favor of the idea of “interde�
pendence of the world”.6 This is difficult to accept, the analysis of the docu�
ments shows that at that time such a turn had not yet taken place.

In March 1989, at the 6th Plenum of the CPV Central Committee, the
Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the SRV was instructed to adjust its activities
to serve the needs of the national economy, combining political diplomacy
with economic diplomacy.7

It is important to note that by that time, in December 1987, the Law on
Foreign Investments had already been adopted, foreign capital flowed into
the Vietnamese economy, and joint ventures with foreigners were being es�
tablished.

An ordinary 7th CPV Congress, intended to consolidate the course of
comprehensive renewal, met in Hanoi in June 1991. In hindsight, it appears
that it was a difficult time — the destructive processes were taking place in
the socialist community, although the USSR still existed, Vietnamese diplo�
macy made special efforts to normalize relations with China and establish
ties with ASEAN and Western countries. Overall, the Vietnamese leadership
kept hope alive for enabling environment to forward march of humankind
towards a communist future. This was reflected in the Congress proceedings.

The 7th CPV Congress had a special role to play also because it adopted
a new party program entitled “The nation�building program during transiti�
on to socialism”. It was a document intended to guide the communists and
all Vietnamese citizens for the coming decades. The program, as well as all
the documents of the Congress, confirmed the CPV determination to push
forward the renewal policy. New guidelines have been introduced in the
spheres of foreign policy: to diversify international relations and to develop
equal and mutually beneficial cooperation with all countries, regardless of
their socio�political regimes, on the basis of the principles of peaceful coe�
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xistence. The slogan “more friends, fewer enemies” was then transformed
into a statement made from the rostrum of the Congress: “Vietnam is
willing to become a friend of all countries in the world community”. It can
be considered that since then, that was the beginning of the process of
de�ideologizing the foreign policy.

In the Central Committee report, which was made by the General Sec�
retary of the CPV Central Committee Nguyen Van Linh, the tasks of the
SRV foreign policy were defined as follows: “Maintain the peace, expand
relations of friendship and cooperation, create external environment condu�
cive to the construction of socialism and the protection of the homeland,
and at the same time make an active contribution to the struggle of people
the world over for peace, national independence, democracy and social pro�
gress.”8

The ideology of the Congress documents continued to be based on the
Marxist�Leninist worldview and maintained the class approach. The CPV
theorists then demonstrated new views on the situation in the world and the
course of world development. The Party program noted that many socialist
countries evidenced a profound crisis. It was also pointed out that capita�
lism still retained its potential for development. The main contradiction of
capitalism was interpreted in a new way — “between the growing public
nature of production and the private capitalist ownership regime”, which is
getting deeper every day. As for the contradictions between socialism and
capitalism, they, according to the authors of the Program, “have become
very acute”.9

The Vietnamese communists, however, remained optimistic, referring
to historical experience, they wrote: “Humanity will eventually come to so�
cialism — it’s a rule of development”.10

Also noteworthy are the other innovations in the documents of the
Congress: while maintaining the list of foreign policy partners of the SRV
adopted at the last Congress, an indication of the need for interaction with
the UN and international financial institutions appeared. Encouraging was
the conclusion reached by the General Secretary of the CPV Central Com�
mittee Nguyen Van Linh, that successes in international politics created a
favorable external environment for the cause of “renewal”.11
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At the beginning of post�bipolar world history

In the five years following the 7th CPV Congress, international relations
of Vietnam and world politics have undergone tremendous changes. In 1991
USSR dissolved, and Vietnam has lost a major donor and a political�milita�
ry ally; in the same year, Vietnam normalized relationships with neighbo�
ring China, in 1995 Vietnam acceded to the ASEAN and established diplo�
matic relations with the United States.

These changes were taken into account in the preparation of the new
Constitution of the Socialist Republic of Vietnam in 1992. As opposed to the
previous Constitution adopted in 1980, where its body determined that the
country’s foreign policy priorities are “fraternal friendship, military solidarity
and comprehensive cooperation” with the USSR, Laos, Cambodia and other
countries of the socialist community, as well as the struggle against “Ameri�
can imperialism” and “Chinese hegemonism”, in the Constitution of 1992
there were no references to the USA and China, and the goals of Vietnamese
diplomacy were defined in Article 14 as follows: “The Socialist Republic of
Vietnam pursues a policy of peace, friendship, enhancing exchanges and co�
operation with all countries of the world, regardless of the differences in their
socio�political background, on the basis of mutual respect for independence,
sovereignty and territorial integrity, non�interference in internal affairs, equ�
ality and mutual benefit; strengthens friendly solidarity and cooperative rela�
tions with all socialist countries and neighboring states; actively supports and
contributes to the common struggle of the peoples of the Earth for peace, na�
tional independence, democracy and social progress”.12

At the 8th CPV Congress, held in the summer of 1996, a new in�depth
analysis of the situation on the world stage and Vietnam’s international rela�
tions was presented. In the report of the Central Committee, which was
read out by the General Secretary Do Muoi, the challenging issues inclu�
ded: the collapse of socialism in the Soviet Union and the countries of
Eastern Europe, the continuation of national and class battles, the dissemi�
nation of the achievements of the scientific and technological revolution,
disparities in wealth between countries, fierce competition in the economy
and trade, the consequences of globalization. It also claimed that humanity
was in a transition from capitalism to socialism.13
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The issues of war and peace were interpreted as follows: “The threat of
a devastating world war has receded, but armed conflicts, local wars, conf�
licts on national, racial and religious grounds, an arms race, interference in
internal affairs, coups, terrorist acts continue to occur in many places.”14

The main trends of that time included the following: “peace, stability
and cooperation for development become a genuine demand of the peoples
and states of the world”; all states — great and small — are included in the
processes of regionalization and economic integration; the desire of peoples
for independence, autonomy, self�reliance, opposition to pressure and in�
terference from outside has increased; “countries with different socio�poli�
tical backgrounds both cooperate and struggle in peaceful coexistence”.15

The party leadership, presenting at the Congress its vision of the peculi�
arities of the international situation and trends in world politics, assumed
that these factors would influence both positively and negatively all aspects
of the life of the Vietnamese nation, and diplomats should also take this into
account.

The party defined the country’s foreign policy objectives for the coming
period in a different way from the 1992 Constitution: “To consolidate a pe�
aceful environment and create external conditions more conducive to en�
hancing the country’s socio�economic development, industrialization and
modernization, to serve the construction and defense of the Motherland
and to contribute actively to the common struggle of the peoples of the
world for peace, national independence, democracy and social progress.16.
The differences between the Party Congress proceedings and the Basic Law
of the country then into force reflected the fact that, in the four years from
1992 to 1996, dramatic changes had taken place in the world arena, which
the ruling party in Vietnam could not stay away and ignore.

In 1996 earlier statements on Vietnamese diplomacy were confirmed: it
should continue to pursue a line of independent, diversified and multi�vec�
tor foreign policy, in keeping with the thesis “Vietnam entertains the wish to
be a friend with all countries in the world community that are fighting for
peace, independence and development”.17

The list of Vietnam’s foreign policy partners in the Central Committee's
report outwardly resembled the one as at the previous congresses. Elements
of the socialist internationalism approach remained, though they were exp�
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ressed less. The report did not indicate specific countries, likewise it
changed ordering of priorities: the neighbors and ASEAN countries, as well
as the Non�Aligned Movement dominated and took thus the first place;
UN, francophone union, international economic organizations were at the
second place and were further followed by the communist and workers’
parties.

The innovation was a call to expand ties with non�communist parties,
or as they were cautiously called “ruling and others”.18 Therefore, it can be
considered not fortuitous that the governing parties of Malaysia and Singa�
pore attended the 8th CPV Congress.

Also the need to develop ties through public diplomacy was expressed
for the first time from the floor of the Congress.19

In general, the highlighting foreign policy sphere in the proceeding of
the 8th CPV Congress was generally optimistic.

It was noted that the SRV ties with other countries have expanded “as
never before”, “the opportunities to maintain independence and autonomy
and to integrate into the global community have increased”.20 Placing an
emphasis on interdependence of the foreign policy with the “renewal”
policy has intensified.

The course toward multi�vector interaction

The 9th CPV Congress (April 2001) has largely repeated the main asses�
sments of world development and the objectives of Vietnamese diplomacy.
The only notable innovation was the adjustment of the statement “Vietnam is
willing to become a friend of all countries of the world community” to
“Vietnam is ready to be a friend and reliable partner (emphasis added. —
P.Ts.) of all countries of the world community, advocating for peace, inde�
pendence and development”.21 These two words were a significant addition.
The new version not only reflected the desire of Vietnamese leaders to
develop relationships with all countries of the world, but also in certain extent
peculiarly invited foreigners for guaranteed cooperation with Vietnam.

This statement, which can be considered as a credo of multi�vector
policy, was further amended at the 10th CPV Congress (April, 2006). To the
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readiness to be a friend and reliable partner of all countries of the world,
“the willingness to actively engage in the process of regional and internatio�
nal cooperation” has been added.22

The materials of the 10th Congress of the CPV have been enriched by
generalizations and theoretical content. The fact is that it met 20 years after
the country’s transition to a “renewal” policy, and it was natural to expect a
summary of the results at this forum. The outcomes of the “renewal” policy
were rated in positive terms. Among other things, it was alleged that the po�
sition of the Socialist Republic of Vietnam in the international arena was
growing steadily.23 Peace, cooperation and development were identified as
global and regional megatrends.24

The foreign policy objectives of the SRV were defined in the same way as
at the previous congress, but the guidance to strengthen international integra�
tion run through the pages devoted to Vietnam’s foreign relations like golden
threads. The goal was to “make a breakthrough” in this sphere.25 At the same
time, the concept of integration went beyond the boundaries of the economic
sphere, encompassing other areas: culture, science, education, etc.

It also draws attention to the fact that the concern about the need to
ensure the “leading role” of the CPV in the country’s international affairs
was expressed at the Congress.26 The task of strengthening ties with the
Communist parties also remained.

In general, the 10th Congress confirmed the course of pursuing a policy
of openness, establishing broad and deep ties with all foreign actors on the
principles of respect for national independence and non�interference in in�
ternal affairs.

The 11th Congress of the CPV (January 2011) went down in history as a
congress, providing with an update on the Party Program and Statute. The
CPV Program reaffirmed a line of independent foreign policy of peace, fri�
endship and cooperation,27 set targets for actively strengthening internatio�
nal relationships, enhancing the role of Vietnam in world politics.28 The
course towards a multi�vector and diversified foreign policy was reiterated.
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Given the importance of these party documents as a basis for ideology and
practice of all Vietnamese communists, including diplomats, it should be
assumed that the intended goals will be carried out over a rather long period;
they are to be considered on a strategic level.

The course towards a multi�vector and diversified foreign policy was
also enshrined in the main law of the Socialist Republic of Vietnam. In its
article 12, the new Constitution, which came into force on the January 1,
2014, directed citizens towards multilateral cooperation and integration into
international processes. The State itself was supposed to appear at the inter�
national scene as follows: “The SRV is a friend, reliable partner and respon�
sible participant of the international community, contributing to the cause
of peace, national independence, democracy and social progress throughout
the world in the interest of the nation and the State.”29

The second decade of the XXI century was filled with the vigorous acti�
vity of Vietnamese international experts in the implementation of the mul�
ti�vector course. On the one hand, this was evident in the in the establish�
ment of strategic partnerships with various states. By mid�2021, the number
of strategic partners of the SRV reached three dozen, among them there
were all permanent members of the United Nations Security Council.

At the same time, the party leadership continued to emphasize multila�
teralism. In August 2018, the CPV Central Committee Secretariat issued a
directive outlining the way forward for multilateral diplomacy until 2030.30

In particular, it highlighted effective use of the opportunities of free trade
zones. Between the 12th and 13th CPV Congresses, Vietnam joined the
Comprehensive and Progressive Trans�Pacific Partnership and the Comp�
rehensive Regional Economic Partnership — the organizations where the
lead role is played by countries of liberal capitalism like Japan, and there is
no place for Russia. It appears that the increased focus on developing Viet�
nam’s ties in a multilateral format, with more active participation in inter�
national organizations, was due, inter alia, to the desire of Hanoi leaders to
avoid suspicion of affiliation with any one superpower. This became part�
icularly important in the tenth years of the present century, when relations
between PCR — US and US — Russia had become tense.

This line will be continued in the future. This was evidenced by the pro�
ceedings of the 13th CPV Congress, which took place at the end of January
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2021. The list of tasks of Vietnamese diplomacy addresses the strategic issues
of protecting sovereignty and territorial integrity, resisting old and new
(COVID�19, cyberattacks) challenges and threats, pursuing a diversification
and multi�vector policy, active participation in international integration for
further socio�economic development of the country. This Congress paid
more attention than before to Vietnam’s participation in multilateral insti�
tutions, in particular, such as ASEAN, UN, APEC.31 It can be expected
that in the near future the representatives of the Socialist Republic of
Vietnam will take global initiatives in these institutions.

Conclusion

Thus, over the years of implementation of the “Doi moi” renewal policy,
Vietnamese diplomacy has made a transition from socialist internationalism,
membership in the Council for Mutual Economic Assistance, practically
allied relations with the Soviet Union and the member states of the Warsaw
Treaty Organization through de�ideologizing its external relations to a mul�
ti�vector, strategic partnership with a large number of states and active integ�
ration into international economic and political institutions. All these years,
the diplomacy of the Socialist Republic of Vietnam has successfully served
the socio�economic development of the country, the implementation of the
CPV course to renew all aspects of the life of Vietnamese society.
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Chapter 24

PROMOTING THE ROLE OF THE STATE
IN INTERNATIONAL INTEGRATION UNDER

THE LEADERSHIP OF THE CPV — OUTSTANDING
ACHIEVEMENTS SINCE 1986 TO THIS DAY

After 35 years of implementing the Doi moi (reform) process from
1986 until now, Vietnam has increasingly integrated into the international
community and has attained great achievements of historical significance,
especially in the field of economic sector. It is the result of the state's pro�
cess of consistently implementing the Party's guidelines and orientations,
with a proactive spirit, actively promoting international integration, diver�
sification and multilateralization of foreign relations; maintaining inde�
pendence and putting national interests first. These achievements have
created great spiritual strength and solidified the Vietnamese people's belief
in the leadership of the Communist Party and the performance of the sta�
te's leading and governing role in the country's current international integ�
ration process.

Keywords: State's role, international integration, outstanding achieve�
ments, leadership of the Communist Party.

In the context of globalization, Vietnam's international integration is
inevitable and reasonable, following the trend of the current times. With the
goal of promoting internal resources, making the most of external resources,
shortening the development process, and gradually implementing the cause
of national reform successfully, the State of Vietnam, under the leadership
of the Communist Party, has effectively promoted the role of management
and administration and led the international integration process of Vietnam.
This work has reaped many achievements, contributing to enhancing the
country's position in the international arena. These outstanding achieve�



ments are the result of the state's process of realizing the international integ�
ration policy of the Communist Party of Vietnam from 1986 to present.

The international integration policy
of the Communist Party of Vietnam in Doi moi

Vietnam's international integration started with the cause of Doi moi,
initiated by the VI Party Congress (1986). This was a period when the global
situation was volatile with complicated developments, especially with the
recession in the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe, which had a negative
impact on the Vietnamese revolution. On the basis of analyzing the domes�
tic and foreign context, with the motto of looking directly at the truth, poin�
ting out the deep causes of the socio�economic crisis at that time, the Com�
munist Party of Vietnam set out a policy and major policies, creating an im�
portant turning point in thinking and acting, and officially brought Vietnam
into the period of reform. The Party asserted: “In order to combine national
strength with the trends of the times, our country must participate in the in�
ternational division of labor; (...) at the same time take advantage of expan�
ding economic and scientific — technical relations with third world countri�
es, industrialized countries, international organizations and foreign private
sector on the principle of equality and mutually benefits”.1 This is an impor�
tant theoretical premise for the State and people of Vietnam to take the first
steps firmly and effectively in the process of international integration.

Entering the 90s of the twentieth century, the world situation changed
along with the disintegration of the system of socialist countries in the
Soviet Union and Eastern Europe; The VII National Party Congress (1991)
defined the principle of Vietnam's international integration as “diversifying
and multilateralizing economic relations with all countries and all economic
organizations on the principle of respect for independence, sovereignty,
equality and mutual benefit”.2

At the VIII National Congress (1996), for the first time, the term “In�
tegration” was officially mentioned in the Party's Document, which was:
“Build an open economy, integrate with the region and the world...”3, con�
tinue to implement the foreign policy of independence, self�reliance, open�
ness, multilateralization and diversification of foreign relations; proactively
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prepare necessary conditions of personnel, legislation and especially of pro�
ducts that Vietnam can compete internationally to integrate into regional
and international markets.

In international integration, international economic integration is both
the center, the basis and the driving force, promoting other integration
fields of society. Deeply aware of the importance of this process for the
overall development of the country, at the IX Congress of the Party (2001),
the Politburo issued Resolution No. 07/NQ�TW: “On international econo�
mic integration”. The resolution clearly states: Actively integrate into the
international economy to expand the market, take advantage of more
capital, technology and management knowledge to promote industrializati�
on and modernization of the country in the direction of socialism. Try to
achieve a prosperous population, a strong country, a just, democratic and
civilized society...

At the X Congress, the integration guideline by the Party was developed
from “Active” to a higher level, which was “Actively and proactively integ�
rating into the international economy, and at the same time expanding in�
ternational cooperation in other fields”4.

At the XI National Congress of Deputies, the Party's thinking and awa�
reness of integration had a new development, that was, from “international
economic integration” in the previous congresses, it was changed to “Inter�
national integration”. The Party has asserted a determination to “Actively
and proactively integrate into the world”5. Affirming and strengthening this
spirit, on April 10, 2013, the 11th Politburo issued Resolution No. 22 /
NQ�TW “On international integration”. By promulgating Resolution No.
22/NQ�TW, the Party's awareness of international integration has develo�
ped more deeply and comprehensively. Vietnam will participate in integra�
tion in all areas of social life, in which economic integration is the focus;
integration in other fields must facilitate economic integration and actively
contribute to economic development, strengthening national defense,
ensuring national security, preserving and promoting national cultural
identity.

At the XII National Congress (2016), the Communist Party of Vietnam
continued to emphasize: “Improve the effectiveness of international integ�
ration, fully implement international commitments and free trade agree�
ments in the new era in a master plan with a reasonable roadmap; which is
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consistent with the interests of the country. Promote and deepen relations
with partners, especially strategic partners and major countries that play an
important role in the development and security of the country, and put the
established relationship framework into substantive implementation”.6

In 2021, the Communist Party of Vietnam successfully organized the
XIII Party Congress in the context of a complicated international situation.
As strategic competition between major countries increases, the COVID�19
pandemic is still a worrying threat in Vietnam as well as in many other co�
untries. On the basis of deep awareness of the domestic and foreign context,
the XIII National Congress of the Party continued to affirm: “Combine the
strength of the nation with the trend of the times, proactively take initiative
in comprehensive and extensive international integration; Vietnam is a
friend, a reliable partner and an active and responsible member of the inter�
national community”7.

Thus, a summary of the past 35 years shows that Vietnam's foreign
policy and international integration policy was initiated from the VI Cong�
ress (1986) and has been regularly supplemented and developed through the
VII, VIII, IX, X, XI, XII, XIII congresses in accordance with the require�
ments and tasks of the Vietnam as well as with the constant movement and
change in the world. Subsequent congresses always inherit, supplement and
develop the perceptions and decisions of previous congresses. This is consi�
dered an important theoretical basis, a guideline to guide all activities of
Vietnam in the process of international integration. The realization of the
Communist Party's policy of international integration since 1986 has helped
the State and people of Vietnam reap great achievements, contributing to
promoting the country's development and raising Vietnam's position to a
new height.

Outstanding achievements of the State of Vietnam
in the process of international economic integration

from 1986 to present

First, the State implemented reform of administrative procedures, sup�
plemented and completed the legal frameworks to improve the efficiency of
international integration.
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Faced with the increasing requirements of the international integration
process and for the sake of comprehensive renovation, the state's functional
agencies have reviewed the system of legal documents, annulled thousands
of outdated and duplicate documents, iterated and promulgated new docu�
ments with much progress, in line with Vietnam's international integration
process. The Prime Minister has issued decisions guiding and directing the
simplification of administrative procedures in order to ensure the consisten�
cy, synchronization, simplicity, publicity and transparency of administrative
procedures, and created favorable conditions for individuals, organizations
and enterprises at home and abroad. Typical examples are Decision No. 30/
QD�TTg, issued on January 10, 2007 (referred to as Project 30) and Decisi�
on No. 896/QD�TTg, issued on June 8, 2013, (referred to as Project 896).
As of 2021, 57/57 (100 %) of Project 896's tasks have been completed, and
the implementation process has achieved many important results8, contri�
buting to general socio�economic development of the country.

At the same time, in recent years, the State has focused on institutiona�
lizing the Party's guidelines, improving the quality of legal documents to suit
the new situation and meet higher levels of requirements of the international
integration process. Specifically, procedures for business registration,
import and export, and issuance of certificates of urban land use rights are
simplified; there was fundamental reform in customs procedures, appraisal
and issuance of foreign investment licenses, and exemption from inapprop�
riate fees and charges. A series of laws such as the Commercial Law, the En�
terprise Law, and the Investment Law have been gradually adjusted, supple�
mented and revised over the years 1996, 1999, 2005, 2014, 2020, contribu�
ting to eliminating discrimination between domestic investment and foreign
investment and eliminating inequality between economic sectors, especially
between the state economic sector, the private economic sector and the fo�
reign�invested sector.

After more than 30 years of opening up to attract foreign investment,
the flow of foreign direct investment (FDI) into Vietnam has continuously
increased. In 2010, realized investment capital reached USD 11 billion, by
2015 it reached USD 14.5 billion, and by 2016 it reached USD 15.8 billion.
By the end of 2017, Vietnam attracted over 25,000 foreign direct investment
projects with a total registered investment of more than USD 333 billion.
Up to now, 129 countries/territories have invested in Vietnam. Particularly
in 2019, FDI capital into Vietnam reached USD 38.95 billion, an increase
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of 7.2 % compared to 2018; making Vietnam one of the attractive countries
for foreign investors.9

The results of the promulgation of legal documents of the State have
brought certain successes in attracting foreign investment, creating more
jobs for the economy, and increasing incomes for all classes of the populati�
on, contributing to boosting Vietnam's import and export activities in the
integration process.

Second, the State negotiates, signs and implements international and
regional economic�commercial agreements and contracts in the process of
international integration.

Regarding bilateral cooperation, as of 2020, “Vietnam has established
diplomatic relations with 189 out of 193 UN member states; establishing a
stable and long�term relationship with 30 strategic and comprehensive part�
ners, creating a solid foundation for Vietnam and other countries to raise
cooperation levels for the benefit of each country and for peace, cooperati�
on and development in the region and in the world”.10 Particularly in 2020,
Vietnam has joined 3 major trade agreements, opening up an unprecedented
large market, including the Vietnam — European Union Free Trade Agree�
ment (EVFTA), the Regional Comprehensive Economic Partnership Agre�
ement (RCEP) and the UK�Vietnam Free Trade Agreement (UKVFTA),
bringing the total number of free trade agreements that Vietnam participates
in to 15. Currently, Vietnam has economic, trade and investment cooperati�
on relations with more than 230 countries and territories, including FTAs
with 60 economies, opening up potential export markets, contributing to in�
creasing trade turnover from USD 2.9 billion (in 1986) to over USD 500
billion (in 2019).11

Regarding multilateral and regional cooperation: Vietnam has had
positive relationships with international monetary and financial instituti�
ons such as the Asian Development Bank, the International Monetary
Fund, and the World Bank. Vietnam's international integration process
has been accelerated and taken to a higher level by joining regional and
world economic and trade organizations such as ASEAN, AFTA, ASEM,
APEC, WTO, and TPP. Most notably, in 2020, in the context that the
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world was facing difficulties due to the outbreak of the Covid�19 epide�
mic which affected the global economy, the joining and signing of the
Regional Comprehensive Economic Partnership Agreement (RCEP) still
went smoothly, marking an important milestone in Vietnam's economic
integration process.

The outstanding achievements of the state's role in negotiating and
signing bilateral and multilateral economic�commercial agreements and
contracts have contributed to conveying Vietnam's message to international
friends about its proactive and positive spirit in the process of promoting in�
ternational integration.

Third, the State has handled well the relationship between independen�
ce and international integration, contributing to enhancing Vietnam's posi�
tion in the region and the world.

Independence, autonomy and international integration have an inte�
ractive and dialectical relationship with each other. Independence and
self�reliance are the basis, creating endogenous strength to improve the effi�
ciency of international cooperation. Similarly, deep international integrati�
on will allow to make good use of all external opportunities and to increase
the internal strength of the country, thereby creating more power and
strength for the country to maintain its independence. Over the past 35
years, under the good leadership of the Communist Party, the State of
Vietnam has effectively resolved the relationship between independence and
international integration, creating a positive resonance among international
friends.

Besides focusing on the economic field, Vietnam attaches great impor�
tance to strengthening cultural strength, defense and security; proactively
and successfully handles situations and is not passive or unprepared. Politi�
cal, economic, cultural, and social security and the safety and order of the
country are maintained. Foreign affairs and international integration are
promoted, constantly expand and deepen. Vietnam also resolutely and per�
sistently protects independence, sovereignty, unity, territorial integrity and
national interests; maintains a peaceful and stable environment for the de�
velopment of the country, and at the same time makes active and responsib�
le contributions to peace, cooperation and development of the region and
the world. These efforts have been advocated and highly regarded by the in�
ternational community; the reliability and position of the Party and State,
and the position and power of the country are constantly being improved in
the international arena12.
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In the context of the world economy's recession, the GDP growth rate
of many countries declined, but Vietnam's economy still achieved a good
growth rate. Gross domestic product (GDP) in 2020 increased by 2.91 %.
Although this was the lowest increase in the period 2011—2020, this was a
great success for Vietnam with the growth rate among the highest in the
world, given the context of complicated developments of the Covid�19 epi�
demic which negatively affected all socio�economic fields. Vietnam has now
been removed from the group of the least developed countries by the United
Nations and has become a middle�income country.

Up to now, Vietnam has signed more than 100 bilateral agreements and
treaties with cultural content. In�depth socio�cultural integration has at�
tracted international friends to come to Vietnam more and more.
Defense — security cooperation with major countries and countries in the
region has been gradually expanded; Vietnam has official defense relations
with nearly 70 countries, has military attache offices in more than 30 count�
ries and more than 40 countries have military attache offices in Vietnam.13

Vietnam has been assigned many international tasks at the same time and
has completed them successfully, namely: Chairman of ASEAN 2020, Cha�
irman of the 41st Inter�Parliamentary Council of Southeast Asian Nations
(AIPA), non�permanent member of the United Nations Security Council
for the 2020—2021 term. These are clear demonstrations of the state's achi�
evements in effectively resolving the relationship between independence
and international integration.

It can be seen that the success of international integration has contribu�
ted to strengthening synergy, creating a vital material and spiritual premise
for maintaining and ensuring the country's independence and self�reliance
in all fields, especially in politics, economy, defense, security and foreign
affairs. At the same time, Vietnam's independence and autonomy has incre�
asingly contributed to affirming the country's position in the region and in
the world.

Fourth, the State has developed a strategy for cultural diplomacy, which
creates good foundation for Vietnamese culture to integrate globally

Vietnam has the goals of actively integrating into the world in terms of
culture, promoting Vietnamese cultural values to the world, absorbing the
cultural quintessence of global humanity and creating a comprehensive de�
velopment for the Vietnamese culture to contribute to enhance the country's
international position and prestige. To fultil these goals, the Prime Minister
signed Decision No. 208/2011/QD�TTg approving the “Strategy for cultu�
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ral diplomacy until 2020” (issued on February 14, 2011) and Decision No.
210/QD�TTg approving the “External cultural relations strategy to 2020
and vision to 2030” (issued on February 8, 2015).

Implementing the Party's guidelines on cultural integration and the
state's cultural diplomacy strategies, Vietnam has strengthened its good coo�
peration relationship with UNESCO (United Nations Educational, Scienti�
fic and Cultural Organization) in all areas of competence. Most notably,
Vietnam and UNESCO signed a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU)
on cooperation between the two sides for the 2016—2020 period on the basis
of summarizing the MOU for the 2010—2015 period. Vietnam continues to
promote its active role in UNESCO through holding a number of important
positions at UNESCO's specialized committees, such as Vice President of
the Memory of the World Program for Asia and the Pacific (MOWCAP) for
the term 2014—2018; Vice Chairman of International Oceanographic Com�
mission for the Western Pacific (IOC/WESTPAC) for the term 2012—2015
and Secretary General of the World Union of UNESCO Associations for
the term 2011—201514.

After a lot of effort, up to now, Vietnam is proud to be the leading
country in the ASEAN region with a total of 21 world heritages recognized
by UNESCO. This is Vietnam's responsible contribution to enriching, pro�
tecting and promoting humanity's cultural treasures. At the same time,
UNESCO's international titles for Vietnam are also an effective way to help
international friends better understand the country, people, traditions and
history of Vietnam.

The present world is facing profound, rapid and unpredictable changes.
Peace, cooperation and development are still the aspirations of the peoples of
the world, but humanity is also facing many difficulties and challenges, espe�
cially the world economic recession and strategic competition between great
powers, and the consequences of the Covid�19 pandemic. This fact is having
a multi�dimensional impact on Vietnam. In this context, the role of the State
becomes even more important. Therefore, in order to continue promoting the
role of the Communist Party of Vietnam in realizing the international integ�
ration policy as clearly stated at the 13th Party Congress (2021), the State
needs to focus on a number of fundamental contents as follows:

First, to further strengthen the proactive international integration, not
only in the economic field but also in the political, cultural, social, defense
and security fields.
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Second, to improve the state's macro�forecasting capacity in response to
changes in the world, thereby properly identifying opportunities and chal�
lenges of international integration.

Third, to focus on developing human resources to meet the increasing
requirements of the international integration process.

Fourth, to continue to supplement and perfect the current legal system,
minimizing risks from the “common rules of the game” that international
integration brings.

Fifth, to focus on summarizing practices and drawing on experiences,
contributing to a good advisory function for the Party to plan policies and
guidelines for integration in the coming years.

Vietnam's thirty�five�year journey of reform and international integrati�
on from 1986 to now has been a challenging and difficult process. Under the
leadership of the Communist Party of Vietnam, the State's achievements
have historical significance, creating a premise and motivation for Vietnam
to enter the period of deep international integration, stronger and more
comprehensive development now and in the future.
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Chapter 25

INTERNATIONAL INTEGRATION
AS A KEY FOREIGN ORIENTATION

OF THE CPV (2016—2021): ACHIEVEMENTS,
CHALLENGES, PROSPECTS

The thought of expanding foreign relations, integration with the regi�
on and the world of the Communist Party of Vietnam (CPV) has been cle�
arly shown in the diplomatic documents of Vietnam’s government and do�
cuments of the National Congress of CPV. The process of Vietnam’s inter�
national integration has taked place in many areas and in many different
levels, from bilateral, sub�regional, regional, inter�regional to global. The
paper focuses on assessing the achievements that Vietnam has achieved on
the integration process, both in bilateral and in multilateral cooperation.
Vietnam has taken advantage of a favorable international environment to
concentrate on socio�economic development, maintaining peaceful envi�
ronment, stabilizing national security, improving the position of the count�
ry in the international arena. Besides, Vietnam’s international integration
process still faces many difficulties. Finally, the paper also raises the forth�
coming prospects for Vietnam’s international integration in the direction
of the 13th National Congress of the CPV.

Keywords: Integration, region, international, the CPV, relations and
cooperation.

Some basic views on international integration
of the Party and State of Vietnam

The basic objective of international integration defined by the CPV is to
consolidate a peaceful environment, make the most of favorable internatio�
nal conditions for rapid and sustainable development of the country,
improve people’s living standards, maintain independence, sovereignty,



unity, territorial integrity and firmly defend the socialist Vietnamese Father�
land. The principles of Vietnam’s international integration are: respect for
independence, sovereignty, and territorial integrity, non�interference in
each other’s internal affairs; not use force or threaten to use force; resolve
disagreements and disputes through peaceful negotiation; mutual respect,
equality and mutual benefit.1

Entering the new century, the 9th Party Congress (2001) affirmed that
“Consistently implement the foreign policy of independence, self�reliance,
expansion, multilateralization and diversification of international relations,
willing to be friends and reliable partners of countries in the world, striving
for peace, independence and development”.2 The 10th Congress also affir�
med “Actively integrate into the international economy, and at the same
time expand international cooperation in other fields. Vietnam is a friend
and reliable partner of countries in the international community to partici�
pate actively in the process of international and regional cooperation”.3 The
11th Party Congress in 2011 marked a new development in the policy of in�
ternational integration with the view “Multilateralization and diversification
of relations, proactive international integration; raising the position of
country, for the sake of the nation, for a rich and strong socialist Vietnam; a
friend, a reliable partner, and a responsible member of the international
community”.4

Continuing the orientation of international integration stated in the
11th National Party Congress, the 12th Party Congress (2016) set out the
policy “Diversification and multilateralization in foreign relations; proacti�
ve integration on the basis of both cooperation and struggle, external activi�
ties aim to maintain a peaceful and stable environment, make the most of
external resources to develop the country, improve people’s living standards
... ; raise the country’s position and prestige, contributing to the cause of
peace and national independence democracy and progress in the world”5.
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Thus, through different historical periods, the CPV has set forth guide�
lines for international integration flexibly on the basis of inheritance and ad�
justment and supplementation to suit the new situation. International integ�
ration is both objective and subjective, bringing both opportunities and
challenges for Vietnam when participating in international life.

Results of Vietnam’s international integration
in the period 2016—2021

Achievements

Over the past time, Vietnam has achieved many great achievements in
the process of integrating into international relations, contributing to so�
cio�economic development, maintaining a peaceful environment, stabili�
zing national security, improving position of the country in the international
arena.

The document of the 13th Party Congress commented that “The
network of strategic partnerships and comprehensive partnerships has been
consolidated and expanded; relations with other countries have gradually
deepened”6. Vietnam has taken advantage of the favorable international en�
vironment to focus on socio�economic development. Through specific dip�
lomatic activities, especially focusing on strengthening cooperation with key
partners, Vietnam has taken advantage of resources for socio�economic de�
velopment. In addition to establishing diplomatic relations with 185 count�
ries, Vietnam promotes economic, trade and investment relations with 224
markets on all continents, participating in more than 500 bilateral and mul�
tilateral agreements in the world, attracting a large amount of foreign direct
investments.7

• In bilateral cooperation:
Vietnam has consolidated and developed comprehensive cooperative frien�

dship with such neighboring countries as Laos, Cambodia and China, promo�
ting mechanisms for negotiating and exchanging with neighboring countries
on territorial borders, basically completing border delimitation with them. 8
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With Laos, in general, Vietnam implements a policy of friendship and
solidarity with Laos, considering it “an invaluable asset of the two peoples to
be passed on to future generations, a law of development, a decisive factor
in the development of Laos, which is determined to win the cause of natio�
nal construction and defense of each country”.9 The two countries agreed to
upgrade the relationship of “traditional friendship” to “great friendship” on
the occasion of the official friendship visit to Laos by General Secretary and
President Nguyen Phu Trong in February 2019, which is considered an im�
portant historical milestone, creating a breakthrough in cooperation
between the two countries in the coming time.10

With Cambodia, the relationship between the two countries is constant�
ly developing and achieving many achievements. Leaders of the two count�
ries affirmed their determination to work together to foster the good traditi�
onal friendship and solidarity between the two countries. Two�way trade
turnover has surpassed 5 billion USD in 2019.11 Vietnam and Cambodia
have implemented border demarcation and marker planting work on land
since the beginning of 1986. As of December 2018, the two sides have com�
pleted about 84 % of the work of demarcation and marker planting.12

With China, on the basis of the comprehensive strategic partnership,
Vietnam and China have determined to develop the relationship between
the two countries according to the motto set out earlier: “friendly neighbors,
comprehensive cooperation, long�term stability, looking to the future”
(1999) and the spirit of “good neighbors, good friends, good comrades,
good partners” (2005). Up to now, Vietnam and China have established
nearly 60 exchange and cooperation mechanisms from central to local
levels. Vietnam maintains its position as China’s largest trading partner in
ASEAN countries, with bilateral trade turnover in 2020, reaching USD
192.2 billion, increased by 18.7 %. China was the 3rd largest FDI investor in
Vietnam in 202013.
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Actively improve relations with major countries and regional integration or�
ganizations

For the US, the relationship with this world’s superpower is very impor�
tant to Vietnam’s security, stability and economic development require�
ments, helping Vietnam improve its relations with other partners and create
more favorable conditions for Vietnam to deal with current challenges14. On
the basis of a comprehensive partnership, the total two�way import and
export turnover between Vietnam and the US in 2019 reached USD 75.6
billion. The US is Vietnam’s largest export market and 3rd largest trading
partner. Vietnam is also the 27th largest export market and the 16th largest
trading partner of the US15. In the first 10 months of 2020, the bilateral
trade turnover between Vietnam and the US reached 73.9 billion USD. By
September 2020, the US ranked 11th out of 138 countries and territories
with FDI in Vietnam with 1,063 projects and a total registered capital of
USD 9.4 billion.16 The US has also actively supported Vietnam to overcome
the consequences of the war, supported Vietnam in combating climate
change, and many health and medical programs in Vietnam.

With Russia, over the years, Vietnam has consistently considered the
Russian Federation a top priority in its foreign policy. The outstanding
feature of Vietnam — Russia political relations is high reliability with diverse
forms of cooperation. Security and defense cooperation is promoted. Russia
is Vietnam’s leading partner in this field. In economic cooperation, since
the Free Trade Agreement between Vietnam and the EAEU (VN — EAEU
FTA) came into effect, the growth of trade turnover between Vietnam and
Russia has made strong progress with an increase in about 30 %/year on
average17. Two�way trade turnover increased from USD 2.5 billion in 2014
to USD 4.5 billion in 2019. Despite the impact of the COVID�19 pande�
mic, two�way turnover between Vietnam and Russia still grew by nearly
10 % in the first 9 months of the year.18 Science — technology cooperation
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continues to be maintained. The two countries have carried out nearly 60
research and technology transfer projects. Currently, Russia continues to
support Vietnam in human resource training. Russia is one of the largest
scholarship providers for Vietnam.

For the EU, Vietnam has a cooperative relationship in all fields and is
one of the EU partners with the most comprehensive relationship in the
region. An important event that marks the latest historical milestone in the
bilateral relationship is the signing, ratification and official entry into force
of the EU�Vietnam Free Trade Agreement (EVFTA) from August 1, 2020.
The EU has always been one of the top three trading partners (after China
and the US) and one of the two most important export markets (after the
US) of Vietnam. From 2000 to 2019, the total export turnover of goods
between Vietnam and the EU increased 17 times, from USD 4.1 billion (in
2000) to USD 56.45 billion (in 2019). The EU is one of the five largest
foreign direct investors in Vietnam. In 2019, the EU had 2,375 projects (an
increase of 182 projects compared to 2018) from 27/28 EU countries still
valid in Vietnam with a total registered investment capital of USD 25.49
billion (up 1.19 billion).19 The EU is Vietnam’s largest supplier of develop�
ment aid. The European Commission committed to providing aids to
Vietnam in the period 2014—2020.20

• In multilateral cooperation:
In recent years, Vietnam has signed and implemented many new�gene�

ration free trade agreements, including the Comprehensive and Progressive
Agreement for Trans�Pacific Partnership (CPTPP), EVFTA, and VN —
EAEU FTA, Regional Comprehensive Economic Partnership (RCEP) etc.
Vietnam actively promotes its role at the United Nations, APEC, ASEAN
and related forums and mechanisms like being elected as non�permanent
member of the United Nations Security Council for the term 2020—2021
with almost absolute votes21.

At the regional scale, Vietnam has affirmed its active and important
nuclear role in ASEAN, actively working with ASEAN to build and
promote tools and mechanisms for political�security cooperation in the
region, contributing to building trust, promoting dialogue, for peace, securi�
ty, stability and cooperation for development. For example, Treaty of Amity
and Cooperation in Southeast Asia (TAC), Declaration of Conduct of the
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parties in the East Sea (DOC), towards the development of a Code of
Conduct in the East Sea (COC), etc. In addition, Vietnam has also stepped
up and participated in more and more substantive and effective organizati�
ons in organizations and forums for inter�regional and regional cooperation
such as the East Asia Summit (EAS), the Asia�Pacific Economic Coopera�
tion (APEC), the Asia�Europe Cooperation (ASEM), The Forum for East
Asia�Latin America Cooperation (FEALAC), the World Economic Forum
(WEF), the Mekong Sub�regional cooperation mechanisms, etc.

Assessing the results of international integration, the 13th Party Cong�
ress pointed out “international integration continues to be expanded and
deepened, creating a framework for stable and sustainable relations with
partners, participating in the development of principles and standards in re�
gional and global multilateral institutions; properly and effectively handling
relations with neighboring countries, major countries, and strategic part�
ners, comprehensive strategic partners, and other partners”.22 Thus, the
great achievements of Vietnam in international integration are the results of
the consistent implementation of the foreign policy of openness, diversifica�
tion, multilateralization, and deeper integration with the region and the
world, thereby creating favorable conditions for Vietnam to participate ef�
fectively in the international labor division system, making use of all resour�
ces to serve development goals.23

Challenges

Besides great achievements, Vietnam’s international integration process
still has certain difficulties:

In some fields of foreign relations and international integration, at spe�
cific times, “it did not keep up with the developments of the situation, not
fully anticipated the adverse impacts. Not exploited well and effectively
brought into play the interwoven benefits relationships with important part�
ners” .24 “International integration has not been uniformly implemented,
and the overall efficiency is not high. The capacity of international integra�
tion is slow to improve”25. Some relationships have been established but are
still limited in depth, have not made qualitative leaps, have not built relati�
onship frameworks or have not yet concretized signed agreements.
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The relationship between economy, politics, security and foreign affairs
in some specific cases has not been closely linked together. The progress of
legal and institutional preparation is still far from the requirements of integ�
ration and the changes of world situation. The work of external information
and propaganda is not sensitive, the form is not lively, the coordination
mechanism between sectors and levels is not synchronized, and the efficien�
cy is not high. The work of training, fostering and building cadres in charge
of foreign affairs and international integration is still not of high quality;
basic research, strategic forecasting in foreign affairs and international in�
tegration is still limited, not meeting the requirements, sometimes lacking
initiative, coordination, and unified administration.

Some orientations for international integration
of Vietnam in the coming time in the spirit

of the 13th Congress of the CPV

There should be some orientations for international integration of
Vietnam as follows:

Continue to actively promote foreign affairs, make the most of the op�
portunities brought by the integration process, especially the signed free
trade agreements, focusing on improving integration capacity, international
trade, and investment dispute settlement; closely link foreign affairs with
national defense and security and serving socio�economic development;
promote relations with partners, especially important partners; enhance the
interweaving of interests, handle flexibly, creatively and effectively relations
with other powers.26

Persevere, steadfastly follow the foreign policy of independence,
self�reliance, multilateralization and diversification of relations, improve
the ability to adapt dynamically and flexibly to harmonize national interests
with common interests27; improve the efficiency of foreign affairs, step up
and raise the level of multilateral diplomacy, closely combine with bilateral
diplomacy, well perform international responsibilities, especially within
ASEAN, the United Nations, and other international cooperation frame�
works in Asia�Pacific; improve the level and quality of international integra�
tion to expand the market, take advantage of capital, technology, knowledge
and management skills, improve the competitiveness of the economy, busi�
nesses and products; actively contribute to the process of renewing the
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growth model, restructuring the economy, accelerating industrialization
and modernization of the country, narrowing the development gap compa�
red with more developed countries in region and around the world; strictly
implement international commitments and signed trade agreements; take
advantage of a favorable international environment to improve integration
capacity and benefit from integration.28

Continue to renew international cooperation on law in a proactive
way, making effective use of international rules and laws and participating
in activities of the regional and international community; proactively
propose initiatives and cooperation mechanisms on the principle of mutual
benefit, for peace, national independence, democracy and social progress
in the world, in order to create qualitative changes in cooperation activities
on law.29

Build economic diplomacy for development, taking people, localities
and businesses as the center to serve and protect the legitimate interests of
the State, businesses and Vietnamese people in economic disputes30; further
promote cultural diplomacy, make practical contributions to strongly
promote the national image and strengthen the country’s synergy.31

Maximize the national position and external resources to serve the de�
velopment of the country; improve integration capacity, effectively imple�
ment international commitments, free trade agreements, integrate with so�
cio�economic development plans and programs.
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Chapter 26

THE COMBINATION OF THE COUNTRY FORCE
AND THAT OF THE EPOQUE IN THE CPV’S

RESPONSE TO NON�TRADITIONAL SECURITY
CHALLENGES

(COVID�19 PANDEMIC CASE ANALYSIS)

Based on the viewpoint and guideline of the Communist Party of Vi�
etnam on solving and responding to non�traditional security issues (thro�
ugh the case of the Covid�19 pandemic), the book chapter analyzes and
evaluates the current status of the role of the Communist Party of Vietnam
in solving non�traditional security issues on the basis of combining natio�
nal strength and the strength of the times. Based on updated official data
and the results of surveys/in�depth interviews with scientists in the field of
politics and social sciences in Vietnam, the author draws some experiences
and policy recommendations for Vietnam in dealing with non�traditional
security issues in the coming time.

Keywords: Communist Party of Vietnam, national strength, the
strength of the times, non�traditional security, Covid�19.

Views and policies of the Communist Party
of Vietnam

Viewpoints on non�traditional security

The issue of non�traditional security has emerged as a challenge that
threatens the survival of all nations in the world. Being aware of that, the
Communist Party of Vietnam (CPV) has had a clear orientation on non�tra�
ditional security issues. At the XI Congress (2011), the CPV affirmed:



“...the threats to non�traditional security are high�tech crimes in the fields
of finance — currency, electronics — telecommunications, biology, and en�
vironment, and these continue to increase”.1 At the 12th National Congress
of the Communist Party of Vietnam in 2016, the CPV clearly stated
non�traditional security issues: “The international community must deal
more and more decisively with traditional and non�traditional security chal�
lenges, especially cyber security and new forms of war”.2 The XIII Congress
affirmed “challenges on climate change, environmental degradation, reso�
urce depletion, and cross�border use of water resources, especially the
Mekong River, natural disasters, epidemics and non�traditional security
challenges are all increasing, posing urgent requirements on strengthening
cooperation in handling, posing many unprecedented problems and chal�
lenges for rapid and sustainable development”.3

Thus, according to the Communist Party of Vietnam (CPV), the
problem of non�traditional security is the challenges of climate change, en�
vironmental degradation, resource depletion, cross�border water use, epide�
mics, cyberwar, transnational organized crime, terrorism. Among those
problems, the epidemic is a non�traditional security challenge mentioned
quite clearly. In 2020, epidemics became an urgent and serious issue due to
the serious consequences of the Sar�Cov 2 virus, and now humanity has
another disaster called the Covid�19 pandemic. Commenting on the epide�
mic, the XIII Congress said that in 2020, the Covid�19 pandemic had a
strong impact on our country, causing a lot of socio�economic damage and
affecting the development of the country.4

Perspectives on combining national strength
with the strength of the times

The thought of combining national strength and the strength of the
times in Vietnam was formed in the nation's history of nation building and
defense, and later raised to the theoretical level by President Ho Chi Minh
and inherited by the Communist Party of Vietnam. At the 8th Plenum of the
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Central Committee (session IX), the Party determined: “to make every
effort to promote internal resources, and at the same time make the most of
and exploit all external advantages”. Resolution 28�NQ/TW, term XI
clearly states that one of the guiding viewpoints must be mastered: “Maxi�
mizing the strength of the nation in combination with the strength of the
times. Strong promotion of internal resources is the decisive factor; at the
same time we should make the most of all external advantages”5 to effecti�
vely achieve the goals of national defense as well as national development.

At the XII National Congress of the Communist Party of Vietnam, the
Communist Party of Vietnam continued to make the point of “maximizing
domestic resources, while actively integrating into the world, effectively
mobilizing and using external resources”6 and affirmed the lesson of “com�
bining the promotion of national strength with the strength of the times to
firmly build and defend the socialist Vietnamese Fatherland”.7 Raising a
clear view on the combination of national and epochal power during the
12th National Congress has shown the importance and consistent thinking
of the Party on this issue.

At the XIII Congress, the CPV defined more specifically and explicitly:
Combining the strength of the nation with the strength of the times; uphold
the will to be independent, self�reliant, proactively and actively integrate in
the international community and improve the efficiency of international co�
operation, make the most of internal resources, take advantage of external
resources, in which endogenous resources, especially human resources are
the most important”.8 In addition, the Party affirmed, “Maximizing the
synergy of the whole nation, the whole political system combined with the
strength of the times, making the most of the consensus and support of the
international community to firmly defend the independence, sovereignty,
unity and territorial integrity of the Fatherland, protect the Party, State,
people, socialist regime, the national culture and national interests; mainta�
ining a peaceful environment, political stability, national security, human
security; Responding promptly and effectively to threats to security and
safety, especially the task of search and rescue, as well as prevention against
natural disasters and epidemics”.9
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In summary, along with the complicated evolution of non�traditional
security challenges in Vietnam, the CPV soon recognized the transnationa�
lity of the issue, thereby issuing the right policy on combining national
strength and the strength of the current times to respond to non�traditional
security challenges, including the Covid�19 pandemic. This is an important
basis for the Party's leadership in practice.

Practices in responding to non�traditional
security challenges

When the non�traditional security challenge began to appear in
Vietnam from simple to complex forms, the Party quickly set out a way to
lead the State to gather and make use of domestic resources, specifically:

Firstly, the Party led the State in planning and implementing many po�
licies and plans to control or solve the issues. For example, the outbreak of
the Covid�19 epidemic in early 2020 was a great challenge. For the first
time, the CPV in particular and the world in general had to fight with a
completely new form of unrecognizable enemy — the Sars�Cov 2 virus. In
100 days from January 2020 (the first patient in Vietnam), Vietnam recor�
ded more than 250 infections while the world had 3,561,887 cases and
248,084 deaths.10

Right from the first case, the Communist Party of Vietnam, specifically
the Politburo, clearly identified the special and complicated nature of the
epidemic and directed the Government to come up with response policies,
the first was Official Dispatch No. 121 of Prime Minister on January 23,
2020. After that, a series of guiding documents were issued: Directive No.
05/CT�TTg dated January 28, 2020, Official Letter No. 79�CV/TW dated
January 29/ 01/2020, Decision No. 170/QD�TTg of the Prime Minister
dated January 30, 2020 on establishing the National Steering Committee for
epidemic prevention and control, Directive 06/CT�TTg dated January 31,
2020, Official Letter No. 716/VPCP�KGVX dated 02/02/2020, Official
Letter No. 164/TTg�KGVX dated 03/02/2020, Directive No. 11/CT�TTG,
Directive No. 13/CT�TTg, Directive No. 15/CT�TTg of the Prime Minis�
ter, Decision No. 437/QD�TTg dated March 30, 2020, and Directive No.
16/CT�TTg dated March 31, 2020.

Secondly, the Party led the State to establish and upgrade the instituti�
on of state management agencies on non�traditional security issues to the
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ministerial level11 to facilitate administrative handling in solving the
problem of non�traditional security in the best way. For example, in the
prevention of the Covid�19 epidemic, the Party led the establishment of the
National Steering Committee for the prevention and control of the Co�
vid�19 epidemic, headed by the Deputy Prime Minister — Mr. Vu Duc
Dam, who directly directed and operated with the view of “fighting the epi�
demic like fighting the enemy” and the motto — 4 things on the spot: “Di�
rection on the spot, forces on the spot, measures on the spot, supplies and
logistics on the spot”.

Thirdly, the Party actively led the mass communication work, raising
the awareness of officials and people about the current situation and conse�
quences of security issues in an effective and creative way. In the fight
against the Covid�19 pandemic, from loudspeakers in residential areas, ne�
wspapers, bulletins of Vietnamese television stations to many electronic ne�
wspapers such as https://dantri.com.vn/, https:// vnexpress.net/, or https://
nhandan.vn/, information and propaganda on prevention and control of
Covid�19 were updated on a regular basis. At the same time, many websites
have been established to provide official information on the Covid�19 situa�
tion such as https://ncovi.vnpt.vn/ (National Steering Committee for Co�
vid�19 Prevention), and https://ncov.moh.gov.vn/chi-dao-dh (News page
of the Ministry of Health). In addition, social networks have also been used
effectively such as facebook, youtube, or zalo. As a result, the majority of
Vietnamese people are aware of the epidemic situation and comply with the
state's instructions on epidemic prevention and control such as implemen�
ting 5K (5 Don’ts), social distancing, strictly complying with medical decla�
ration and quarantine. More specifically, since then, each citizen has
become a soldier for mass communication with famous compositions such
as songs like Jealous Covy; Join hands to prevent and fight Corona;
Vietnam! Beat covid! or the Hand washing dance.

Fourthly, the Party led the political system to participate in the preven�
tion and combat of non�traditional security issues with great responsibility.
In the fight against Covid�19, besides the medical staff, the Party mobilized
the army, police, militia and self�defense forces, and socio�political organi�
zations to participate in the fight against the epidemic. More than ever,
forces in the political system have joined hands to contribute to ensuring
medical tracing, zoning and stamping out the epidemic, as well as stabili�
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zing society and ensuring the production or consumption of agricultural
products for farmers in quarantine areas.

Fifthly, the Party's leadership promoted the people's strength and stren�
gthened the spirit of national unity to solve the non�traditional security
issue, especially in the fight against Covid�19 with the slogan “Everyone
fights the epidemic”. This has demonstrated the intelligence and flexibility
of the Party's leadership method. The reality of the fight against Covid�19
has shown the national spirit of Vietnam. Along with supporting the Steering
Committee in medical tracing, the people are very supportive of each other.
Many charity activities appeared for the first time in Vietnam as well as in the
world by the Vietnamese people, such as sewing and distributing free masks;
creating a booth with “0 Vietnam dong” goods; free rice ATMs and free food
distribution stalls. Especially, in 2021, with the complicated development of
the epidemic and as soon as a country can produce a vaccine, the Party has
led the Government to launch a vaccine fund for Covid�19 prevention and
control and received positive response from the people. Businesses, overseas
Vietnamese, officials, party members and people have contributed to the
Fund in the spirit of sharing and joining hands to fight against Covid�19. As
of June 13, 2021, the Fund Management Board announced that it has mobi�
lized more than 4800 billion VND.12

In addition to promoting internal strength and national solidarity, the
CPV is highly aware of the transnational nature of issues of non�traditional
security. The Party has led the State to promote international cooperation
activities to take advantage of the resources of thec current times in preven�
ting and combating non�traditional security challenges, such as: i) strengt�
hening international cooperation to share information and experience on
both bilateral and multilateral levels. Regarding bilateral cooperation,
Vietnam continuously promotes the sharing of information and experiences
with countries such as Chile, Thailand, Laos, Australia, India, Britain,
Japan, China, and the United States.Regarding multilateral cooperation,
Vietnam actively participates in meetings and conferences such as ASEAN
+ 3 with Agenda No. 4: “Exchanging solutions to respond to the CO�
VID�19 epidemic” or Forum on future health trends 2020 organized by
Singapore. ii) Vietnam increases international cooperation to make the
most of resources. In the fight against Covid�19, Vietnam has been suppor�
ting and donating masks and medical equipment to many countries, which
is acknowledged by the international community. Vietnam also received bi�
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lateral support from countries such as: 40 remote body temperature moni�
tors from Korea, 2 batches of drugs to support Covid�19 treatment from
Russia and Ukraine, 100 ventilators and $9.5 million in aid to respond to
the Covid�19 epidemic from the US. In 2020, 115 foreign nongovernmen�
tal organizations provided cash, medical supplies, necessities, education
and training with the worth of more than 6.5 million USD for Vietnam in
response to the pandemic13.

In addition, for non�traditional security problems, defensive measures
are only temporary; attacking combined with defense and finding the root
cause is decisive. In the fight against Covid�19, the CPV is aware of the fun�
damental role of vaccines. From the very beginning, the Party advocated that
Vietnam must research and produce vaccines, but producing a vaccine is not
easy. In 2021, in the face of the strong outbreak and spread of the new virus
strain, the Party directed the “Vaccine Strategy” and the “5k + vaccine”
(5 Don’ts combined with vaccine) formula while the new domestic vaccine
production was in the trial phase. This forced Vietnam to consider buying and
attaining vaccine production technology through international cooperation.
Up to now, the Ministry of Health has successfully negotiated 38.9 million
doses of the COVID�19 vaccine. It is expected that in 2021, Vietnam will
have more than 120 million doses of Covid�19 vaccine14; Vietnam has nego�
tiated to have other vaccine sources from Russia, the US, the UK, and Japan.
Along with buying vaccines, the Party set the goal that: Vietnam must
produce its own vaccine, reflected in the message of Prime Minister Pham
Minh Chinh: We must mobilize all resources, all capabilities, and access in
any form, by all means to buy the most vaccinesw with the fastest speed; at
the same time, we promote research, technology transfer and domestic
vaccine production15. So far, Vietnam is trying to negotiate technology trans�
fer for vaccine production with Russia, the US, Japan and the UK and has re�
ceived consent to consider technology transfer from Russia.

The leadership of the Communist Party of Vietnam in practice has
combined national strength and the strength of the times in responding to
the non�traditional security challenge and this has been shown in the above
case analysis of the Covid�19 pandemic. This has brought about certain po�
sitive effects. In the early stages of fighting the epidemic, Vietnam emerged
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as a spotlight in the world's epidemic prevention and control. Entering the
first half of 2021, Vietnam is still recognized as a fairly successful country
with about 11,000 infections out of more than 95 million people in the po�
pulation.

Some experiences

Experience in perception and thinking: Awareness about using a combi�
nation of national strength and the strength of the times needs to be strengt�
hened to solve the problem of non�traditional security. In the document of
the 13th Party Congress, the Communist Party of Vietnam mentioned the
phrase “combining national strength and the strength of the times” five
times on page 57, 110, 111—112, 155, and 162, showing the deep awareness
of Party on this issue. The 13th National Congress stated: “Thanks to the
great unity of the whole nation, the superiority of the socialist regime, the
synchronous and active participation of the whole political system, the right
leadership of the Party and the unanimous support of the people, we have
gradually controlled the Covid�19 pandemic successfully; gradually restored
production, business and socio�economic activities and stabilized people’s
life, which contributed to strengthening people's trust in the Party, State and
the socialist regime and affirmed the bravery, will and good traditions of our
people and our nation”16. The Congress also affirmed: Focus on controlling
the Covid�19 pandemic, doing mass vaccination of the community with
Covid�19 vaccine; recovering and developing society and economy17 — this
is the strength of the times.

Besides fostering and developing thinking about combination the
strength of the nation and the strength of the times in solving non�traditio�
nal security challenges — the mindset that needs to be developed is the
mindset of core values. Following through the process of conceptualization,
the Communist Party of Vietnam has always clearly determined: national
strength is the foundation, the decisive factor, and the strength of the times
is important. The fight against Covid�19 has proven that the core value
mindset is reasonable. When the Covid�19 pandemic appeared, while the
whole world was confused, the CPV applied a perfect combination, first of
all through choosing measures based on internal strength, communication
and solidarity of the people to minimize the damage caused by Covid�19
pandemic. However, in the complicated development of the epidemic in
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2021, in addition to continuing to promote national strength, Vietnam has
increased learning from international experiences in herd immunity, in
which the “Vaccine Strategy” has important meaning.18

It is necessary to continue to think of putting the national interest first
in the process of combining the strength of the nation and the strength of
the times to solve non�traditional security challenges. In the fight against
Covid�19, the Party has always relied on the main foundation of ensuring
the national interests of the nation. In a situation that threatens the people's
survival, the Party is ready to introduce measures to ensure the safety of the
Vietnamese people, and at the same time cooperate with other countries to
implement vaccination to achieve community immunity on the basis that
the national interest is not infringed.

Experience in action: The Party leads decisively and skillfully in the imp�
lementation of combining national strength and the strengths of the times.
With limited resources, the CPV has creatively used national strength, with
the secret of its success being the government's role in mobilizing the people's
strength. However, in some localities, some cadres are sometimes negligent
and careless, leading to great consequences forcing the whole system to strug�
gle to deal with it. In that situation, the Communist Party of Vietnam took
the lead in dealing with the consequences while take some measures of deter�
rence such as dismissal or even prosecution of those irresponsible officers.

In addition, current non�traditional security challenges are transnatio�
nal, with global challenges such as epidemics and environmental pollution.
Covid�19 pandemic alone is a global health crisis. Therefore, the most effec�
tive anti�epidemic measure is to coordinate with countries with good econo�
mic conditions and resources that have gone ahead of Vietnam to have the
capacity to deal with the root of the problem. With Covid�19 pandemic, the
solution is vaccination — the most important tool to overcome the
problem.19 Moreover, Vietnam has always placed the fight against Covid�19
in the regional and international framework by strengthening bilateral and
multilateral cooperation with countries and international organizations.20

Experience in perfecting institutions when combining national strength
and the strength of the times power: As analyzed, many of the current
non�traditional security challenges are global, forcing Vietnam to have a
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central strategic solution. Therefore, institutionalizing strategic solutions is
necessary. For example, in the fight against Covid�19 pandemic, the Party
gradually led the establishment of a vaccine production institution with the
first steps of creating incentive mechanisms, which creates internal
strength21 for Vietnam to obtain vaccines for herd immunity. However, in
the long term, Vietnam needs to add two more important elements to
perfect the institution: laws related to vaccine production and how to orga�
nize the management and establishment of such institutions.22

Conclusion

In the past years, according to the common assessment of many experts
and the international community, Vietnam has initially successfully combi�
ned the strength of the nation and the strength of the times in solving the
non�traditional security challenge23, especially in the fight against Covid�19
pandemic. However, in order to have more lasting, convincing and effective
victories, Vietnam should:

Firstly, continue to promote the strength of the nation such as strengt�
hening solutions on culture and thinking — gradually fixing the Asian
mindset of “dealing with the situation as it comes” among many Vietname�
se people24; strengthen mass communication on the awareness of Vietname�
se people and businesses25; further promote the achievements with the
motto and principles of zoning, stamping out the epidemic, and 5K (Five
Don’ts); and perfect the vaccine production institutions.

Secondly, improve the efficiency of international cooperation by pro�
mulgating policies to encourage international cooperation with partners such
as international organizations, transnational corporations, countries with
highly developed science and technology, developed countries; develop,
uphold and promote multilateralism26; and actively participate in joint inter�
national efforts to enhance Vietnam's position in the international arena.
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Chapter 27

INTERNATIONAL UNITY IN THE VIETNAMESE
PEOPLE RESISTANCE WAR AGAINST THE US

(1954—1975)

After the Geneva Agreement (July 20, 1954) on restoring peace in Vi�
etnam and Indochina countries was signed, it was thought that the Vietna�
mese people would enjoy a peaceful life, embarking on economic recovery,
overcoming the consequences left by the war. However, after the French
colonialists withdrew their troops back home, the US gradually replaced
and waged a war to invade Vietnam. During this time, Vietnam had to heal
the wounds of war and build the socialism system in the North, while ha�
ving to prepare to deal with the American invasion plot in the South. The�
refore, the solidarity and help of the international community as well as the
peace�loving people in the world were one of the key factors that determi�
ne the victory of Vietnam in the resistance war against the US.

Keywords: Vietnam, Soviet Union, China, USA.

The Vietnamese people's heroic war of resistance against the US to save
the country has ended successfully for nearly half a century, which is a great
victory not only for the Vietnamese people but also for the whole of pea�
ce�loving people all over the world. One of the factors contributing to the
victory of the resistance war against the US and national salvation of the Vi�
etnamese people is the solidarity and support of people from all over the
world. The Vietnamese people clearly understand that: “Our victories can�
not be separated from the great help of the Soviet Union, China, and other
fraternal socialist countries, and the active support of the people around the
world”.1

1 HÚ ChV Minh (1996). ToFn t´p. HF Nài: Nxb. ChVnh trÒ QuØc gia, t. 10, tr. 638.



The spirit of solidarity by Laos and Cambodia

Realizing the plot to replace the French colonialists, in 1954 right after
the Geneva Agreement was signed, the US invaded three countries
Vietnam, Laos and Cambodia, in order to implement the new global strate�
gy of the US. With this strategy, the US considered Vietnam a strategic area,
tried to sabotage the implementation of the Geneva Agreement, gradually
invaded South Vietnam, with the intention of turning South Vietnam into a
new type of colony of America. In Laos, the US used Lao reactionary forces
to attack the revolutionary forces, prevent the establishment of a coalition
government with the plot to seize the Government of the Kingdom of Laos,
and prevent the revolutionary movement in Indochina and Southeast Asia.
Meanwhile, in Cambodia, the US lobbied the government, tried to threaten
to destroy the neutrality of the Sihanouk government, and pulled Cambodia
into the US orbit in order to isolate the Vietnamese revolution and the Lao
revolution.

Stemming from practical requirements, the Communist Party of
Vietnam clearly determined that in order to defeat the US at this time, it
must simultaneously deal with two basic issues: solidarity and alliance. In
particular, the most important issue was to gather and unite all forces, to
call for all forces in the country to unite and ally with neighboring countries,
as well as to enlist consensus and support from the international communi�
ty. In order to do that, on the one hand, we must enlist and persevere in the
solidarity and alliance with the people of Laos and Cambodia; on the other
hand, depending on the object, the forces, space and time, we would select
the format, content, task and missions to achieve solidarity and alliance ac�
cordingly.

In July 1954, at the 6th Plenum of the 2nd Central Committee, Presi�
dent Ho Chi Minh identified the US imperialists as the main and direct
enemy of the Indochinese people: “After the Dien Bien Phu campaign, the
plots and schemes The US intervention plan also changed to prolong the
Indochina war, internationalize the Indochina war, sabotage the Geneva
Conference, seek to oust France to occupy the three countries of Vietnam,
Cambodia, Laos, turn the people into slaves of the US and caused more
tension in the world. That is: the US is not only the enemy of the people of
the world, but the US is turning itself into the main and direct enemy of the
people of Vietnam, Cambodia and Laos”.2
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Recognizing the risk of war spreading to the whole of Indochina, as well
as the role and importance of Laos and Cambodia, we soon proactively con�
tacted and discussed with the two friends in the spirit of liberation and pro�
tection. National defense is the work of the people of each country, but the
support, solidarity and mutual assistance against the common enemy must
be considered as an urgent need of the three peoples. Immersed in President
Ho's view that “helping a friend is helping oneself”, the armed forces of the
three countries signed a contract to fight, divided the combat tasks among
the three battlefields, inflicting fatal blows on the American troops and their
henchmen. The governments of the three countries closely coordinated with
each other in politics, diplomacy, cooperation and mutual assistance in
many fields, focusing on key strategic issues such as: building of revolutio�
nary armed forces, timely aid, coordinated combat on the battlefields,
opening of campaigns, and exchange of experiences.

At the end of 1960, Vietnamese volunteers coordinated with the
Laotian armed forces to launch a campaign in the Plain of Jars, Xiang
Khouang; in 1971, they opened the campaign on Road No. 9 in southern
Laos. These campaigns, together with a series of joint battles of the Viet�
nam�Laos coalition, had gradually bankrupted the “Special War” strategy of
the US in Laos, at the same time created favorable opportunities for the re�
sistance war of the people of Vietnam — Laos — Cambodia to make new
progress. In the Cambodian battlefield, the combat coordination between
Vietnamese volunteers and the Cambodian Armed Forces defeated 100,000
US troops and the Saigon government when they attacked Cambodia in
April 1970. This event opened up a new situation for the Cambodian revolu�
tion, and at the same time created a strategic position beneficial to the army
of Vietnam and people in the South. In addition, we have created all condi�
tions to organize solidarity conferences of the three peoples in the form of
the “People's Conference of the Three Indochinese countries” in 1970 in
order to gather and unite all patriotic and political forces of the three count�
ries, take advantage of the world's public support for the resistance wars of
the three nations, and make the American empire and its henchmen divided
and isolated. The spirit of solidarity of the three countries of Vietnam —
Laos — Cambodia had contributed to creating a synergy to defeat the US
imperialists and liberate the three countries from the invasion of the US im�
perialists and their henchmen at around the same time: Vietnam and Cam�
bodia won in April 1975, Laos won in December 1975.

It can be said that the solidarity of the three peoples of Vietnam, Laos
and Cambodia on the path of fighting for independence and freedom had
created favorable conditions for the three countries and complemented each
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other's strength. Solidarity, coordination and assistance were shown in the
political, military and diplomatic fields, the ultimate goal was for all three
countries to gain independence and the people to enjoy freedom. The 4th
National Congress of the Party (1976) assessed: “Our victory is also the
victory of the unshakable fighting solidarity of the people of Vietnam, Laos
and Vietnam, of a special relationship that has a long history and has been
tested in the flames of revolution against the common enemy of the three
peoples”.3

Support and assistance by the Soviet Union

During this period, the global situation had many changes, especially
the increasingly serious disagreement between the two socialist countries,
the Soviet Union and China. The disagreement between these two countries
had a profound effect on the support and assistance of the Soviet Union to
Vietnam, especially military assistance. However, thanks to the joint efforts
of the leaders of the two countries, especially the Vietnamese side, the rela�
tionship between Vietnam and the Soviet Union had gradually been firmly
built and developed more and more comprehensively. This development is
reflected in the signing of bilateral treaties, agreements and decrees.

In July 1955, during the official visit of President Ho Chi Minh, the
Government of the Soviet Union signed with the Government of Vietnam a
number of agreements on loans and grants. According to the agreement
signed between the governments of the two countries, on July 18, 1955, the
Soviet Union provided non�refundable aid worth 400 million rubles to
Vietnam to improve people's living standards, restore the economy, build
factories to carry out the 3�year plan from 1955 to 1957. In addition, the
Soviet Government also lent Vietnam a long�term credit of 160 million rub�
les4. During the period from 1958 to 1960, when Vietnam implemented the
plan of 3 economic renovations and cultural development, the Soviet Union
continued to help us economically and technically. According to the agree�
ment signed between the two governments on March 7, 1959, the Soviet
Union provided Vietnam with a long�term loan of 100 million rubles with
preferential conditions. On June 14, 1960, the governments of the two co�
untries continued to sign an agreement, under which the Soviet Union lent
Vietnam 350 million rubles to buy equipment, machinery and build factori�
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es. Also during this time, the Soviet Union also helped Vietnam train pro�
fessional cadres and sent experts in many fields to help our people. From
1955 to 1960, the Soviet Union sent 1,400 experts to work in Vietnam, in
economic, cultural, educational, medical establishments. In the early 60s of
the twentieth century, nearly 8,000 students and 10,000 Vietnamese trainees
went to the Soviet Union to study and do research.5

When Vietnam implemented the first 5�year plan (1961—1965), the
Soviet Government signed with the Vietnamese Government many agree�
ments on economic, as well as scientific, technical assistance. Accordingly,
the Soviet Union supported Vietnam with 460 million rubles, which inclu�
ded long�term credit loans and grants, supported Vietnam with technical
equipment, materials to build factories, and many other civil works. By the
end of 1964, the Soviet Union had helped Vietnam renovate and build 90
factories and civil works, including 43 industrial projects, 46 state�owned
farms and a number of universities and hospitals. Among the industrial pro�
jects supported by the Soviet Union with 100 % of capital, materials and
techniques, the most notable were 7 thermal power plants, with a total ca�
pacity of 71,300 kW and 8 transmission lines that were 130 km long. Many
other mining projects and food processing enterprises such as tin mines in
Tinh Tuc, Cao Bang; apatite mine in Lao Cai; canned fish factory in Hai
Phong were also supported and invested by the Soviet Union during this
time.6

In the field of diplomacy, in 1960, The Soviet Union strongly condem�
ned and criticized the US reinforcement of advisers and means of wars into
Vietnam, blatantly violating the 1954 Geneva Agreement on the restoration
of peace in the three countries of the Indochinese peninsula. The Party and
Government of the Soviet Union repeatedly affirmed their unchanged
stance, which was resolutely opposing the US invasion of Vietnam and sup�
porting our people in the resistance war against the US imperialists. In the
years 1961—1964, the Soviet Foreign Ministry repeatedly reminded the
British Government — the co�chair of the Geneva Conference on the resto�
ration of peace in the three countries on the Indochinese peninsula. In it,
the Soviet Union pointed out the US government's gross violation of Viet�
nam's sovereignty and emphasized the need to take necessary measures to
stop the US intervention in Vietnam.
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During the years when the United States expanded the war to escalate
the destruction of the North and wage a local war in the South, the relation�
ship between the Soviet Union and Vietnam became increasingly close.
Faced with that situation, the Soviet government strongly condemned Ame�
rica's escalation of the war and affirmed that it would not turn a blind eye to
the fate of a fraternal socialist country, and at the same time publicly aided
Vietnam in many aspects. The Declaration of September 18, 1964 stated:
“The US interference in the internal affairs of the Vietnamese people can
lead to many serious consequences. The United States must bear full res�
ponsibility for the consequences”.7 From 1965 to 1975, the Soviet Govern�
ment signed with the Government of Vietnam 12 Agreements, including 7
agreements on the Soviet Union's commitment to “additional assistance”,
“non�refundable aid to Vietnam”. It can be said that the help of the Soviet
people came from the heart, from the friendship and solidarity of the two
peoples. During this period, millions of people took to the streets to rally
and protest against the unjust war of the US and express brotherly solidarity
with the Vietnamese people. In 1965, the Communist Youth Union of the
Soviet Union donated 800,000 rubles to the Vietnamese people, and the
Soviet Women's Committee sent 800,000 rubles.8

In about 20 years (1955—1974), the total value of technical materials
and equipment that the Soviet Union helped Vietnam to build and develop,
mainly by way of aid and loans, was 2,176,051,000 rubles. With these materi�
als and equipment, the Soviet Union built 135 industrial enterprises and civil
works in Vietnam, including 46 works for the electricity industry; 5 works for
the mining industry; 19 works for mechanical engineering, metallurgy; 41
works for the transport industry; 1 project for the chemical industry; 3 pro�
jects for the construction materials industry and 20 projects for agriculture.9

In addition to assisting Vietnam in economic, scientific and technical
terms, the Soviet Union also provided Vietnam with modern weapons and
military technical means to fight against the US imperialists. During the
period of resistance against the US, to save the country, the Soviet govern�
ment provided aid to the Vietnamese people with a total of 316 aircrafts; 52
naval warships; 687 tanks of all kinds; 601 armored vehicles; 1,332 cannon
trailers; 100 construction motorbikes; 12 sets of pontoon bridges; 1,357
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rocket launchers; 10,169 rocket rounds; 23 SA 75M missiles; 8,686 VT 50V
missile rounds; 2 S125 missile regiments; 439,198 infantry guns; 5,630 an�
ti�tank guns; 1,076 mortars; 1,877 rocket cannons; 789 ground cannons;
and 480 K681 missile rounds10. This was the great and timely support and
assistance of the Government and people of the Soviet Union for Vietnam
in the resistance war against the US. Thanks to that great support and help,
our army and people gradually could become more active in the battlefield,
and at the same time went towards conducting the general offensive and
spring uprising in 1975 with complete victory. The whole nation became
united once again.

Support and assistance by China

After the Geneva Agreement was signed, China, as a signatory to the
agreement, strongly condemned the US intervention in South Vietnam. In
addition, China also actively supported and helped the Vietnamese people
in terms of human, material and financial resources in order to restore and
develop Vietnam's economy after the North was completely liberated. On
July 7, 1955, on the occasion of President Ho Chi Minh's visit to China, the
two countries issued a joint statement, in which the Chinese side stated: “In
order to help Vietnam heal the wounds of war, recover and develop the
economy, based on the requirements of the Vietnamese Government,
China will send experts to help Vietnam, and at the same time provides 800
million yuan in non�refundable aid, in addition to providing provide a large
amount of food and daily necessities”11. In addition, the Governments of
the two countries also signed protocols, stating that China will send experts
in the fields of industry, agriculture, post, and transportation to help us in
technical skills.

When the US imperialists expanded their war of aggression in Vietnam,
China repeatedly voiced its opposition to the US’s invasion of Vietnam and
consistently affirmed its support for our people's just struggle. The Chinese
leader repeatedly affirmed: “The 700 million Chinese people are the solid
supportive force of the Vietnamese people, and China's vast land and terri�
tory is the reliable supportive base of the Vietnamese people”.12 In May
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1963, President Luu Thieu Ky and Foreign Minister Tran Nghi led the
Chinese delegation to pay an official visit to Vietnam. During this visit, the
delegation had a meeting with President Ho Chi Minh, and at the same
time stated: “We are standing in the same boat, conbating several battles,
you can trust China as your support”.13

Then, the US launched a war to destroy North Vietnam, starting with
the “Gulf of Tonkin” incident (August 4, 1964) that used fighter aircrafts to
bombard the North. At the beginning of March 1965, the US imperialists
sent troops to land in Da Nang, and at the same time sent ground troops di�
rectly to the battlefield in South Vietnam. Faced with that situation, the
Chinese Government strongly condemned the aggressive act of the US, as
well as affirmed its solidarity and high responsibility towards the Vietnamese
people: “The Chinese people have steadfastly maintained our unchanging
stance, we will use all abilities and measures to help the people of Vietnam
and Indochina, oppose and fight to the end against the aggression of the US
imperialists”.14 As the war expanded and became more and more fierce, the
Chinese Government and people showed more determination to help and
support Vietnam to overthrow the US imperialists. Chairman Mao Zedong
pointed out: “Anything that the Vietnamese people ask us to help, if we can
do it, we will definitely fulfill it. What we have, we can help, what Vietnam
has not asked for, we can suggest and propose such as: mosquito nets, rain
gear, medicine, first aid bags, dry food ...”. Prime Minister Zhou Enlai also
pointed out: “Helping the people is our top mission, as regards the things
that the Vietnamese people ask for help, we will do them actively, diligently
and seriously”.15

In order to ensure the final victory for the Vietnamese people's resistan�
ce against the US to save the country, the Government and people of China
had given great aid and assistance to Vietnam. The main support were in�
fantry weapons, military equipment, foodstuffs, medicines, means of trans�
port, military vehicles, artillery and artillery shells. During this period,
China provided Vietnam with weapons, equipment and materials with a
total value of up to 4 billion yuan. This mainly included: 1,770,000 guns;
30,000 cannons; 810 tanks and armored vehicles; 165 aircrafts; 117 boats;
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15,000 cars; 3 sets of surface�to�air ballistic missiles; 180 ballistic missiles;
260 sets of radars; 30,200 radio electromechanical sets; 40,900 sets of elect�
romechanical lines; 4,834 sets of motorized machinery; 15 sets of pontoon
bridges; 1,400,000,000 bullets of all kinds; 1,660,000 rounds of artillery
shells; 190,000 mines and mines; 15,000 tons of explosives; chemical pre�
vention tools; reconnaissance equipment and a large number of military
equipment and supplies.16

In addition, China also undertook the transit of goods, weapons and
ammunition that other countries gave to Vietnam. Some of China's seaports
became places to receive weapons and ammunition to deliver to Vietnam.
In addition, during this period, China also sent many experts, soldiers and
citizens to help us build and repair roads, oil pipelines, military works, scan
for mines, remove mines, as well as help with logistics for the army. From
September 6, 1965 to August 8, 1973, the Chinese government sent a total
of 320,000 volunteer soldiers to help Vietnam in construction and repair of
roads, military works, demining of landmines and UXO. The number of
Chinese volunteer troops in Vietnam reached 170,000.17 These Chinese vo�
lunteer soldiers worked together with the Vietnamese people to successfully
complete a noble international task.

In addition to the coordination of Laos and Cambodia, as well as the
enthusiastic help of the people of the Soviet Union and China, during this
period, Vietnam also received a lot of attention and help from the peace�lo�
ving people in the world. Among the countries supporting and helping
Vietnam fight the US, we cannot forget to mention Cuba. In December
1961, Cuba was the first country to recognize the National Front for the Li�
beration of South Vietnam and on July 25, 1962, Cuba proposed to set up a
permanent office of the Front in Havana. This was the first representative
agency of the National Front for the Liberation of South Vietnam abroad.
President Fidel Castro declared a famous saying expressing the deep affecti�
on of the Cuban people for Vietnam: “For Vietnam, Cuba is ready to give its
own blood”. After that speech, many young Cubans sent letters to the repre�
sentative agency of the Provisional Revolutionary Government of the Re�
public of South Vietnam asking to volunteer to fight in Vietnam18. Along
with that, the people took to the streets to participate in demonstrations of
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peace�loving people all over the world and even in the United States, to
protest the American war of aggression in Vietnam. It was the American pe�
ace�loving people's movement that shook the foundation of the US imperi�
alists, making an important contribution to the defeat of the US in the war
of aggression in Vietnam.

Conclusion

It can be said that during the years of resistance war against the US for
national salvation, Vietnam persevered and consistently maintained its
views and principles of solidarity, as well as enlisted the help and support of
people from all over the world. During the period of resistance war against
the US for national salvation, Vietnam received a lot of encouragement,
support and help from neighboring countries, countries of the Socialist bloc
and the international peace�loving community. It was these factors that
became the material and spiritual strength to help the Vietnamese people
reach the final victory on April 30, 1975. The victory of the Ho Chi Minh
campaign was a great turning point in our nation's history, the whole nation
became united again, bringing the country into a new era — the era of inde�
pendence, freedom and socialism. At the same time, this victory is also a
common victory of the people who love peace and progress around the
world.
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Chapter 28

THE CPV’S POLICY IN IN CONDITIONS
OF THE CONFRONTATION BETWEEN THE CPSU

AND THE CCP IN 1960—1964

The article presents an analysis of the domestic and foreign policy of
the WPV (CPV) in the period 1960—1964 in a climate of growing confron�
tation between its two main allies — the CPSU and the CCP. The course
of the struggle of the WPV for the implementation of two main provisions
of the 1954 Geneva Accords on holding of the nationwide elections and
the reunification of the country is shown, the reasons for the WPV’ transi�
tion to the deployment of armed struggle in the South of Vietnam are ana�
lyzed.

Further, the author focuses on the almost divergent positions of Bei�
jing and Moscow in the matter of the armed struggle launched by the WPV
against the USA military intervention in the South in 1960. Beijing sought
to promote Mao Zedong's slogan “a rifle gives birth to power”, which in
those years was supported by a significant part of the WPV members, and
the CPSU basically stood up for the principle of peaceful coexistence and
did not approve of the WPV's course towards armed struggle. Notably,
both the CPSU and the CCP persistently tried to bring the WPV to each
side.

The article draws attention to the fact that differences gradually began
to grow within the WPV itself, which was reflected in the decisions of the
9th Plenum of the WPV Central Committee (1963). The Plenum condem�
ned “modern revisionism, opportunism and dogmatism”, and this marked
the beginning of the deterioration of Soviet Vietnamese relations.

The article shows that the “air war” unleashed by the USA in August
1964 against North Vietnam created a fundamentally new situation, which
required of the WPV leadership to radically change its strategic line. Im�
portant changes in the “Vietnamese question” also occurred in the policy
of the CPSU after the removal of N.S. Khrushchev from the post of its lea�



der (10.14.1964). As a result, the positions of the two sides began to con�
verge rapidly.

Keywords: WPV (CPV), CPSU, CCP, unity, disagreements, interfe�
rence of the USA, Second Resistance War, NFLSV (Vietcong).

Introduction

Five years 1960—1964 — one of the most difficult stages in the activities
and history of the CPV. On the one hand, the party has been working the
problem of reviving the North of the country, bringing it out of the post�war
devastation, on the other hand, it fought for the implementation of two im�
portant provisions of the Geneva Accords: holding nationwide elections in
both parts of the country and its reunification.

These two vital tasks were opposed by the US policy. Washington regar�
ded the Geneva Accords as a “catastrophe”, since an analysis of the situati�
on in South Vietnam made by American experts showed that if free nation�
wide elections were held in both parts of the country, the Viet Minh led by
Ho Chi Minh would inevitably win. At the same time, the belief that
whoever controls Vietnam controls the entire region of Southeast Asia
became dominant in the US administration. By the beginning of the 1960s,
the United States, with this consideration in mind, firmly took a course
towards perpetuation of the partition of Vietnam and turning South
Vietnam into a colony of a new type, into a stronghold of American imperi�
alism in Southeast Asia. Therefore, the US�backed government of Ngo
Dinh Diem in power in Saigon refused to abide by the Geneva Accords and
aborted the nationwide elections. Mass repressions against communists and
participants in the Resistance War began in the South.

The new situation that has developed in Vietnam after the signing of the
Geneva Accords required the CPV to develop new approaches, use new
forms and methods of struggle for the implementation of its main provisi�
ons. In solving this problem, the leadership of the CPV faced certain prob�
lems within the party itself, caused, in particular, by the fact that there were
many people in its ranks who relied only on military methods and underesti�
mated the importance of political and diplomatic forms of struggle. Such
sentiments were especially strong among the southerners — participants in
the First Resistance War. Many Vietnamese, especially the partisans in the
South, which is quite understandable, were in those years under the influen�
ce of the theory of “people's war” preached by Mao Zedong and the slogan
“a rifle gives birth to power.” Ultimately, the leadership of the Communist
Party of Vietnam came to the conclusion that in the context of the growing
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aggressive US policy aimed at perpetuation of the partition of Vietnam, po�
litical and diplomatic measures alone, within the framework provided for by
the Geneva Accords, were no longer enough.

The North is a reliable rear,
the South is the front of struggle

On January 14—16, 1959, the 15th Plenum of the Central Committee of
the WPV took place in Hanoi with the participation of representatives of the
party organizations of South and Central Vietnam. At the initiative of Le
Duan, who was recalled to Hanoi in 1957 and who headed the party organi�
zation of the South, the CC Plenum decided to support the urgent appeals
of the southerners for help and to start a “full�scale guerrilla war” in the
South.1 The retrained participants of the First Resistance War, party cadres,
military specialists began to return to the South — then it was called in the
North Ei B (direction B). Deliveries of various types of weapons began, ini�
tially through the demilitarized zone (DMZ), and after the military succes�
ses of the Patriotic Front of Laos, through Lao territory. The construction
of the legendary Ho Chi Minh Trail began — a network of roads laid in the
dense jungle, bypassing the DMZ through Laos and further south, which in
some places also entered the territory of Cambodia.

On September 5—10, 1960, the III Congress of the WPV was held in
Hanoi — “Congress of the builders of socialism in the North and the strug�
gle for the peaceful reunification of the country.” It was noted at the cong�
ress that since the Second Party Congress (1951) profound changes had
taken place in the political and socio�economic situation of the country.
The country won independence. The party, which had been working under�
ground for many years, became the ruling one. The political report pointed
out that after the restoration of peace in 1954, the Vietnamese revolution
entered a new stage: a period of transition to socialism began in the North,
and a “national, people's democratic revolution” continued to unfold in the
South. The resolution of the congress formulated two strategic tasks of the
Vietnamese revolution for the forthcoming stage: “realization of the socia�
list revolution in the North and the liberation of the South from domination
of the American imperialists, the unification of the country.”2
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The congress adopted the first five�year plan for the development of
the national economy of the DRV (1961—1965). The Agreement signed on
December 23, 1960 between the governments of the USSR and the DRV
on the provision of economic and technical assistance by the Soviet Union
to the DRV in the implementation of the first 5�year plan for the develop�
ment of its national economy largely facilitated its successful implementati�
on. In accordance with the Agreement, the Soviet Union, in particular, un�
dertook to provide technical assistance in construction of 43 new industrial
enterprises and other facilities, including 8 thermal and hydroelectric power
plants.3

The congress strengthened and expanded the composition of the
Central Committee of the party. Ho Chi Minh was elected chairman of the
Central Committee, Le Duan — the first secretary of the Central Commit�
tee. The Central Committee included many leaders of the liberation move�
ment in the South, partisans, underground fighters. The overwhelming ma�
jority of them entered the highest governing body of the party under ficti�
tious names, pseudonyms. This was required by the situation of terror
unleashed by the Saigon authorities. Their real names were named only in
1976 at the 6th Congress of the CPV, after the final victory and state reuni�
fication of the country. The author of the article recalls that every familiar
to the delegates name pronounced at the congress received a standing
ovation.

As is commonly known, Ho Chi Minh was an active advocate of the
strategy of a united national front in the anti�colonial struggle. In 1941, on
his initiative, the Viet Minh Front was created, which subsequently opera�
ted under the auspices of the party and under the flags and slogans of which
the August Revolution won in 1945. The WPV followed the same path in
South Vietnam in the 1960s. In accordance with the course outlined by the
III Congress, on December 20, 1960, in one of the villages of THy Ninh pro�
vince (90 kilometers from Saigon), a Congress of representatives of patriotic
organizations was held, which proclaimed the creation of the National Li�
beration Front of South Vietnam (NLFSV). The Appeal and the Program of
Action of the Front of 10 points were adopted. These documents emphasi�
zed the determination of the population of the South to expel the American
interventionists, to create an independent, democratic, peaceful and neutral
Vietnam, developing towards national reunification, as envisaged by the
Geneva Accords. The practical implementation of this Program of Action
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paved the way for the elimination of the puppet pro�American regime in
Saigon and creation of a national unity government.4

On February 15, 1961, partisan units and paramilitary forces in the
South, which had retained their combat effectiveness since the time of
struggle against the French colonialists, united into an army, which later re�
ceived the official name — the People's Liberation Armed Forces (PLAF).

The formation of the NLFSV and the success of the patriotic forces on
the battlefield threatened the US position in Indochina and forced them to
reconsider their policy. A ‘Special War’ strategy was developed, the essence
of which was to fight the patriotic forces using the Saigon army, armed with
American weapons and placed under the leadership of American advisers.

In January 1961, the Politburo of the WPV Central Committee took a
decision on The directions and urgent tasks of the revolution in the South,
which stated that “the period of temporary stabilization of the Ameri�
can�DiÎm regime has passed and a period of continuous crisis and its
serious degradation has begun.”5

On February 16, 1962, the 1st congress of the NLFSV was held. The
congress promulgated the following “Urgent Programs for Saving the Ho�
meland”:

• the USA must stop the war of aggression in South Vietnam;
• “strategic villages” must be completely liquidated;
• it is necessary to create a government of national reconciliation in So�

uth Vietnam;
• a peaceful, neutral line of diplomatic struggle should be pursued.6

The participants of the congress elected the Central Committee of the
Front, headed by the well�known Saigon lawyer Nguyen Hue Tho, who
spent 11 years in prison for his patriotic activities.

The growing military and political successes of the patriots further in�
tensified the crisis of the Saigon regime. In May 1963, the so�called “Bud�
dhist crisis” broke out, which shook the regime of Catholic Ngo Dinh Diem
to its foundations. Ultimately, the US decided to remove Ngo Dinh Diem,
and a military junta came to power in Saigon. In the next two years, military
coups took place in Saigon every 2—3 months. Herewith, despite all the
efforts of the United States, by the end of 1964 — beginning of 1965, the
“Special War” strategy had completely failed. During this period, the
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NLFSV managed to significantly expand the territories under its control,
strengthen its influence and enter the international arena through a network
of its official representative offices in the USSR, the PRC, countries of pe�
ople's democracy and in some non�aligned countries of Asia.

In an attempt to save the Saigon regime from complete collapse and
keep South Vietnam under its control, the US government set out to
unleash an air war against North Vietnam. In July 1964, the United States
sent to the Gulf of Tonkin ships of the 7th Fleet, which invaded the territo�
rial waters of the DRV, provoking armed conflict. On August 5, 1964,
coastal regions of the DRV were subjected to shelling and bombardment.
On August 7, President L. Johnson passed through the US Congress the
so�called Tonkin Resolution “On the maintenance of peace and security in
Southeast Asia”, which gave him the right to unlimited use of American
armed forces in this region.

After the very first aggressive actions against North Vietnam, the WPV
and the DRV government began a major political and organizational activi�
ty to mobilize all segments of the country's people to repulse the enemy.
The fighting slogans of the Resistance War against the aggression of Ameri�
can imperialism were the words from Ho Chi Minh's address to the people
on July 17, 1966: “The war may last another 5, 10, 20 years or longer.
Hanoi, Haiphong and other cities, and enterprises may be destroyed, but
the Vietnamese people will not be intimidated. Nothing is more precious
than independence and freedom! (Emphasis added by me. — E.K.). Once
victory is won, our people will rebuild our country and endow it with bigger
and more beautiful constructions.”7

The air war unleashed by the US aggressive circles against North
Vietnam radically changed the nature of the Second Resistance War of the
Vietnamese people. Southeast Asia has again become one of the most
hotbeds of tension on the planet. The new situation required a radical
change in the entire strategic line and tactical actions of the WPV leaders�
hip. Important changes in the “Vietnamese question” were also emerged in
the policy of the Soviet Union, especially after the decision to dismiss N.S.
Khrushchev from the post of head of the CPSU was taken by the CC
Plenum of the CPSU on October 14, 1964.

Hanoi very positively appraised these decisions. As early as October 20,
1964, a telegram signed by Ho Chi Minh and Le Duan was received in
Moscow in address to L.I. Brezhnev on the occasion of his election to the
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post of First Secretary of the CPSU CC.8 The Prime Minister Pham Van
Dong arrived in Moscow to celebrate another anniversary of the October
Revolution. On November 9, his talks with the Soviet leadership took place
in the Kremlin. The meeting was of great importance for determining the
future vector of the Soviet�Vietnamese relations. The parties agreed to
“remove from the agenda” all mutual ideological claims, stop polemics, and
focus on practical issues to repel US aggression against the DRV.

Immediately after this meeting, the new Soviet leadership took a
number of steps to create an environment conducive to strengthening Sovi�
et�Vietnamese cooperation. Contacts with the leadership of the DRV
became much livelier, and Soviet diplomacy began to act more proactively
and assertively. On November 27, 1964, the Soviet telegraph agency TASS
came with a new statement, which, along with a strong condemnation of the
continued US air raids on the territory of the DRV, but in contrast to the
statement of August 5, included the following warning: “those who harbor
adventurous plans in the Indochinese peninsula, must understand that the
Soviet Union cannot be indifferent to the fate of the fraternal socialist
country and is ready to provide it with the necessary assistance.”9

Going to expand hostilities in Vietnam, the administration of L. Johnson
carefully studied possible options for the reaction of the Chinese leadership to
the impending escalation of the war. The Americans were encouraged by the
inaction of Mao Zedong and his group during the events in the Gulf of
Tonkin in August 1964. The prospect of reaching a “tacit understanding”
with the PRC on the issue of expanding US intervention in the events in
Vietnam was being observed. Finally, accurate data about the position of the
PRC leadership came from Beijing. On January 20, 1965, the American press
published a very extensive interview given by Mao Zedong to the American
journalist E. Snow. To a direct question from a journalist whether the South
Vietnamese guerrillas “win victory by their own efforts alone,” the Chinese
leader answered in the affirmative. Referring to the Sino�US relations, Mao
Zedong said that he did not believe that this relationship could lead to war.
“There would be no war. That could occur only if American troops came to
China...”. “What of the possibilities of a war arising over Vietnam?” — E.
Snow continued to ask. “China’s armies would not go beyond her borders to
fight. That was clear enough. Only if the United States attacked China would
the Chinese fight,” Mao Zedong stated categorically.10
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Washington perceived this recognition of Mao Zedong as a signal of
Beijing's readiness to expand US�Chinese contacts on an anti�Soviet basis
and its consent to the escalation of Pentagon’s military operations in
Vietnam, including acts of aggression against the sovereign State — the De�
mocratic Republic of Vietnam.

In the “CPSU — CPV — CPC triangle”

The Second Resistance War began in very unfavorable political conditi�
ons for the WPV. The fact is that the end of the 1950s and the beginning of
the 1960s were marked by the beginning and subsequent aggravation of di�
sagreements between the two main allies of the CPV — the CPSU and the
Communist Party of China. The first signs of these disagreements appeared
after the 20th Congress of the CPSU (1956), which debunked the personali�
ty cult of I. V. Stalin and proclaimed a course towards “peaceful coexisten�
ce” in the foreign policy of the USSR. As is known, the leadership of the
CPC, and especially Mao Zedong, reacted extremely negatively to the de�
bunking of Stalin's personality cult by the congress, which, in fact, was the
start of the ideological struggle between the CPC and the CPSU. In additi�
on, Mao Zedong was extremely annoyed by Khrushchev's desire to act as
the leader of the international communist movement, in which role he saw
himself.

A different position regarding the decisions of the 20th Congress of the
CPSU was taken by Ho Chi Minh and the leadership of the Communist
Party of Vietnam. Back in July 1956, Soviet Ambassador M.V. Zimyanin re�
ported to Moscow on how the decision of the CPSU Central Committee
“On overcoming the cult of personality and its consequences” was percei�
ved in Vietnam. In this dispatch, he cited the words of Ho Chi Minh that
“the leading core of the party considers this decision as a fair and good deci�
sion.”11

Subsequently, in an article published in Pravda newspaper, Ho Chi
Minh wrote: “It is crystal clear that once victorious, socialism can never to�
lerate the personality cult and its harmful consequences. The energetic mea�
sures taken by the Central Committee of the Communist Party of the Soviet
Union to do away with the personality cult, and its consequence, set a brilli�
ant example of unprecedented political boldness ... The unshakable authori�
ty of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union is growing and strengthening
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even more. Taking a Leninist position in matters of criticism and self�criti�
cism, the CPSU Central Committee showed that it cares much less about
“what the reactionaries will say” than about the need to correct mistakes
and educate the party of the working class and the masses.”12

At the same time, the theoretical controversy between the CPC and
the CPSU, which soon took on the character of an open ideological and
political confrontation between the two parties, placed the leadership of
the CPV in a hard�to�solve dilemma. The Soviet�Chinese ideological dif�
ferences, which were given publicity and later developed into a deteriorati�
on in interstate relations and into confrontation between the two great so�
cialist powers — the main allies of the Democratic Republic of Vietnam,
naturally, could not but have a negative impact on the character of relati�
onship between the USSR and the DRV. The fact is that each of the op�
posing sides — the Soviet and the Chinese — sought to induce Hanoi to
take an unequivocal support for only one side. However, Ho Chi Minh
and other Vietnamese leaders in official negotiations invariably emphasi�
zed the need to preserve the unity of the international communist move�
ment.

A search for and maintenance of the most practical and rational positi�
ons in relations with the CPSU and the CPC has always been a “headache”
for the leadership of the Communist Party of Vietnam. The famous sinolo�
gist M.S. Kapitsa wrote in his memoirs: “In August 1954, Pham Van Dong,
on the way from Geneva, met in Moscow with the Chairman of the Council
of Ministers of the USSR G.M. Malenkov. After listening to the request for
help, Malenkov in general reacted positively to this and then began to argue
in a way that the emergence of a large number of countries of people's de�
mocracy requires great efforts and funds, the Soviet Union alone is not up
to it, therefore it would be advisable to divide the functions between the
USSR and China. The Soviet Union would take care of strengthening soci�
alism in Europe, and China in Southeast Asia. Pham Van Dong took this
idea stiffly ... Very soon, in Moscow Ho Chi Minh expressed firm objections
to Chinese “guardianship” and demanded that the CPSU and no one else
supervised affairs of Vietnam and all of Southeast Asia.”13

Members of the WPV could not stay away from the Soviet�Chinese
controversy either. Differences began to grow among them also, although
Ho Chi Minh constantly warned the party against symptoms of factiona�
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lism, and the CPV, in its long history, happily avoided them. Impressive in
this regard is the recording of a conversation between N. Godunov, Charge
d'Affaires of the USSR in the DRV, and the President of the DRV dated
June 22, 1960, during which Ho Chi Minh asked to hand over а letter to
N.S. Khrushchev on issues that were at the center of the controversy
between the CPSU and the СPC. “At present time,” he said, “this differen�
ce in points of view can lead to serious consequences, especially since the
discussion is already being conducted openly in pages of the party press ...
Such differences are only to the advantage of the imperialists ... I believe
that in our common interests it is necessary to prevent an open duel that will
bring nothing but harm ... The CPSU CC and the CPC CC should together
discuss the existing controversial issues during a joint meeting and come to a
common agreement. In our Party, Ho Chi Minh noted, the baffled questi�
ons have arisen already in connection with these differences, but we are
trying to prevent them from being raised and urge WPV members to wait
and not make any hasty conclusions.”14

In that phase of history, periodic conferences of communist and wor�
kers' parties served as an important form of collective analysis of topical
problems of world development. They stimulated the creative activity of
all the social and political institutions of the socialist countries. The con�
clusions drawn by these meetings served as a guideline in determining the
essence of complex and controversial problems of the world develop�
ment.

A special place in this process was taken by the International Meeting of
Representatives of the Communist and Workers' Parties, held in Moscow in
November 1960. Early in the period of preparation for the Meeting, the
WPV supported the draft documents submitted by the CPSU. Ho Chi Minh
in his speech at the Conference persistently urged: “In order to defeat a
common enemy, we must be closely united. Unity is our invincible strength.
At the center of this unity, he stressed, is the Soviet Union.”15 The leaders�
hip of the WPV, given the seriousness of the situation, again suggested that
“the fraternal parties immediately stop mutual attacks on the radio and in
the press” and “avoid actions that could increase discord.”16

In the summer of 1962, Ho Chi Minh, concerned about the growing Si�
no�Soviet controversy and their possible dangerous consequences for the
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CPV, again made an attempt to smooth out the contradictions in relations
between the CPSU and the CPC. To this end, he flies to Beijing, where he
holds talks behind closed doors with the CPC leaders. Then, at the invitati�
on of the Central Committee of the CPSU, he flies to Moscow on a special
plane provided to him by the Soviet side.17

The visit was informal and closed�door. And, consequently, nothing
was reported about him in the press. In Moscow, the president of the DRV,
as well as his personal secretary Wu Ki and Dr. Bao, who accompanied him,
were placed not in a hotel, but in a state mansion on the Lenin Hills, away
from prying eyes. Negotiations were held in the Kremlin, which, however,
did not change the positions of the parties on controversial issues.

After the talks, Ho Chi Minh went on familiarization trip to ten union
republics, visited 19 cities, including Kyiv, Tbilisi, Yerevan, Baku, Al�
ma�Ata. He spent several days in Sochi, at K.E. Voroshilov’s dacha “Boc�
harov Ruchei” (Bocharov Creek). Ho Chi Minh planted a tree in memory
of his stay in the all�Union health resort in the local arboretum on the Alley
of Friendship. It turned out to be comrade Ho Chi Minh's last visit to the
Soviet Union.18

Meanwhile, the intensity of the Soviet�Chinese controversy continued
to grow. And each of the parties required of the Vietnamese leadership a
straight answer to the question: whose side was it on? In January 1963, a
high�ranking Soviet delegation headed by Yu.V. Andropov visited the DRV.
In official negotiations with him, Ho Chi Minh and Chairman of the Natio�
nal Assembly of the DRV Truong Tinh, as before, emphasized the special
interest of the Vietnamese people in maintaining the unity of the socialist
camp and the international communist movement, as a guarantee of solving
the main national task — the liberation of the South and the unification of
the country. It became obvious that the Vietnamese leadership at that time
was not ready to unambiguously and openly condemn Beijing's actions.
After the completion of the official part of the negotiations, the first secreta�
ry of the WPV Central Committee Le Duan, in tLte�F�tLte conversation
with Yu.V. Andropov, only in presence of an interpreter, said confidentially
and with some bitterness: “Don't take this the wrong way, but we cannot do
without China now!”19 And it was, as events later showed, not a matter of
“revisionism” or “revolutionism” of either of the two allies of the DRV. It
was well understood in Hanoi that if the Chinese authorities cut off commu�
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nication between Vietnam and the Soviet Union, the Vietnamese people
would become lifeless and their cherished dream of achieving the reunifica�
tion of the country would remain only a dream. And this was the main
concern of the WPV leadership.

In connection with the growing day by day disagreements within the
WPV itself, the question of its foreign policy line was included in the agenda
of the 9th plenum of the Central Committee (December 1963). The Plenum
condemned “modern revisionism, opportunism and dogmatism”. At the
same time, “revisionism” meant, apparently, the views of N.S. Khrushchev
on issues of peaceful coexistence. As a result of this decision of the plenum
of the WPV CC, Soviet�Vietnamese relations began to noticeably worsen.
The Vietnamese leadership even decided to recall from the USSR the
DRV’s students who studied social disciplines, apparently believing that
they were being brainwashed there.20 The decisions of the 9th plenum raised
many questions among the leadership of the CPSU. A discussion between
Moscow and Hanoi on topics that were at that time in the focus of attention
of the international communist movement became more intense, and some
mutual misunderstanding arose in the Soviet�Vietnamese relations.

The Serious frictions in the “CPSU — WPV — CCP triangle” compli�
cated the solution of the national liberation struggle tasks of the Vietnamese
people, and demanded from the leadership of the WPV a high tactical flexi�
bility and balance in relations with its two main allies, while maintaining in�
tegrity and firmness in regard to the implementation of the main strategic
task — liberation of the South and unification of the country. The CPV lea�
dership, displaying tactical flexibility, did not allow itself to be drawn into
public controversy. In the context of a long and difficult struggle against the
aggression of such a powerful enemy as the United States, it was vital, in the
famous words of Ho Chi Minh, to pursue a policy of “the more friends, the
fewer enemies”.21

In March 1964, in the face of major changes in the international and
domestic situation, President Ho Chi Minh, based on the Constitution of
the DRV, convened a Special Political Conference. In his speech at the
conference, he emphasized: “After 10 years of restoration and transformati�
on, the North of our country has taken a gigantic step forward, has not yet
seen in the history of the nation. The country, society, people have been
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renewed.” He appealed to the citizens of the country: “All of us must work
hard enough for two to pay tribute to the native compatriots of the South.”22

Having headed for the Second Resistance War, the leadership of the
WPV naturally sought to keep their complicated relationship with the CCP
out of the public eye. And only after the events of 1979, when Chinese
troops invaded the territory of Vietnam in order, as Deng Xiaoping said, to
“punish Vietnam,” in Hanoi the Vietnamese Foreign Ministry in the shor�
test possible time prepared and published a study “The Truth about Vietna�
mese�Chinese Relations over the Past 30 Years” was, in which many
unknown pages of Vietnamese�Chinese relations were revealed.

Thus, the study told that at the negotiations in 1963 the Maoists persis�
tently “tried to convince the CPV of the need to accept their point of view,
namely, to deny the existence of the socialist camp.” In the same 1963, the
Chinese leaders put forward the so�called Program of the general line for
the world communist movement with 25 points and proposed to convene a
conference of 11 communist parties “in an attempt to usurp the leadership
of the world revolution” and create a “new communist international” cont�
rolled by Beijing. They sought Vietnamese support for these plans, as they
“hoped to use the prestige and role of Vietnam in the world communist and
national liberation movement.”23

The publication of the SRV’s MFA stated that the Vietnamese side re�
affirmed its determination to stand on the positions of defending the socia�
list system and did not approve the idea of convening a conference of 11
parties. “Thanks to the firm position of the Vietnamese side, the 25�point
program was not applied and nothing came of the plans to create some
“new communist international.”24

Perhaps the broadest exchange of views on relations in the “USSR—
DRV—PRC triangle” took place in Moscow in February�March 1964
between the CPSU delegation headed by the second person in the party,
M.A. Suslov and a WPV delegation led by the second person in the party, Le
Duan. The author of this article was an interpreter at this meeting and re�
members well that the negotiations took place in the “familiar manner”:
Suslov accused the WPV of slipping more and more into the position of
Beijing, while Le Duan categorically denied this. The fact that the contem�
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porary head of the CPSU, N.S. Khrushchev, was an active champion of the
concept of peaceful coexistence, was increasingly mixed with the negative
factors in the relationship between the two parties, and the armed struggle in
South Vietnam launched by the WPV leadership displeased him, as it blows
this concept of his.

As a result of the negotiations, both sides confirmed that, on the basis of
the principles put forward at the international meetings of the communist
and workers' parties in 1957 and 1960, the CPSU and the WPV will conti�
nue to work to unite the socialist countries and the international communist
and workers' movement. The parties were unanimous that now the center of
the struggle was the task of ensuring the unity of all anti�imperialist forces.25

In those historical conditions, such a conclusion was an important achieve�
ment. Above all, there was no alienation between the two parties; on the
contrary, as a result of the discussion, the parties began to understand each
other better. The downward spiral into aggravation of relations was halted.
And soon the objective development of events inspired a powerful positive
stream into relations between the two parties and countries.

Conclusion

The air war unleashed by the United States in August 1964 against
North Vietnam radically changed the nature of the Second Resistance War
of the Vietnamese people. The new situation required of the WPV leadership
a radical change in the entire strategic line and tactical actions. Important
positive changes in the “Vietnamese question” were also outlined in the
policy of the Soviet Union after the change of CPSU’ leadership.

Summarizing the results of the WPV’s skillful tactics of political mane�
uvering within the framework of the “USSR — DRV—PRC triangle”, one
cannot but admit that it has borne fruit. On the one hand, Beijing, although
it renounced the unity of action of the socialist countries in the defense of
the DRV, nevertheless did not block the delivery of Soviet aid through
Chinese territory. On the other hand, to prevent the escalation of US mili�
tary operations against the DRV and to demonstrate firm political support
for the position of the Vietnamese leadership, Moscow took a decision to
send a delegation headed by Chairman of the USSR Council of Ministers
A.N. Kosygin, which included Yu.V. Andropov, whose authority and influ�
ence in the Soviet leadership was growing rapidly. Previously, the Soviet
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prime minister had never visited the DRV, although Ho Chi Minh, in a
conversation with Khrushchev, invited him to visit the DRV back in 1961.
But he evaded answering in his usual impulsive manner.26

Upon returning to Moscow, A.N. Kosygin urgently submitted detailed
proposals to the Politburo of the CPSU СС on the maximum increase in
military and economic assistance to the DRV. Priority attention was paid to
the delivery of modern air defense systems in the shortest possible time. The
proposals were unanimously accepted. Thus, as a result of this visit, the ne�
cessary prerequisites were created for a significant expansion of political,
military�technical and economic cooperation between the USSR and the
DRV, which became one of the most important factors in Vietnam's further
success in the fight against US aggression. The visit of A.N. Kosygin to
Hanoi marked a qualitatively new stage in the development of Soviet�Viet�
namese relations, they increasingly acquired a confidential, essentially allied
character.
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Chapter 29

CURRENT VIETNAM — RUSSIA RELATIONS

More than 70 years ago, on January 30, 1950, the Soviet Union beca�
me the second country in the world to recognize and officially establish
diplomatic relations with the Democratic Republic of Vietnam (after Chi�
na). Since then, the people of Vietnam and the Soviet Union, although
geographically distant, are very close in spirit and passionate patriotism
and have always accompanied and overcome countless difficulties and
challenges together. This has formed a special traditional friendship betwe�
en the two peoples and laid the foundation for the current comprehensive
strategic partnership. In the new context with strong mobilization of inter�
national and domestic factors, the relationship between Vietnam and Rus�
sia still has many areas and aspects for the two sides to expand and develop.
It is the responsibility of the current generation of the two countries to
continue to cultivate and develop this important friendship, a traditional
and comprehensive strategic partnership.

Keywords: Vietnam — Russia relations; comprehensive strategic
partner.

Major achievements in Vietnam — Russia relations
over the years

The collapse of the Soviet Union in 1991 and the political upheavals of
the Soviet Union in the 1980s presented historical challenges to relations
between the two countries. After a period of hiatus, with the determination
and efforts of the leaders and people of the two countries, the Vietnam —
Russia relations soon returned to a good trajectory, with strong strides,
worthy continuation of the tradition of good relations between the two
nations. In order to create a new legal framework for the relationship
between Vietnam and Russia, in 1994, the two countries signed the Treaty



on the Basic Principles of Friendship Relations, which affirmed that the fri�
endship between the two countries was built on the principles of respect for
independence and sovereignty, territorial integrity, non�interference in
each other's internal affairs, equality and mutual benefit based on internati�
onal law. This is the premise for the establishment of a strategic partnership
between the two countries in 2001, making Russia the first country in the
world to have a strategic partnership framework with Vietnam, creating a
foundation for Vietnam — Russia cooperation in the twenty�first century.
Next, with the desire to deepen the Vietnam�Russia relationship more
deeply and effectively, the two countries decided to upgrade the relationship
to the level of a comprehensive strategic partnership, which is a very high
level in Vietnam's foreign policy (this level is only below Special Relations)
in 2012, marking a new development in the relationship between the two
countries. Looking back at the Vietnam — Russia relationship in the past
period, some basic points can be seen as follows:

About political relations

Vietnam — Russia is considered to have very high reliability at all levels
and this trust is constantly being strengthened. High�level delegation exc�
hanges take place regularly, creating a strong impetus for the development
of the comprehensive strategic partnership between the two countries. The
two sides maintain many coordination and dialogue mechanisms such as the
annual Diplomatic�Defense�Security Strategic Dialogue at the level of Per�
manent Deputy Foreign Ministers, and Defense Strategy Dialogue at
Deputy Defense Minister level. In addition, the two sides conducted regular
political consultations at the level of Deputy Foreign Ministers and at De�
partment levels within the framework of cooperation between the two
Foreign Ministries. The two sides share similar views on many international
and regional issues, closely coordinate and support each other at internatio�
nal forums such as the United Nations, APEC, ASEM, ARF, EAS,
ADMM+, and Shang�rila Dialogue. Russia basically supports Vietnam's
stance on settling disputes in the East Sea by peaceful means, without using
force or threatening to use force, on the basis of international law and the
1982 United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS), Dec�
laration on the Conduct of Parties in the East Sea (DOC). Russia also sup�
ports the early development of a Code of Conduct of Parties in the East Sea
(COC). The coordination between the National Assembly, the Govern�
ment, ministries, branches, local government agencies, political parties and
social organizations has also been deployed to a great extent.
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About economic relations

In terms of trade, Vietnam — Russia trade turnover in 2020 reached
US$4.85 billion, an 8 % increase compared to 2019. The main export items
of Vietnam to Russia include: telephones, electronics, textiles, footwear, ag�
ricultural produce, seafood of all kinds. The main imported items include:
defense equipment, coal, wheat, iron and steel, fertilizer, automobiles,
machinery and equipment of all kinds. In 2015, Vietnam became the first
country to sign a Free Trade Agreement with the Eurasian Economic
Union, of which Russia is a key and founding member, which represents a
special priority in cooperation between the two countries.

In terms of investment, by the end of 2020, Russia ranked 25th among
countries and territories investing in Vietnam with 137 projects and a total
registered capital of about 943 million USD. Russia's investment mainly
focuses on the fields of mining, oil and gas, processing and manufacturing
industries. Vietnam has more than 20 investment projects in Russia with a
total capital of nearly 3 billion USD; main projects are Rusvietpetro Oil
and Gas Joint Venture, Hanoi — Moscow Cultural and Commercial
Center and TH Group's dairy and agricultural project with a capital of 2
billion USD (this is one of Vietnam's largest international projects). In ad�
dition, there are more than 200 small and medium enterprises with 100 %
Vietnamese capital that are operating in manufacturing and doing business
quite effectively in Russia. In the field of investment, energy is a traditional,
strategic cooperation field and a bright spot that has been really effective,
bringing significant revenue to the national budgets of Vietnam and Russia
for many years. In addition to continuing cooperation within the frame�
work of the Vietsovpetro Joint Venture until 2030, major Russian oil and
gas groups such as Gazprom and Rosneft are implementing many projects
on Vietnam's continental shelf, including offshore areas. In Russia, the
Rusvietpetro Petroleum Joint Venture is implementing a project to exploit
oil and gas in the Nenets Autonomous Region, which has been exploited
with high efficiency since 2010 until now. In addition, Vietgazprom, Gazp�
romviet joint ventures are expanding cooperation in the field of oil and gas
in both countries.

About culture, tourism

Cultural exchange activities are held regularly, contributing to enhan�
cing understanding and friendship between the people of Vietnam and
Russia. The two sides organize annually and alternately Cultural Days in
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Vietnam and Russia. More and more Vietnamese and Russian people are
interested in learning about each country's culture. Particularly in Vietnam,
the wave of finding out about Russian culture and traditional Soviet culture
has been strongly promoted over the years.

Russia is continuously one of the top 10 markets that has the highest
growth for tourism in Vietnam. If in 2012, Vietnam only welcomed 176,000
Russian tourists, in 2020 this number has increased to over 650,000 visitors,
making Russia the largest European tourist market of Vietnam. Russia is
also a large and interesting market for Vietnamese tourists. In 2020, there
are 11.7 thousand Vietnamese tourists to Russia, the highest among Southe�
ast Asian countries.

About education and training

Previously, the Soviet Union helped Vietnam train nearly 40,000 offi�
cers and experts in many different specializations. Currently, Russia conti�
nues to be the most important supporting country for Vietnam in human re�
source training with a large number of full scholarships for undergraduate
and graduate levels. In 2020, Russia granted Vietnam nearly 1,000 scholars�
hips. This number will remain the same throughout the period until 2025. In
recent years, the Ministry of Education and Training and Vietnamese higher
education institutions have always been ready to receive and train Russian
students under the framework of the Agreement signed. Up to now, more
than 250 Russian students and teachers have come to learn Vietnamese in
Vietnam, of which, about 35 students study the entire university degree and
5 students study graduate programs under the cooperation scholarship
between higher education institutions or cooperation programs between the
two countries. In addition, the number of Vietnamese international students
studying in the Russian Federation is increasing day by day. In recent years,
the number has always maintained at more than 5,000 self�funded students
studying in Russia per year. The quality of human resource training of the
Soviet Union and Russia for Vietnam is considered the most reliable and
stable over the past six decades since the first Vietnamese students arrived in
the Soviet Union in the 1950s.

About security — defense

Vietnam and Russia has maintained the Intergovernmental Committee
on Military Technical Cooperation at the level of Deputy Minister of
Defense. Russia is Vietnam's leading important partner in the field of milita�
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ry technology. Defense cooperation between Vietnam and Russia is also a
rare model in global defense cooperation. The two sides conducted the
Deputy Ministerial Defense Strategic Dialogue, most recently held in De�
cember 2019. Cooperation in security fields continues to be highly valued,
contributing to maintaining peace, stability and development in the region
and the world.

About science and technology

Not only training scientific staff, Russia has supported Vietnam to carry
out nearly 60 major research and technology transfer projects. Bilateral coo�
peration in the field of science and technology has developed quite dynami�
cally, becoming one of the pillars of the Vietnam — Russia relationship. The
outstanding highlight of the effective cooperation between Vietnam and
Russia in this field is the Vietnam�Russia Tropical Center — a multi�discip�
linary science and technology research facility on the tropics. The center is
deployed in the direction of combining basic research and applied research,
meeting the interests of both countries and serving the socio�economic de�
velopment tasks of Vietnam. This is a significant contribution to the conso�
lidation and development of the traditional friendship and comprehensive
strategic partnership between Vietnam and Russia. The two countries are
also promoting the establishment of a Nuclear Science and Technology
Center in Vietnam with an investment capital of 350 million USD. This is a
big project and a new symbol of in�depth cooperation between Vietnam and
Russia.

About the relationship between localities

The relationship between localities of the two countries continued to be
maintained and strengthened through the exchange of delegations and the
signing of many cooperation agreements. Many localities of the two count�
ries have established cooperative relations with each other, especially
between Hanoi, Ho Chi Minh City and Moscow, Saint Petersburg.

The summary above is living proof for the dynamics of the Vietnam —
Russia relations. That basic result is also the premise to make the Viet�
nam�Russia Comprehensive Strategic Partnership deeper and more effecti�
ve, for the common interests of the two peoples in the coming time.
Looking back over the past 70 years, especially in recent years, surely both
Vietnam and Russia are proud of their achievements. The results are, to
some extent, the result of the determination and efforts of the leaders and
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people of the two countries. Both Vietnam and Russia have grounds to
believe that the Vietnam�Russia Comprehensive Strategic Partnership will
continue to be consolidated and developed, overcoming all challenges and
difficulties, being worthy of the traditional close friendship between the two
peoples, in line with the aspirations of the two peoples, contributing to
peace, cooperation and prosperity in the region and in the world.

Current shortcomings in Vietnam — Russia relations

Firstly, the perception and assessment of the extent, role, position and
influence of Russia in the world by the authorities, especially the Vietname�
se foreign policy makers, is not adequate. In the past periods, Vietnam, with
its strategic preoccupation with other issues, could not devote all its efforts
to promoting relations with Russia to realize its position of a “comprehensi�
ve strategic partner”. Russia's partnership status has not been accurately as�
sessed, especially in terms of development prospects, so Vietnam has not yet
focused on the need to increase cooperation with Russia.

Secondly, bilateral economic cooperation is still modest. Vietnamese
businesses are strongly attracted to the Chinese, American and European
markets. Vietnam's policy�making agencies with Russia always think of a big
obstacle that is difficult to overcome when promoting Vietnamese busines�
ses to the Russian market to invest and exchange goods — China. That is an
error in our mindset. After Vietnam's Free Trade Agreement with the Eura�
sian Economic Union took effect in October 2016, trade turnover still grew
at a limited rate, the results achieved were very low and unsatisfactory,
which is not commensurate with the good political relations, great potenti�
al, economic scale and desires of the two sides. The two markets include
nearly 250 million people, but only 4.85 billion USD in trade (in 2020) is
too low a figure compared to potential. This leads to some opinions that the
Vietnam — Russia relations are not at all “strategic”. In addtion, the pro�
motion of business investment of Russian enterprises in Vietnam is in fact
highly focused on the oil and gas sector. Many other important economic
sectors have not yet been exploited. Russia is a large country with an econo�
mic scale at least 6.5 times that of Vietnam, but Vietnam is a country that
invests in Russia at least 3 times more than the amount Russia invests in
Vietnam. It is a paradox that shows that Russia's potential and strengths
have not been fully exploited in the cooperation with Vietnam.

Thirdly, the relationship between Vietnam and the Russian Federation
takes place in a rather favorable geo�strategic context with the Look East
policy of the Russian Federation (since 2010). Vietnam is considered as one
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of the key elements of Russia in the Look East policy that Russia is pursu�
ing. President Putin affirmed that “Developing multifaceted relations with
Vietnam is one of the priorities in the foreign policy of the Russian Federa�
tion in Asia”. Although Russia always highly appreciates Vietnam's role and
position in the Asia�Pacific region and Southeast Asia and considers
Vietnam one of its particularly important partners, and the two countries
have established strategic partnership 20 years ago as well as a comprehensi�
ve strategic partnership 9 years ago; the development of relations between
Vietnam and Russia is not commensurate with the spirit of “strategic part�
nership”, especially “comprehensive strategic partnership”. Vietnam seems
to have only a role of a bridge with ASEAN in order to improve Russia's po�
sition and balance its interests in Southeast Asia as well as offset a certain
weakening in Russia's economic relations with Western Europe after the
Ukraine crisis. On the basis of Russia's long�standing traditional relations,
the position and power of Russia and the geopolitical and geo�economic ad�
vantages of Vietnam, Vietnam and the Russian Federation should have
stepped up cooperation in multilateral institutions in the region. This could
create intertwined interests, regional and inter�regional connections, and
create breakthroughs in cooperation that both sides can benefit from in the
short and long term.

Fourthly, many issues related to the Vietnamese community have not
been satisfactorily resolved to ensure the daily life, economic and social be�
nefits of the expatriate community throughout Russia, especially in big
cities. Vietnamese alumni who studied in Russia and came back to Vietnam
have been promoted to a limited extent in the recent period. Not many
central and local agencies and units are interested and willing to train these
alumni into a key team to continue the political tradition of Vietnam for
many years, instead, they mainly promote alumni trained in Europe and
America.

Fifthly, the friendship between Russia and Vietnam is one of a kind,
having overcome many challenges throughout the historical events of the
twentieth century and the rapid changes in the world and in the relations
between the two countries. In addition, there's one thing that hasn't
changed in the relationship between the two countries, it is the attitude of
respect, sincerity and mutual assistance that has become a tradition. This is
a positive point for Russia and Vietnam to have an authentic cooperation,
and the two partners never betray each other. This issue may have been re�
cognized, but has not been fully promoted in the Vietnam — Russia relati�
ons to turn it into a fulcrum and great resource.
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Some recommendations

First, in the context that the world and the region continue to have
many complicated developments, potential risks and challenges in both tra�
ditional and non�traditional matters, it is necessary to fully realize that
strengthening relations the comprehensive strategic partnership between
Vietnam and Russia is of great significance to the implementation of Viet�
nam's foreign policy and international integration. The comprehensive stra�
tegic relationship with Russia also has comprehensive strategic significance
for the defense of Vietnam's independence, sovereignty and socio�economic
development, as well as contributing to the maintenance of peace, stability
and development in the region and in the world. On that basis, Vietnam and
Russia must continue to preserve and promote the good friendship between
the two peoples. In particular, the Vietnamese senior leaders must have po�
litical determination to further strengthen the Vietnam — Russia relation�
ship, which needs to be concretized by many guidelines and cooperation ag�
reements in various fields. Vietnam needs to consider Russia as an impor�
tant and top priority partner in its foreign policy, working closely together at
regional and international forums. In particular, Vietnam must actively
rethink the cooperation game with Russia, showing our respect for Russia in
the most sincere and substantive way. Appreciating Russia is not because of
the past, but because of the actual needs of the process of developing and
defending the Fatherland now and in the coming years. Vietnam's consis�
tent view is that it always considers Russia as one of Vietnam's most impor�
tant and reliable partners and wishes to further consolidate and promote the
comprehensive strategic partnership with Russia, but this view must be imp�
lemented in practice and should not just stop at words and policies. Also,
maintaining top�level visits is a particularly important channel.

Second, in terms of economic cooperation, it is necessary to further
improve the efficiency of the implementation of the Free Trade Agreement
between Vietnam and the Eurasian Economic Union, to continue to
remove non�tariff barriers in bilateral trade, as well as create the most favo�
rable conditions for investment cooperation, especially in areas that have
performed well and are promising such as energy, infrastructure and agri�
culture. Vietnam must comprehensively study the Russian market to further
promote the exchange of goods in the groups of industries where we have
advantages (self�manufacturing or being production sites of foreign enterp�
rises) in the following areas: Agriculture, apparel, leather tanning, electro�
nics, and mobile phones. In fact, the space for trade cooperation between
Vietnam and Russia is still very large; the Russian market is in a state of
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“monopoly” by China, but there are still many “loopholes” that can be
entered. Vietnam needs to actively work with Russian agencies to promote
simplification of procedures, remove technical barriers, and uniformly
apply safety standards for food, according to international standards to
open up new opportunities for agricultural, aquatic, forestry and pharmace�
utical products to enter each other's markets. This will contribute to increa�
sing bilateral trade turnover. It is necessary to improve and diversify coope�
ration in the field of finance�credit, facilitate the expansion of the use of
local currencies of the two countries in bilateral payments and the wider
participation of the Vietnam Joint Venture Bank — Russia in order to serve
major cooperation projects between the two countries. Vietnam and Russia
need to interact effectively and jointly handle relationships with other
actors (especially China) to expand cooperation in new oil and gas explora�
tion and production projects on the Vietnamese continental shelf and in the
Russian territory. This should be done in line with international law as
many projects by both sides, or with other parties participating in the past
time, have had difficulties due to China's involvement in the East Sea. In
the immediate future, cooperation should be focused on expanding the oil
and gas exploration and production area on Vietnam's continental shelf, in
accordance with international law, including the 1982 United Nations
Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS 1982). Vietnam needs to
promote the determined plan of Gazprom Group to participate in the con�
struction of a gas power plant in Quang Tri province and the plan of NO�
VATECH Company to implement a joint project to build a liquefied
natural gas port and a gas power plant in Binh Thuan province. In addition,
Vietnam needs to promote and encourage Russian businesses to invest in
projects in new industrial fields (artificial intelligence, robotics), hi�tech ag�
riculture, information and telecommunications, or construction of traffic
infrastructure in provinces and cities of Vietnam. In addition, Russian en�
terprises should be promoted to cooperate in the electricity industry (wind,
solar power); the advantages of Russian companies should be promoted
when participating in projects to modernize energy facilities that were pre�
viously built with the help of the Soviet Union. At the same time, it is ne�
cessary to promote the investment and production by Russian enterprises in
Vietnam in the field of motor transport vehicles.

Third, the field of national security and defense is a field of cooperati�
on with a long tradition between the two countries, which is considered to
be stable, solid, increasingly in�depth, practical and highly effective.
Vietnam has always considered and will need to consider Russia as a
leading important strategic partner in this field. Vietnam needs to consider
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the defense cooperation relationship with Russia as a fundamental and
leading partner, which continues to be a pillar and a priority direction for
development for peace, stability, cooperation and development on the
basis of traditional friendship and comprehensive strategic partnership
between Vietnam and Russia. One of the new qualitative results in milita�
ry�technical cooperation that needs to be further promoted is the fact that
Vietnam is deploying the production of advanced military technical equip�
ment with the participation of Russian companies. Military trade relations
between the two countries have in fact been strongly promoted, contribu�
ting to enhancing Vietnam's defense power, and in the coming time, in the
context of constantly changing global situations, Vietnam needs to create
favorable conditions and promote the procurement of equipment for a
number of Russian enterprises and defense units belonging to the group of
traditional partners in times of difficulty (the impact of the Covid�19 epi�
demic, sanctions against the Russian Federation by the US, and the highly
competitive market for weapons and defense equipment). As soon as the
epidemic stabilizes, Vietnam needs to actively promote Russia to fulfill its
commitment to continue to expand the training of soldiers and senior mili�
tary officers for Vietnam at Russian military schools. In particular,
Vietnam should pay attention to promoting its position as a rare country in
East Asia or Asia that has high political trust with Russia — a key factor for
effective defense cooperation. In defense cooperation, it is necessary to
calculate carefully to avoid the impact of Chinese factors on cooperation
content, especially in the procurement of weapons and defense equipment,
training support, and head towards joint exercises of the army of Vietnam
and Russia.

Fourth, cooperation should be promoted further in humanities, educati�
on�training, science and technology. In particular, the promotion of human
resource training in Russia should be considered as a priority for the process
of developing a network of new science, technology and basic sciences in
Vietnam (instead of the fact that we are focusing investment in the direction
of Europe and America with a lot of risks, high costs, lack of political and
security reliability). It can be calculated that from now until 2025, there
should be an increase of at least 50 % of the number of cadres sent to study
at university and graduate school in Russia (compared to the plan of state
budget scholarships). In fact, the cost of training a doctorate in the US,
Europe and Australia is 2.5 to 3 times higher than training in Russia, and in
some fields it costs dozens of times more. Personnel trained in the US,
Europe and Australia are very difficult to integrate into the public sector and
often work in foreign private sector. They find it difficult to adapt to the
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working environment in state enterprises or public administration because
of their lifestyle and their mindset, which has been shaped in the learning
process. Meanwhile, personnel trained in Russia can adapt faster, can
ensure political security, and can be trusted for a long time. Particularly in
the cooperation in training high�quality human resources, Vietnam needs to
strengthen joint training programs between Russian and Vietnamese higher
education institutions, in which priority is given to fields where Russia has
strengths and Vietnam has demand such as energy, information technology,
law, transportation, economy — management, agriculture, marine research,
fisheries, and environment. In addition, student exchange should be promo�
ted through the higher education institutions of the two countries, and at
the same time the range of recognition of each other's credits and diplomas
should be expanded. Next, exchange of lecturers should be done through
the effective use of the scholarship program in the Agreement signed
between the two Governments. Lastly, excellent international research
groups should be formed with the participation of lecturers and scientists
from the two countries, including the co�instruction of PhD students, coo�
peration in research and scientific publication. It is necessary to actively
connect with businesses to promote innovation and entrepreneurship
among students.

Cooperation in the field of medicine (medical training, medical exami�
nation and treatment technology transfer, research cooperation, medical
equipment production cooperation, treatment cooperation) with Russia
should be a new direction for Vietnamese medicine. This is also an area of
cooperation that needs to be deepened to clearly reflect the comprehensive
strategic partnership. The context of the Covid�19 pandemic proves the
great capacity and long�held tradition of Russian medicine. Russia is a
pioneer in developing a Covid�19 vaccine in the world with a typical
product called Sputnik V. Therefore, medical cooperation with Russia
should be promoted as soon as possible. In the immediate future, medical
cooperation should be directed towards Russia giving priority to Vietnam in
the distribution of Russian vaccines.

In addition to the established scientific and technological cooperation,
in the new task group, it is necessary to actively coordinate with the Russian
side to promote cooperation in the field of using outer space for peaceful
purposes, first of all in working together in the use and development of the
global satellite navigation system GLONASS by Russia.

Fifthly, it is important to skillfully persuade Russia to participate more
deeply in East Asia and Indo�Pacific affairs to contribute to creating more
balance in regional affairs, which is also in line with the aspirations of
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Russia to leverage its position in the region. The fact that Russia considers
Vietnam one of its most important partners in the Asia�Pacific region
should be utilized, as Russia has always emphasized. Promoting the
“central” role in practice, with Russia's consistent priority in the Asia�Paci�
fic region for Vietnam is to strengthen the comprehensive strategic partners�
hip with Vietnam. This view is not influenced by the fluctuations of the situ�
ation, has been repeatedly affirmed by the Russian leadership and noted in a
special section in the most recent Foreign Affairs Doctrine of the Russian
Federation. In it, Putin repeatedly emphasized: The Vietnam — Russia rela�
tionship is a close, loyal and profound friendship, which has experienced
many ups and downs of history since the difficult years of the war to protect
the country till the time of building a prosperous country. Therefore, coope�
ration between the two countries in the international arena, within the fra�
mework of the United Nations and especially at regional dialogue forums
such as EAS, APEC, ASEM, ARF, ADMM+ should be promoted more ef�
fectively and more substantively. Vietnam should be able to utilize this rela�
tion and promote Russia's interests (in terms of shipping, oil and gas exploi�
tation) so that Russia has views and actions to support Vietnam's settlement
of the East Sea issue. Of course, this is not a simple task.

Finally, what constitutes the long�term attachment of the Vietnam —
Russia friendship is the similarity of the strong character, the resilient
courage, the ability to overcome harsh challenges and not to surrender to
great power, especially the similarity in both nations' interests. The friends�
hip between the two peoples was built during the tough years of struggle for
Vietnam's independence and sovereignty, tested through the fluctuations,
ups and downs of the world and regional contexts as well as of the two co�
untries. Therefore, between the leaders and people of the two countries,
political trust has been built at a high level, and political trust will pave the
way for other relations and areas of cooperation in the future. Therefore, it
is necessary to consider this as a foundation, a valuable asset, to pay attenti�
on to this relationship, to continue educating and communicating about
this friendship and mutual trust, and to show precisely the extent of the
comprehensive strategic partnership between Vietnam and Russia in reality.
Vietnam's leaders, including foreign policy makers and implementers, need
to be fully aware of the rare tradition of attachment, and the high political
trust of the two countries as a real asset that cannot be achieved only in a
short time. It follows that we should sincerely and devotedly cultivate and
develop the relationship, and overcome all challenges and difficulties to
build a new position in relations with Russia, which will be worthy of the
long�standing friendship tradition between the two countries and two
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peoples. Among the important things that need to be done in the immedia�
te future and long term is the building of a team of experts with deep under�
standing of Russia and operational personnel who directly communicate
with Russia (of the foreign affairs sector and of other agencies directly
related to this relationship). This should be focused on and implemented
seriously. If we cannot fix the absence of a policy consultation team with
Russia, or the absence of skilled foreign affairs cadres who can transform
the relations with Russia, it will be difficult to satisfactorily foster the deve�
lopment of Vietnam — Russia relations to the right level and to meet new
requirements.
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Chapter 30

THE CPV AND SOVIET LITERATURE
AS THE FACTOR OF ESTABLISHMENT

AND DEVELOPMENT OF CREATIVE BILATERAL
RELATIONSHIP (1945—1954)1

After the victory of the August Revolution (1945) the Democratic Re�
public of Vietnam under the leadership of the Communist Party of Indoc�
hina began to construct new life, new society and new culture. During the
Anti�French Resistance War (1946—1954) literature and art played an im�
portant role in the process of forming ideology of the new formation per�
son. The general conception of a new revolutionary culture in Vietnam was
formulated by the Party theorist Truong Chinh in his works “Theses on Vi�
etnam Culture” and “The Marxism and Vietnamese Culture”, its three ty�
pical features being as follows: national, scientific and popular.

The knowledge of Soviet culture and, first of all, of Soviet literature
(increased, when the diplomatic relations between the DRV and the USSR
had been established) was a powerful impetus for the development of crea�
tive interaction between the two countries.

Keywords: Vietnam, the Soviet Union, the Communist Party of Viet�
nam, culture, revolution, Soviet literature, literary translation.

Introduction

After the victory of the August Revolution (1945) the Democratic Re�
public of Vietnam under the leadership of the Communist Party of Indoc�

1 The author would like to express his gratitude for the assistance in the preparation of
the article to his Vietnamese colleagues: Thuy Toan, poet and translator; Lai Nguyen An,
literary critic; Tran Thi Phuong Phuong and Vo Van Nhon, lecturers of the philological
faculty of Vietnam National University, Ho Chi Minh City.



hina began to construct new life, new society and new culture. In Novem�
ber 1946, the Cultural Workers Congress was held in Hanoi, having pro�
claimed their main task to be political education of masses fostering the
sense of patriotism and the ideas of national independence, the develop�
ment of their revolutionary awareness. In December 1946. the An�
ti�French Resistance War broke, and the whole country self�sacrificing he�
roically defended its independence and the revolutionary achievements.
The grounds of a new revolutionary culture of Vietnam were created in the
conditions of the backwardness of the broad masses (the population being
thoroughly illiterate), elitism of science, literature and art. In October
1945, Ho Chi Minh, head of the state, said: “Now we have won the inde�
pendence. Our taskis to improve the cultural level of the people as soon as
possible, and we must carry it out immediately”.2 He signed the decree to
organize the movement to eliminate illiteracy and simultaneously establis�
hed a special department in the Ministry of Education to lead the move�
ment.

The theory of a new, revolutionary culture began developing before the
August Revolution. Its general conception was formulated in the works by
Truong Chinh, an outstanding Party theorist (“Theses on Vietnam Culture”
(“TÈ сDBng VXn hNa ViÎt Nam”, 1943) and “The Marxism and Vietnamese
Culture” (“Chî ngh[a MGc vF v¬n EÈ vXn hNa ViÎt Nam”, 1948), having de�
termined its three typical features: national, scientific, and popular. These
documents mentioned that Vietnam culture should get free of overlappings
of the colonial times and first of all reject formalism. Vietnam culture must
be really national, meet interests of broad masses, direct, teach, improve
their level.

“Theses on Vietnam Culture” virtually determined the policy of the
Communist Party of Indochina in cultural sphere and formulated the follo�
wing concrete tasks:

• to action at the three fronts, i.e., economic, political and cultural
ones;

• to implement not only the political revolution, but also the cultural
one;

• the advanced party must lead the advanced culture; only in this case
it will be able to influence the community and its propaganda can be effi�
cient.
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Thus, culture and the cultural revolution were declared to be integral
part of the future struggle of the Vietnamese people for national liberation.3

According to the slogan “To revolutionize the ideology, to link our ac�
tivity with the life of the people”, patriotic actors of literature and art left as
soldiers for the front, having got engaged in propaganda and agitation work.
They desired to describe the heroic time, the deeds of their compatriots in
their works.

The experience and cultural policy of the Soviet Union was very impor�
tant for the Communist Party of Vietnam during the formation and imple�
mentation of the policy in the field of popular education and for the impro�
vement of the cultural level of the people. The important role belonged to
Soviet culture and particularly to Soviet literature, which was objectively the
most demanded by intellectuals and ordinary readers in Vietnam in the con�
ditions of the war�time. The process of acquaintance with Russian classics
and Soviet writers “was conditioned by the internal need of the reading
milieu and could occur both in the literary form and in the non�literary
one”.4 In the years of anti�colonial Resistance in Vietnam, translations of
Russian and Soviet literature were “a very productive and powerful means
of perception foreign literature, one of the effective measures to enrich nati�
onal literature, because very often new artistic forms, tendencies, ideas,
genres, images of foreign literature penetrate into it through translations”.5

Different aspects of the problem are represented with documents, rese�
arch�works, memoires and publications in mass media.6 In Russian Oriental
studies the cultural construction in Vietnam in 1945—1954 has not been
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specially investigated. The only research�work by G.V. Shmeleva “The
Studies in the Cultural Construction of the Democratic Republic of
Vietnam” (Moscow, 1976) touched the given historical period but partially.7

A special attention should be paid to a great collection of documents,
held in a private Museum of Russian Literature, established in 2015 by
Hoang Thuy Toan, a famous Vietnamese poet and translator. His collection
of books and publications, including many artifacts, allows to highlight the
process of the distribution of Russian and Soviet literature in Vietnam, to
assess the importance of creative contacts of writers of the both countries
and to introduce new facts, events and names into scientific parlance.

The first translations of Russian and Soviet literature
in Vietnam

The first attempts to translate works of Russian and Soviet literature
were made in Vietnam as early as in the 1930s. They were stories, essays or
fragments of novels by M. Gorky, F. Dostoyevsky, L. Tolstoy, whose works
attracted public attention. They were published in periodicals in translation
from French. The active acquaintance of the population of this far�east
country with Russian and Soviet literature began in the second half of the
1940s coinciding with the time of Anti�French Resistance War of the Viet�
namese people against French colonizers.

The bibliography of National Library of Vietnam evidences that the first
work of Russian literature, published in the DRV, was “The Strange
Reader” (“NgDäi Eàc giª kú dÒ”)*8, a story by Maxim Gorky (Dai Hoc Pub�
lishing House, 1945).

In 1946, some works of three well�known authors of Russian and Soviet
literature were published in Vietnam. The absolute leader among them was
Maxim Gorky. His story “The Torments” (“DXn v¾t”)* was published by
Thang Tam Publishing House, and his famous novel “Mother” (“NgDäi
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mÀ”) was published by three publishing houses (Phu nu, Lao dong and Van
Hoc). At the same time Dai Hoc publishing house published “The Death of
a Government Clerk” (“CGi chÆt cîa màt anh cOng chðc”) by A.P. Chekhov.

The genre of Soviet story of the Great Patriotic War was represented
with a well�known “Hatred Science” (“Khoa hÔc cªm thQ”) by Mikhail
Sholokhov (Hien Nam thu xa publishing house, Hung Yen). It was transla�
ted from English by Hoc Phi, a famous writer and dramatists.9 In the follo�
wing years he and other Vietnamese writers, poets, journalists intensely
translated works of Russian and Soviet literature.

That year, another work by Mikhail Sholokhov, “And Quiet Flows the
Don”, was known to Vietnamese readers. Traditionally, it is considered that
the book appeared in Van Hoc publishing house in 1959—1961 in Nguyen
Thuy Ung’s translation, but the first chapters of the novel were published on
May 4, 1946 “Cuu quoc” newspaper (N 231) entitled “On the banks of the
Quiet Don” (“TrLn sOng TOng Lm EÈm”). The publication of the book in ne�
wspaper issues lasted almost to the end of the year. There were 130 issues in
total (213—361), from May 4 to September 30, 1946.10 The translator’s name
was Hong Ha, but after long searches it occurred to be the pen�name of the
writer Nhu Phong.11 In the 1930s he took an active part in the youth demo�
cratic movement, was a journalist, published his stories in Hanoi newspapers.
After the August Revolution he collaborated with numerous newspapers and
magazines and in 1965—1980 headed Van Hoc publishing house.

In 1947, only the books of social and political content were translated
into Vietnamese, issued by Les Editions Sociales (Paris) which published
Marxist literature: “Dialectical and Historical Materialism” by Stalin, phi�
losophical works by G.V. Plekhanov, publicism by Alexei Tolstoy etc.12

To extend agitation and propaganda, in 1948 there was established Van
nghe (Literture and art) publishing house and “Van nghe” magazine in Viet
Bac, the region in the North of Vietnam, bordering with China. In the years
of the Anti�French Resistance War, the government, state and other institu�
tions of the DRV located there. A special role in the dissemination of new
knowledge belonged to “Van nghe” magazine, which gave a detailed infor�
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mation on the events of cultural life in the USSR, published the translations
of Soviet authors’ works.13 In 1948—1954, it was the official organ of The
Alliance of Arts and Literature Associations of Vietnam.

On the occasion of the opening of the Medical institute a group of four�
teen students translated “The Russian Widow” (“NgDäi quª phì Nga”)*, a
story by Valentine Katayev. Perhaps, it was “The Wife”, the story he wrote
in 1945 and dedicated it to the writer Evgeny Petrov, his brother who peris�
hed in a plane crash in 1942. The story tells about an evacuee�woman, who
leaves for the frontline to find the grave of her perished husband.

In 1948—1949, in military zones in South Vietnam in the cai luong
theatre “The man with a burned face” (“NgDäi m¾t chGy”), staged by the
actor and dramatist Nam Chau, was popular. It was the adaptation of “The
Noble Love” (“MÆi tUnh cao thDêng”) story. Its authors, patriots, Bao Dinh
Giang and Bich Lam “vietnamized” “The Russian Character”, a famous
story by Alexei Tolstoy.14 After numerous performances in military
sub�units the play was premiered in a professional theatre at the end of
1955. The distinguished features of the Russian character, such as fortitude,
steadfastness, love for Motherland, readiness to give one’s life for it, were
appreciated by the Vietnamese who struggled for independence of their co�
untry15. It is noteworthy that the story was very popular among the Vietna�
mese. For the first time, it was published in “The Russian Region”* collec�
tion issued in French.

Also, in 1948, for the first time in Vietnam, an amateur theatre staged a
Soviet play. It was “The Russian Matter” (“V¬n EÈ Nga”), the political
drama by Konstantin Simonov translated from English by Hoang Xuan
Nhi.16 It was staged by research�fellows of the Cultural institute jointly with
the students of a high school in November 1948. The performance took
place outdoors, in U Minh Forest in the south Vietnam. Hoang Xuan Nhi
wrote: “About a hundred spectators came to see the play by the Soviet
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13 Here and further on the information on pulications in “Van nghe” magazine was
borrowed from: SDu t´p VXn nghÎ 1948—1954 (1998—2006), t´p 1—7. HF Nài: Nxb. Hài
NhF vXn.

14 LL VXn Ngh[a (2018). TrXm nXm sHn kh¬u cªi lDBng: nhöng væ cªi lDBng khOng thÊ
quLn. SFi GMn Giªi PhNng Online, November 11. URL: http://www.sggp.org.vn/tram-
nam-san-khau-cai-luong-nhung-vo-cai-luong-khong-the-quen-558293.html

15 NguyÌn ThFnh Long (1985). Nhöng bDâc thu nghiÎm cîa màt lâp ngDäi ViÎt chRng
tOi. CGch m¨ng — KhGng chiÆn vF Eäi sÆng (1945—1954), in: HÚi ðc — kþ niÎm. HF Nài,
t. 1, tr. 316.

16 VY HÚng Loan (2005). VXn hÔc ViÎt Nam tiÆp nh´n vXn hÔc XOviÆt. Lu´n Gn tiÆn s[
ngö vXn. TrDäng E¨i hÔc sD ph¨m thFnh phÆ HÚ ChV Minh, tr. 25.



author. They were cadres, soldiers, population of the neighboring villages,
mostly illiterate ones”.17

Probably, the poem “Wait for Me” by Konstantin Simonov had the
most unusual history. Translated by the poet To Huu and published in April
1948 in “Van nghe” magazine as “Wait for me, and I’ll be back” (“Têi аnh
vÈ”), it became the independent work and disseminated quickly through the
country, having acquired the unprecedented popularity.

To Huu described the work at this translation in his memoires “Tho�
ughts of That Time” (“Nhâ l¨i màt thäi”).18 That time he was attached to a
sub�unit at the north�west of Vietnam. One evening, when all the soldiers
were preparing for the battle, one of them exclaimed: “Oh, Heavens, how I
am longing for my wife!” and he asked To Huu: “If you have a poem of your
beloved wife, recite it, please”. And he recited his poem “It Is Raining”
(“MDa rBi”).19 The soldiers liked it very much. Their reaction and feelings
inspired the poet, and he thought of a small poetry collection of seven
Russian poets in French translation in his bag. He liked one of them very
much. It was “Wait for Me” by Konstantin Simonov. To Huu read it once
again. The translation was very good, though it was not clear, if it is close to
the Russian original. But the matter was quite sufficient for the poet, and he
began to translate. The poet wrote in his memoires: “I have never translated
poems before. But at that moment I made up my mind and I even did not
think that I would manage so soon. Perhaps, because I dwelled then with
soldiers, and it was easy for me to get into their feelings, their thoughts of
home and especially of the beloved ones”. The poem by Simonov, so dear
for Soviet soldiers at the front, at last found a new life in the other part of
the world. Vietnamese soldiers had sheets of paper with a copy of the poem,
translated by To Huu in their bags. It became a prayer for those women who
were waiting for their husbands. Later, in South Vietnam the well�known
composer Van Chung put the poem to music. In 1960—1970s this song had
a success sung by Elvis Phuong, a popular Saigon singer.20

Konstantin Simonov sincerely supported the Vietnamese people in their
struggle against foreign aggressors. Having visited Vietnam, he devoted two
poetry collections to this country: “Vietnam, the Winter of the Seventies”
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18 Ph¨m ThFnh Chung. “Têi anh vÈ”� cHy EFn muOn EiÎu. Retrieved on July 24, 2021.
19 This poem was put to music by composer Tran Hoan and became a very popular

song.
20 THn nh¨c vn — thB phÜ nh¨c — “Têi anh vÈ” — Konstantin Mikhailovich Simo�

nov & VXn Chung. Retrieved on March 12, 2021.



(1971) and “One’s Grief Is Everyone’s Grief” (1972). The latter contains Simo�
nov’s poetic letter «To Comrade To Huu, who has translated “Wait for Me”»:

I know, here my verses live
In your wonderful translation.
And they will live, while wives are waiting
For those who are in campaign.
The history continued. For many years, the poem by To Huu was part

of literature compulsory programme in Vietnamese schools. In November
2017, in Hanoi there took place a solemn presentation of the book “Wait for
Me, and I’ll Be Back” (“Têi аnh vÈ”), a collection of Soviet poetry on the
Great Patriotic War. It was prepared by translators Nguyen Huy Hoang and
Nguyen Van Minh and was timed to the 100th anniversary of the Great
October Revolution.

In 1949 Van nghe publishing house edited the book “Misha” by Boris
Polevoy (“Mi�sa”, translated by Vu Ngoc Phan)*, — a collection of stories
of the Great Patriotic War.

In June 1949, “Van nghe” magazine published an adapted text of L. Sub�
botsky’s essay “The Weapons for the Victory” (“VP khV EÊ chiÆn E¬u”)*, pre�
pared by the writer Nguyen Huy Tuong under the pseudonym Thao Truong.
The essay analysed the works of Soviet writers (A. Tolstoy, I. Ehrenburg,
M. Sholokhov, M. Aliger, V. Grossman, K. Simonov etc.) of the war against
fascist aggressors. It was emphasized that their works boosted the morale of
the troops at the frontline and patriotic enthusiasm of all the Soviet people.

In 1950 the publications of the works of Soviet literature in Vietnam in�
creased. So did the interest of professionals and ordinary readers, mostly
due to the establishment of diplomatic relations between the USSR and
Vietnam followed with the extension of bilateral contacts in all the spheres.

There appeared “The Third Summer” (“MQa hJ thð ba”)* by Konstan�
tin Simonov in the translation of the well�know journalist Phan Quang. At
the same time Van nghe publishing house published the essays by famous
Soviet writer and journalist Ilya Ehrenburg “The Time Supports Us” (“Thäi
gian îng hà chRng ta”)* translated by the journalist Thep Moi.

During the war years Vietnamese readers got acquainted with the works
of Soviet writer Konstantin Paustovsky. Later his works were translated and
published in Vietnam many times. In 1950 there appeared two books: “The
Lace�Maker” (“CO gGi lFm ren”) and “Stories about Russian Children”
(“TruyÎn nhi EÚng Nga”)* in Thanh nien publishing house”.

The Van nghe publishing house published “The Iron Flood” (“SuØi
thKp”), a novel by Alexander Serafimovich, which was translated from
Chinese by famous writer and dramatist Ngo Tat To back in 1946.
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“Van nghe” magazine (April, 1950, N 22) published K. Simonov’s
poems “Do you remember, Alesha, the roads of Smolensk...” (“A�lL�sa nhâ
chXng”, translated by To Huu), the review of Ilya Ehrenburg’s essays “Along
the Roads of Europe” (“TrLn nhöng nÂo EDäng chHu _u”)* by the writer
Nguyen Tuan, the review of Valentine Katayev’s novel “Time, Forward!”
(“Thäi gian tiÆn lLn!”) (in Chinese) by the writer Phan Khoi. The magazine
also informed that Van nghe publishing house had prepared two books by
Maxim Gorky: “How I Learned to Write” (“TOi EI hÔc viÆt nhD thÆ nFo”)
and “The Theory of Literature” (“VFi Eo¨n lZ lu´n vXn hÔc”)*.

Several issues of this magazine published materials on theatre life and
contemporary drama in the Soviet Union. In May 1950 (N 23) there was
published the review of theatre life in the Soviet Union by Doan Phu Tu, a
literary man, written after the article of famous French writer and art critic
LKon Moussinac (from the book “Connaisance de l’URSS”, Paris, 1946)
with the information of new Soviet plays. In September the magazine pub�
lished reviews of contemporary theatre criticism in the USSR.

At the same time in partisan regions in South Vietnam there appeared
“The Great Patriotic War” (“VÎ quØc E¨i”), a collection of stories about the
recently finished war. It was prepared by a patriot and Buddhist, venerable
Thien Tieu, known under pseudonym of Xich Lien.21 He participated in the
revolutionary movement in Vietnam, was a prisoner of Con Dao. During
the Anti�French Resistance War, he worked at the Political Department of
the 8th military zone. At that time, he began to translate books and various
materials to study and propagandize the experience of the USSR, China
and other socialist countries. He regularly received the press and books from
France. Later he decided to translate the works of Soviet writers from
Russian into Vietnamese. Soon there appeared “The Great Patriotic War”
in three volumes (the total circulation of 10,000 copies). Among the authors
there were Andrei Platonov, Boris Lavrenev, Vasily Grossman, Petr Pavlen�
ko, Veniamin Kaverin etc. In total Xich Lien translated more than 30 works
by Soviet authors (“They Fought for their Country” by M. Sholokhov,
“The Frontline” by A. Korneychuk etc.). Twenty of them were published by
the Political Department of the 8thMilitary zone.22

In 1951 Van nghe publishing house issued “Underground RC Acts”
(“TÐnh îy bV m´t”) by Aleksey Fedorov, a well�known actor of partisan mo�
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21 Xich Lien means the Red Lotus. The translator’s official name is Nguyen Van Tai.
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vement in the Soviet Union during the Great Patriotic War (the 1st vol.,
1951, 2d vol., 1952). The name of the translator was Nguyen Du Kich
(Nguyen the Partisan). In October, 1951 “Van nghe” magazine informed
that the translator decided to give his fee for the book by A. Fedorov to the
soldiers of the best sub�unit in Phu Vang District (Thua Thien Province).
Other sub�units got copies of the book.

Many years later it became known that the translator was Ho Chi
Minh, the first President of the People’s Democratic Vietnam. In winter
1950 during his sojourn in Moscow, he desired to get a book by a Soviet
author about partisans to use their military experience in Vietnam. This
book was “Underground RC Acts” by Alexei Fedorov about the partisan
movement in the Ukraine (Chernigov region) during the Great Patriotic
War (in French translation). On May 1, 1953 “Literaturnaya Gazeta” pub�
lished “The Parcel from Vietnam” notice in its holiday issue. This was the
novel by A. Fedorov in the Vietnamese translation.

According to National Library of Vietnam data, in 1951 Van nghe pub�
lishing house edited two books by Boris Polevoy: “We Are Soviet People”
novel (“NgDäi XOviÆt chRng tOi”) and the collection of stories “Soviet Pione�
ers, the Participants of the Great Patriotic War” (“ThiÆu nhi LiLn XO chiÆn
E¬u”, translated by Xuan Sanh)*, and the story “Just Love” (“ChÐ vU yLu”)
by Wanda Wasilewska. Its second edition appeared three years later. At the
same time there were published “Some Remarks on Literature and Art”
(“VFi quan EiÊm vXn hÔc nghÎ thu´t”)* by A.A. Zhdanov, a Soviet Party
figure, and “Socialist Realism” (“HiÎn thøc xI hài chî ngh[a”)* by writer
Aleksey Tolstoy.

In 1951 the department of the Vietnamese Writers’ Association of the
5th Military Zone published the collection “New Literature of Central and
Eastern Europe” with the poetical satire “Mister Twister” [“ChuyÆn TD tiLn
sinh” (MistB Tvister)] by Samuil Marshak translated by Nguyen Dinh. Later
there appeared its separate edition.

Saigon Dong Phang publishing house issued the novel “Surrounded by
three Armies” (“Giöa chÔn ba quHn”) by ThiLn Giang, the adaptation of
“The Captain’s Daughter” by Alexander Pushkin.

In September 1951 “Van nghe” magazine (N 30) published “The Open
Letter of Ijya Ehrenburg to Writers of the West” (translated by poet Xuan
Dieu). The same issue contained the essay “Meeting Soviet Writers” by jo�
urnalist and translator Thep Moi. Staying several days in Moscow after his
participation in the International Conference of Journalists in Helsinki, the
Vietnamese delegation met Soviet writers Alexander Fadeyev and Samuil
Marshak. So began the first creative contacts of the two countries’ men of
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letters. At another meeting in Moscow writer Nguyen Dinh Thi spoke about
a Vietnamese youth, who returned to North Vietnam from Europe. He
brought two books in French: “Virgin Soil Upturned” by Mikhail Sholok�
hov and the issue of “Soviet Literature” magazine with “Greetings from the
Front” by Valentin Ovechkin. “Soldiers queued for them. Everybody
desired to read them. The first reader was a bookbinder. He was charged to
bind the book”.

It was the early 1950. Brutal fights broke out again in the North. The
People’s Army left the regions of these events for a time. The bookbinder
kept the books. Hoai Thanh, the Secretary of the Standing Committee of
the Vietnamese Writers’ Association penetrated to the occupied territory,
found the bookbinder and came back with the books.

Fifteen days later, the aggressors were suppressed. Soon the Congress of
Representatives of Liberated Peoples was held in the province. Hoai Thanh
brought the two books there. It was clear that it was impossible to satisfy all
the readers. The books were taken apart and circulated in many handwritten
copies”.23

This story evidences the great interest of the Vietnamese in Soviet lite�
rature.

In 1952 there appeared “The West Wind” (“GiN THy”) anthology, con�
sisited of 37 poems by 32 authors from 20 countries. Russian literature was
represented by two poets of the 19th century: Michael Lermontov with
“The Beggar” (“Ke an xin”) poem and Yuliya Zhadovskaya with “The Pre�
cious Stone” (“Chau ngÔc”)* poem. They were translated from French by
Le Van Hoe, well educated and religious person. Also, he was the author of
the anthology, with the circulation of 1500 copies.

The same year there was staged “The Run for Liberty” (“ChuyÎn xe tø
do”)* by Yu. Lenitsky, a Soviet dramatist, translated from French. It was
shown to participants of the Conference of retraining of the workers of lite�
rature and art. Such famous men of letters like Nguyen Tuan, The Lu, Truc
Quynh took part in its production.24

In 1953 Vietnam for the first time knew the poetry by Vladimir Maya�
kovsky. “Six Poems by Mayakovsky” (“SGu bFi thB Mai�a�kop�xki”, Van
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the Vietnamese delegation, that after the 3d International Youth Festival in East Berlin
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Thi, composer le Huu Phuoc, artist Nguyen Do Cung and poet Nong Quoc Chan. They
met a group of Moscow artists, writers and composers.

24 Vu Hong Loan. Op.cit., tr. 25.



nghe publishing house) were issued translated from Chinese by Hoang
Trung Hong.

In February 1953 Van nghe magazine (N 39) published the names of
those who received the prize in the field of literature and art of Vietnam in
1951—1952: poet The Lu for the translation of “The Moscow Character”
(“TVnh cGch MGc TD Khoa”), a play by Anatoly Sofronov, and Nguyen Quoc
Hung for the translation of “The White Birch Tree” (“CHy phong b¨c”), a
novel by Michael Bubenov.

Thien Giang, a writer from the South of Vietnam, referred in his work
to Russian literature again. That time he wrote the novel “To Kill Father”
(“GiÆt cha”) after “The Brothers Karamazov”, the famous novel by Fyodor
Dostoevsky. Since June 6, 1953 it had been publishing in the popular ne�
wspaper “Nhan loai”.

Van nghe publishing house edited “The Birth of the Epic” (“Màt bªn
anh hQng ca ra Eäi”)* by Boris Polevoy translated from French by Vu Ngoc
Phan.

In 1954, the last year of the Resistance War, Vietnamese readers met
again the works by Boris Polevoy. Van nghe publishing house issued the
second edition of his essays “We Are Soviet People”.

Vietnamese readers showed great interest in “The Days and Nights of
Stalingrad” (“NgFy vF Eem Xtalingrat”*, Quan doi Nhan dan publishing
house), a novel by Konstantin Simonov, and “The Russian Character”
(“Anh thDBng binh vÈ lFng”, Van nghe publishing house) by Aleksei Tolstoy.
Also, the book “Far from Moscow” (“Xa MGc�tD�khoa”) by Vasily Azhaev
was published.

Some practical books were translated from Russian. Phu nu publishing
house issued “Klava: How to Be Mother” (“СBlava. LFm me?. BRt kZ”)*,
the book of essays for women.

And here is the story of “The Director’s Notices” (“BRt kZ cîa màt hiÎu
trDæng”) by Ivan Novikov. Its author is the director of a secondary school.
His notices are a sincere and fascinating story of the life of Soviet schoolc�
hildren, of problems and tasks of the Soviet school. The book was translated
into many languages, French and Chinese among them. Pham Dinh Diem,
an employee of Hanoi Library, read the book and thought it would be inte�
resting and useful for Vietnamese teachers and students. He translated it
from French and then checked it against the Chinese translation. In 1954
the book was edited by Giao duc publishing house.

The great event in the literary life of Vietnam was the publication of
“How the Steel Was Temperd”, a novel by Nikolay Ostrovsky translated by
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Thep Moi. Like in the Soviet Union, it was “the handbook” for many gene�
rations of Vietnamese young boys and girls.Ngo

In April 1954 “Van nghe” magazine (N 50) published the article “From
the Poetry Experience” (“Kinh nghiÎm lFm thB”)* by Mirzo Tursunzoda, a
Tadzhik poet, in May 1954 (N 51) — the discussion of Boris Polevoy’s
letter, addressed to the translator Vu Ngoc Phan.

From 1954 publishing of Russian and Soviet literature in Vietnam inc�
reased, the works became the integral part of spiritual life of Vietnamese
people.

Conslusion

In sping 1954, the historical victory in the battle of Dien Bien Phu
crowned the end of long heroic struggle of the Vietnamese people for their
liberty and independence. Giving assessment to the event, Nhuyen Khanh
Toan, a famous Vietnamese historian and public leader, pointed to the fol�
lowing important factor: “The struggle on the cultural front during the Re�
sistance War assisted to this victory”.25 An important component of the
victory was the elimination of illiteracy in the country. By December 1946,
i.e., on the eve of the Resistance War, 2 million of the Vietnamese had
learned to read and write. Under French colonial regime less than 10 % of
the population were literate. The revolutionary government fulfilled that
task during a year, while it took the colonizers nearly hundred years.26 By
mid�1954, when the Resistance War ended, 10 mln people (about half the
population of the country) in liberated area were literate.27

The Govenmental measure in the field of culture and education were as
important: the introduction of schooling free of charge. School doors
opened widely before the children of the working people. All educational in�
stitutions provided mother tongue education (quoc ngu). The literacy cam�
paign was followed with the interest in reading, and in literature. During the
Resistance War Russian and Soviet literature began to disseminate through
translations from French, Chinese, and English. It is noteworthy, that there
were different forms of perception and dissemination of literary works: oral
stories28, collective readings, copying the texts, transposition of stories into
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25 Nguyen Khanh Toan. Op.cit., tr. 9.
26 Ibid., tr. 187.
27 Ibid., tr.189.
28 In 1952 Nguyen Thanh Long prepared “The Stories about Soviet Novels” (“KÊ l¨i

màt sÆ tiÊu thuyÆt XO�viÆt”), which contained short exposition of famous literary works.
The book was published in one of publishing houses in South Vietnam. See: Nguyen
Thanh Long. Op.cit., tr. 317.



plays, adapted translations, creation of independent literary works using the
Russian originals etc.

Obviously, every type of literary cultural interaction of different verbal
communities, is realized through or with the participation of translation,
“one of the most ancient type of interculturality and at the same time one
of the necessary conditions for intercultural comminucation”.29 It was
then, in the harsh years of the Resistance War, that the Vietnamese began
to get acquaintance with Russian and Soviet literature, which helped them
to know the life of Soviet people, to learn of their victory in the Great Pat�
riotic war. Those years meant the beginning of the interaction of the two
cultures, when Vietnamese readers got acquainted with facts and ideas of
another culture developing respect to it and widening their range of inte�
rests. In this process translators became mediators between the cultures.
Not occasionally Alexander Pushkin used to call translators “posthorses of
the enlightenment”.

The first translations of Russian and Soviet literature into Vietnamese
were made by professional men of letters, journalists, students, teachers,
culture employees and even the President of the country. Usually they tran�
slated through French, Chinese, and English translations, as in Vietnam
there were no Russian�speaking people30, they appeared at the turn of the
1950s and 1960s.

Nearly all the works by Soviet authors are devoted to the war, to the
struggle of Soviet people against fascist Germany. The Vietnamese liked
this war prose and poetry, which reflected the heroism of Soviet people at
the frontline and in the rear. That literature inspired optimism and showed
the prospect of the peaceful future. The Soviet people won, and it meant
that the Vietnamese would stand their ground in the Anti�French Resistan�
ce War.

Soviet literature showed new artistic and esthetic methods (such as so�
cialist realism) of socialist art to Vietnamese men of letters and readers.
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29 Mikoyan, A.S. (2011) Rol’ perevoda vo vzaimopoznanii i vzaimoobogashchenii
kul’tur. Vestnik Moskovskogo universiteta, ser. 22. The Theory of Translation, no. 4, p. 20.

30 In December 1945, Hanoi University opened the Socio�political department, whe�
re the Russian language was taught by O.V. Pletner, Orientalist, a graduate of Saint�Peter�
sburg University. One of his students was Nguyen Thuy Ung, later a famous translator. He
learned but six months, therefore he continued to learn Russian himself. In 1950 he was
sent to learn in one of Chinese military schools. There in 1952, on the order of the school�
head he translated “Ten Steel Blows” by Stalin. It seems to have been the first translation
from Russian into Vietnamese. — The author’s private interview with Nguyen Thuy Ung.
Hanoi, November 2004.



It contributed to the departure of Vietnamese writers from simplistic views
of the artistic tasks, revealed in the Chinese official thought.31

During the Resistance War the Vietnamese discovered the Soviet Union
and its literature for themselves. Literary personages and events became part
of their life. Moreover, it is considered that before the establishment of dip�
lomatic relations between the USSR and the DRV in 1950 Russian and
Soviet literature in Vietnamese translations was an important link between
our countries and peoples. Later there appeared other kinds of Soviet art
(cinema, paintings, music, theatre). The development of bilateral relations
between writers widened, and soon they grew into the creative interaction
between Soviet and Vietnamese writers and artists.

Thus, Russian and Soviet literature in Vietnamese translations is consi�
dered to participate directly and indirectly in the general process of cultural
construction in the DRV during the Anti�French Resistance War.
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Chapter 31

THE VIETNAMESE WORKERS’ PARTY
AND YUGOSLAV MODEL OF SOCIALISM

This article treats the issue of the VWP’s attitude towards the Yugoslav
model of socialism during 1948—1965. The author used material of Russi�
an and Serbian archives as well as official documents related to the VWP
leadership activities. It is noted in the article that the VWP leaders were ne�
utral towards the stance of Josip Tito and his associates on the issue of es�
tablishment their own form of political system in Yugoslavia until the outb�
reak of the conflict between the USSR and Yugoslavia in 1948. It was after
visiting Moscow in 1950 and meeting Stalin that Ho Chi Minh started to
criticize Yugoslavia. It was dictated by Stalin’s attitude towards Tito, which
Ho Chi Minh had to take into account in the course of his work during the
First Indochina War. Ho Chi Minh continued to criticize Tito’s policy and
considering him to be a revisionist within the international revolutionary
movement even after Stalin’s death and improvement of relations between
the USSR and Yugoslavia. The ties between the VWP and the LCY became
stronger after the 20th CPSU Congress where Stalin’s cult of personality
and his policy towards Yugoslavia were disapproved of. Ho Chi Minh visi�
ted Yugoslavia in 1957, but after the SPCU criticism of Tito in 1958 he tur�
ned against the Yugoslav socialism model once again.

Keywords: Vietnamese Workers’ Party, League of Communist of
Yugoslavia, Yugoslav model of socialism, Tito, Ho Chi Minh.

Introduction

The 13th Congress of the ruling Communist Party of Vietnam, held in
late January and early February of 2021 in Hanoi, became a good reason to
look at the results of a quite successful development of the country in diffe�
rent fields and to review party’s historical experience of building relations�



hips with other ruling communist parties when the bipolar world still
existed. This article only treats the attitude of the Vietnamese communist le�
adership towards the way the socialist system was developing in Yugoslavia
during the mid�1950s and the first half of the 1960s.

And beyond that, the contacts between countries — among them the
Democratic Republic of Vietnam and the Federal People’s Republic of
Yugoslavia1 — that after the Second World War declared their intention to
take path of socialism2 are an important aspect of international relations and
foreign policy of contemporary history.

In the period from 1948 to 1953 all the ties between the nations of pe�
ople’s democracy and Yugoslavia were broken on the personal initiative of
Joseph Stalin who openly confronted the Yugoslav president Josip Tito and
accused him of betraying the cause of socialism. This attitude towards
Yugoslavia that existed right until the death of Stalin went against the
beliefs of his successors who firstly started to re�establish inner�state relati�
ons and then interparty ties between the USSR and Yugoslavia.3 In June
1955, Khrushchev, Bulganin, and Mikoyan went to Belgrade to “reconcile”
with his Yugoslav partners. Hanoi happened to be in a quite difficult situa�
tion. Having relied in 1950 on the unwavering endorsement of Stalin’s
policy, it now had to somehow explain to the party activists and people of
the country why the attitude towards Yugoslavia and its leader had changed
significantly.

Improving relations with Belgrade

At the 20th CPSU Congress, held in February 1956, the General Secre�
tary of the Vietnamese Workers’ Party Truong Chinh led the party delegati�
on. Upon his return to Hanoi, Khrushchev’s “secret speech” was the topic
of discussion at the specially convened plenary session; after listening to
Truong Chinh’s report about things happened at the 20th CPSU Congress
the plenary members were at a loss. They sent a letter “On certain concerns
related to the line of policy for the development of Vietnamese revolution”
to Moscow and asked to send a soviet leader to Hanoi for further clarifica�
tion.4
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Anti�Yugoslav propaganda coming from Stalin ran through entire poli�
tico�ideological activity of the Vietnamese Workers’ Party and it was diffi�
cult to switch position quickly. An issue of the establishment of formal ties
between the DRV and the FPRY was raised upon the behalf of North
Vietnam during the visit of the Soviet Union Communist party’s Politburo
member, one of Khrushchev’s supporters, Anastas Mikoyan that he paid to
Hanoi in April 1956 to provide clarifications on decisions made at the 20th

CPSU Congress.5

During one of the plenum of the VWP Central Committee Politburo,
that Mikoyan not just attended to but also took an active part in, Ho Chi
Minh informed that Yugoslav ambassador in the People’s Republic of
China commented that DRV ambassador’s appeal to establish diplomatic
relations with the FPRY “should be postponed.” It might be a respond to
DRV leadership’s refusal to make such a decision in early 1950.

The soviet visitor told Vietnamese partners about a significant improve�
ment of the relations between the USSR and Yugoslavia. As a result,
Mikoyan and Vietnamese Workers’ Party leadership agreed that during the
next meeting in Beijing DRV’s ambassador in the People’s Republic of
China should ask his Yugoslavian colleague about the reasons why FPRY
administration had postponed the issue of establishing diplomatic relations.
In addition, North Vietnamese ambassador would also ask him to tell Josip
Tito that Ho Chi Minh had requested that the Yugoslav leader spoke well of
Vietnam6 during his working visit to Paris and Delhi.

Upon his return to Moscow Mikoyan informed Veljko Micunovic, new
Yugoslavian ambassador in the USSR, about the discussion held in Hanoi
and said that the decisions made at the 20th CPSU Congress were “unani�
mously endorsed” by the DRV leadership (“Vietnamese comrades”).7

Some implicit signs indicate that Ho Chi Minh and his entourage did
not like at all the fact that relations between Moscow and Belgrade was
getting better as well as a peaceful attitude towards South Vietnam that
Mikoyan showed during his last visit.

The decisions made at the 20th CPSU Congress considerably helped to
establish formal relations between the two states — North Vietnam and
Yugoslavia — but they did not guarantee establishment of interparty ties.
Soviet leadership was interested in strengthening comprehensive cooperati�
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on with other socialist states. To do that, on October 30, 1956, a special
Declaration by the Soviet Government on possible different ways of buil�
ding socialism was adopted.

But the burdensome past had a significant impact on the attitude
towards Yugoslavia among socialist countries which soon led to another
round of confrontation between Moscow and Belgrade. In a given situation
the DRV took a stance that was mainly dictated by the interests of its leaders
wishing to unite Vietnam under their rule by all means. This task was consi�
dered to be of high priority and could hardly be accomplished without help
of Moscow and Beijing.

Knowing that after Stalin’s death Ho Chi Minh had a mainly negative
attitude towards what was happening in Yugoslavia, Moscow made occasio�
nal “confidential gestures” to show that they were ready to “confer” with
him about the issue of such a delicate nature for all communist states. On
January 3, 1957, a USSR embassy official in Hanoi gave Ho Chi Minh the
text of the letter written by the CPSU Central Committee to the Central
Committee of the League of Communist of Yugoslavia and asked him on
behalf of the Soviet administration to read it and assess its content. Such a
move could only mean that they trusted him in Moscow and they were
ready to receive advice and recommendations. This is something that could
never happen during the government of Stalin. It was during that conversa�
tion that Ho Chi Minh gave his opinion on the assessment of Stalin’s activi�
ty, saying that it had 70 % of the positive and only 30 % of the negative.8

At the same time the Chinese Communist leadership made attempts to
find a common ground with Tito and his comrades. In January 1957,
Chinese parliamentary delegation, led by the head of the Beijing Municipal
Committee (the mayor of Beijing) Peng Zhen, was in Yugoslavia. He had
three receptions given by Tito himself and the Vice President of the Presidi�
um of the Federal Assembly Mosa Pijade. The delegation was given a trip
around the country; this visit was widely covered by the media.9

The DRV always coordinated its foreign policy with its “Great Neigh�
bour”, so this event should become an important signal to start rapproche�
ment with Yugoslavia. They probably did not know it in Hanoi that during
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these Peng Zhen’s meetings with Yugoslav leaders they had been constantly
criticizing the USSR and the leadership of the country.10

For the rest of the world this visit was just another important manifesta�
tion of the rapprochement of Yugoslavia with one of the main socialist co�
untries. Thus, it became clear to Ho Chi Minh that he could now visit
Yugoslavia without fear of being accused by Chinese leaders of “connivance
to revisionists”.

Hopes of Ho Chi Minh and his associates that the Kremlin would
return to the policy it had had during the days of Stalin were mostly lost
after members of the anti�party group Molotov, Kaganovich, and Malenkov
were deposed of their position in government in June, 1957. In the period
from June to August, 1957, Ho Chi Minh as a newly elected president took
an extensive tour of Asian and European socialist countries, including
Yugoslavia. He came to Belgrade on the 5th of August where he was given a
warm welcome. It is worth noting that the North Korean leader Kim
Il�sung had gone on the similar tour around socialist countries a year before,
but “revisionist” Yugoslavia, unlike “Marxist” Albania, was not among the
places to visit.

In the Archives of Yugoslavia, there are funds named “Office of the
President” that contain certain folder of documents dedicated to organizati�
on and conducting meeting of Tito, Kardelj, and other Yugoslav leaders
with Ho Chi Minh. This folder provides an opportunity to have a detailed
examination of those bilateral relations from Yugoslav perspective. It
becomes clear that Tito had high hopes for positive attitude of the respected
communist leader towards Yugoslav realities and a “special” path of the
“socialist construction”.

HÚ ChV Minh’s visit was widely covered in Yugoslav national newspa�
pers, he, as a revolutionary figure, was written about in a supplement for
Borba (“Struggle”).11

Tito said during his speech at the mass meeting on occasion of North
Vietnamese delegation arrival that HÚ ChV Minh’s visits had brought them
closer so that he “felt like one of his neighbours”.12 According to him, their
nature and the way they fight for their goals are the things that relate the
Yugoslavs with the Vietnamese. He noted, however, that there are certain
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differences due to “specific conditions” in which the two countries had to
exist, but bilateral cooperation was a contribution to the cause of socialism
of their countries.13

Ho Chi Minh was more diplomatic and careful in his response and said
that he hoped that his meetings with Tito would result in further strengthe�
ning ties between the two states and that Yugoslavia felt like home to him14.

Corresponding information about the dialogues had in Belgrade was re�
ceived both through TASS and from Soviet embassy in Belgrade. For Ho
Chi Minh with his inherent diplomacy, it most likely was only wishful thin�
king, as it was for Tito. It can be assumed that by the moment Ho Chi Minh
had had false hope that Yugoslavia could join “socialist camp”.

The Yugoslav administration organized an unparalleled grandiose tour
around the Yugoslav republic for Ho Chi Minh as a part of the reception. He
particularly visited Croatia, there, on Brijuni islands, he continued talks with
Tito in informal settings. It is hard to tell how ascetic Ho Chi Minh who was
used to having a frugal lifestyle perceived the luxury Tito had on Brijuni.

At the end of the visit a specially produced book was given to Ho Chi
Minh as a gift; it was written in French about the places of Yugoslavia that
he had visited and was of a good printing quality.15 Tito’s generous gesture
was clearly made so that the eminent visitor would have good memories of
Yugoslavia and the achievements of the Yugoslav people made in the path of
building their own model of socialism.

Returning to Hanoi, the DRV president decided to make a diplomatic
move that was supposed to be accepted both by Yugoslavia and the USSR,
which had earlier been concerned about strengthening ties between Hanoi
and Belgrade. On the 14th of October, 1957, a telegram to Tito was sent to
Belgrade by Ho Chi Minh. The DRV leader on behalf of “the nation and
the Vietnamese government” invited his Yugoslav colleague and his wife to
visit the Democratic Republic of Vietnam in January 1958. He did not
address to Tito as a “comrade” in this telegram but called him the “presi�
dent” instead, just as he called himself “Ho Chi Minh” without mentioning
any official titles. Yet he used a very common diplomatic expression “if the
time would be convenient for you”.

The DRV president said that this visit “would strengthen the bond
between the Yugoslav and Vietnamese nations, contribute to the unity of so�
cialist countries and consolidation of peace throughout the world”.
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He concluded the invitation the way he always did when writing to the
leaders of the allied nations: “With most fraternal greetings”.16 It should be
noted that development of interparty ties between the VWP and the LCY
was not mentioned in that document.

Interparty relations of this kind might well have been established during
communist and labor parties meetings that were held in Moscow on occasi�
on of the 40th anniversary of the Great October Socialist Revolution, but it
did not happen. It was probably taken note of in Hanoi that the LCY had
send a delegation led by Edward Kardelj, but he had not signed the main
documents made on the basis of their outcomes.

Ho Chi Minh himself visited Moscow in person and approved all the
documents on behalf of the VWP. Considering his further assessment of the
Yugoslav leaders’ policy, it was likely that the Vietnamese president disap�
proved of the conduct of the Yugoslav delegation at the meetings in
Moscow, suspecting the LCY leadership in their unwillingness to show the
rest of the world cohesion and unity against “global imperialism” and
“forces of reaction”.

Tito, continuing his policy of balancing between the West and the East,
did not have time and opportunity to (or did not want to) visit Hanoi. It is
possible that he was afraid of negative reaction from the USA that at that
time strived to support a vastly unpopular regime of Ngo Dinh Diem in so�
uthern Vietnam.

This fact could hardly become a reason of discontent in Moscow, but it
could be taken painfully in the DRV that was waiting for a cause to criticize
Yugoslavia again, and the cause was found very soon.

New wave of disputes

In April 1958 the 7th LCY Congress was held and a new party program
was adopted there. Ten years after, this event became a reason why the
dispute between the USSR and Yugoslavia arose anew. Moscow and its allies
voiced harsh criticism of the Yugoslav leadership, accusing it of revisionism.

Fierce diatribes against Yugoslavia launched by other socialist countries
and “fraternal parties” resulted in a series of theoretical articles that were
soon compiled in Moscow into a special subject collection17. In our view, it
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was related to the fact that after the 20th CPSU Congress Kremlin aimed to
pin on Yugoslavia a label of “revisionists” that since the time of Lenin had
been considered by members of the international communist movement
even more offensive than, for example, “dogmatist”.

Hanoi did not ignore the “Yugoslav issue” as well and followed the
example of its socialist neighbor. A big article “Cohesion and common
beliefs are essential for the Socialist Camp” was published under the name
of Chi L¨ng in the May 1958 issue of a VWP official organ and main theore�
tical magazine “Hoc Tap”. Considering the content of this article it can be
said that Hanoi believed Yugoslavia to be a socialist country yet with one re�
servation to it — there were still politicians in Yugoslavia with “views and
statements fundamentally incompatible with the teaching of Marxism�Leni�
nism and proletarian internationalism” who did not contribute to strengthe�
ning the unity of the Socialist Camp, but “supported imperialists”.18

The North Vietnamese author conveyed official VWP Central Commit�
tee policy and upbraid the Yugoslav leaders who almost always seem to
support a motion to prevent war and maintain peace, but at the same time
accused the USSR and its allies in playing power politics and dividing into
military and political blocs19.

Since the draft of the LCY Program concerned an issue of dividing
“zones of interest and zones of influence” between the USSR and Western
countries with Vietnam given as an example by the drafters of the Program,
the author of the article reproached the Yugoslav leaders of having little un�
derstanding of the situation that Indochina was in after the 1954 Geneva
Conference when the process of peaceful unification that had been voted for
in general election was sabotaged by American imperialists that came to the
south of Vietnam instead of the French. Moreover, in the north of the
country people were building socialism and the main purpose of it was to es�
tablish the basis for making Vietnam a unified state.20

The statements of “the Yugoslav comrades”, the author emphasized,
did nothing but discredit the achievements of Vietnamese people during the
last ten years.21

As it was stated further in the article, “To reject unity and international
cooperation, to put emphasis on national peculiarities, to deny general pat�
terns of the socialist revolution and construction of socialism is to take path
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of bourgeois nationalism, ‘national communism’ rather than proletarian in�
ternationalism”.22

There was a major forthright conclusion at the end: “History appointed
the USSR to be the centerpiece of unity and lead the Socialist Camp, and
that is what the USSR is doing with honor”.23

It seems to us that Ho Chi Minh took criticism of Moscow and Beijing
towards Yugoslavia as a blueprint for action, so he brought communication
with Yugoslavia to a halt.

Needless to say, the previous invitation for Tito to visit Hanoi was no
longer relevant to the DRV leadership. Ho Chi Minh chose to enhance rela�
tions with Moscow, especially since there had been no criticism towards
Stalin and his ways of governance while there had been some towards
Yugoslavia during the 20th CPSU Congress, at which he had led the VWP
delegation.

Reversals of Soviet policy

With the PRC, things were not going as well as Ho Chi Minh expected
in the context of Vietnam’s reunification. Mao Zedong and his associates did
not want Vietnam to unite because it could become a geopolitical rival in the
South�East Asia region, that is why in Beijing they were paying lip service to
the idea of Vietnam unification meanwhile doing anything to obstruct
Hanoi’s taking steps in that direction. In the midst of disputes with the PRC
North Korean leaders disclosed a number of earlier sensitive documents of
this period and used excerpts from them as a proof that the PRC “had been
duplicitous” and it had “betrayed” interests of the Vietnamese people.24

Ho Chi Minh in order to endorse the CPSU stance on the Yugoslav
issue in February 1960 during a conversation with the Soviet ambassador
Leonid Sokolov concurred with Kremlin’s criticism of Yugoslavia. In the
beginning of the meeting with the Vietnamese President the Soviet diplomat
gave him to read the transcript of conversation between Khrushchev and
Vucmanovic�Tempo who was in Moscow to clarify the positions of the LCY
on important international issues.

After reading it, Ho Chi Minh gave quite frank comments. He tend to
explained the mere holding of such a meeting by the Yugoslav leaders’
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angling for a way out of that unenviable situation they happened to be in
because of their “unconstructive” stance on issues of building the socialism.

Ho Chi Minh highly commended Khrushchev’s commitment to easing
international tensions and accused the leadership of Yugoslavia of trying to
“sit on the fence” and getting the support of the USA that aimed at sowing
dissension within “the Socialist Camp”. He considered Yugoslavia to be the
mean to do that. Ho Chi Minh said that Tito and his associates certainly
understood it and that was why in fact they sought rapprochement with the
USSR and its other allied countries, but they still did not want to abandon
their “revisionist” policy of building “specific” model of socialism that had
been earlier exposed by Khrushchev.

Ho Chi Minh associated himself with the Soviet position towards
Yugoslavia and cited his conversation with Tito on Brijuni islands in 1957 as
an example of wrongfulness of the Yugoslav leaders’ beliefs. According to
him Tito was trying to convince him in his rightness, but could not do it. Yet
Ho Chi Minh did not tell it to him because he did not want to ruin “ami�
cable” spirit of the conversation. As Tito might have taken his silence for
approval of his position and told Khrushchev about it, the North Vietname�
se president decided two years later during the conversation with the Soviet
ambassador to take precautions and express his “true” opinion of Yugosla�
via that was “completely identical” to the Soviet one.

Then HÚ ChV Minh, faithful to his favorite strategy, decided to stand up
for Mao Zedong and his associates as Yugoslavia was heaping abuse upon
them trying to sow dissension between the CPSU and the CCP that was not
acceptable in relations within the “Socialist Camp”25. It demonstrates
another HÚ ChV Minh’s trait: his inclination to always mediate disputes
between the leaders of the socialist states and be “a moral authority”,
someone who can do things that were not permitted to anyone else ether in
Moscow or in Beijing.

In the latter part of August 1961, Ho Chi Minh on his own initiative, as
he claimed it to be, made a visit to Pitsunda where Khrushchev was vacatio�
ning and preparing a report for the 22nd CPSU Congress. He wanted to “re�
concile” the CPCU and the Labor Party of Albania that had been in dispute
since the 1960 November Moscow meeting of communist and labor parties.

The Soviet and the Vietnamese leaders had two conversations; the
Yugoslav issue was brought up in their course. During the first meeting
Khrushchev said that all the actions of Albanian leaders were recently aimed
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at withdrawing from the Warsaw Pact and that they were practically follo�
wing in Tito’s footsteps.

He further stated that they were going to reconsider their relationship
with Albania soon. “We are going to trade with them on the same conditi�
ons as we do it with capitalist countries. We already have such relations with
Yugoslavia. We have signed trade agreements and we are trading in accor�
dance with them. We sell weapons and other goods to them. They asked for
concessions and we denied this request. We told them: take it or leave it.
Yugoslavia is paying us with good products. It suits us.”26

Khrushchev elaborated upon it two days later. According to him,
Chinese leaders call the CPSU leaders “revisionists”. “They attacked
Yugoslavia, but by doing that they meant to hit the USSR. We told our
Chinese comrades that they should not give too much attention to Yugosla�
via. It would pay them too much honor. The CPSU criticize Yugoslavia but
do it moderately, because it is not our chief enemy. Imperialism is. Does
Yugoslavia threaten our principles? No, of course not. Do not inflate the
worth of the Yugoslav revisionist. We criticize the Yugoslavs and follow our
own path. It enrages the Yugoslav leaders. When we paid less attention to
Yugoslavia, it started to be given less help from America. Now Chinese
leaders are trying to make it look like all harm and danger for the commu�
nist movement comes from Yugoslavia. That is not right.”27

Considering the fact that Yugoslavia was the main regional aggravator,
Ho Chi Minh started to edge towards rapprochement with Tirana and con�
tinued to dissociate himself from Belgrade. At that moment this state of
things quite suited Moscow.28

In October 1961, the 22nd CPSU Congress was held; the Yugoslav issue
was discussed from the perspective of the CPSU leaders. It was noted in the
summary report at the Congress that activity of the Yugoslav leaders disrup�
ted unity of the international communist movement, they had “national na�
rrow�mindedness”, they had gone astray and this road had led them to the
morass of revisionism. To the Moscow 1975 Declaration they responded
with “revisionist anti�Lenin program”.

Khrushchev pledged that the CPSU would continue to criticize revisio�
nist concepts of the Yugoslav leaders.29
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Then Khrushchev mentioned Yugoslavia in the report about the CPSU
Program. He reassured: “We were fighting and will continue fighting against
revisionist beliefs of the LCY leadership, but at the same time we always
stood and keep standing for comprehensive development and strengthening
of relations with Yugoslavia at a state level. The USSR and Yugoslavia have
quite similar stance on the struggle for peace.”30

As a result, “Yugoslav revisionism” was mentioned in the very text of
the CPSU Program which was at least very odd for the document of this
kind. It can be explained by notorious “subjectivism” and “voluntarism”
that later became the reason why Khrushchev was deposed from his position
as a leader of the CPSU and the USSR.

The decisions made at the Soviet Communists Congress were general�
ly met with a negative response in Hanoi. It especially concerned the
further disapproval of Stalin’s policy and removal of his body from the
Mausoleum. Moreover, Ho Chi Minh could not but be offended by the
fact that his insistent requests to reconcile with Albania were unheeded by
Khrushchev.31

Despite the criticism towards “Yugoslav revisionism” the decisions
made at the 22nd CPSU Congress were mainly received positively in Yugos�
lavia because of disapproval of Stalin and Albanian leadership. What is
more, according to the recently published preparatory documents made for
Khrushchev’s reports, Albanian issue had not been addressed before HÚ ChV
Minh’s visit that later gave rise to a thorough and acute development of this
issue by the impulsive Soviet leader.32

In December 1962, Tito visited the USSR once again and that was a
clear manifestation of defusing tension between the two countries.33

According to the recently published record, of the conversation
between Khrushchev and Vucmanovic�Tempo, which took place in
Moscow on the 3d April, 1963, the Soviet leader answered a question of the
Yugoslav visitor about the attitude of Indonesian, Vietnamese, and North
Korean communist parties towards the CPSU policy the following way:
“Vietnam... It is very difficult there. I am very sorry for comrade Ho Chi
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Minh, he is having a hard time. He endorses the CPSU line, but he has to
act with regard to the CCP CC policy.”34

On the summer of 1963, Khrushchev “reconciled” with Yugoslav
leaders once again during his visit to Belgrade that was strongly criticized in
Albania. First an editorial reflecting this issue was published in newspaper
Zeri i Popullit (“Voice of the People”), and after that it was issued as a separa�
te publication with a specific headline “Khrushchev kneels before Tito”. Al�
banian leaders obviously feared that Khrushchev and Tito could arrange for
the joint occupation of this “rebellious” country.

During the conversation with Tito held on August 26, 1963, the Soviet
leader, looking at the situation surrounding Vietnam and North Korea, said:
“We have to empathize with Kim Il�sung and Ho Chi Minh— there are
many Chinese in their parties, the pro�Chinese influence is really strong.”35

The visit was made at the same time the interparty relations between the
USSR and China escalated and, as a result, the VWP leadership supported
their colleagues and allies in Albania and China. Sometime later, the CPSU
was indirectly accused in the 1963 December VWP CC Plenum documents
of carrying the ideas of “modern revisionism”.

At that time Ho Chi Minh was one of the few who advocated maintai�
ning amicable relations with the USSR. Significant number of his associates
was pro�Chinese, mainly because of the heated ideological dispute between
the USSR and China.

The General Secretary of the VWP Central Committee LL Du°n visited
Moscow in February 1964 where he had an impartial conversation in the
CPSU Central Committee with the chief ideologue of the Party Mikhail
Suslov. The Vietnamese leadership believed that, after aligning himself with
Tito, Khrushchev approved of “revisionist policy” that had been quite re�
cently criticized in Moscow. Reminiscences of that dispute were reflected in
Khrushchev’s memoirs in which he calls LL Du°n an “anti�soviet person”
while Ho Chi Minh is considered to be a “communist saint”.36

Tito and Ho Chi Minh

Khrushchev’s removal from office put an end to the dispute between
the CPSU and the VWP over the Yugoslav issue. They pretended in
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Moscow that they did not notice the markedly warm relations of Hanoi with
Tirana and Beijing, and Hanoi in its turn did not accuse Moscow of rap�
prochement with the “Yugoslav revisionists”, especially since the USSR
supported them in the beginning of 1965 when the Second Indochina War
broke out in the DRV territory.

In the 1960s, when the second split within the international communist
movement occurred some western columnists stated drawing analogy
between Yugoslavia and North Vietnam, between Tito and Ho Chi Minh.
In this regard there is a distinctive characteristic of the two leaders given by
Richard West: both of them were partisans, “great leaders of the mass”, they
were respected not just among the communist and they did not seek “servile
obeisance”.37

Analogies between Tito and Ho Chi Minh became very popular among
liberal Americans who were against the war in Vietnam. Famous American
writer Barbara W. Tuchman recalled in one of her journalistic works (The
March of Folly: From Troy to Vietnam) that the US State Department
could make Ho Chi Minh “a Tito for Indochina” during 1945—1946. In
that region, according to her, this choice would have required imagination,
which was “never a long suit” with western governments, they were not
ready “to take the risk of supporting a Communist when communism was
still seen a solid block”. “Tito was then its only splinter, and the possibility
of another deviation was not envisaged”.

Conclusion

To sum up, it can be said that the VWP stance on “the Yugoslav model
of socialism” primarily depended on the CPSU and the CCP attitude
towards this issue. Relations between the two countries normalized after the
SPCU had stopped the attacks on “the Yugoslav revisionism” that happe�
ned at the same time with the outbreak of a new conflict in Indochina where
Titoist Yugoslavia supported the DRV and criticized the USA. In addition
to it, a gradual rapprochement between the SFRY and the PRC began.

Now that international political environment has drastically changed
and Vietnam is still looking for its way of building socialism, it seems worth�
while for the present generation of Vietnamese political scientists and eco�
nomists to study the Yugoslav attempts to construct socialism, paying part�
icular attention to finding positive aspects for the future implementation.
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Chapter 32

VIETNAM’S COMBINATION OF NATIONAL FORCE
AND THE FORCE OF THE EPOQUE: A CASE STUDY

OF VIETNAM — ASEAN RELATIONS

Coming out from decades of war with devastation, poverty, economic
stagnation, trade embargo, and diplomatic isolation, from mid�1980s to
early 1990s, Vietnam made a revolutionary change in its diplomacy directi�
on. This shift marked a turning point of Vietnam diplomacy and has been
bringing many achievements to the national construction and defense. In
particularly, the direction of ‘combining national strength and strength of
the times’, the fabric of the policy has been holding its merit even after
more than 30 years. ‘Combining national strength and that of the times’
did not only clarify the relations between international and domestic fac�
tors, but it also solved the urgent problems that Vietnam was coping with in
the course of the post�war decade, helping Vietnam gradually improve its
international status and become an active and constructive member of the
international community. The following research will use the relations bet�
ween Vietnam and the Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN)
as a case study to understand this strategic direction. It will elaborate on
the content of the direction and analyze how the direction has reflected the
relations between Vietnam and ASEAN in terms of benefits that the count�
ry has gained from joining ASEAN and the contributions that Vietnam has
been making to ASEAN.

Keywords: Vietnam’s diplomacy direction, Communist Party of Viet�
nam, ASEAN.

Introduction

In 1986, Vietnam undertook a strategic shift in foreign direction. For
the first time in history, the Communist Party of Vietnam (CPV) identified
the top foreign policy objective was to “combine the strength of the nation



with that of the era/times; make full use of favorable international conditions to
build socialism and defend the nation; and proactively create a stable environ�
ment to focus on economic development...”.1 At the end of that year, the direc�
tion of “combining the strength of the nation with that of the times” became
one of the four lessons and the only foreign policy experience highlighted in
the Political report of the Fifth Central Committee to the Party’s Sixth National
Congress.2

According to this direction, national strength is defined as internal
strength of a nation state. It is the sum of all endogenous resources availab�
le within the country such as natural resources, economic capacity,
defense capacity, human resources, culture, values, history, and so on.
Meanwhile, the strength of the times, which is understood as the exogenous
resources originating from major global trends such as peace, cooperation
and development, scientific and technological revolution, knowledge�ba�
sed economy, globalization, regionalization, democratization, and institu�
tionalization, etc.

In terms of foreign affairs, the direction presented several implications:
(1) The development of one country is inseparable from the development
mainstream of the world; (2) Cooperation, not confrontation, is the key to
ensure security. This perception paved the way for Vietnam’s strategy of
“making friends with all countries in the world” several years later; (3) Ex�
panding relations with different countries regardless of their ideology and
political systems is crucial to Vietnam’s development. This is the cognitive
basis for the policy of “multilateralization and diversification” adopted in
the following years. Obviously, these implications marked a sea change in
Vietnam’s foreign direction. This lesson was further affirmed in the docu�
ment titled, Platform for National Construction in the Period of Transition to
Socialism (1991), the supplement and amendment of this Platform in 2011,
the documents of the National Congress in subsequent years, and deployed
in many aspects of the country’s activities.

While the accession of Vietnam to ASEAN is a typical case study exem�
plifying how Vietnam handles relations nationally and internationally, nati�
onality, and era, the relations between Vietnam and ASEAN prove the ef�
fectiveness and impact of the above foreign policy lesson. The following re�
search will examine how the direction of combining the strength of the
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nation and that of the era influence on Vietnam’s decision to become a
member of ASEAN and the country’s contribution to the development of
ASEAN.

Vietnam’s accession to ASEAN: Infusing the strength
of era into national strength

Born in 1967, ASEAN was regarded as perhaps the last chance for the
nations of Southeast Asia to achieve some kind of unity after efforts made to
establish regional grouping had been ill�fated. However, due to differences
in ideological prism and the involvements of some ASEAN states in the US
war efforts in Vietnam, Vietnam decided to decline the invitation to the
ASEAN Ministerial Meeting held in Bangkok in 1973. The relations
between Vietnam and ASEAN during these years were characterized by
stagnation, tension, and even confrontation for a decade after Vietnam had
sent its troops into Cambodia in 1979.

The Sixth National Party Congress in 1986 made a shift in foreign
policy and this pushed Vietnam into ASEAN’s orbit. Hanoi proactively
opened dialogue with ASEAN states for a settlement of Cambodia’s
problem, which was evident with the Jakarta Informal Meeting 1 and 2
(JIM 1 and JIM 2). In 1989, Foreign Minister Nguyen Co Thach expressed
Hanoi’s desire to join ASEAN.3 In the Seventh National Party Congress
(1991), CPV officially proclaimed that “Vietnam wants to develop the relation
of friendship with Southeast Asian nations and strive for a Southeast Asia of
peace, friendship, and cooperation”.4 Subsequently, in 1991, Vietnam
acceded the ASEAN Treaty of Amity and Cooperation, (TAC), and was
granted observer status of ASEAN. Two years later during General Secreta�
ry Do Muoi’s visit to Singapore and Thailand, Do announced a four�point
policy concerning Vietnam�ASEAN relations. The policy highlighted
“Vietnam will increase multifaceted cooperation with individual neighboring
countries as well as with ASEAN as regional organization”.5 It ended with a
very important message that “Vietnam is ready to join ASEAN at an appropri�
ate time”.6 In response to Vietnam’s eagerness to be a full�fledge member,
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ASEAN invited Vietnam to join and became the founding member of the
ASEAN Regional Forum (ARF). In July 1995, with Vietnam’s efforts and
ASEAN’s goodwill, Vietnam officially became ASEAN’s seventh member.

The lesson of ‘combining the strength of the nation and that of the
times” can be adopted to shed light to understand the underlying reason for
Vietnam to change its attitude and policy towards ASEAN.

In terms of security and politics, eventual membership in ASEAN was
expected to allow Vietnam to solve its three main problems at that time.
First, the accession to ASEAN would remove the trade embargo and the
diplomatic isolation that Vietnam had suffered since 1979. After the Cold
War ended, an embargo was in place while Vietnam received no support
from the recently collapsed Soviet Union and very limited aid from other
socialist countries. This situation put Vietnam in a very difficult economic
and political situation internally and externally. In particular, the embargo
and isolation cut Vietnam off from many advanced postindustrial economi�
es which had been preventing the country from obtaining external inputs for
the country’s economy reconstruction and development. Vietnam’s accessi�
on to ASEAN was believed as one of the first steps to gradually draw
Vietnam out of its isolation and embargo given that ASEAN was viewed as
one of the “most successful experiments in regionalism in the developing
world”.7 In return, ASEAN’s changed posture towards Vietnam’s would
result in the dKtente of countries and international organizations that had
previously advocated ASEAN to go against Vietnam.

Second, Vietnam’s accession to ASEAN would provide useful leverage
for Vietnam in managing its relations with major powers, especially China
and the US. Despite the end of the Cold War, great power politics was still
the main factor looming large in the region and threatening Vietnam’s secu�
rity. They were, however, also potential partners to Vietnam’s integration
and development. Therefore, normalizing and improving relations with
major countries breaks free the isolation status, opens up opportunities for
Vietnam to integrate into the world in the short term, and preserves security
in the long term. Given the complex relations between Vietnam and major
powers, membership of ASEAN was likely to advance the political relation�
ship of Vietnam with these countries. ASEAN’s positive relations with all
major powers and its vast array of cooperation mechanisms with these coun�
tries would be a diplomatic bonus to Vietnam.
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Third, in a long haul, Vietnam’s admission to ASEAN potentially brings
about peace and security not only to Vietnam, but also to the whole region.
As a country which had undergone many wars in modern times, Vietnam
was fully aware of the probability that Southeast Asia might become a
hotbed of strategic rivalry between great powers. Therefore, a unity of all
Southeast Asian countries in ASEAN is pivotal since it would greatly reduce
the risk of security threats coming from competition for influence between
powers and especially the interference of great powers into the region.
Besides, being a member of ASEAN meets the needs of Vietnam, a peace�
ful, stable, and cooperative environment, which is conducive to the count�
ry’s reconstruction and development after years of wars and crisis. More�
over, this accession also helps Vietnam take advantage of ASEAN's activities
in international forums to construct a region of less confrontation, more co�
operation, and dKtente as it had been after the end of the Cold War.

In terms of economy, ASEAN’s membership was likely to provide
Vietnam with favorable conditions that link the Vietnamese economy with
trends of development and cooperation in the world. Since the 1970s, scien�
tific and technological revolution had taken place worldwide, creating a leap
in production. Internationalization and globalization erased borders,
opened up markets, expanded trade, drew investments, and attracted
modern technology and management skills between countries. In addition,
the model of economic integration, inspired by the success of the European
Union diffused to many regions in the world. Indeed, many Asian countri�
es, including ASEAN�68, benefited from these major trends. Fully aware of
the development mainstream of the world, Vietnam considered rapproche�
ment with ASEAN the key task of foreign policy. It had prepared for the ac�
cession since 1986. It was therefore no coincidence that in the same year,
Vietnam set forth a Three Economic Program, one of which was aimed at
promoting trade and investment relations. Also in 1986, Vietnam issued the
decision on the development of a multi�sectoral economy, creating more
room for private and foreign sectors in addition to the existing state�owned
sector. In 1987, Vietnam passed the Law on Foreign Investment. These
were all outward movements which were in line with the revised foreign
policy and the direction of combining the strength of the nation and that of
the times.

Economic cooperation with ASEAN countries was expected to help
Vietnam gradually overcome the socio�economic crises at home from being
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a war�torn country since 1979, and also from the trade embargo imposed by
the US with almost no aid from outsiders. Worse still, the failure of Viet�
nam’s central planning economic model, especially the wage�price reform
in 1985, resulted in serious economic conditions. Against this backdrop,
only ASEAN countries had economic relations with Vietnam. Despite small
scale, with growing momentum, Vietnam's economic relations with ASEAN
countries would make a significant contribution to Vietnam's economic re�
covery. For Vietnam, ASEAN was also a good start before joining in wider
arrangements in the world. ASEAN�6 countries, which shared similar star�
ting points and conditions like Vietnam, had succeeded in international
economic cooperation. Enhancing economic relations with these countries
would provide Vietnam with development experiences. At that time, these
economies were at a medium level of development; Vietnam’s economic
cooperation with those countries would also limit the risk of being oppres�
sed and disproportionated dependent.

As a newly emerging economic block, which was possessing good part�
nerships with many developed countries, ASEAN provided Vietnam with a
platform to socialize into international communities, especially, to forge
new relations or enhance relations with developed countries. It would be
more difficult for Vietnam to approach these countries on a bilateral basis
than on multilateral mechanisms already formed by ASEAN. As a matter of
fact, Vietnam’s economic cooperation with developed countries was estab�
lished thanks to regional mechanisms such as ASEAN+1 and ASEAN +3.

In the long term, joining ASEAN laid the ground for the Vietnamese
economy to gradually integrate into the rest of the region and the world. In
1992, the organization established its own free trade area called the ASEAN
Free Trade Area (AFTA). Participating in AFTA had been an appropriate
first step for Vietnam, a country that had never experienced international
integration before it engaged in larger frameworks with the participation of
developed countries. Vietnam’s experience with ASEAN became a motiva�
tion for the country to continue its integration path, which was illustrated by
the proposal of a policy of international integration at the Eighth National
Party Congress in 1996 and its participation in Asia Pacific Economic Coo�
peration in 1998.

It is discernible that Vietnam's accession to ASEAN in 1995 was an im�
portant turning point in the country’s foreign policy. This participation was
expected to help Vietnam take advantage of external opportunities and reso�
urces to solve its problems and start its development process. For Vietnam,
this is a sound diplomatic decision, which is in line with the main trends of
the world, the situation and characteristics of the region, and the country.
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The direction has also brought about obvious effects. This is a good use of
the power of the times to develop the national strength of Vietnam in the
first half of the 1990s.

Vietnam in ASEAN:
The dialectical combination

between national strength and strength of time

After Vietnam had joined ASEAN, the foreign direction in combination
of national strength and strength of times has evolved in two dimensions.
On the one hand, Vietnam has been taking advantage of the strength of the
times from participating in ASEAN. On the other hand, Vietnam has acti�
vely contributed to ASEAN with its own national strength. This is a dialecti�
cal combination; Vietnam’s contribution to ASEAN makes it stronger,
whereas a well�developed ASEAN contributes more international strength
to Vietnam. Vietnam's significant addition to ASEAN is reflected as follow:

First, Vietnam's accession to ASEAN in 1995 was itself a contribution
to the development of ASEAN in three aspects: the expansion, cohesion,
and collective strength of the Association. ASEAN’s acceptance of Viet�
nam’s membership is a testament to “the tolerance of this regional organizati�
on towards countries with different political regimes, ideologies, levels of econo�
mic and social development in the region”.9 The benefits of Vietnam gained
from ASEAN became the impetus for other countries such as Myanmar
(1997) and the other two Indochinese countries such as Laos (1997) and
Cambodia (1999). As a result, ASEAN became the fully legitimate repre�
sentative organization for Southeast Asia as it was originally expected.10

For ASEAN cohesion, Vietnam's accession to ASEAN accelerated the
reunification of Southeast Asian states in a common regional institution.
ASEAN including Vietnam has changed its identity, opening expectations
for a common mechanism that brings togetherness among countries in the
region. This event has been recognized by Vietnam as “in terms of geopoli�
tics, Vietnam is the factor connecting groups within ASEAN and ending the di�
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vision of Southeast Asia (...) Vietnam's participation South to ASEAN created
cohesion for the region”.11

The addition of Vietnam to ASEAN contributed to its collective
strength as the group which consists of inherently small and medium�sized
countries. Southeast Asia is no longer divided. Its unification helps to
enhance the position and voice of ASEAN. The Indonesian Foreign Minis�
ter once commented on Vietnam becoming an official member of ASEAN
in 1995:

“Vietnam will certainly increase our collective vitality and strength. Vi�
etnam's strategic location, Vietnam's skilled workforce, and the country’s
rich natural resources will be a complement and will deepen the meaning of
ASEAN's unity and cooperation.”12

Second, besides actively participating in ASEAN activities, Vietnam has
been taking a number of initiatives in promoting its development. Over the
past 26 years, Vietnam has successfully hosted many important ASEAN
events and meetings, such as the 6th ASEAN Summit (1998), the 8th
ASEAN Regional Forum (2001), ASEAN Plus Three Foreign Ministers
Meetings, Meetings after the Foreign Ministers Meeting between ASEAN
and Dialogue Countries (PMC + 10), meetings with each Dialogue Count�
ries (PMC +1), and the Mekong�Ganga Cooperation (MGC) Ministerial
Meeting (July 2001). Vietnam was the Chairman of the 34th ASEAN Stan�
ding Committee (ASC) (July 2000 to July 2001) and the rotating Chair of
ASEAN twice, in 2010 and 2020.

Vietnam has championed numerous important initiatives, such as the
Hanoi Plan of Action (1998) and the Hanoi Declaration on Narrowing De�
velopment Gap for Closer Integration (2001). These ideas and proposals
provided collective direction for ASEAN countries to overcome the econo�
mic crisis in 1997—1998, narrow the development gap between sub�regions,
which then created the premise for the establishment of ASEAN Communi�
ty. One thing should not be missed is that the original idea of ASEAN Com�
munity consisted of only two pillars: political�security and economy. It was
Vietnam that proposed socio�cultural pillars and initiatives on social
welfare, education, and health in the process of implementing commit�
ments to build the ASEAN Socio�Cultural Community (ASCC). The addi�
tion of the social�cultural piece in the master plan of the Community deli�
vered a more comprehensive, people�oriented, and sustainable format of
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ASEAN Community. In the relations between ASEAN and its external
partners, Vietnam was the initiator of expanding East Asia Summit’s mem�
bership (by promoting the admission of Russia and the United States to the
East Asia Summit), promoting and organizing the first ASEAN Defense
Ministers Meeting Plus (ADMM+) in 2010.

Third, Vietnam has made considerable efforts to enhance the ASEAN's
position in relations with outside partners. In addition to hosting the
Asia�Europe Meeting (ASEM 5) in 2004 and launching the initiatives to
expand the EAS and ADMM+, which were mentioned above, Vietnam has
successfully assumed the role of coordinating ASEAN's relations with other
partners. Specifically, Vietnam has been coordinating ASEAN relations
with China (period 2009—2012), with the European Union (EU, period
2012—2015), with India (period 2015—2018) and is currently facilitating
the relations of ASEAN — Japan (period 2018—2021).

Fourth, Vietnam has also been making remarkable contributions in spe�
cific areas. In the economic field, by mid�2020, Vietnam was one of the
three countries which had the highest rate of implementation rate of the
ASEAN Economic Community (AEC) measures (94 %).13 As for the
ASEAN Trade in Goods Agreement (ATIGA), Vietnam completed the re�
duction schedule in 2018 with the tariff elimination rate for the whole
ASEAN states reaching more than 98.6 %.14 In terms of political and secu�
rity, Vietnam has been taking credit for its efforts in internationalizing the
South China Sea (SCS) issue and finding a peaceful solution based on inter�
national law, especially its steering and defending ASEAN’s redlines in dip�
lomatic negotiations on the Code of Conduct. Ralf Emmers and Le Thu
Huong (2020) argued that Vietnam can be considered as a leading country
in the field of security in the region, particularly in South China Sea
issues.15

Compared to Vietnam’s policy towards Southeast Asia and ASEAN
before 1986, it is obvious that Vietnam has been turning itself into a far more
active and constructive actor in foreign affairs. This is not simply the res�
ponsibility and obligation that Vietnam needs to meet as a member of
ASEAN. It is in fact that the contribution of Vietnam to ASEAN brings
about benefit to Vietnam's national strength in return. Consequently, main�
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taining and developing ASEAN is crucial to Vietnam’s policy. This is the
reason why despite inherent weakness of ASEAN, Vietnam has always re�
mained steadfast in ASEAN’s policy. The regional organization has always
been considered as one of the top priorities of Vietnam foreign policy,
which has been frequently emphasized in Vietnam’s foreign directions pre�
sented at congresses of the Communist Party of Vietnam.

Economically, ASEAN is a particularly important market of Vietnam.
This is also the first market for Vietnamese products�in other words, a
reagent for the competitiveness of Vietnamese products before they access
wider markets.16 Data from the General Department of Vietnam Customs
in 2019 showed that the total trade turnover of commodity between
Vietnam and ASEAN reached $57 billion USD, 10 times higher than that of
1995 and accounting for 11 % of the total export turnover of the whole
country.17 For years, ASEAN has been the fourth largest export market of
Vietnam after the US, EU, and China. In addition to the ASEAN market,
on the basis of FTAs signed between ASEAN and its partners, Vietnam is
increasingly expanding its economic relations with major economies, which
are also trade partners of ASEAN.

From the political and diplomatic front, becoming a member of
ASEAN helps Vietnam take steps to normalize its diplomatic relations with
major countries in the world, approach regional and international instituti�
ons, and integrate into the international community. In 1995, Vietnam nor�
malized diplomatic relations with the US. After that, Vietnam joined the
ASEM in 1996 and APEC in 1998. After many years of negotiations,
Vietnam officially became a member of the World Trade Organization in
2007. By 2020, Vietnam has been a member of more than 70 regional and
international multilateral organizations and signed many multilateral eco�
nomic agreements.18

In terms of defense and security, since 2006, defense and security acti�
vities between ASEAN, its member states, and partners have been enhanced
in many specific fields with more substantive activities. Besides ARF,
ASEAN Defence Ministerial Meetings (ADMM) became the venue where
traditional and non�traditional security issues have been discussed. Many
cooperation initiatives within the framework of ADMM such as ASEAN
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Peacekeeping Centres Network (APCN); ASEAN Defense Industry Colla�
boration (ADIC); ASEAN Defense Interaction Program (ADIP); ASEAN
Logistics Support Framework (LSF); The ASEAN Centre of Military Me�
dicine (ACMM) were deployed to promote trust and enhance the coordina�
tion of countries to solve common security issues. In addition, within the
mechanisms of ADMM+ and its dialogue partners, many activities related
to humanitarian assistance and disaster relief, maritime security, military
medicine, counterterrorism, humanitarian security, and cyber security are
also conducted. Vietnam is able to take advantage of ASEAN's security
mechanisms and relationships to manage conflicts in the South China Sea
dispute. Through ASEAN, the South China Sea issue has been internatio�
nalized, which is illustrated by the signing of the Declaration on the
Conduct of Parties in the SCS (DOC) between ASEAN and China in 2002.
Since 2016, when the Philippines changed its strategy on the South China
Sea issue, Vietnam became the most active country in promoting the
process of negotiating COC.

Thanks to the the support of ASEAN, Vietnam's international position
in international forums has been enhanced. As a representative of the
region, Vietnam was twice elected to the position of a non�permanent
member of the United Nations Security Council with a high number of
votes in 2008 and 2020. Also in 2020, according to the Asia Power Index
issued by the Lowy Institute (Australia), Vietnam was listed in the group of
Asian middle power and ranked at 12th over 26 countries. It is clearly that
compared to 1995, Vietnam made an enormous leap in national power/
strength, which was attributed to the combination of national strength and
that of time through accession to ASEAN.

Conclusion

The policy of “combining the strength of the nation and the strength of the
times” in 1986 was a strategic shift in Vietnam's foreign policy. This adjust�
ment paved the way for breakthrough changes in Vietnam's diplomacy,
making an important contribution to bringing Vietnam out of difficulties
after decades of war. The direction on combining strength is formed based
on the transformation in perception of the worldview and foreign ideology
of the CPV.

Joining ASEAN is one of the first steps in realizing this policy. This step
was in line with the general trend of dKtente and cooperation in the
post�Cold War era and the mainstream of regionalization in Southeast Asia.
Choosing ASEAN as the first multilateral regional institution for its integra�
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tion was a rational decision. It was suitable to Vietnam's conditions and the
situation in Southeast Asia. The integration process of Vietnam into
ASEAN is favorable since it meets the needs of both sides.

From the Vietnamese side, the policy of “combining national strength
and the strength of the times” is a vital mantra that governs both its accession
and participation in ASEAN. Within the 26 years of joining ASEAN, Viet�
nam's combination of national strength and that of the era has been charac�
terized by a two�way interaction. The accession helps Vietnam secure the
country against external and internal threats, obtain the external inputs
which are necessary to achieve economic prosperity and growth, and play
an active role in international forums and global governance structures. In
return, Vietnam's active participation in this organization has contributed to
the strength of ASEAN and the peace and stability in Southeast Asia.

Given remarkable achievements Vietnam has gained in the relations
with ASEAN, there is no doubt that Vietnam�ASEAN relations will conti�
nue to develop and Vietnam's direction of “combining national strength and
that of the times” will continue to be the monolith in Vietnam’s foreign
policy in years to come.
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Chapter 33

HEIGHTENING VIETNAM’S POSITION
IN DIPLOMATIC RELATIONS WITH JAPAN

(2012—2021)

Vietnam and Japan have a long history of bilateral relations, but diplo�
matic relationship was only officially established in 1973. Vietnam wants Ja�
pan to be an important partner, and is simultaneously keen on holding an ad�
vancing position in the bilateral relationship. As a country located in Southe�
ast Asia, Vietnam’s endogenous capabilities comes from its important
geopolitical and geo�economic position. Besides, Vietnam also takes advanta�
ge of the global trend of cooperation and integration to become an important
partner of countries in the region and the world. For Japan, Vietnam is consi�
dered as an increasingly important partner due to its great economic, security,
political and diplomatic benefits. In spite of fluctuations in the past, the relati�
onship between Vietnam and Japan has made remarkable progress in the peri�
od 2012—2021. Therefore, it can be said that Vietnam is making use of geopo�
litical and geo�economic values as well as opportunities of times to bring prac�
tical benefits to Japan. Since then, Vietnam’s position in relations with Japan
has been increasingly consolidated, strengthened and heightened.

Keywords: position, Vietnam, Japan, extensive strategic partnership.

Introduction

Japan is one of Vietnam’s most important international partners. After a
relatively passive period in the international arena and dependence on the al�
liance with the United States, since 2012, Japan has always consciously and
gradually expanded its influence in the international arena. Under Prime Mi�
nisters namely Abe Shinzo and Suga Yoshihide, Vietnam is gradually beco�
ming an important partner of Japan. Vietnam’s position and role in diploma�
tic relations with Japan is increasingly changing in a positive direction for



Vietnam. In 2009, Vietnam and Japan officially established a strategic part�
nership. In 2014, bilateral relations were raised to a new height when the two
countries agreed to upgrade “strategic partnership” to “extensive strategic
partnership”. This article argues that, due to its position and interests, along
with the policy of combining national capabilities and the opportunities of
the times, Vietnam is becoming an increasingly important partner of Japan in
the region. Although “strategic partner” is a relatively vague concept, com�
pared with the relationship levels that Japan has with other important part�
ners, it can be seen that Japan gives Vietnam a relatively high unique position
due to the country’s strategic, diplomatic and economic benefits.

Factors affecting Vietnam’s position
in the international arena

In order to heighten Vietnam’s position in the international arena,
Vietnam has actively taken advantages of its national capabilities and oppor�
tunities of times. In other words, the combination of Vietnam geopolitical
and geo�economic position, renewal of foreign policy, and opportunities of
times enhance Vietnam’s either global or regional voice and image.

First, Vietnam’s geopolitical and geo�economic position is an extremely
important factor, affirming Vietnam’s importance to major powers in the
region and in the world. The major powers all want to exploit Vietnam’s geo�
political and geo�economic position. Vietnam has a relatively important geo�
graphical position because it is located on the junction between Northeast
Asia and Southeast Asia, next to the South China Sea in which there are
many important resources and transportation routes, and due to its economic
potentials, which are enough to attract other countries to do business. But
there is one more point that makes Vietnam’s sensitive geographical positi�
on — it is adjacent to China. It was the French’s efforts to break into China
from the south that was an important reason for the colonialist invasion of
Vietnam in 1858 — the beginning of the colonial period of nearly 100 years. It
was also in order to prevent the influence of communism and the People’s
Republic of China after the unification in 1949 that from 1950, the US tried
to jump into Vietnam leading to a bloody war — the most severe and prolon�
ged suffering — in the world since 1945 that the Vietnamese people have to
endure. Vietnam’s history has been repeatedly “distorted” by the interventi�
on of major countries, of which geo�political position is a cause.1
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In the context of increasing international and regional economic coo�
peration and integration, Vietnam is paying more and more attention to im�
proving its geo�economic position. Compared to the geo�political position,
which is more dependent on external factors, especially big countries, the
geo�economic position is something that Vietnam can actively create and
enhance when turning Vietnam to an important segment in the regional as
well as global economic value chains. Sometimes, the economic benefits are
large enough to increase the geopolitical role.2 Vietnam is located at the life�
line of the regional economy, where there are strong and dynamic economi�
es considered as the growth engines of the region and the world. As a bridge
between the maritime economic zones and the continental economies of
Southeast Asia and Asia, Vietnam has favorable conditions to strengthen
connectivity, promote cooperation and development in the region. Firstly,
with the advantage of a “front” overlooking the South China Sea, Vietnam
plays a key role in providing logistics services for either regional or external
countries. Secondly, Vietnam is located on the Trans�Asia road in the
project to build a highway, connecting the countries of Eurasia and Asia by
initiated by the United Nations Economic and Social Commission for Asia
and the Pacific initiated. Vietnam is also remained in the main axis of the
East�West Economic Corridor connecting the Pacific Ocean and Indian
Ocean, which creates great potential in the socio�economic development of
the countries of the Mekong sub�region and the Mekong River Delta.
Thanks to those advantages, Vietnam has potentials to become a great
power in the future3, and the country increasingly attracts attention and in�
vestment of many countries worldwide.

Second, Vietnam’s foreign policy has changed in a positive and proacti�
ve direction, thereby giving appropriate foreign strategies and actions,
helping to better protect its interests and further enhance its international
status. Accordingly, Vietnam wanted to expand relations with other countri�
es to maintain a peaceful and friendly environment. The seventh National
Congress of the Communist Party (1991) stated the Vietnam’s foreign
policy of openness that “wants to make friend with all countries in the world
community, striving for peace, independence and development”.4 The
eighth National Congress of the Communist Party (1996) successively pro�
posed and developed an independent, open, diversified, and multilateral
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foreign policy with the motto “Vietnam wants to be a friend of all countries
in the international community, striving for peace, independence and deve�
lopment”.5 It can be seen that, compared to a somewhat timid attitude
when only “making friend with all countries” in 1991, Vietnam has positio�
ned itself with a higher and more proactive position in international relati�
ons when stating “to be a friend of all countries”. The motto “making friend
with all countries” in the world may be appropriate at the time when
Vietnam was starting to integrate with the regional and the world, or the in�
tegration was at early stage. However, when Vietnam integrates more
deeply, it is also necessary to reorient the foreign relations in a profound
way, or develop an overall diplomatic strategy not just focusing on econo�
mic realm, with a vision and orientation for each specific period of time.

Third, global trend of international integration, to some extents, forces
Vietnam to gradually gel with the international community. After years
being embargoed, Vietnam recognized international integration as a urgent
demand, and therefore, the country had to accelerate its regional and global
integration process to take advantage of external resources, actively and as�
sertively participate in regional integration mechanisms and institutions led
by ASEAN as well as multilateral forums and institutions to raise its voice.
Clearly, Vietnam’s position has also been enhanced with the motto of com�
bining national capabilities with the opportunity of the times, taking full ad�
vantage of favorable international conditions, especially global achieve�
ments and development trends. In particular, in the past few years, Vietnam
has effectively implemented free trade agreements (FTA)6, and internatio�
nal agreements and commitments to expand the markets, attract external
resources for the renewal of growth model, restructure the economy,
promote industrialization and modernization of the country on the basis of
science�technology and innovation, and high�quality human resources, etc.

Vietnam’s position in bilateral relationship with Japan

Vietnam’s position in relations with Japan is enhanced by the benefits
that Vietnam can bring. Accordingly, for Japan, in each field, Vietnam’s
rising position can be determined as follows:

First, economically, Vietnam is able to meet Japan’s economic develop�
ment needs in the new period. Japan is a country with great industrial capa�
city. Right from the 1980s, the Japan entered the ripe stage of an industriali�
zed economy. The Japanese economy, therefore, moved from a mature in�
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dustrial state to a knowledge economy. On one hand, Japan must invest in
researching new technologies to build new industries. On the other hand,
Japanese companies must speed up the process of transferring technology
and management skills through direct investment in industries that require a
lot of labor and raw materials. That is an opportunity to increase and attract
investment capital as well as create or develop industries such as iron, steel,
automobiles, cement, chemicals for developing countries and in the process
of industrialization and modernization like Vietnam. Vietnam gradually
becomes a place for technology transfer from Japan.

Thanks to a number of advantages, such as a large population, a relati�
vely skilled workforce, experienced technicians, and especially stable poli�
tics and security, Vietnam often attracts foreign investments. Japan therefo�
re also identifies Vietnam as a destination for its foreign investment. In
2013, the two countries approved “Vietnam’s industrialization strategy
within the framework of Vietnam�Japan cooperation through 2020 with a
vision toward 2030”.6 With that framework, Japan promises to invest in six
key industries in Vietnam, including electronics, food processing, shipbuil�
ding, agricultural machinery, environment and energy, and vehicle accesso�
ries. Japan has also pledged to support Vietnam in implementing large�scale
infrastructure projects such as Lang — Hoa Lac Hi�tech Park, Ninh Thuan
Nuclear Power Plant, North�South Expressway, Nghi Son Oil Refinery,
etc. Moreover, Vietnam is assessed as an effective user of Official Develop�
ment Assistance (ODA) in economic restructuring activities, improving inf�
rastructure, combating environmental pollution and infectious diseases, and
poverty reduction. Vietnam’s impressive results in socio�economic develop�
ment thanks to Japan’s ODA in recent years have encouraged Japan to inc�
rease ODA for Vietnam. Thus, Vietnam is the largest recipient of ODA, and
also the most important ODA partner of Japan.7

Although not the largest trading partner of Japan, Vietnam is still an im�
portant one. The Japanese government always pays attention to opening the
market and creating favorable conditions for Vietnamese agricultural products
to enter Japanese market, especially focusing on the four sub�sectors of
seafood processing, rice, coffee, and vegetables. If Vietnam is able to improve
the quality of those products, surely Vietnam’s market share will increase
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rapidly. Cooperation in the field of agriculture, therefore, will be a priority in
economic relations between the two countries in the coming time. During
Prime Minister Suga Yoshihide’s visit to Vietnam in October 2020, Japan
took positive measures to help Vietnam fight the COVID�19 pandemic and
overcome the consequences of floods in the central region, while emphasizing
cooperation between the two countries to overcome challenges caused by the
disruption of global production and supply chains due to the pandemic.8

Second, in terms of security and defense, cooperation is a new point in
the Vietnam�Japan strategic partnership. For many years, security and
defense were considered sensitive areas in bilateral relations, as Japan kept
its pacifist restraint, and Vietnam was concerned about negative reactions
from China. Things began to change in 2009, when China took a series of
assertive and aggressive actions in territorial disputes with its neighbors,
such as establishing an Air Defense Identification Zone (ADIZ) and the
Senkaku/Diaoyu Islands dispute, and intensifying the construction of artifi�
cial islands and violating Vietnam’s sovereignty, sovereign rights and juris�
diction in the South Sea. That makes Japan and Vietnam share a common
interest, which are the abilities to maintain the status quo in the dispute with
China, and the right to freedom of navigation, freedom of navigation, secu�
rity and safety in the sea. The good cooperation between Japan and Vietnam
is naturally the result of the two countries sharing security interests and con�
cerns. China’s overheated rise in general and naval power in particular as
well as China’s drastic moves in maritime disputes with Japan and Vietnam
have threatened the status quo of the disputed area. That is something that
Vietnam and Japan have always strongly opposed.

From the Japanese point of view, Vietnam is likely to be the most impor�
tant strategic partner in the near future. For Japan, Vietnam not only has a
large market base and an important resource supply for Japan’s trade, invest�
ment and production activities, but also is an importantly capable player to
maintain the balance of power in the region. More importantly, there are un�
doubtedly problems in the relationship between Vietnam and China, that are
difficult to be resolved. Those beneficial factors have put Vietnam on the list
of partners that need to be prioritized in the Japan’s southward foreign policy.

For Japan, they are concerned not only about sovereignty over the
Senkaku Islands but also the safety of shipping lanes, including those
through the South China Sea which are even more crucial to Japan’s energy
security as 80 % of the country’s oil imports are transported through that
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sea.9 Maintaining maritime security, therefore, is one of Japan’s top inte�
rests when it comes to strengthening relations with ASEAN countries, inc�
luding Vietnam. Japan has provided the Philippines, Indonesia and Vietnam
with maritime patrol boats.10 Japan’s support for Vietnam in the moderniza�
tion and capacity building of maritime law enforcement agency has become
a priority in the defense relationship between the two countries. The assis�
tance from Japan is very important and is a significant complement to Viet�
nam’s efforts to strengthen its national defense.

Japan’s preference for Vietnam is not limited to maritime security but
also a range of other traditional and non�traditional security areas. Japan
also recognizes Vietnam’s role in relations with North Korea, because
Vietnam to some extent can play a role in the process of resolving the North
Korean nuclear issue, which is a major security concern for Japan.11 In part�
icular, Japan is very sympathetic to the fight against the negative impacts of
climate change, when Vietnam is among most heavily affected countries by
climate change and sea level rise. Japan has provided ODA worth 10 billion
Yen in the Support Program to Respond to Climate Change that the two
countries signed. This program has made a positive contribution to sustai�
nable economic development and climate change mitigation. Japanese part�
ners also shared useful experiences for Vietnam in reconstruction after
natural disasters12.

Third, politically and diplomatically, due to Vietnam’s strategic role
and position in the region today, cooperation with Vietnam helps Japan
improve its prestige and limit China’s influence in the region. Since the
1997 Asian financial and monetary crisis, Japan has had to not only recover
its economy, but also carry out a comprehensive reform, in order to create a
new Japan that is either economically strong or politically important in the
region as well as in the international arena.

Japan had been the world’s second strongest economic power for many
years before drowning into the state of economic recession. Its position and
role in the world economy and politics has been challenged in the face of
China’s strong rise. Southeast Asia has become a strategic location for both
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China and Japan to assert their roles. There is no serious issue between
Japan and Southeast Asian countries today. In the new context, when the
major powers all have strategies to take advantage of Southeast Asian count�
ries and ASEAN, considering the group of Southeast Asian countries as a
necessary springboard to promote cooperation in the region, Japan therefo�
re needs adjustments to be made.

Vietnam, the country with the second largest population in Southeast
Asia, has big growth potentials. In addition, Japan’s need to increase coopera�
tion with Vietnam also comes from the desire to accelerate the process of crea�
ting a market economy in Vietnam, thereby gradually reducing the dependen�
ce of the Vietnamese economy on Chinese economy. The common concern
of Vietnam and Japan is not only towards China’s military modernization and
territorial ambitions in the East China Sea and South China Sea, but also the
strategic implications of too much dependence on the Chinese economy, or
even the risk of turning from economic dependence to political dependence
and military pressure. It should be noted that China is the largest trading
partner of either Vietnam or Japan, and also causes Vietnam and Japan to
suffer huge trade deficits. “Japan and Vietnam should avoid a heavy depen�
dence on China that would narrow both countries’ freedom of action.”13 That
is not only the wish of Japan but also in the global strategic consideration of
the United States — Japan’s closest military ally. In fact, both the United
States and Japan are concerned about China, especially in recent years, when
the Chinese economy has grown steadily. Therefore, promoting cooperation
with Vietnam, on the one hand, creates an opportunity for Japan to increase
relations with other Southeast Asian countries. On the other hands, it also
helps Japan deal with China’s spillover influence in the region.

In addition, given Vietnam’s growing position in ASEAN, and conside�
red as an important player in regional politics, Japan’s attention to Vietnam
is not unreasonable. Japan and Vietnam have cooperated effectively in in�
ternational as well as regional forums such as East Asia Summit, ASEAN +
3 Summit. Moreover, looking at the list of important partners of Vietnam
and Japan, it is easy to see that the two countries have many common part�
ners, mainly in the Asia�Pacific. The opportunity for Vietnam and Japan to
cooperate beyond the bilateral framework is entirely possible.Japan also
wants to win the support of regional countries region for the post of perma�
nent member of the United Nations Security Council. In this regard,
Vietnam, with its rising status in Southeast Asia, has attracted the attention
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of Japan as a potential actor in East Asian politics. It should be noted that
Vietnam is among few ASEAN countries that has supported Japan’s bid to
win the seat of a permanent member of the Security Council in the first
place despite great diplomatic pressure from China. When Japan first
floated the idea of winning a permanent membership of the Security
Council, it was only supported by Vietnam and Singapore as other countries
in ASEAN were under pressure from China14.

Because of Japan’s strategic benefits that found in Vietnam, it can be af�
firmed that Japan is prioritizing Vietnam as one of the most important part�
ners. Japan was the first country in the Group of 7 that established a strategic
partnership with Vietnam. Vietnam’s advancing position can be clearly seen
in the statements of the Japanese Prime Ministers. In 2013, Prime Minister
Abe Shinzo said that Japan and Vietnam had common interests in the
Asia�Pacific region, mutually supported each other in the economic field,
and at the same time Vietnam was one of the countries with a strategic part�
nership with Japan.15 For Prime Minister Suga Yoshihide, during his first
foreign trip after taking office as Prime Minister, he also emphasized that
Vietnam was an important partner of Japan, playing an important role when
Japan conducted its Free and Open Indo�Pacific strategy.16

In addition, Vietnam’s important position in Japan’s foreign relations
can be shown in a table revealing level of relationship between Japan and a
number of its crucial partners. Notably, the “extensive strategic” partners�
hip for peace and prosperity in Asia that the two countries established is the
highest among Japan’s relationship level with its Southeast Asian partners.

Table 1. Level of diplomatic relations between Japan and some important partners

Level Partner
Highest Treaty or Agreement

or Declaration
Year

Ally The United States
of America

Security Treaty Between
the United States and Japan

1951

Treaty of Mutual Cooperation
nd Security between the United
States and Japan

1960
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Level Partner
Highest Treaty or Agreement

or Declaration
Year

Comprehensive
strategic
partnership

Australia Comprehensive Strategic, Security
and Economic Partnership

2008

Special Strategic
and Global
Partnership

India Japan and India Vision 2025
Special Strategic and Global
Partnership Working Together for
Peace and Prosperity of the
Indo�Pacific Region and the
World

2015

Extensive strategic
partnership

Vietnam Extensive Strategic Partnership for
Peace and Prosperity in Asia

2014

Strengthened
Strategic
Partnership

Philippines Strengthened Strategic Partnership
for the Shared Principles and
Goals of Peace, Security and
Growth in the Region and
Beyond.

2015

Strategic
Partnership

European Union Japan�EU Strategic Partnership
Agreement

2018

Cambodia Strategic Partnership 2013

Thailand Strategic Partnership based on the
Enduring Bonds of Friendship

2012

ASEAN ASEAN�Japan Strategic
Partnership for Prosperity
Together

2011

People’s Republic of
China

Mutually Beneficial Relationship
Based on Common Strategic
Interests

2008

Indonesia Strategic Partnership for Peaceful
and Prosperous Future

2006

Partnership Republic of Korea A New Japan�Republic of Korea
Partnership towards the
Twenty�first Century

1998

Source: Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Japan. URL: https://www.mofa.go.jp/

Conclusion

In short, thanks to the historical background of a long�term relationship
and common interests, the extensive strategic partnership between Vietnam
and Japan is increasingly consolidated. On the Japanese side, it sees great
strategic benefits in Vietnam. As a result, Vietnam’s position in foreign rela�
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tions with Japan is heightened. In terms of economy, Vietnam is a large
market, rich in trade and investment potential. Vietnam also has an impor�
tant position in ASEAN, so it is an extremely important partner of Japan at
forums and cooperation mechanisms led by ASEAN. Vietnam is also im�
portant to Japan because the country is related to the US and China in
terms of strategy and security, especially sharing concerns with Japan about
China’s rise. Japan sees in Vietnam the political and economic interests to
build an extensive strategic partnership, and towards a comprehensive stra�
tegic partnership.

Therefore, not only becoming more important to Japan, Vietnam is in a
relatively high position in the levels of partnerships that Japan establishes
with its partners. It can be said that the strategic partnership between
Vietnam and Japan has become clear in all aspects. An well�coordinated
strategic relationship will be the foundation for the two countries to jointly
develop their economies, such as Industry 4.0’s applications which Japan
has advantages, strengthen track�two and cultural diplomacy as well as the
solidarity between the two peoples, and security and political cohesion for
common interests in the Indo�Pacific region.

Vietnam’s increasing position in foreign relations with Japan is clearly
not only due to Vietnam’s objective values and the interests in that Japan
finds, but also to Vietnam’s efforts in promoting and facilitating the deve�
lopment of relations between the two countries. That is a policy based on
the combination of national capabilities and the opportunities offered by the
times. The national capabilities of Vietnam make Japan pay attention and
prioritize cooperation with Vietnam. On the contrary, the development of
the Vietnam�Japan hybrid relationship enhances the strength and position
of Vietnam in the region and in the international arena.
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Conclusion Chapter

THE COMMUNIST PARTY OF VIETNAM
IS THE INSPIRER AND ORGANIZER

OF THE VICTORY OF THE AUGUST REVOLUTION

Dear readers!
You have acquainted with the most important milestones of the glorious

historical path of the Communist Party of Vietnam, which will soon turn
100 years old. And this whole long way is an uninterrupted chain of outstan�
ding, historic achievements of the Party, the recognized vanguard of the Vi�
etnamese people. Established by Ho Chi Minh in 1930, the CPV from the
very first days of its activity to the present time constantly and convincingly
demonstrates that it is a party of living revolutionary creativity, a party of
bold, non�standard decisions, a party of national unity and solidarity.

The creation of the Communist Party of Indochina (as the CPV used to
be called) was a turning point in the history of Vietnam and the Vietnamese
national liberation movement. Since that day, the struggle of the Vietname�
se people against the colonialists for national liberation has assumed decisi�
ve forms. In October 1930, in two provinces of Central Vietnam — Nghe An
and Ha Tinh, mass protests of the peasantry against the colonial order
began, which were led by the newly created communist party. In 116 villa�
ges of both provinces, Soviets were created following the example of
Russia — the first organs of people's revolutionary power in Vietnam. The
Ngetian Soviets, as they were called by the people, for almost a year, were
islands of freedom and independence in colonial Indo�China, until they
were liquidated by the colonialists. As Ho Chi Minh said 30 years later, the
Nghetinh Soviets forged forces for the victory of the August Revolution.

In May 1941, the 8th plenum of the Central Committee of the IСP,
took decision to change the strategy of struggle. The resolution of the
plenum stated that at this stage the task of the revolution in Indochina was



to drive out the French colonialists and Japanese occupiers and win inde�
pendence. To this end, it was decided to create the League for the Indepen�
dence of Vietnam — the Viet Minh Front, in order to rally the various
classes, nationalities, religions, political parties, individual patriots and win
independence of Vietnam.

Of all the political forces in Vietnam at that time, only the Viet Minh
Front, created by the communists, was able to mobilize and organize the
masses of people with its “liberation committees” created in many provinces
of the country. In August 1945, the nationwide uprising that began in Hanoi
under the banners and slogans of the Viet Minh rolled irresistibly to the
south, and in just 12 days the revolution won throughout the country. The
Democratic Republic of Vietnam was proclaimed on September 2, 1945.

Undoubtedly, the defeat of militaristic Japan, with the tremendous
contribution of the Soviet Union to this, became the main condition for the
victory of the August Revolution. But this victory was won by the Viet Minh
Front largely due to the skillful use of the ICP under the leadership of Ho
Chi Minh favorable external and internal conditions. The August Revoluti�
on was launched at a time when the Japanese troops, although they did not
capitulate, were paralyzed, and the Allies had not yet landed. The anti�com�
munist forces in Vietnam were confused and weak. But no “luck” would
have helped if the ICP had not accurately calculated the situation and de�
termined the decisive moment for a general uprising in the current revoluti�
onary situation.

For the first time in the history of revolutions of the peoples of colonial
and semi�colonial countries, a party barely 15 years old led a national de�
mocratic revolution in the country and led it to success. The victory of the
August Revolution, which led to the formation of the first people's demo�
cratic state in Southeast Asia, opened a new historical stage for the Vietna�
mese people. Being national and people's democratic in nature, the August
Revolution and the proclamation of the Democratic Republic of Vietnam
on September 2, 1945 became the victorious end of the almost century�long
struggle of the Vietnamese people against colonialism, marking the begin�
ning of collapse of the colonial system in Southeast Asia. The August Revo�
lution rightfully entered the history of the world national liberation move�
ment as one of the brightest examples of the revolutionary creativity of the
masses, led by the Communist Party.

At the same time, the August Revolution did not completely liberate
Vietnam from French colonial rule. France did not want to accept the loss
of Indochina, and in December 1946 the first Indochina War began, known
in Vietnam as the Resistance War. In the extremely difficult situation that
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had arisen, the ICP again showed political wisdom — as early as November
1945, it went underground, although it continued to lead both the Viet
Minh and the state bodies of the young republic. Understanding well that
the colonialists have undeniable military superiority at the initial stage of the
intervention, the ICP countered the enemy's plan of lightning war with the
strategy of a protracted all�people's Resistance War with the widespread use
of guerrilla methods of struggle.

International changes favorable to the DRV soon followed. In 1949 the
People's Republic of China was proclaimed, and in January 1950 the
USSR, the PRC and other socialist countries declared their recognition of
the DRV. In February 1951, the 2nd Congress of the ICP was held, at which
a decision was made to transform its Vietnamese part into the Workers'
Party of Vietnam (WPV). In 1950—1951 the armed forces of the DRV con�
ducted an extensive military campaign in the north�west of the country in
order to break through the blockade, which made it possible to provide
outside assistance to the struggling Vietnam. In March 1954, the decisive
battle of Dien Bien Phu began, which ended on May 7 with the complete
surrender of the French expeditionary force. Under these conditions,
France was forced to agree to the proposal of the Soviet Union, agreed with
the DRV, to consider at an international meeting in Geneva the question of
ending the war in Indochina.

The outcome of the Geneva Conference, although a compromise — a
temporary division of Vietnam into two parts along the 17th parallel and the
holding of general elections within two years to reunify the country, was an
important respite for the WPV. Decade 1954—1964 became one of the most
difficult stages in its activities and history. On the one hand, the party solved
the problem of reviving the North of the country, bringing it out of the
post�war devastation, on the other hand, it fought for the implementation of
the two most important provisions of the Geneva Accords: holding of
general elections in both parts of the country and its reunification.

These two vital tasks were opposed by the USA. Washington regarded
the Geneva Accords as a “catastrophe”, since an analysis of the situation in
South Vietnam made by American experts showed that if free general electi�
ons were held, the Viet Minh led by Ho Chi Minh would inevitably win
them. And in the US administration, the belief became dominant that
whoever controls Vietnam controls the entire region of Southeast Asia. By
the beginning of the 1960s, with this in mind the USA firmly took a course to
perpetuate the partition of Vietnam and turn its southern part into a strong�
hold of US imperialism in Southeast Asia. Therefore, the US�backed gover�
nment of Ngo Dinh Diem in power in Saigon refused to abide by the Geneva
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Accords and disrupted the general election. Mass repressions against com�
munists and participants in the War of Resistance began in the South.

In the circumstances, the leadership of the WPV came to the conclusi�
on that under the growing aggressive US policy aimed at perpetuating the
division of Vietnam, political and diplomatic measures alone, within the
framework provided for by the Geneva Accords, are no longer enough. On
September 5—10, 1960, the 3rd Congress of the WPV was held in Hanoi —
“the Congress of the builders of socialism in the North and the struggle for
the peaceful reunification of the country.” At the Congress, it was noted
that since the 2nd Congress, cardinal changes had taken place in the political
and socio�economic situation of the country. The country won indepen�
dence, the party, which had been working underground for many years,
became the ruling one. The resolution of the congress stated that after the
restoration of peace in 1954, a fundamentally new stage had begun in the
development of the Vietnamese revolution, therefore two strategic tasks of
the Vietnamese revolution were formulated: the implementation of the soci�
alist revolution in the North and the liberation of the South from the domi�
nation of American imperialists, the unification of the country.

In accordance with the course outlined by the 3rd Congress of the WPV,
on December 20, 1960, in one of the villages of Tey Ninh province, 90 kilo�
meters from Saigon, a Congress of representatives of patriotic organizations
was held, which proclaimed the creation of the National Liberation Front of
South Vietnam (NLF). Shortly after its formation the NLF came up with a
detailed 10�point Action Program. This document emphasized the determi�
nation of the population of the South to expel the American interventionists,
to create an independent, democratic, peaceful and neutral Vietnam, develo�
ping towards national reunification, as was envisaged by the Geneva Accords.

Southerners who had undergone retraining began to return to the
South — the PTV’ cadres and military specialists. They were to create the
backbone of the future political and armed resistance forces. The supply of
weapons was also organized, at first through the demilitarized zone (DMZ),
and after the military successes of the Patriotic Front of Laos through Lao
territory. The construction of the legendary “Ho Chi Minh trail” began —
an extensive system of roads laid in the dense jungle, bypassing the DMZ
through Laos and further south, which in some places also entered the terri�
tory of Cambodia.

Despite all the efforts of the United States, which provided ever�increa�
sing military�political assistance and support to the Saigon regime, the NLF
by the end of 1964 — the beginning of 1965 managed to significantly expand
the territories under its control, strengthen its influence in them, and even
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enter the international arena through a network of its official representati�
ons in the USSR, the PRC, the countries of people's democracy and in
some non�aligned countries of Asia.

In an effort to save the Saigon regime from complete collapse and keep
South Vietnam under its control, the US government set out to unleash an
air war against North Vietnam. On August 7, 1964, President L. Johnson
passed through the US Congress the so�called “Tonkin Resolution”, which
gave him the authorization for the unrestricted use of American military
forces in the region.

After the very first aggressive actions against North Vietnam, the WPV
launched a broad political and organizational activity to mobilize all seg�
ments of the country's population to repulse the enemy. The fighting slogans
of the Second Resistance War were the words from Ho Chi Minh's address
to the people on July 17, 1966: “The war may last another 5, 10, 20 years or
longer. Hanoi, Haiphong and other cities and enterprises may be destroyed,
but the Vietnamese people will not be intimidated! Nothing is more precio�
us than independence and freedom. Once victory is won, our people will
rebuild our country and endow it with bigger and more beautiful constructi�
ons.”1 Southeast Asia has become one of the most “hot spots” on the planet
again. The new situation demanded from the WPV a fundamental change in
the strategic line and tactical actions. On the one hand, with the help of the
Soviet Union, a powerful air defense system was created in the North,
which American generals qualified as never known in the history of wars.
On the other hand, the military�political pressure on the United States and
its minions in the South was radically increased.

In July 1967, the 14th Plenum of the WPV CC took a decision to begin
preparations for a broad counteroffensive in the South in order to bring the
victorious end of the war closer through a major and successful operation.
After all, this is how the First Resistance War against the French colonialists
ended after their crushing defeat in the operation at Dien Bien Phu that
went down in history. On the night of January 31, 1968, in the Tet holiday
(Lunar New Year festival), units of the PAVN liberated the ancient capital
of Hue with an unexpected blow. At the same time, strikes were carried out
in almost 100 cities and large settlements throughout South Vietnam. Nu�
merous bases, warehouses, airfields, command posts, including the US
Embassy in Saigon, were assaulted. The 1968 offensive greatly undermined
the morale of both the US administration and US troops and marked an im�
portant turning point in the course of the war.
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In the course of a continuous struggle against imperialist aggression
(1965—1973), the WPV achieved a flexible, effective combination of armed,
political and diplomatic forms of struggle. This ultimately forced the United
States to negotiate with the DRV and the NLF, and in in January 1973 to
sign the Paris Agreement on peace and the withdrawal of the American
troops from Vietnam, as a result the liberation of South Vietnam and the re�
unification of the country became possible two years later. At the 4th Cong�
ress of the WPV (1976), which was named “the Congress of the Victors”,
historic decisions were made: the united country was named the Socialist
Republic of Vietnam (SRV), and the WPT — the Communist Party of
Vietnam, which it has always been in essence.

And, finally, the last achievement of the Communist Party of Vietnam,
perhaps no less significant than the victories in the two Resistance Wars —
the “doi moi” policy, a new strategic course for the development of a single
country, which was timely adopted in 1986 and the successfully implemen�
ted. As you know, by the mid�1980s, the world socialism, especially the
main pillar of Vietnam — the Soviet Union, entered the stage of an insur�
mountable crisis, which could not but affect Vietnam. Under these complex
conditions, the Communist Party of Vietnam once again rose to the occasi�
on and at the fateful 6th Congress found courage to admit its mistakes and a
need to shape a new strategic course for the development of the country,
which was called a policy of renewal.

At the same time, the CPV, in contrast to the then leadership of the
CPSU, took a fundamentally different formula as a basis for the renovation
reforms: economic reforms must precede political ones, while the latter
must be carried out on a basis of economic achievements and improvement
in the material well�being of the population. As a result, the following main
components of the “doi moi” policy were formulated:

• implementation of radical structural economic reforms in order to
break the administrative�command model of socialism and drop barriers for
free enterprise and the formation of market relations in the economy;

• building “market�oriented socialism” while maintaining the traditio�
nal political mechanism as a whole and on the basis of the political stability
of society provided by the CPV;

• an open, multi�vector foreign policy aimed at accelerating the integ�
ration of the country both economically and politically into the world com�
munity.

The fact that the name “the renewal policy” turned out to be visionary
became clear by the end of the first 10 years of the new course implementa�
tion. If in the 70s and 80s of the last century, according to the UN,
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Vietnam was one of the 25 most backward and poorest countries in the
world, but by the mid�90s it broke into the group of world leaders in terms
of economic growth. The country, whose population had lived on the edge
of starvation for many decades, surprisingly quickly solved the problem of
food shortages and became one of the world's largest rice exporters. Imp�
ressive economic achievements, coupled with an open foreign policy, cont�
ributed to a fundamental change in the international image of Vietnam.
From a backward country with a hypertrophied military potential, Vietnam
has turned into a solid, trustworthy and reliable partner in the eyes of the
world community.

From the very beginning of the “doi moi” policy, the CPV formulated
several fundamental principles of political reform, which are still firmly
adhered to today, namely:

• strengthening the leadership role and political positions of the CPV as
the main driving force and guarantor of reforms;

• gradual democratization of social and political life under the control
of the party on the basis of the principle “democracy must be guided”;

• resolute rejection of the principles of multi�party system and political
pluralism.

Undoubtedly, the weightiest political master card of the CPV should be
recognized the fact that the new strategic course of development proposed
by it was a very effective means for quickly leading the country out of the so�
cio�economic crisis and stimulating the processes of national modernization
while maintaining political stability and social peace. That is why the “doi
moi” policy has found the broadest support not only of the CPV members,
but of the entire Vietnamese people. Having witnessed the collapse of the
European model of socialism, which caused the disintegration of entire
states and bloody conflicts, the Vietnamese people, whose two generations
in the middle of the 20th century went through several protracted and cruel
wars, strongly spoke out in favor of the option proposed by the CPV for the
gradual reform of socialism without dramatic upheavals and the flip and flop
policy.

Secretary General Nguyen Phu Trong, one of its main ideologists of the
CPV quite reasonably stated the position of the party on this issue: “We
cannot allow the concepts of “democracy” and “human rights” to be used
to undermine the political system, violate the established order or lead to in�
terference in internal affairs of the country ... We believe that in Vietnam
there are no objective conditions for the recognition of political pluralism
and opposition multi�party system, this is not allowed by the political situa�
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tion, the economic level, the social situation, the cultural level of the popu�
lation and the laws of the country ...”.2

The CPV, being the guiding force in the development of Vietnamese
society, within the framework of the process of “controlled democratizati�
on”, is gradually abandoning many characteristics of the “state party”. The
party manages the economy only at the macro level, defining at plenums
and congresses a long�term strategy for the country's economic develop�
ment. The political and legislative role of the National Assembly is increa�
sing year by year, openness and greater freedom of expression are expanding
in the media.

The renewal policy not only saved Vietnam from falling into the abyss
of an unpredictable crisis, but also ensured its fairly rapid economic rise. So,
in 2020, Vietnam entered the list of the 40 largest economies in the world
and ranks the 4th place in terms of size of the economy among the ASEAN
countries. Vietnam is also one of the 10 fastest growing economies. From
year to year, the role and authority of the Socialist Republic of Vietnam in
regional and international organizations is growing.

Today, the CPV sets before its cadre workers and party members the
task of developing Vietnam as a “prosperous and happy country”, which
should become a “developed state of socialist orientation” by the middle of
the 21st century. Adopted at its 13th Congress (2021), the 10�year strategy
for socio�economic development for the period up to 2030 provides for the
transformation of Vietnam into a developing country with a modern indust�
ry and a high average income level of the population, a country that succes�
sfully develops partnerships with all the great powers and the main world
political and economic centers.
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